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PRECAUTIONS TO AVOID SPAD
32 – Point Action plan to avoid SPAD
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

LP and ALP to have complete rest before Sign-On.
LP and ALP to have proper road learning of the section.
LP and ALP to undergo BA test during Sign-On and Sign-Off.
LP and ALP to correctly identify their signal and call out the
signal aspect with gesture.
Right hand signals to be repeated so, specifically.
LP and ALP to continue watching signal aspect and take
accordingly, till they arrive close to the signal.
Restrictive aspect of signal like “Danger” to be called out
repeatedly till the foot of the signal.
Note: ALP to observe whether speed of the train decreasing and
be prepared to apply ALP emergency brake if required.
LP to act purely according to the aspect of the signal given to
him and not to presume any other things. He is to follow “Signal
& only signal”, nothing else.
LP to conduct Brake Feel Test, Brake Power Test and Brake
Continuity Test wherever applicable.
LP should not have over confidence regarding brake power of
his train
LP and ALP not to use mobile phones during sign-on to sign-off.
LP and ALP not to take instructions regarding signals on walkietalkie.
LP and ALP not to bypass VCD and inform TLC while bypassing
VCD only in case of malfunctioning of VCD.
LP and ALP not to write “memo book”, not to take food or not to
pack belongings etc., in the face of approaching signals.
LI to monitor engineman ship of his LPs more closely and bring
out his weak-areas for improvement. No LP to be left overdue
for monitoring.

16. LPs and LIs to highlight any signal visibility problems
immediately for rectification.
17. Signal sighting committee’s recommendations to be
implemented.
18. LIs to conduct ambush checks with speed guns and portable BA
equipment, both in day and night.
19. ALPs to be trained in applying emergency brakes whenever
required.
20. Sigma boards to be provided before stop signals to help in foggy
weather etc.,
21. Recommended facilities to be provided in running room and
quarterly inspection RRIC under ADRM, should be conducted
and its recommendations to be implemented.
22. Power officers to regularly check all LI’s dairy once in a month
and take efforts to improve weak LPs.
23. Performance of LPs in training school and simulators to be
watched.
24. SPM/CUG mobile data of LPs to be analyzed by LIs regularly.
25. Crew to be counselled about poor brake-power and quick
release of brakes in BOXN HL and BCN HL rakes with BMBS and
twin pipe.
26. LPs not to allow unauthorized persons in cab and all persons in
the cab are prohibited to speak on mobile phone.
27. While approaching danger signals, use of only regenerative/RB
braking should be avoided. He should use A-9 necessarily.
28. Whenever trains are stopped at stations/at foot of the danger
signals, formation brakes should be applied with minimum
reduction position of A9 barke.
29. LPs to work from proper cab while shunting and should not
leave loco unmanned without proper securing.
30. ALPs not to leave working cab, for on run examination etc.,
while approaching danger signals.
31. Without passing aptitude test, LPs should not be utilized for
MEMU/EMU trains.
32. Suitable reduction of speed while passing signals at “Caution”
aspect and should be prepared to stop short of stop signal at
danger, as per GR 3.07(3).

Operating Manual

Chapter

OPERATING MANUAL

1

1.01 Preparation of locomotive in shed
I. General :
1. Ensure that the loco is under OHE and secured with hand
brake.
2. Read the loco log book & Engine fitness certificate and note
the repairs, missing fittings etc.
II. Loco examination on left side :
(This examination to be started from Cab-1 end)
1. Check the speedometer gear box and its cables.
2. Examine the front truck equalizers, helical springs and bogie
frame for any crack or abnormality.
For WAG-7 loco,
examine compensating beams (WBRACKET), LINKS, BULBs and their cotters pins, equalising
beams, helical springs (inner & outer), dampers (horizontal &
vertical), ‘D’ shackle, side stoppers & side bearers.
For WAP-4 loco examine H-TYPE BOLSTER, helical springs &
friction dampers.
3. Check the proper fixation of axle box covers and stay plates
and no abnormality in axle box.
4. Check the loco body, bogie securing bolts and safety pins are
intact.
5. Check the air bellows for any damage.
6. Check the brake cylinder securing bolts, slack adjusters, brake
shoes, brake riggings and safety brackets are intact.
7. Check the sand pipes alignment with rail and availability of
dry fine sand in the sand boxes.
8. Check the oil level in the load bearer and centre pivot oil
cups.(WAG-5 only)
ETTC/BZA
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Check the condition of three independent safety valves of
compressors.
In some locos, near SMGR unit separate filter (for moisture)
with drain cock is provided, same should be in close condition.
Check the centrifugal dirt collector with drain cock in closed
condition.
Check C2A relay valve (BP charging) is intact, behind battery
box no.3.
Check control reservoir drain cock is in closed condition and
ensure R1 COC in open position (WAG7 locos).
Check MR1 drain cock is in closed condition.
Check auto drain valves with their COCs are in open condition.
Check panto pipe drain cock is in closed condition.
Check the condition of battery boxes and their fixing brackets
are intact and also observe for any smoke, smell or leakage of
electrolyte.
Check MR2 drain cock is in closed condition.
Check the safety valve SS2 in intact, if COC is provided it
should be in open position.
Check Air intake COC is in closed condition.
Check SL2 hood for any abnormality.
Check brake cylinder COC for truck 2 is in open condition.
Rear truck examination to be carried out as mentioned in the
front truck examination (items 3 to 9).
Check the condition of side glasses and micro filters.
Check the loco body and footsteps for any damage.

III. Loco examination front side (cab 2 side) :
1. Check the condition and position of cattle guard, rail guard
and engine buffers.
2. Check the condition of CBC and transition coupling and
locking pin. Secure the transition coupling in hook, when not
in use on either side of the loco.
3. Check the condition of marker lights, look out glasses and
wind shield wipers.
ETTC/BZA
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4.
5.
6.

Check the condition of B, C, D couplers and sockets.
Check the condition of head light, flasher light and horns.
Check the condition of MR, BC equalizing hoses and ensure
that their COCs are in closed condition (MR equalising and BC
equalizing).
7. Check the condition of BP and FP hose pipes, their palm ends
with rubber washers and properly secured on the hanger.
8. Check BP and FP angle cocks are in closed position and safety
guard provided.
9. Ensure Addl. BP COCs are in open position, if available behind
cattle guard.
IV. Loco examination on right side :
(This examination to be started from cab 2 end)
1. Check the items mentioned for left side examination from 1 to
8 except speedometer gear box.
2. Check the 6 kg/cm2 feed valve and its COC in open condition.
3. Check SL-1 box and SL hood for any abnormality.
4. Check MR3 drain cock in closed condition.
5. Check battery box no.1 for any abnormality and ensure
additional CCBA in good or if it is MCB type should be in ON
position.
6. Check EP drain cock in closed position.
7. Check MR4 drain cock in closed condition.
8. Check battery box no.2 for any abnormality.
9. Check centrifugal dirt collector with drain cock is in closed
position.
10. Check MR4 COC is in open condition.
11. Check C2B relay valve for loco brake is intact.
12. Check brake cylinder COC for truck no.1 is in open condition.
13. Check centrifugal dirt accumulator drain cock above wheel
no.4 is in closed condition.
14. Check R1 COC above wheel no.4 is open. (in WAG5 locos)

ETTC/BZA
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V. Loco examination front side (cab-1 side) :
Check all the items mentioned in loco examination front side
(cab-2 side)
VI. Under gear examination (pit inspection) :
(This examination is to be conducted in shed or where
examination pit is available)
1. Check the CBC inner securing bolts and nuts (6+4).
2. Check the traction motor inspection covers for any cracks and
proper fixation.
3. Check the condition of traction motor fixing bolts on
suspension bearing.
4. Check the condition of six earthing bushes and their
connections.
5. Check the gear case fixing bolts are intact.
6. Check the condition of traction motor cables and wooden
cleats.
7. Check the resilient pads, its vertical and horizontal bolts with
safety pins are intact.
8. Check the oil level in suspension bearing lower and upper
sumps for TAO traction motors only and cardium compound
level in gear case and proper fixing of the covers and dip
sticks.
9. Check suspension bearing cover bolts on either end are intact
(four bolts on each cover).
10. Check the air bellows of traction motors for any punctures.
11. Check for any oil or grease splashes on inner wheel surface.
Check for any oil and cardium compound leakage.
12. Check the condition of brake shoes, brake riggings, safety
brackets and sand pipes alignment, suspension bearings and
gear case securing bolts and nuts.
13. Check the condition of battery boxes.
14. Check SL1 and SL2 covers for any damage or slackness.
15. Check for any oil leakage from transformer oil tank drain plug
and check its seal is intact.
ETTC/BZA
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16. Check the condition of all wheel tyres for any skidding marks.
Note: Items in 3 to 11 to be checked for each traction motor.

VII. Roof Examination:
This examination is to be conducted on arrival on loco
examination pit after making the OHE dead by operating
isolators and grounding the loco and placing earthing poles on
either sides of the loco.

21

1. Pantograph examination:
a. Check the condition of high carbon strips for any
breakage, grooving, globules, loose fasteners and sharp
edges.
b. Check the proper flexibility of pantograph.
c. Check all springs, pins and flexible shunts.
ETTC/BZA
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d. Check the articulation tubes, actuating rod eyelet and
raising springs for any abnormality.
e. Check HPT1 and HPT2 for proper fixation.
f. Check the panto base insulators, servomotor and
pneumatic pipe connection for any abnormality.
Direct Air operated Pantograph (Schunk make)

1. Direct air operated Pantograph have distinct advantages
of light weight, improved dynamic behaviour, practically
maintenance free operation over the conventional metallic
spring operated Pantographs.
2. The direct air operated Pantograph uses state of art air
spring and does away with more failure prone
components such as servo motor and the metallic spring
of the conventional Pantograph.
3. Improved dynamic behaviour of air operated Pantograph
also results in better current collection.

ETTC/BZA
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2. Roof Insulators Examination :
a. Check the cleanliness of the roof insulators and for any
crack or breakage.
b. Check the condition and position of roof bars.
c. Check the condition of HOM, ET1 and ET2.
3. DJ Assembly Examination:
a. Check the DJ insulators for any abnormality.
b. Check the condition of DJ contacts and flexible shunts.
4. Head light, flasher light and horns examination:
a. Check the condition of head light and flasher light.
b. Check the condition of horns and their pneumatic pipe line
connections.
c. Check for any foreign body on loco roof.
VIII.
Cab 2 examination :
1. Keep both A9 I/L and O/L COCs and SA9 apply and supply
COCs open in working cab and closed in non-working cab.
Also ensure horns LT, HT COCs and wipers COC are in open
position.
2. Ensure A9 handle on release position, RS is in closed
position and SA9 handle are in application position in both
cabs.
3. Place MPJ, ZPT and BL keys in their respective sockets.
4. Switch ON HBA, press ZUBA and check battery voltage
above 90 volts.
5. Ensure all rotating switches on position 1 except HCP.
6. Ensure ZRT/ZPR is in OFF position during day, ZRT/ZPR in
ON position during night and HOBA is in ON position.
7. Ensure all fuses intact in their sockets. Test the spare fuses
in ECC (35A- 2 No.s, 16A- 4 No.s, 6A- 4 No.s).
8. In some locos (35A- 2 No.s, 16A- 2 No.s, 10A- 2 No.s & 6A4 No.s).
9. Ensure A, B, C conk connections (if provided) at the bottom
of switch panel are coupled up correctly and switch panel is
secured properly.
ETTC/BZA
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10. Unlock BL and check that four pilot lamps LSDJ, LSCHBA,
LSGR and LSB are glowing. Press BPT and check the lamps
LSRSI and LSP. Also check the availability of LSDBR, LSOL,
LSAF, LSOV, LSGRR and LS GROUP.
11. Check the ammeters, voltmeters, notch repeaters and
speedometer needles are on ‘0’.
12. Open center locker door and check EM contactors for any
abnormality.
13. Open right side locker door and check that the safety relays
are fixed properly and relay targets are not dropped and all
the relay cover seals are intact.
14. Ensure LSC145 should be in extinguished condition.
15. Ensure iron and glass shutters are intact.
16. Switch ‘ON’ ZFL and check the working of flasher light in
‘Main and Stand by’ modes.
17. Check that fire extinguisher 2 No.s are intact, sealed and
not over due for testing.
IX. Corridor-2 examination :
1. Ensure PT2 COC is opened on Cab-2 back panel.
2. Ensure that MVMT-2, DC-DC converter and ARNO/SIV for
any abnormality.
3. Check and ensure that there is no abnormality in C118 in
motor chest no 2 in ARNO base loco. (In HT3 BA4 in WAG7, WAP -4 locos).
4. Check the relays QF1 and QF2, red targets not dropped on
BA-2 panel corridor-2 facing.
5. Ensure ZSMGR handle is at 6 ‘O’ clock position and pacco
switch is lifted, ZSMS is on 1 position, HQOP1 & HQOP2 in
ON position, RDJ drain cock is closed and SMGR drum is on
‘0’.
6. Check that the transformer oil level is above 15o c.
7. Check the oil level in MCP1, MCP2 and MCP3. Secure the
dipsticks and oil filling caps properly.
ETTC/BZA
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8.
9.

X.
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Check air flow measuring valve, R6 relay valve, MV4, RGAF
are intact in motor chest-1.
Check the sander electro valves (VESA 3&4) are intact and
their cocks are open on cab-2 back panel (in WAP4 only
VESA2)
Cab-1 examination :
In Cab-1 right side locker, check the hand brake is fully
applied (before starting ensure hand brake in released fully)
check portable telephone box, tool box (if provided) and fire
extinguishers (2 No.s of DCP type) are intact. (4 No.s in
loco).
In Cab-1 center locker, check MCPA, ZCPA, RGCP with COC,
VESA 1, 2 with COCs, VEPT1, RS drain cock, CPA drain
cock, RS reservoir, RS pressure gauge and also RAL cock
and SS1 for any abnormality.
Switch on ZCPA and ensure proper working of MCPA.
In Cab-1 left side locker, check limiting valve 1.8 kg/cm2,
electrical VEF, mechanical VEF, P1, P2, VCD, SA-9, A-9
pressure switches, RGEB-2 with COC, SWC, MU2B in lead
position and F1 selector valve for any abnormality.
Ensure RGEB2 COC is in open condition.
Ensure A9 handle is on release position and RS is in closed
position properly.
Ensure A9 inlet and outlet COCs and SA9 apply and supply
COCs in open position, if it is working cab or else close
them.
Keep A8 COC in open position (WAP-4 old locos near cab-2
A9 & SA9 COCs, in WAG-7 and WAP-4 crew friendly cab
locos in pneumatic panel.)
Ensure that four pilot lamps LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSGR and LSB
are glowing, in BL unlocked condition. Press BPT and check
the lamps LSRSI and LSP. Also check the availability of
LSOL, LSAF, LSDBR, LSOV, LSGRR and LS GROUP.
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10. Ensure ammeters, voltmeters, speedometer and notch
repeater needles are on ‘0’.
XI. Corridor-1 examination:
1. Ensure PT1 COC is in open position.
2. Check C3W distributor valve isolating handle towards valve
side i.e., in vertical position.
3. In motor chest No.1 check MVMT1, MCP1, MCP2, and MCP3
for any abnormality.
4. Check VEUL1, VEUL2 and VEUL3, ensure their COCs are
open.
5. Ensure IP COC is in opened condition, if pneumatic panel is
available, IP COC is provided in pneumatic panel.
6. Check VEAD and ensure its COC is open.
7. Check visually HT-1, HT-2 and HT-3 for any abnormality.
8. Check the HOM and ensure four fitchet keys are intact.
9. Check RSI blocks and isolating switches HVSI-1 and HVSI-2
positions and tell tale fuses should not be in projected
condition or LEDs should not be in glowing condition.
10. Ensure CHBA ammeter needle is on ‘0’ and if any MCBs are
provided that should be in ON position.
11. Check TFVT and R118 for any abnormality. In some locos
C118 is provided above or below R118.
12. Check VMT-2, QVMT-2 and ARNO visually for any
abnormality and ensure earthing shunts on roof and
auxiliaries are intact.
13. Check the relays provided on cab-2 back panel are intact.
14. Check the colour of LTBA or MOV for any abnormality.
Note: MOV (Metal oxide Varistor) type LTBA is provided in some
locos.

XII. High tension compartment examination :
Remove ZPT key on ‘0’ position, ensure that both
pantographs are lowered. Insert ZPT key in HOM box in
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5 ‘o’ clock position, turn it clock wise from 5 ‘o’ clock to 7 ‘o’
clock position, operate HOM handle upwards and take out
two fitchet keys. Keep one key in your personal custody.
HT-1 Compartment:
1. Open the door on corridor1 side.
2. Ensure shunting contactors and their arc chutes are intact
and there is no abnormality.
3. Ensure EP1 COC is opened.
4. Ensure that reverser J1 and CTF1 are not locked and no
abnormality.
5. Check for any abnormality in ATFEX and QD1.
6. Ensure shunting resistances are intact and no abnormality.
7. Ensure SJ1, SJ2, SJ3, SJ4 are intact and no abnormality.
8. Ensure Ammeter shunts has no abnormality.
9. Check for any abnormality in RF resistance unit if Rheostatic
brake is provided and cables are intact.
Note:
In WAG-7, WAP-4 locos ensure HQOP1 in ON position, no
abnormality in RSI1 block, MVSI-1, QVSI-1, SJ1, SJ2, L1, L2,
L3 and their arc chutes.

HT-2 Compartment:
1. Check for any abnormality in MPH, QPH, radiator and its
pipe line.
2. Check the cowl box for any abnormality.
3. Ensure MPH inlet and outlet valves are open and securing
bolts are intact.
4. Check MVRH, QVRH and transformer terminals like a0, a1,
a3, a4, a5, a6, A0 (a7 & a8 in SIV locos) for any
abnormality.
5. Check MVSL-1, MVSL-2, QVSL-1, QVSL-2, Tap changer, CGR
1, 2, 3 with arc-chutes, RGR, RPGR, SMGR and HT cable for
any abnormality.
6. Check for any abnormality in A33, A34 & A0 terminals.
ETTC/BZA
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7. Transformer oil trap indicator also to be checked for any oil
collection and also check the TFP oil Silica gel for any colour
change.
8. Check GR safety valves, check GR oil level in the gauge and
it should be between -20° C and +20° C and TFP oil level
should be above +15° C/between minimum mark and
maximum mark.
9. Ensure that there is no abnormality in PHGR, its pipe line,
silica gel, DJ assembly and QPDJ.
Note:
In WAG-7, WAP-4 locos ensure no abnormality in MVSL2 and
QVSL2 and ATFEX.

HT-3 Compartment:
1. Ensure HQOP-1 and HQOP-2 in ON position and EP2 COC is
opened.
2. Ensure C145, line contactors L1 to L6 and shunting
contactors with their arc-chutes are intact and there is no
abnormality in QD2, Q20, RQ20 shunting contactors and
their resistances, SJ5, SJ6, J2, CTF2, CTF3, RSI-1, RSI-2
and RCC panel.
Note:
In WAG-7, WAP-4 locos ensure HQOP2 in ON position, no
abnormality in L4,L5,L6 and their arc chutes, SJ3, SJ4, SJ5, SJ6,
RSI2, volt meter resistances and ammeter shunts. Ensure no
abnormality in RCC TFP2, BA4 panel and EP3 COC in open position.

1.02
I.
1.

Energisation of locomotive
Raising of Pantograph :
Loco should be under wired track and LSDJ should glow on
Loco Pilot’s desk. At least 6.5 kg/cm2 air pressure and
battery voltage more than 90 volts are required for raising
the pantograph.
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2.
3.
4.
A.
1.
2.

B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
C.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Air pressure to raise the pantograph can be used from main
reservoir, if there is sufficient air pressure in MR.
The air pressure from (Panto) emergency reservoir RS/PR
can be used if there is sufficient air pressure in RS/PR.
Air pressure in RS/PR can be built up by CPA and used,
when there is no or less air pressure in MR and RS/PR.
Raising of pantograph with main reservoir pressure :
Ensure R1 COC and pantograph COCs are opened.
Insert ZPT key and move it from ‘0’ to ‘1’ position, ensure
the rising of rear pantograph and touching the contact wire
irrespective of the cab leading.
Raising of pantograph with RS/PR pressure :
Ensure panto COCs are opened.
Ensure panto, RDJ, RS and CPA drain cocks are closed.
Ensure RAL cock is open and ensure air pressure in RS/PR
gauge is above 6.5 Kg/cm2.
Operate ZPT from ‘0’ to ‘1’ position.
Rear panto will rise in 3 steps and touches to OHE wire.
Raising of pantograph when there is no air pressure
in MR & RS :
Ensure panto COCs are opened.
Ensure panto, RDJ, RS, CPA drain cocks are closed.
Ensure RAL cock open and switch on ZCPA.
MCPA starts working and builds up pressure in RS/PR,
ensure above 6.5 kg/cm2 air pressure in RS/PR gauge.
Operate ZPT from ‘0’ to ‘1’ position. Watch the rising of rear
panto and touching the contact wire.

Note:
1.
MCPA should be switched off after MR pressure build up to
6.5 kg/cm2.
2.
MCPA should not be worked for more than 10 minutes.
3.
Ensure R-1 COC is opened condition.
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II.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
III.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Closing of main circuit breaker (DJ):
Ensure 6.5 kg/cm2 air pressure in MR or RS/PR. If it is less,
build up pressure with MCPA.
Ensure BA voltage more than 90 V.
Unlock BL ensure LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSB and LSGR lamps are
glowing.
Ensure pantograph is fully raised and touching the contact
wire.
Close BLDJ and then press BLRDJ.
Watch LSDJ to extinguish and release BLRDJ after
extinguishing of LSCBHA, in SIV locos release BLRDJ after
extinguishing of LSDJ and UA meter deviation.
Check CHBA ammeter needle showing 2 to 3 Amps on
charging side.
Starting the main compressor:
After closing DJ, Close BLCP switch, according to the HCP
position, contactor C101/C102/C103 will close and
MCP1/MCP2/MCP3 starts working.
As per the RGCP setting or when the air pressure is raised
to 9.5 kg/cm2 MCP stops working.
Close BLCPD and check the direct working of MCPs.
Raise the pressure to 10.5 kg/cm2 and ensure SS-2 blowing.
Depute Assistant Loco Pilot to drain out moisture.

Note:
1.
Before rising the pantograph loco pilot should ensure DJ is in
open condition (LSDJ glowing).
2.
Before closing DJ loco pilot should ensure pantograph is fully
raised and touching the contact wire.

1.03
I.

Different tests to be conducted after energising
the loco.
Loco brake test:
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1.

Apply full brakes using SA9. The brake cylinder gauge
should indicate a reading of 3.5 kg/cm2. Get down and
ensure that all brake cylinders (8 nos. in WAG5 & WAG7
and 12 nos. in WAP4 locos) are operated and brake shoes
are held tight with wheel tyres.
Ensure BP pressure 5.0 kg/cm2.
Ensure hand brake is in released condition.
Ensure no signals, no trap points nearby.
Whistle, ensure no locomotive is nearby and nobody is
working on the locomotive and on the same line.
Take notches through MP and observe the current in
ammeter as per the table given below.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

S No

Gear ratio

1

15:62, 16:65, 18:64 &
17:77; (WAG5 & WAG7)
High speed gear ratio
locos; 21:58 & 23:58
(WAM4, WAP1 & WAP4)

2

TM current at which
loco should
not move
move
600A

800A

800A

1000A

Proportional brake test:
1. Ensure C3W Distributor valve isolation cock handle is in
service position.
2. Secure the Loco by applying Hand brake and wooden
wedges.
3. Place SA9 in release position.
4. Place A9 in release position and charge 5kg/cm2 of BP
pressure.
5. Place A9 in application position and observe BC gauge
needle rising according to BP pressure gauge needle.
6. Now press PVEF, brake cylinder gauge needle should come
to ‘0’.
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7.
8.

9.
II.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

Place A9 in emergency position.
Brake cylinder gauge needle will shoot up to 1.8 kg/cm2
(1.4 kg/cm2 in L-Type composite brake blocks provided
locos).
Now press PVEF, BC gauge needle should not drop.
Test in air brake locos:
CP efficiency test:
If there are more than one loco, this test is to be conducted
on foremost loco of the multiple units/consists.
Start all MCPs and build up MR pressure up to 9.5kg/cm2.
Ensure BP pressure is 5kg/cm2 with A9 handle at release
position.
Couple 7.5mm diameter leakhole test kit designed by RDSO
with brake pipe palm end of locomotive. In case of
MU/consist locos test kit should be coupled with BP pipe of
the rear most locomotive.
Secure the BP pipe properly and open BP angle cock on
which side test coupling is fitted and wait for 60 seconds.
Check the BP pressure gauge in the loco, which should not
drop below 4.4 kg/cm2, when BPSW is pressed.
Without pressing of BPSW, the BP pressure droppage
should be between 2.5 kg/cm2 and 3.5 kg/cm2 (should not
drop below 2.5 kg/cm2 ).

BP leakage test:
1. Build up MR pressure is charged to 9.5 kg/cm2.
2. Ensure BP pressure is charged to 5 kg/cm2.
3. Apply A9 to bring BP pressure to 4.0Kg/cm2.
4. Close A8 cock and wait for 30 seconds (gauge needle to
settle down) and note the BP pressure gauge reading.
5. Again wait for 5 minutes and note down the BP pressure
reading.
6. BP pressure should not drop more than 0.7 kg/cm2 in 5
minutes while testing loco alone (0.2 kg/cm2 in 1 minute).
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7.
8.

With formation BP pressure should not drop more than 1.25
kg/cm2 in 5 minutes (0.25 kg/cm2 in 1 minute).
Normalise A9 and A8 COC.

FP leakage test:
1. Build up MR pressure to 9.5 kg/cm2.
2. Ensure BP pressure is charged to 5 kg/cm2 and FP pressure
to 6 kg/cm2.
3. Open FP angle COC and drop FP pressure 1 kg/cm2.
4. Close 6 kg/cm2 feed valve COC, FP angle COC at a time
wait for 30 sec (gauge needle to settle down) and note the
FP pressure gauge reading.
5. Wait for 5 minutes and note FP pressure reading. It should
not drop more than 0.7 kg/cm2 in 5 minutes while testing
the loco alone (0.2 kg/cm2 in 1 minute).
6. With formation FP pressure should not drop more than 1.25
kg/cm2 in minutes (0.25 kg/cm2 in 1 minute).
7. Normalise the 6 kg/cm2 feed valve COC.
III.
A.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

Traction test :
MP operation :
Apply SA9. Ensure of 3.5 kg/cm2 of pressure in BC gauge.
Move MPJ to forward, the lamp LSB should extinguish.
Move MPJ from forward to reverse, lamp LSB will glow and
extinguish again (This indicates that J1 and J2 are setted
correctly).
Switch on BLVMT and start the blowers.
Take one notch and check the LSGR is extinguished, both
ammeter needles deviate and notch repeater needle is
moved to 1.
Place MP on ‘0’ and ensure LSGR is glowing, ammeter and
notch repeater needles indicating ‘0’.
Repeat the test on other position of MPJ.
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B.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EEC operation:
Place MP on N, ZSMS on ‘0’ and apply SA9.
Press BPP and take one notch and check that LSGR
extinguishes ammeters and notch repeater needle deviates.
Press BPR and ensure LSGR re-glows, ammeters are notch
repeater needle return to ‘0’.
Repeat the test with the other position of MPJ.
Take one notch, place MP on ‘0’, DJ will trip after 5.6
seconds (non modified locos).
Note:
In modified locos, ensure ZSMS is kept in ‘1’ position for both
MP & EEC operation. In microprocessor provided locos no need
to change ZSMS position.

IV.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Miscellaneous test :
Operate sander pedal PSA with MPJ in F or R and ensure
that adequate sand is dropped on rails.
Switch on ZPR and close BLPRF and ensure headlight is
glowing bright. Close BLPRD and ensure head glowing dim.
Close BLPRR and check the working of rear head light,
keeping BLPRF and BLPRD opened.
Check the working of windscreen wipers.
Close BLLF and check the glowing of white marker light.
Close BLZLF and BLLF and check the working of red marker
light.
Check that LT and HT horn on Loco Pilot and Assistant Loco
Pilot side are sounding well.
Close BLLM and check the corridor and HT compartment
lights.
Check the working of flasher lights.

VI. Automatic flasher light (AFL):
This is provided for switching ON flasher light automatically
during any emergency situation such as ACP, BP dropping
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due to any reason like derailment etc., (Droppage of BP
below 4.4 kg/cm2 other than A9, AFL comes into service). It
does not take away the responsibility of switching ‘ON” the
Flasher light by loco pilot in abnormal situation like train
parting etc., as mentioned in G & SR.
Note:
1.
Press BPSW switch during initial and recharging of BP
pressure.
2.
Press SW switch to stop the Auto flasher light and buzzer
sound.

Testing Procedure for Automatic Flasher Light:
Preparation:
1. Apply loco brake through SA9 and ensure brakes are
applied and BC pressure is 3.5 kg/cm2.
2. Keep MPJ in Forward / Reverse.
3. Keep HVSI 1&2 and HVMT 1&2 on ‘0’.
4. Take one or two notches.
I. Testing through Testing Switch (TSAFL):
Press TS switch and watch the following indications.
a) Flasher light glowing.
b) LED indication in ALP side.
c) Buzzer sound.
d) GR comes to ‘0’.
Release the TS switch and ensure the above indications go
off.
Note: While testing with TS switch, BP pressure will not drop.

II. Testing through RS/BP angle cock:
Open RS (ALP Emergency brake valve) or open BP angle
cock with due precautions to drop BP Pressure above 0.6
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kg/cm2 (gauge reading below 4.4 kg/cm2), and watch the
following indications.
1. Flasher light glowing.
2. LED indication.
3. Buzzer sound.
4. Auto regression.
5. Air flow indicator (AFI) white needle shooting up.
6. LSAF glowing.
Close RS/BP angle cock and ensure BP and AFI normalised.
Note: By pressing BPEMS also AFL actions will come.

III. Testing through A9:
Bring A9 to application positions to drop BP pressure. In all A9
application positions ensure that no AFL indications in the
loco. With A9 emergency position GR comes to ‘0’ through
QRS.
1.

There will not be any actions of AFL, other than dropping
of BP pressure.
2. When A9 brought to emergency, only GR will come to ‘0’.
AFL system not working
1.
2.
3.

Check CCLSA fuse for good condition.
Throw MPJ to forward/reverse and check.
Ensure A9 is in released condition.

AFL malfunctions on run/ after A9 operation.
If BP and AFI indications are normal, Wedge PR2 in de-energized
condition after taking safety precautions and work further. During
AFL action, auto regression will not come. If AFL comes with A-9,
press SW 1/2 to nullify AFL action.
Rear cab testing:
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Loco should be energised from rear cab and all the tests
mentioned above should be conducted from rear cab.
1.04

For driving the locomotive ensure the following:

1)

Before starting a train the following air
pressure settings of brake system are to be
checked

A. Air brake train:
SNO

Parameter

1
2

Main reservoir pressure
Brake pipe pressure
Passenger
Goods

3

4

5

Feed pipe pressure
Passenger
Goods
Max. BC Pressure (SA9)
i. Brakes are applied
ii. Brakes released
Air flow indicator

On Locomotive
(Kg/cm2)
8 - 9.5

On BV/SLR
(Kg/cm2)

5.0
5.0

5.0
4.8
4.7 - (above
55 vehicles)

6.0
6.0

5.8-6.0
5.8-6.0

3.5
0
White and red
needle should
Coincide.

NOTE: In coach/wagon maximum BC pressure will be 3.8 kg/cm2.
 Observe the position of movable white needle of air flow
indication gauge.
 Operate knob, to coincide the red needle with white needle.
 Audio visual indication system provided in locomotive should be
in working order.
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Working conditions for air brake train:
1.

Check proper coupling of brake pipe and feed pipe of
locomotive with trailing stock. For identification of air pipes,
brake pipe angle cock and palm coupling are painted in
green colour and feed pipe angle cock and palm coupling
are painted in white colour. FP & BP are engraved on palm
ends of feed pipe air hose and brake pipe air hoses
respectively. Also both the palm ends are in opposite
directions.
2. All angle cocks of brake pipe and feed pipe of the
locomotive and trailing stock should be open (except
foremost of Loco and rearmost of LV/BV/SLR). While
hauling single pipe brake system stock, the feed pipe angle
cock should be in closed condition.
3. A9 & SA9 cut out cocks should be opened in working cab
and should be closed in non working cab.
4. RGEB2 & IP cut out cocks should be in opened condition.
5. Ensure that emergency brake valve/alarm chain pulling,
airflow measuring device, light indication and buzzer sound
indication are in working order.
6. Perform the BP continuity test on the train from leading
locomotive to the last vehicle.
7. Check that the brakes are applying on the entire train.
8. Release the brakes and check that the brakes are releasing
on all vehicles.
9. Check the operating cylinders percentage. It should be
100% on passenger trains and 90% on freight stock.
10. Check that brake pipe and feed pipe angle cocks of the last
vehicle are closed and their respective hoses are kept on
supporting brackets.
11. Ensure the proportional brake of locomotive is in working
order.
2) General instructions:
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1.

Place MPJ on position F and observe that the lamp LSB is
extinguished.
2. Ensure sufficient BP pressure is created, conduct BP
continuity test as per the instructions.
3. Ensure other conditions according to G & SR are fulfilled for
starting the train.
4. Ensure the hand brake in released condition.
5. Move MP from ‘0’ to position N and then move MP to ‘+’
position.
6. LSGR will extinguish, ammeter/volt meter needles will
deviate, notch repeater needle will move to 1 and the loco
will tend to move. Now release SA9 and ensure BC guage
reads 0 kg/cm2.
7. Progress traction notches one by one duly observing the TM
current ratings.
8. If necessary, press BPQWC and operate PSA for sanding.
9. Within the yard, after speed reaching to 15kmph, conduct
brake feel test (reduce BP by 0.5 kg/cm2 in Coaching/Empty
goods stock and by 1.0 kg/cm2 in Loaded Goods), speed
should drop to 10 kmph.
10. If the train does not move within 5 to 10 seconds after
application of normal current rating, bring back MP to ‘0’
and try to find out the cause (brake binding or excess load).
Note:
1.
BPQWC to be pressed before taking 2nd notch.
2.
After picking up specified speed (40-50 Kmph in Goods & 6070 Kmph in Coaching), conduct brake power test by reducing BP
2
by 1.0 kg/cm in Loaded goods/Coaching stock and by 0.5
2
kg/cm in Empty goods stock).
3. Speed should reduce to 20-25 Kmph in Goods and 30-35 Kmph in
Coaching.
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3)

Normal Current Ratings:
Type of
Transformer

Type of
TM

WAP1

HETT 3900

TAO 659

WAP4

HETT 5400

WAG5

HETT 3900

WAG5

HETT 3900

WAG7

HETT 5400

Loco
Motive

*
**

Short time current
rating (Amp)
10
60
2 Min
Min
Min
1100*

Continuous
Current
(Amps)

1000

840*

750*

1150

960

900

1000

840*

750*

HS 15250A 1200*

1100

840*

750*

HS 15250A 1300

1100

960

900

HS 15250A 1250
TAO 659

1100**

Limited by transformer capacity
Limited by reliability condition.

Note:
1.
In case of TAOCHI motor, TAO motor Current ratings to be
followed.
2.
Voltage is 750 V for TAO 659 & HS 15250A TMs.
During Rheostatic Braking:
Maximum current rating -for vertical DBR 600 Amps-325 Volts
and for roof mounted DBR 850 Amps up to 15 notches.

4)
A.
1.
2.
3.

For handling of train observe the following:
Quick acceleration:
After the train has started, progress the notches gradually
without exceeding the current limits.
Use sanders when required.
After applying the maximum voltage 750 V, if the
acceleration of the train is still required, use shunting
contactors/resistances through MPS if provided.
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B.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Speed increasing by field weakening :
MPS can be used at 20 notches and above (after giving
maximum voltage) if the speed and current ratings have
not reached the maximum.
Take one field weakening notch and observe ammeters and
speedometer. Ammeter needle will shoot up and gradually
come down and speed will increase.
If the speed is to be increased further, progress the
shunting notches (with a gap of 30 secs) duly observing the
ammeters for stabilising and watching speedometer.
While releasing MPS, first regress 2 or 3 traction notches by
holding MPS and then release field weakening notches to ‘0’
step by step.

C.

Balancing speed:
After the train has reached the required speed, MP and MPS
(if provided) should be adjusted to maintain the speed
constant.

D.

Observation on run:
In addition to road and signals, the Loco Pilot should
observe the following while on run.
Observe MR gauge, and BC gauge, BP gauge, FP gauge,
and airflow indicator, speedometer, and ammeter and
voltmeter needles.
Test the brake power of the train/LE at the first available
opportunity/ within the block section where ever the load
composition / crew changed.
For attacking an up gradient loco pilot shall attain
sufficiently high speed at the foot of the gradient to enable
to negotiate the full length of the gradient.
Apply brakes judicially with A9 for controlling of train.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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5.

Just before stopping when the train speed is 5 kmph,
release PVEF, so that the loco brake can be applied
partially.
Note:
In air brake train: For applying the formation brake, Loco Pilot
operates A9 valve handle to application position in the loco and
reduces the BP pressure in four graduated steps as given below.
a)
Minimum reduction. In this position 0.4-0.6 kg/cm2B.P
pressure is reduced.
b)
In full service application 1.2 to 1.6 kg/cm2 BP pressure
is reduced.
c)
In over reduction position the BP pressure is reduced
to 2.2 to 2.8 kg/cm2.
d)
For emergency application brake pipe pressure is
reduced to zero so that the train will stop within
minimum possible distance.
e)
The maximum pressure that can be built up in the
brake cylinder is 3.8 kg/cm2 to obtain Maximum braking
force in wagons or in coaches.

E.
1.

2.

Stopping of the train:
On level track:
When the train (passenger/freight) is to be brought to a
stop on level track, first apply brakes with a small reduction
of brake pipe pressure in the train pipe by auto brake valve
(A-9). This will allow the rear portion to run smoothly.
A heavier reduction of brake pipe pressure may then be
made in order to make the final stop very smooth, the
brake application should be gradually reduced by increasing
the brake pipe pressure as the train is about to come to
stop.
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Note:
Heavy reduction of BP directly may leads to train run in.

On down gradient:
1. Drop brake pipe pressure partially on trains
(passenger/freight) by automatic brake valve except in case
of emergency stop.
2. The application of air brake being increased till the speed
comes down.
3. Heavy application should never be made, or the rear
portion is liable to run in violently and damage to rolling
stock may occur.
4. Similarly quick release will cause front portion to run out
resulting in service jolts.
On up gradient:
1. Control the train with minimum application of BP pressure.
2. Apply sand to few meters before stopping the train.
3. When the train (Passenger/Goods) is brought to stop, the
brake should be kept applied by the A9, till the train
actually stops.
4. After stopping of train keep brakes on locomotive and train
applied by SA9 and A9 brake valve. It will prevent rolling
back of train on gradients. Do not leave the train with only
SA9 in applied condition.
F.
1.

Action to be taken after stopping a train:
The blowers for traction motors and transformer should
continue to run for 15 minutes especially after long runs
with heavy trains to cool the motors & the transformer oil.
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2.

During enroute stoppages, Loco Pilot or Assistant Loco Pilot
shall check the following:
a) Axle box, traction motor and gear box bearing
temperature (by feeling). In case the loco crew
observes abnormal temperature, they will report the
matter to TLC for suitable action. TLC will arrange its
checking through maintenance staff at the
appropriate point.
b) Working of all auxiliaries motors/blowers (except
MPH).
c) Oil level of main transformer and tap changer
whenever possible.
d) The air reservoirs shall also be drained off along with
after cooler to get rid of condensed moisture.

G.

Rheostatic brake:
An additional electrical braking called Rheostatic brake is
provided, to control the goods trains on long falling
gradients with heavy loads and to reduce speed in coaching
trains also.
Whenever RSI-1 or RSI-2 or any one of the traction motor
is isolated, Rheostatic braking should not be used.

Instructions for working during Rheostatic braking:
The following operations are to be done in sequence to prevent
surge of dynamic braking.
1. When MP is brought to ‘P’, LSB will glow and extinguish.
Note: Pause for few seconds before changing from traction
to rheostatic braking.
2. Drop BP pressure slightly, for bunching of formation.
3. Ensure LSDBR extinguishes on or before 5th or 10th notch. If
LSDBR does not extinguish on 5th or 10th notch, wait for few
seconds. If still LSDBR not extinguished, do not take further
notches.
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Note:
1. For WAP4 and WAG7, RB equipments are provided in RSI-2
circuit
2. The maximum induced current for RB for Vertical DBR
(including AC MVRF) locos should not exceed 600 Amps.
3. In case of Roof mounted RB, the max current is 850 Amps or
up to 15 notches.
4. In HQVRF provided locos, if LSDBR not extinguishing, keep
HQVRF in ‘3’ position and apply Rheostatic braking.

Starting of train after stopping:
1. Move A9 handle to release position.
2. Ensure BP pressure is recharged, press BPQWC, press
sander pedal (PSA) and take two to three traction notches
and release SA9.
3. Progress the traction notches without exceeding the
starting TM current rating and apply sand to avoid slipping.
4. After starting the train, accelerate the train to maintain
Maximum permissible speed.
5. If the train is not moved even after applying full starting
current within 10 to 15 seconds, apply SA9, bring MP to ‘0,’
recharge full BP pressure and check for any brake binding.
If everything is normal, try to restart the train in the above
said manner.
6. If the train cannot be started, contact TLC and follow GR
6.03.
1.05 LOCO EXAMINATION ON RUN:
This examination is to be conducted by Assistant Loco pilot
every 30 minutes and make entry in the logbook. Assistant
Loco pilot shall not carry out this examination when the train
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is approaching gate or station or any stop signal in absolute
block system and while approaching manual or semi
automatic stop signals in case of automatic block system.
1.

Check the working of VMT-1, VMT-2, VRH, VSI-1, VSI-2,
VSL-1, VSL-2, CP1, CP2, CP3 (if working), and ARNO.
2. Check the temperature of Arno, MVMT-1, MVMT-2,
MCP-1, MCP-2 and MCP-3.
3. Check the transformer and GR oil levels.
4. Check for any abnormality in Arno, motor chests and HT
compartments.
5. Check the working of PHGR, drain out moisture from
RDJ.
6. Check the working of CHBA and Ammeter charging rate.
7. Give signal through BPT to the Loco pilot and note the
readings in ammeters, voltmeter, notch repeater,
speedometer, BP and MR gauges.
8. Look for any abnormality in the rear cab.
9. Check UBA reading.
10. Compare the rear cab readings with leading cab and
make necessary remarks in the log book as per standard
instructions.
11. In case any abnormality is noticed and if it requires
attention at crew changing points/trip shed en-route,
inform at the first opportunity to the TLC.
Note: ALP has to check for any wheel skidding sound in
rear truck before clearing first block section.

1.06 Duties of Loco Pilot and Assistant Loco Pilot at
Neutral section:
While working with Single Unit:
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1.

While approaching a neutral section, ensure MR pressure, if
it is less put on BLCPD and build up to 9.5 Kg/cm2.
2. Accelerate the train speed if necessary without exceeding
the speed limit.
3. On reaching 500 Metres board check the air pressure, BP
gauge and speed.
4. On reaching 250 Mts. board bring MP to ‘0’ and be prepared
to open DJ.
5. On reaching DJ OPEN BOARD, open BLDJ and observe
LSDJ. If LSDJ does not glow, immediately lower panto by
placing ZPT on ‘0’.
6. After opening DJ, open BLCP and BLVMT. (Not required to
open in case of SIV fitted Locos)
7. Ensure contactors C105, C106 and C107 are opened fully.
8. On reaching DJ CLOSE BOARD close DJ, by closing BLDJ
and pressing BLRDJ.
9. After closing DJ, close BLVMT. After starting of blowers,
close BLCP.
10. Progress the traction notches observing ammeters and
voltmeters.
While working with Multiple Unit:
At 500 Mts. warning board: Do same as on single.
At 250 Mts. warning board: Keep MP ON ‘0’. After LSGR is
glowing, place BLSN switch DOWN position and if possible
ensure rear loco panto is lowered. LSDJ, LSB and LSCHBA
along with LSGRO & LSOL will glow in the working cab and
UA needle will not drop to ‘0’.
Before DJ open board: Open BLDJ, UA meter comes to “0”
(indicates leading DJ is opened now).
After passing one mast of DJ close board: normalise BLSN
(upwards), ensure rear panto raised fully and touching the
contact wire properly and then close DJ in both locos at a
time.
By assistant loco pilot:
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1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

While approaching neutral section, Assistant Loco Pilot
should ensure 8 kg/cm2 air pressure in RS.
At the time of opening DJ, Assistant Loco Pilot should
remain in Cab-2 and check that contactors C105, C106 and
C107 are opened fully after DJ is opened and give signal
through BPT to the Loco Pilot.
Check the battery voltage and safety relays after DJ is
opened.
After DJ is closed check the contactors C105, C106 and
C107 are closed fully.
Check all the items (1 to 11 - Ref: 1.5) mentioned for loco
examination on run.
Note:
Assistant loco pilot should not leave the leading cab for the
above purpose, when the train is approaching gates or station or
any stop signal in absolute block system and while approaching
manual or semi automatic stop signals in case of automatic block
system.

1.07 Quick examination during short stoppage
En-route:
1. Stop the train and apply SA9 and keep the blowers working.
2. Drain out moisture from main reservoirs, centrifugal dirt
collector, control reservoir and after cooler.
3. Check the temperature of axle boxes.
4. Check the condition of helical springs, equalisers, tie-rods,
stay plates, sand pipes, brake riggings, speedometer gear
case fittings, resilient block pads, vertical / horizontal bolts
for each TM.
For WAG-7 loco, examine compensating beams (Wbracket), Links, Bulbs and their cotters pins, equalising
beams, helical springs (inner and outer), dampers
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(horizontal , vertical), ‘D’ shackle , side stoppers, side
bearers to be checked additionally.
For WAP-4 loco examine H-TYPE BOLSTER, helical springs
(inner and outer), friction dampers, to be checked
additionally.
5. Check for any oil or cardium compound leakage and also
check the condition of traction motor inspection covers.
6. Check the air flow from SL blowers and for any oil leakage
from transformer oil tank and drain plug.
7. Check the condition of air bellows for any leakage.
8. Check the condition of battery boxes and SL covers.
9. Check the cattle guards, rail guards & buffers for any
abnormality.
10. Ensure front coupling is secured in the hook and rear
coupling is tight and safety pin is intact.
11. In case of Exp/Pass trains ensure U clamp is intact.
12. Intactness of restrictor pin to be checked for CBC stock.
1.08 Checking of CBC coupling in loco shed/trip sheds
1. Proper closing and opening of CBC.
2. Free operation of screw coupling.
3. After closing of CBC by complete dropping of lock lift lever
indicated by proper insertion of lock pin.
4. Availability of anti pilferage device for clevis-pin and knuckle
pin.
5. Availability of operating handle without bend.
6. After locking of CBC by proper insertion of locking pin,
ensure inability of operating handle to open the CBC.
7. Ensure CBC operating handle locking in ‘H’ type CBC.
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1.09 Examination during crew changing by loco pilot:
A. By incoming loco pilot:
1. Incoming loco pilot after stopping the train, apply SA9.
2. Operate PSA with MPJ in ‘F’ or ‘R’.
3. Keep the blowers working and build up 9.5 kg/cm2
pressure.
4. Switch ON head light and flasher light.
5. Mention all the important repairs and abnormality observed
on run, in the log book and also inform the outgoing loco
pilot.
6. In case of abnormal detentions in en-route, it should be
informed to TLC on duty.
B. By outgoing loco pilot :
1. Go through loco log book for any abnormality.
2. Outgoing loco pilot should check the working of head light,
flasher light, air flow indicator and temperature of axle
boxes. ‘Switch OFF’ head light and flasher light after
testing.
3. Check for any abnormality in the helical springs, equalisers,
tie-rods, stay plates, brake riggings, speedometer gear
boxes and bogie frame, in case of WAG-7 and WAP-4 check
as per 1.7.4.
4. Check for any oil leakage from suspension bearings,
transformer oil tank and drain plug and cardium compound
leakage from gear cases.
5. Check the condition of air bellows, battery boxes and SL
covers.
6. Check for any air leakage from traction motor inspection
covers and air bellows.
7. Check the air flow from SL blowers.
8. Check the cattle guard, rail guard, buffers and CBC fittings
for any abnormality.
9. Ensure that front coupling is secured properly and locking
bolt is properly fixed.
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10. Check the adequate fall of sand on rail under every sand
pipe.
11. Get into the cab and check the loco log book and enquire
the particulars regarding any defective apparatus or
unusual occurrence from incoming Loco Pilot.
12. Check the BP level and compare it with BPC.
13. Conduct AFL test , battery on load test
14. Conduct BP continuity test if required.
C. By assistant loco pilot :
1. Check CP1, CP2 and CP3 oil level after opening of BLCP
(switch ON BLCP after checking the oil level).
2. Check the transformer and GR oil level.
3. Check the working and temperatures of auxiliaries, Arno,
CHBA and RTPR/DC-DC Converter.
4. Check the air flow from VSI-1, VSI-2, VRH, VMT-1 and
VMT-2.
5. Check for any abnormality in high tension compartment
(arc-chutes, CGR, RGR, C118).
6. Drain out the moisture from RDJ and centrifugal dirt
accumulator and in RS.
7. Check the position of cut out cocks in leading cab, rear cab,
cab-1 center locker, side locker, back panel and HT
compartment.
8. Check the position of rotating switches, tightness of fuses in
sockets, condition of spare fuses and relay seals.
9. Check the working of flasher light in rear cab.
10. Check the fire extinguishers tool box (if provided) & PT box
if provided are intact.
11. Check logbook for any missing fittings, repairs and unusual
occurrences.
12. Drain out the moisture from main reservoirs, centrifugal dirt
collector, DJ oil separator, panto pipeline, control reservoir,
EP and GR board.
13. Enter the particulars in speedometer.
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1.10 Change of power at loco inter change point :
1. Before detaching the locomotive, place A9 to emergency
before detaching the locomotive, close BP and FP angle
cocs of locomotive and first vehicle.
2. Disconnect hose couplings between locomotive and first
vehicle.
3. Open screw coupling/CBC and electrical coupler and detach
the locomotive.
4. Keep locomotive hose & coupling palm on support carrier.
5. Move the outgoing locomotive for attaching on to
formation.
6. Couple screw coupling/CBC, brake pipe, feed pipe, and
electrical coupler (in case of passenger train) of locomotive
with first vehicle.
7. Ensure correct coupling of the locomotive hose pipe with
the trailing stock.
8. Ensure provision of restrictor pin and shims for CBC stock.
9. Open feed pipe and brake pipe angle cocks of first vehicle
and attached locomotive (initially FP to be opened).
10. Check the continuity of brake pipe and feed pipe of the
train.
11. Ensure that locomotive and stock couplings are not loose.
12. Ensure that locomotive proportionate brakes are in working
order.
13. Ensure that audio visual indication device and indicating
light and buzzer are in working order.
14. Ensure that air flow indicator reading is normal and its
needle is coinciding with white needle.
Note:
On arrival at terminal station, if shunter is available the incoming
Loco Pilot should hand over charge to shunter after ensuring his
identity.
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1.11 Incoming examination in shed:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

This examination is to be carried out after the loco arrived in
shed on examination pit.
Conduct loco side, under gearing, cab, corridor and roof
examination.
Enter the repairs and deficiency in the loco logbook and
performance register.
Build up 8 kg/cm2 air pressure in RS and close RAL cock.
Apply SA9 and hand brake. Destroy BP to ‘0’.
Open DJ and lower pantograph. Remove MPJ, ZPT and BL
keys.
Close all the shutters, corridor and cab doors.
Hand over the loco keys, log book to CC or Shunter on
duty.
Any important repair or deficiency to be informed to TLC or
JE concerned for immediate action.

1.12 Stabling of the loco in station yard / Stabling
line /Running line:
1. Berth the loco at a convenient place (ensure OHE while
moving towards sidings).
2. Build up air pressure up to 8 kg/cm2 in RS and close RAL
cock.
3. Apply SA9 and hand brake. Place wooden wedges. Release
SA9 and ensure loco not moving with only hand brake
applied and wooden wedges placed. Then destroy BP to ‘0’.
4. Ensure MP is on ‘0’ and open BLDJ, check the glowing of
LSDJ.
5. Lower the panto and ensure it is fully lowered.
6. Remove ZPT, MPJ and BL keys from the sockets.
7. Check the battery voltage and make necessary remarks in
loco logbook.
8. Close window shutters, cab and corridor doors.
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9. Switch OFF all the light and fans and open HBA.
10. Drain out moisture and air pressure duly securing the loco
with skids in non-platform side.
11. Hand over all keys to the on duty CC or SM or any
authorised person.
12. Ensure providing of LV board/lamps.
Note:
On arrival at terminal station, if shunter is available the incoming
Loco Pilot should hand over charge to shunter after ensuring his
identity.

1.13 Making the loco dead for moving as dead with
formation:
1. Build up pressure up to 8 kg/cm2 in RS and close RAL cock.
2. Place MP on ‘0’, MPJ neutral, A9 on release position and
open DJ and then all auxiliaries BL switches.
3. Lower panto, remove ZPT, ground the loco, enter in HT1
and HT3 compartments and place the reversers J1 and J2
in neutral position and lock them with the help of locking
bolt.
4. Lock the HT compartments, replace the fitchet keys and
remove the ZPT key.
5. Close all shutters, cab and corridor doors.
6. In both cabs keep SA9 on release position and check that
loco brakes are released. Then close SA9 supply and apply
cut out cocks on both cabs.
7. Release air pressure from brake cylinders of loco with the
help of C3W distributor valve releasing handle, if loco
brakes are not released, close bogie COCs and after
releasing open the same.
8. Open the drain cocks and release the air pressure.
9. Switch OFF all the lights and HBA to be kept on ‘0’.
10. Keep the loco keys and log books in safe custody.
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11. Close IP COC.
12. If C2N type feed valve is provided, close inlet and out let
COCs for C2N.
13. Isolate DV as per instructions.
1.14 Movement of dead locomotive:
Points to be ensured by the loco pilot:
“Fit to run certificate” has been issued by Section Engineer
(TRS)/Loco Inspector/TLC/Loco pilot of failed Loco that the
dead Loco is fit to run in all respects from the safety point
of view.
1. A dead Loco may be attached to a Goods/Pass/Mail/Express
trains except Rajadhani, shatabdi and duranto express.
2. Maximum permissible speed of the dead locomotive as
certified by the above persons is not less than the MPS of
the train to which it is attached.
3. In case the Maximum permissible speed of the dead
locomotive is less than the maximum permissible speed of
the train, suitable speed restriction shall be imposed on the
train while attaching dead loco.
4. As a result of attachment of dead loco, maximum
permissible length and Load of the train should not be
exceeded. On the dead locomotive all the operating keys
i.e. ZPT, BL, MPJ, etc are removed after de energising the
loco motive and HBA is kept in zero.
5. Supply and Apply cut out cocks for A9 and SA9 in both the
cabs for dead locomotive to be kept in closed condition.
6. A-8 (L&T) cock & IP cocs are to be kept in closed condition
and MU2B in lead Position (MU2B kept in trail when MR& BC
equalizing pipe is connected).
7. J1 & J2 reversers are placed in neutral and locked.
8. BP & FP pipes should be connected between the
locomotives and the respective angle cocks should be kept
open.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

If the dead locomotive/locomotives are attached next to the
working locomotive, the MR equalising and BC equalising
pipe of the locomotives on the inter connection side should
be connected with the respective angle cocks open, except
when otherwise mentioned below.
Escorting of dead loco is not necessary if it is attached next
to Train Engine (i.e, between TE and formation) and brakes
are fully operational.
In case brakes are not functioning on the dead locomotive it
shall be hauled as a piped vehicle duly ensuring the brake
power of the train. Only one dead loco is permitted by train.
When the piped dead locomotive is attached as the rear
most vehicle of the goods train, the competent person not
less than Asst. Loco Pilot provided with suitable equipment
including walkie-talkie set, flags, detonators etc.
accompanying the dead locomotive.
It will be the duty and responsibility of the competent
person to switch on flasher lights (after switching on HBA)
and apply hand brakes judiciously in case of a runaway
occurring.
As a final check, the coupled locos should run for 500
meters and LP shall check for any abnormal rise in
temperature of the wheels of dead loco and shall also check
the same along with under gear examination of dead loco
at subsequent stops during the journey.
At destination, before detaching dead loco, apply hand
brakes and put wooden wedges and secure it.

1.15 Train parting/hose pipe disconnection:
Train parting may be caused because of more draft force or
due to coupling defect of either loco or formation. BP may
drop because of disconnection of BP hose pipes. In such
case, following are the duties of crew.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Switch on FLASHER LIGHT.
After stopping of both portions apply, A9 to emergency to
avoid MR dropping.
Bring MP to 0 and ensure GR is on 0.
Ensure that guard has protected the rear portion of the
train.
Ensure that train brakes in applied condition to avoid roll
back of the train.
Check the train to identify defective coach/wagon.
After ensuring there is no abnormality on formation switch
off FL.
Heavy sound of air leakage will indicate the affected
hosepipe.
Close the angle cocks of adjacent ends of two coaches
where hose pipe disconnection have taken place.
Inspect the hosepipe, which has got disconnected.
In case the hose pipe is damaged replace them (while
replacing with new ones, ensure the removal of dummy
from both the ends of the hose). In case there is no
damage, reconnect the existing ones.
In case train parting has taken place, reconnect the parted
portion of the train as per prescribed procedure.
Now open the closed angle cocks, no leakage should take
place from the reconnected hosepipe.
Ensure the continuity of the brake system and train.
In case the brake hose is damaged or cannot be replaced
the pipe of the last wagon of the front portion should be
put on dummy and the angle cock closed. The brakes of the
portion in rear should be manually released and the train
brought to the next station at restricted speed.
Ensure that screw coupling of affected coaches is not loose.
Observe the position of movable needle of airflow indication
gauge; it should coincide with the fixed red needle.
Audiovisual indication system provided in locomotive should
stop giving indication.
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1.16 Precautions to avoid train parting:
1. Crew should have proper LR in that section.
2. Ensure BP is charged fully and AFI needle comes to pre-set
value before starting.
3. Ensure no brake binding, before starting a train.
4. Start the train without Jerks, smoothly.
5. Progress notch by notch gradually.
6. Maintain uniform speed, notches, where the formation
negotiates over Ups and Downs (undulating area).
7. Avoid unnecessary, frequent progression/regression.
8. After brake application do not put into traction mode
immediately, sufficient time should be given.
9. Always avoid sudden start, sudden brake application and
instant stopping of train.
10. Synchronize working if banker is provided.
11. Control your train in case of wheel slip, by reducing the
notches.
12. Do not use loco independent brakes to stop the train.
13. Ensure engine coupling is properly tightened or locked in all
terms before starting a train.
14. Apply brakes by moving automatic brake valve handle to
stop the train.
1.17 Duties of loco pilot in case of accident:
1.

2.

Whenever the train met with an accident or suspects some
abnormality on train, on double line section, Loco Pilot
should immediately switch ON the flasher light and after
stopping, depute Assistant Loco pilot to protect the
adjacent line as per G & SR 6.03. Give four short whistle
and exhibit red hand signal towards the guard.
Break the memory freeze glass on SPM and switch on
memory freeze switch.
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3.
4.
5.

6.

Note the time and place of accident in the rough journal
book.
Consult the guard and quickly assess the cause and other
particulars of accident.
Try to secure the gathered information and convey the
nature of assistance required by quickest means. Use
emergency telephone, train engine, adjacent line train, PWI
trolley, Gate Phone, Assistant Loco pilot or Guard to convey
the information to the section controller/all concerned.
The following information to be conveyed to controller, TPC
or Station Master.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

7.

Train No.
Date.
Loco No.
Load of train.
Site of accident.
Time of accident.
Nature of accident.
Cause of accident.
No. of persons killed.
No. of persons injured.
No. of wagons bogies derailed, capsized,
telescoped.
l) Damage of track and OHE.
m) Types of assistance required.
n) Loco pilot and guard’s name.
o) Whether the Engine is fitted with headlight and
cattle guard.
p) Time of dispatching the message.
After conveying or despatching the message Loco pilot
should render first aid to the injured if any.
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8.

Loco Pilot should try to preserve the clues undisturbed
specially, when sabotage is suspected.
9. Give information to the nearby village and take the
assistance of the Doctors, Government officials and Police in
safe guarding the Railway and public property and
rendering Medical aid.
10. Gather the Railway staff present at the site and distribute
some relief work.
11. Inform particulars of accident to the first officials visiting
the site of accident and assist them.
12. Should not leave accident spot until relived.
USE OF FIRE EXTINGUISHERS:
A. General:
1. Loco pilot should ensure that 4 No.s of fire extinguishers
(each weighing 5kg) are provided on the loco. Ensure their
locking clips, nozzles and spring valves and seals are intact
before leaving shed.
2. Ensure that the hole on the nozzle is clear.
3. Check that the fire extinguisher is not due for re-filling.
4. DCP or CO2 fire extinguisher should be used for putting out
electrical fire.
5. LP and ALP should aware the instructions for using fire
extinguishers.
B.
1.
2.
3.

4.

While using:
Whenever any smoke or fire is noticed on any equipment
on loco, Loco pilot should take the following actions.
Open DJ, lower panto, switch OFF HBA, switch on flasher
light and stop the train.
Remove the fire extinguishers from the bracket, take it
nearer to the equipment on fire and cover your nose with a
wet cloth.
Break the seal and remove the locking clip.
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5.

Stand opposite side to the smoke, press the spring valve
and face the nozzle towards the base of fire.
6. Strike the knob by hand.
7. Direct the jet towards the base of fire with a sweeping
action.
8. If the fire is not able to be put out with one fire
extinguisher, use the remaining fire extinguishers in the
same way.
9. If the fire is uncontrollable, inform the section controller or
station master to arrange fire engine and observe G & SR
6.03 & 6.10.
10. After putting out fire, discharge the remaining pressure
from fire extinguishers, in case of DCP fire extinguishers.
11. Isolate the affected equipment, inform TLC and work
onwards if possible.
12. Make a remark in the logbook regarding fire extinguisher
and affected equipment.
Precautions to prevent the fire on AC loco:
The following precautions are to be taken by engine crew to
prevent the fire on AC loco.
1. Ensure arc chutes are properly secured for EM contactors,
EP (Line and shunting) contactors and CGR1, 2 & 3.
2. Ensure no oil leakage from compressors and pipe lines in
HT2 compartment.
3. Loco pilot has to use Rheostatic or regenerative braking if
provided in the loco on graded section. (Preventing the
heavy mechanical braking which may cause the sparks from
brake shoes).
4. Do not leave any cotton waste/paper in HT2 compartment.
5. Do not put HQOP in OFF position without proper trouble
shooting.
6. When HQOP is in OFF position, carefully watch the power
circuit equipments and SLs and Traction motors while on
run and stoppages as well.
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7.
8.
9.

Do not put HQOA on ‘0’ position without proper trouble
shooting.
When HQOA is placed on ‘0’ carefully watch the auxiliaries.
When HOBA is kept in OFF position for any reason, check
traction power circuit equipment and auxiliary power circuit
equipment frequently.

1.18 First aid in case of electrical shock:
1. Whenever a person comes in contact with live wire, switch
OFF the source of supply if known.
2. If the source of supply is not known, attempt should be
made to remove the person from contact of live wire by
using non-conducting materials i.e. dry wooden stick, dry
blanket, rubber rod or paper whichever is readily available
on the spot.
3. Never touch the body with bare hand when the person is in
touch with the live wire.
4. After the removal of affected person from the contact of
live wire, send to the doctor at once and in mean time give
him artificial respiration, ‘Silver burd method’ and
‘Shepherds method’ whichever is convenient.
5. Before giving artificial respiration, ensure that no bones are
broken, there are no fractures near the lungs.
6. Avoid violent operation during artificial respiration since it
may cause injury to the internal organs.
7. Also special care should be taken if there is a burnt injury.
8. Serious burns should be treated with proper oil dressing
and avoid exposing the patient to the cool atmosphere.
1.19 Safety rules concerning 25 kV AC traction:
1. Do not approach 25 kV limits directly or indirectly within 2
meters radius.
2. On line before going on the roof of the locomotive, ensure
power block taken or not with TRD staff who are available
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at spot, ensure earthing cables provided on either side of
loco. Ground the loco then only go on the roof of loco.
3. To carry out roof inspection in the shed, always check and
confirm that the correct isolating switch corresponding to
the line, where the loco is standing is opened by electric
Shunter. Ensure isolation switch is properly opened and
blade of the earthing heal is properly engaged in the clip for
earthing the OHE.
4. Ensure loco isolating switch handle is locked with personal
pad lock and retain the key in the personal custody.
5. Do not direct any part of the body above roof level of loco
while changing the head light bulb.
6. Do not walk in between track under OHE.
7. Do not direct any jet of water or foam towards OHE.
8. Do not touch any conductor lying close to electrified line.
9. Do not stretch hand or any conductor on the OHE from an
over bridge.
10. Do not enter into HT compartment until such time, the loco
is brought to a stand and grounded.
1.20 Emergency telephone :
The emergency telephone taps with sockets are provided at
every one km in the section. The location of the nearest
telephone tap is indicated on the OHE mast by an arrow.
How to use emergency telephone:
Open the emergency telephone tap by the key provided for
the purpose.
2. Insert the plug of the portable telephone in the emergency
telephone tap socket.
3. Switch on the power supply (green colour lamp will glow).
4. Press the switch (press to talk) provided on the portable
handle and also press the button on the side of portable
telephone box. Then call out TPC in the following manner
1.
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‘Hello Emergency’ repeatedly and after TPC’s response, give
your message.
1.21 How to take emergency power block:
1. In case of damage to panto or OHE, lower the panto
immediately and stop the train if possible near the
emergency telephone tap, put on FL.
2. Protect the train as per G & SR 6.03.
3. Contact TPC through emergency telephone.
4. Inform TPC about the particulars of defect or damages with
km No. between stations, Loco No., Train No., up or down
line, time etc.
5. Ask for OHE staff to take emergency power block.
6. After emergency power block is taken and OHE contact wire
is earthed on either side of the loco by OHE staff, ground
the loco and do the roof work duly fixing the ladder.
7. After completion of roof work, keep concern HPT in
earthing heel, remove all the materials from the roof and
remove the ladder.
8. After earthing poles are removed from contact wire and
power block is cancelled by OHE staff, un-ground the loco.
9. Close PT COC of defective panto.
10. After power is restored, raise the good panto, close DJ and
resume traction.
1.22 Loco log book and failure report:
A. How to write the loco log book:
Give the following particulars in the loco log book.
1. Date.
2. Loco No.
3. Train No.
4. Load.
5. From & To.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Loco Pilot’s Name.
Assistant Loco Pilot’s name.
Speedometer km starting & ending.
Do not write ‘refer previous booking’ in the loco logbook.
The Loco pilot must write all the repairs or failure
particulars in the loco logbook.
11. Any previous repairs unattended for the last 48 hrs to be
informed to TLC.
12. While working MU / double head locos, mention the same
in the loco logbook. Also mention as to which loco is leading
and which is trailing. In case of single loco, mention which
cab is leading.
B. How to write the defects / failures in the loco log
book:
In case of a failure or defect of the loco on line the Loco pilot
should enter the following particulars in the loco logbook and
report the same to TLC on duty.
1. Tripping at km No.
2. Between stations.
3. Date.
4. Time.
5. Loco pilot’s cab.
6. Speed.
7. Notch No.
8. UA reading.
9. Voltmeter reading.
10. Ammeter reading.
11. Position of MPS.
12. MPJ position.
13. Mention abnormal sign.
14. Name of the relay which is showing red indication (if target
dropped).
15. Name of operation in which tripping took place.
16. Apparatus handled or isolated.
17. Time resumed traction.
18. Informed TLC at station :
19. Private No.
20. Total time lost.
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Note:
While informing TLC, furnish loco No. train No. load of the train,
Loco pilot’s and Assistant Loco pilot’s name.

Traction Failure:
1. Nature of defect (Total loss or partial loss of tractive effort
or slipped pinion or locked axle or smoke emission or
unusual noise from traction motors).
2. Place of occurrence.
3. Km No.
4. Time.
5. Driving cab.
6. Traction motor.
7. Apparatus handled or isolated.
8. Traction resumed observing standard instruction.
9. Observed any smoke emission or unusual sound.
10. Informed TLC from station.
11. Total time loss.
Note:
If relief is asked, give details of relief loco arrival and the time
when the block section is cleared.

Miscellaneous failures:
1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
10.

Nature of defect.
2. Between stations and km No.
Time.
4. Notch No.
Cab No.
6. Speed.
MPJ position.
8. Apparatus handled.
Informed TLC from station.
Total time lost.
11. Private No.

Note:
Preferably give the breakup of the total time occupied in the
block section or at station as following.
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1. Time taken for trouble shooting.
2. Time taken to inform TLC at a station or in block section. Extra
time occupied on run if any, due to isolation of equipment on the loco
(RSI, traction motors, MPH etc).

1.23 How to make use of the flasher light:
Flasher light should be used in case of emergency to attract
the attention of the Loco pilot of a train coming in the
opposite direction. Working condition of the flasher light
should be ascertained while taking over charge of the loco at
crew changing point/shed.
To put on flasher light, ZFL switch should be closed at the
working cab. Switch OFF the headlight when the flasher light
is put ON for better viewing of flasher light.
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GUIDE LINES TO RUNNING
STAFF FOR OPERATION OF
BOX-N, BCN RAKES AND
COACHING RAKES

Chapter

2

The Box-N and BCN wagons are equipped with single pipe system.
Instruction for loco pilots
Before attaching locomotive to train, the engine should be
thoroughly tested to ensure that it is free from leakage and MR & BP
pressures are properly maintained to the order of 8 to 9.5 kg/cm2 &
5 ± 0.1 kg/cm2 respectively.
2.01

Brake continuity test:
The Loco Pilot and Guard must carry out this brake continuity
test as soon as possible after the locomotive is attached on train
and BP pressure is created to 5 ± 0.1 kg/ cm2.
Purpose of conducting BP continuity test:
1. To ensure that BP pressure is available in Train engine to
BV/SLR/LV at requisite levels.
2. To ensure corresponding dropping of BP pressure on entire
formation, when BP pressure is dropped either from Train
Engine or BV/SLR/LV.
Occasions for conducting BP continuity test:
1. Before going to sign fresh BPC.
2. While clearing any stabled load from way side station.
3. After completing of power interception.
4. After completing of shunting.
5. After reversing the loco.
6. After attaching/detaching dead loco.
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7.
8.
9.

During GLP check.
If train parted, after recouping the formation.
Locomotive or additional locomotive attached to the rear or
fully fitted train.
10. After attending BP related problems on Loco &formation.
Need not carried out
1. When locomotive other than train locomotive is detached
from extreme front of the train.
2. When locomotive is used for complete brake test of the
whole train and is not thereafter detached before starting.
3. When locomotive or vehicle is detached from the extreme
rear of the train.
Procedure for goods trains:
1. This test to be conducted with the cooperation of Guard.
2. Create 9.5 kg/cm2 of MR pressure and 5.0 kg/cm2 of BP in
the locomotive.
3. Ensure 4.8 / 4.7 kg/cm2 of BP pressure in the BV.
4. Apply A9 automatic brake valve and reduce BP pressure by
1 kg/cm2 without pause (gauge reading 4kg/cm2.)
5. Confirm from the guard for corresponding reduction of BP
pressure in the BV.
6. Loco pilot has to close A8 Cock in Conventional locos (In 3
phase locos, 70 COC in E-70 brake system/MODE switch in
‘TEST’ in KNORR brake system).
7. Guard shall open the BV emergency valve and the loco-pilot
shall observe the drop of BP pressure to zero.
8. If the BV is not the last vehicle, Guard shall open the BP
angle cock in the rear side of last vehicle.
9. LP to ensure dropping of BP pressure completely to “0”.
10. Guard has to close the BV emergency valve.
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11. LP has to ensure BP is not raised and Normalise A8 Cock
/70 COC/MODE switch, release A-9.
12. Ensure recreation of 5.0 kg/cm2 of BP in the locomotive
and4.8 / 4.7 kg/cm2 of BP pressure in the BV.
13. For the originating trains after Primary/secondary
maintenance:
The SSE/SE-C&W will issue BPC when he satisfies about the
BP continuity test, which was conducted by the GLP in his
presence.
14. For originating trains after turn around examination:
where SSE/SE-C&W is posted- continuity test will be done
by the loco-pilot and guard in the presence of SSE/SE-C&W
who shall make endorsement on the reverse of the original
BPC.
Where SSE/SE-C&W is not posted- loco-pilot and guard will
check the continuity and make endorsement on the reverse
of original BPC.
15. If banker loco is available, the test is to be ensured by
guard from banker loco by applying banker loco A9 handle.
(Banker loco A8/70 cocks must be close position, or mode
switch of CCB locos in ‘HLPR’).
Note:
If any lapse in corresponding BP dropping by loco pilot or by
guard, it should be informed to concerned for further attention.

Procedure for coaching trains:
1. The Loco Pilot must charge the BP to 5 Kg/cm2and must
confirm from the Guard that minimum 4.8 Kg/cm2 is
available in SLR/LV.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The LP must move the A9 automatic brake valve to reduce
BP pressure to 4.0 Kg/cm2(gauge reading) and must
confirm from the Guard that BP pressure in SLR is reduced
in the range of 3.6 to 4.0 Kg/cm2. (If BP pressure in SLR
does not show reduction in BP pressure in the range of 3.6
to 4.0 Kg/cm2, it indicates discontinuity in brake pipe, which
must be looked into by TXR staff.)
After that, the LP must move A9 automatic brake valve to
‘Release/Run’ position and check that 5 Kg/cm2 BP pressure
is registered in BP gauge in loco and must confirm from the
Guard that minimum 4.8 Kg/cm2 in rear SLR/LV.
After the BP pressure has stabilized in the locomotive, air
supply for the BP should be cut off by closing A8 Cock (70
COC in E-70 brake system/MODE switch in ‘TEST’ in KNORR
brake loco, of 3 phase locos).
Then the Guard shall immediately open the Emergency
brake valve to vent out the BP to 3.6 Kg/cm2 and LP should
observe that the pressure in the BP gauge in the locomotive
is within in the range of 3.6 to 4.0 Kg/cm2, otherwise it
indicates discontinuity in brake pipe, which must be looked
into by TXR staff for rectification.
After confirmation of continuity, open the A-8 cock /E-70
cock / mode switch in lead and restore the BP pressure in
the loco/SLR.
For the originating trains after Primary/secondary
maintenance:
The SSE/SE-C&W will issue BPC when he satisfies about the
BP continuity test, which was conducted by the GLP in his
presence.
For originating trains after turn around examination:
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where SSE/SE-C&W is posted- continuity test will be done
by the loco-pilot and guard in the presence of SSE/SE-C&W
who shall make endorsement on the reverse of the original
BPC.
Where SSE/SE-C&W is not posted- loco-pilot and guard will
check the continuity and make endorsement on the reverse
of original BPC.
2.02
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

Before starting a train:
A train should not be started until brakes of the entire train
including hand/parking brakes are fully released. Conduct
BP continuity test if required.
At the originating point of train, C&W staff should ensure
this. At wayside stations, for the clearing of stabled loads it
should be ensured by Loco Pilot, Guard and Station Staff.
If the train is started with the brakes released partially,
wheel skidding or breakage of coupling may take place.
Empty/load handle should be set in the correct position
(i.e.) when the wagon is empty. The handle should be set
in ‘empty’ position and for loaded wagons in ‘load position’.
In BMBC wagons in place of load/empty handle operation,
APM (Auto pressure maintainer) is provided.
If the empty / load handle is not set in the correct position,
a serious accident can take place as in the loaded condition
the train will have inadequate brake power. On the other
hand when it is empty severe application of brake will skid
the wheels and cause irreparable damage.
The train examiner will be responsible for the correct
setting of the empty/load handle at all originated stations
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7.

and way side stations where the trains are examined by
TXR staff. At way side station where TXR staff is not
available, any shunting is done or when a stabled train is
picked up, it should be ensured by the Guard and LP that
the above handle is set in correct position in all the wagons
and also ensure DVs are in service.
The Loco Pilot will personally check the position of all angle
cocks of all air hoses of the leading, trailing locomotives and
wagons of the load.
BP pressure recreation
After minimum reduction
or full service application
After over reduction
After an emergency
application

8.

9.

Time Limit
1 to 2 min. respectively
3 to 4 min.
5 to 7 min. preferably
the later

MR pressure should not be allowed to fall below 8 kg/cm2 to
achieve optimum advantage of charging brake pipe. In case
MR pressure drops below 7 kg/cm2, stop the train and
investigate the cause and rectify the fault.
In case a heavy leakage or mal-functioning of the
distributor valve or any brake binding is noticed, the release
of the wagon brake should be ensured by pulling the quick
release valve of the distributor valve. In case the brake
binding problem repeated or brakes not released at the first
instant, the distributor valve of the concerned wagon should
be isolated by changing the position of isolation cock handle
to horizontal, operate QRV till the brakes are fully released.
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10. In case of disconnection of air hose in en-route, apply A9
emergency or close the lead/trail (A8) cock for maintaining
MR pressure in loco. Then the attention should be given by
closing the angle cocks of the defective wagon and if
necessary replacement of damaged hoses with spare hose
pipe, if spare hose is not available may be done by
removing the air hose either at the front of loco or rear of
the brake van .if unsuccessful, request for TXR assistance.

Note:
While replacing BP hose pipes, shell etc. LP should ensure
no obstruction, plastic caps (in palm end side and shell end
side) and should conduct BP continuity test after
attending any BP related problems.
11. Under no circumstance the angle cocks of the wagon
should be closed except for the attention period and after
the attention the concerned angle cocks must be opened
before any movement is made.
Note:
After closing angle cocks of the loco/wagons, an interval
of about 30sec should be given; so as to allow the trapped
air in the air hose to leak out through the exhaust and
then only the air hoses should be uncoupled.
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12. The Loco Pilot should see that the brake pipe and feed pipe
connections are not mixed up between the locomotive and
the first wagon of the load.
13. The Loco Pilot shall ensure that BP gauge is showing 5 ±
0.1 kg/cm2 and FP gauge is showing 6 kg/cm2 then after
ensuring the continuity of the air pressure, through the
Guard of the train Loco pilot shall sign the brake power
certificate presented by the TXR. The brake van or last
vehicle pressure should not be less than 4.8 kg/cm2 for a
load up to 56 BOX-N/BCN-HL and 4.7kg/cm2 for the load of
beyond 56 BOX - N/BCN-HL wagons.
14. At wayside stations while picking up stabled load, it should
be ensured by both Loco Pilot and Guard of the train.
15. Isolating cock on distributor valve and angle cocks of BP
and FP of all wagons should be in open position which
should be ensured by C & W staff at the originating point
and at wayside stations while picking up a stabled load, by
Loco Pilot and Guard of the train.
2.03 While on run:
1. As far as possible, the train should be controlled by service
application of brakes by auto brake (A-9) as per the brake
power of train.
2. Faulty braking can cause skidding of wagon wheels. To
avoid skidding, the braking and starting should be smooth.
If the train is running hard, the LP should stop immediately
and attend the same. Working in the same condition may
cause the skidding of wagon wheels or other damages like
breakage of CBC parts etc.
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3.

Loco Pilot should report all problems and unusual events
noticed by him on run in respect of functioning of air
brakes and wagon movement etc., immediately to
CHC/CTLC. The procedure to be adopted in such cases shall
be reported through a ‘Memo’ jointly signed by both Loco
Pilot and Guard.

2.04 While stopping a train:
Stopping of a train should be smooth (without jerks).
2.05 Specification of brake power for goods/coaching
trains:
1.

2.
3.

4.

At originating station not less than 90% of total number of
cylinder must be operative for goods train and 100% for
coaching rakes.
On ghat sections, 100% of the brake cylinders must be
operative for goods trains.
Piston strokes in the empty and loaded condition shall be as
follows.
EMPTY

LOAD

BOX-N

85±10mm

130±10mm

BCN

85±10mm

130±10mm

While checking brake power of the train en route at a
wayside station, it should be first ensured that the BP
pressure on the loco and brake van/last vehicle is 5 kg/cm2
and 4.8/4.7 kg/cm2 respectively. If the BP pressure in the
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brake van/last vehicle is inadequate, the position of angle
cocks in between in the entire train should be checked and
ensured that they are open. If any is found closed, open it.
Note:
Before uncoupling the locomotive from the rake make an
emergency application and wait till BP pressure reduced to ’0’
thereafter close the angle cock of the brake pipe on the loco and
1st wagon and after a short pause of about half minute ,uncouple
the BP air hose.
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MU OPERATION OF WAG-5
& WAG-7 LOCOS

Chapter

3

3.01

General:
Whenever more than one loco are coupled together and
locos are worked by a single crew, then it is known as MU
Operation. (Maximum 4 LOCOS)
1. The front driving loco is known as “Leading Loco” and rear
loco is known as “Trailing Loco”.
2. In MU operation, 3 electrical jumpers (B C D) are connected
between locos to operate control circuits of trailing loco in
synchronizing with leading loco.
3. During MU operation control circuits of trailing locos are
operated from leading loco except Q-118, Q-44 and Q-100.
For closing DJ, HBA should be on “1” in both the locos.
4. BLSN switch is provided on the BL box, which controls the
feed to VEPT and MTDJ of trailing loco from leading loco.
Its normal position is “UP”, on switching it “DOWN” the
supply to MTDJ and VEPT gets cut off and thus DJ of
trailing loco gets tripped and panto also lowers.
5. Closing of DJ can be done for both the locos together or
leading loco only. Similarly opening of DJ can be done for
both the locos or of the rear loco only.
6. Trailing loco DJ can be closed from the trailing loco by
pressing BP2DJ, but cannot be opened by BP1DJ. In case of
emergency, DJ of the trailing loco can be opened by
removing its CCPT fuse.
7. Opening of DJ for leading loco alone is not possible.
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8.
9.

For disconnecting B, C, D jumpers, de-energise both locos
and switch off both locos HBA.
During coasting/ braking always keep MP on “0”. Ensure
both LSGR and LSGRR lamps are glowing in working cab.

3.02 Definitions
LS GROUP:
The RED lamp provided on the ceiling of both driving cabs,
this lamp indicates the existence of a defect on the loco in
which it glows. LS GROUP glows along with defective
indication (LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSB & LSRSI).
Note:
1. When MPJ is brought to “0”, LS GROUP will glow.
2. When troubleshooting in MU locos do not bring MPJ to “0”.
3. LS GROUP glows in defective loco only.

LSOL:
The orange lamp provided on the driving desk of both cabs,
the lamp will glow on the loco indicating the defect is in other
loco. LSOL glows along with defective indication. (LSDJ,
LSCHBA, LSB & LSRSI).
Note: LSOL glows in good loco only.

QVLSOL:
Relay for LSOL lamp. When there is any abnormality in
leading /trailing loco, this relay will pick up and make the
lamp LSOL to glow in the good loco.
Q-49:
This relay is called as synchronizing device relay, which
synchronizes the tap changer operation in both leading and
trailing locos during running and braking (electrical braking)
of MU operation.
Note:
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1.
2.
3.

After taking first notch only Q-49 will come into service.
During progression/regression with MP, progression with
EEC only Q-49 will be active.
Q-49 will ensure progression/regression at a time in both
locos. It will not ensure difference of notches if any due to
auto regression.

BLSN 1/2 - Neutral Section Switch:
This BLSN switch enables to loco pilot to open DJ and lower
pantograph of the trailing loco from leading loco.
While passing through neutral section, first put BLSN “DOWN”
to open DJ, lower panto of trailing loco and observe the
glowing of lamp LSDJ, then switch off BLDJ to open DJ of
leading loco.
Note:
1. Normal position of BLSN during MU operation is upwards.
At neutral sections BLSN to be put downward position to
trip DJ and to lower panto in trailing loco.
2. Use 2 or 3 compressors in leading loco and one in each
trailing loco with normal load under normal conditions.

Working instructions to Loco Pilot during MU operation.
1. While TOC, ensure that, in both the locos Relay Q51 and
HPAR/HQ51 switches are normal.
2. While TOC/cab changing ensure the proper position of A8
COC, MU2B, A9 and SA9 Cocs position in multiple locos.
3. For Closing of DJ both the locos at a time and for Opening
of DJ, locowise (separately) is preferable.
4. If MU locos with SIV and Arno combination, while closing
VCB at a time in both locos, release BLRDJ after 4 seconds
of extinguishing of LSDJ.
5. Whenever HQCVAR is kept on ‘0’ in leading loco then never
close DJ separately. Close DJ of both the locos together.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

In locos, with modified ZSMS switch, keep ZSMS of both
locos in ‘0’ position while TOC (Both MP and EEC will work).
While working with leading loco only, RB should not be
used. For using RB, rear loco IP (M) COC is to be closed.
Before starting a train ensure both loco brakes are fully
released.
During coasting/before application of brakes ensure to keep
MP on ‘0’ and LSGR and LSGRR are glowing.
In CCMUBA provided locos, in rear loco, even VCB in
tripped condition, rear loco batteries are charged from
leading loco CHBA, provided rear loco HBA is at ‘ON’.
If DJ trips, in defective loco LS GROUP glows and in good
loco LSOL glows.
While attending trouble shooting, keep ZLS in ‘OFF’ in good
loco, ensure ZLS in ‘on’ position in defective loco and pick
up abnormal sign from defective loco.
If GR stuck up on notches, (neither progession nor
regression comes) trouble shoot for Q-49 action.
GR struck up on notches, keep MP on ‘0’, auto regression
takes place in good loco and DJ trips in defective loco.
If leading loco is failed electrically, try to clear section with
the tractive force of trailing loco if available. If not, close
PT1&2 COCs of leading loco and energise trailing loco from
leading loco. Clear section with precautions and contact TLC
(CHBA of leading loco will not work).
Do not wedge any EM contactor or relay (Except Q 100 and
QRS) in trailing loco. If necessary make the trailing loco
dead. Wedging of Q50, Q44 & Q118 is strictly prohibited in
trailing Loco.
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17. If CCPT of leading loco melts, VCB will trip, Pantos will
lower in both locos.
18. If CCPT of trailing loco melts, VCB trips in trailing loco only.
Panto will not lower.
19. If CCDJ of leading loco melts, VCB will trip in both locos.
20. If CCDJ of trailing loco melts, no indication will be there.
After changing cab, we experience ICDJ in both locos.
21. If CCA of leading loco melts, auxiliaries will not work in both
locos.
22. If CCA of trailing loco melts, auxiliaries will not work in
trailing loco only.
23. If HOBA is required to be kept in OFF position, keep HOBA
in OFF position in both the locos.
24. If additional CCBA or CCBA melts in any one Loco
troubleshoot as single Loco.
Note:
Wedging of Relay Q51 or bypassing of auto regression by
HPAR/HQ51 during normal working in any of the multiple locos is
strictly prohibited.

3.03
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Important items to be ensured while taking over
charge of WAG-5 & WAG-7 MU locos.
Both locos are coupled properly.
All air hose pipe are connected with their respective pipes
and their angle cocks are opened.
All electrical jumpers (B C D) are connected between the
locos and secured at the ends.
SA-9, A-9 cut out cocks are open only in driving cab and
closed in other cabs.
BP charging cock (A-8) is opened in leading loco and closed
in trailing loco.
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6.
7.
8.

MU2B valve is on ‘LEAD’ position on leading loco and on
‘TRAIL’ position on trailing loco.
RGEB-2 cut out cock is open in both the locos.
Ensure HBA on ‘1’ on both locos.

3.04
Condition of apparatus on leading loco:
1. Keep A-9 handle on release position and keep A-9 inlet and
outlet COC s ‘OPEN’ in working cab and ‘CLOSED’ in nonworking cab.
2. Keep SA-9 handle on release position and SA-9 apply and
supply COCs ‘OPEN’ in working cab and ‘CLOSED’ in nonworking cab.
3. A-8 COC to be kept ‘OPEN’.
4. MU2B should be on ‘LEAD’ position.
3.05
Condition of apparatus on trailing loco:
1. A-9 handle is on release position and keep A-9 inlet and
outlet COC to be closed in both cabs.
2. SA-9 handle is on application position and keep both supply
and apply COCs closed in both cabs.
3. A-8 COC to be kept closed.
4. MU2B should be on ‘TRAIL’ position.
3.06
Conditions for coupling of locos:
A. In the front end of leading loco:
1. Ensure the following self locking angle COCs are closed.
a) MR equalizing pipe.
b) BC equalizing pipe.
c) Brake Pipe (BP).
d) Feed Pipe (FP).
e) Ensure Add. BP COC is ‘OPEN’.
2. In between locos:
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3.

Ensure the following are coupled properly and their self
locking angles COCs are opened.
a) MR equalizing pipe.
b) BC equalizing pipe.
c) Brake Pipe (BP).
d) Feed Pipe (FP).
e) Add BP COC.
f) Ensure both locos are coupled properly.
g) Ensure BCD jumpers are connected properly.
In the rear end of trailing loco.
Close MR equalising pipe and BC equalising pipe and
their self locking angle COCs.

3.07
Energisation of MU locos:
1. Do the preparations of both the locos separately and also
ensure that everything is normal as per the requirement for
MU locos.
2. Start CPA of both the locos and build up 8 kg/cm2 pressure
in RS of both the locos.
3. In the working cab, unlock BL, insert ZPT in the socket and
place it on ‘1’, check the proper raising of rear pantograph
of the both locos.
4. Close BLDJ and press BLRDJ. Check that LSDJ extinguishes,
UA meter deviates and LSCHBA extinguishes. After LSCHBA
extinguishes, release BLRDJ.
5. Close BLCP, MR gauge needle will deviate. Wait for MR
pressure to build up. In case MR pressure does not build up
more than 2 kg/cm2, check IP valves of both the locos. If
any one of IP valve is leaking, close the cut out cock.
6. When MR pressure builds up to 9.5 kg/cm2 ensure that the
unloading or auto-draining takes place in both the locos.
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7.

Close BLVMT and check the working of all auxiliaries in both
the locos.
Note:
If CPA of one loco is defective then first energise the MU locos
from the loco in which CPA working by taking the following
precautions.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

3.08

1.
2.
3.
4.

Open RAL cock of both the locos.
Start CPA and keep it working even after building up 8
kg/cm2, pressure in RS.
Unlock BL of loco in which CPA is working and put BLSN
down.
Put ZPT on’1’ and check the proper raising of pantograph.
Close DJ (LSDJ will remain glowing but UA meter will
deviate), release BLRDJ after 4 seconds, close BLCP and
build up MR pressure to 9.5 kg/cm2. Through MR equalising
pipe, in defective loco also MR pressure will be charged
Put ZCPA on ‘0’ to stop CPA.
Keep BLSN “UPWARDS” and check the proper raising of
pantograph of the other loco.
Press BLRDJ once again and release BLRDJ after LSDJ and
LSCHBA extinguished.
Change over to leading loco if required (adopt proper
procedure).
Cab changing procedure in MU locos:
Driving Cab (of the loco which is to be working as
trailing loco):
Build up MR pressure to 9.5 kg/cm2.
Keep A-9 on release and SA-9 on application position.
Check that BC pressure gauge indicates 3.5 kg/cm2.
Apply hand brake/ wooden wedges towards falling gradient.
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5.
6.
7.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do not change pneumatic COC position.
Open DJ, open all BL switches, lower pantograph, put MPJ
to ‘0’, lock BL and remove all the keys.
Proceed to other loco.
In the other loco (which is to be working as leading
loco):
Apply loco brake through SA-9 and keep A-9 in release
position. Then open A-9 and SA-9 supply and apply COCs.
Ensure BC gauge is showing 3.5 kg/cm2.
Put MU2B on ‘LEAD’ position and open BP charging A-8
cock.
Unlock BL, raise pantos, close DJ, start auxiliaries.
Proceed to rear loco. Change MU2B to ‘TRAIL’ position and
close A-8 cock, A-9 and SA-9 supply and apply COCs.
Close the cab doors and windows.
Return to leading loco. Check the working of A-9 and SA-9.
Release hand brake/ remove wooden wedges of trailing
loco.
Before moving loco, conduct loco brake power test.

3.09

Passing neutral section with MU locos:
The procedure of passing neutral section is same as single
loco but the following extra operations have to be done.
1. At 250 mts board, put BLSN ‘DOWN’ and ensure DJ trips
and panto lowers in rear loco.
2. One mast before DJ open board, open BLDJ watching UA
meter. If UA meter does not show ‘0’, lower pantograph.
3. After passing neutral section, at DJ close board, open BLSN,
after ensuring rear loco panto is raised, close VCB in both
locos as a single loco.
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3.10
1.

Making one loco dead:
Whichever loco is to be made dead, open DJ of that loco
and keep HBA switch on ‘0’ ( if CCMUBA is not available).
2. In dead loco put ZLS on ‘0’ and close IP COC.
3. If trouble persists, remove the electrical jumpers between
the locos and secure them on clamps.
4. If unsuccessful make lead loco as trail loco and change
trailing loco as working loco.
5. If trailing loco failed, don’t change position of any COC in
LEAD loco and work onwards if road and load permits.
6. If leading loco failed clear the block section with trailing
loco and contact TLC (Close panto COCs of LEAD loco). In
this condition, in leading loco CHBA, Ammeters will not
work.
3.11
Working the train from trailing loco when leading
loco fails:
1. In case leading loco (other than CCPT fuse melting)
defective, crew can clear the section from leading loco with
trailing loco.
Work from leading loco as follows,
3.11.1Tractive force is available from trailing loco: Don’t
keep MP on ‘0’ and check whether tractive force is
available from trailing loco (by observing panto of rear
loco is in raised condition, air expelling from SL covers
and extinguished condition of LSGRR), then try to clear
block section.
3.11.2If tractive force is NOT available from trailing loco:
then
i. Close both panto cocs of leading loco.
ii. Observe BA voltage, it should be above 90V.
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iii.
iv.

2.

3.

4.
3.12
1.

2.
3.
4.

Close DJ, Trailing loco DJ closes and take notches.
In trailing loco, notches will come and tractive
force will come from trailing loco.
v. Ensure MR pressure, it should be above 8 kg/cm2.
If MR cannot be maintained, increase working of
number of CPs by changing HCP position in trailing
loco.
vi. Leading loco DJ remains in open condition (CHBA
will not be in service, hence ensure BA voltage
should be above 90V) but all loco operations
should be done from leading loco only and
carefully clear the section.
If not possible, make the leading loco dead and work from
the trailing loco. Resume traction from trailing loco and
clear section without exceeding the speed limit of 15 KMPH
and contact TLC.
If the load and road permits, request TLC for re-marshalling
of the loco (changing trailing loco as leading loco) and work
onwards with single loco.
If load and road does not permit, contact TLC.
Working the train from leading loco when trailing
loco fails:
Put BLSN ‘DOWN’ to de-energize the rear loco and work
with the leading loco. If trouble persists remove the
electrical jumpers between the locos and secure them on
clamps. Keep HBA on ‘0’, close IP COC of rear loco and
work the train from leading loco.
Put ZLS on ‘0’ in trailing loco and ensure GR on ‘0’.
Don’t change any COC position.
Clear section and contact TLC.
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5.

3.13

If the load and road permits, work onwards with single
loco. Otherwise contact TLC for advice.
Low Tension Test (LT TEST)

A. Preparation :
1. Stop the train. Build up 9.5 kg/cm2of air pressure in MR and
RS by working MCP.
2. Check the BA voltage. It should be above 90V.
3. Open DJ and lower pantograph and ensure both pantos in
lowered condition.
4. Ground the loco as per procedure.
5. Close DJ and release BLRDJ after LSDJ extinguishing (UA
needle does not deviate, no auxiliary sound and LSCHBA
does not extinguish).
6. Ensure all rotating switches on ‘1’ position.
B. Testing :
1. Close BLCPD. Watch the closing of compressor contactors
according to HCP position.
2. Close BLVMT; watch the closing of contactors C-107, C-105
and C- 106 one after another with a time delay of 5/8
seconds each.
3. Move MPJ to F or R position. Watch the Reversers J1 and J2
are thrown to proper direction.
4. Cab-1 forward or Cab-2 reverse - J1 & J2 UP direction,
Cab-2 forward or Cab-1 reverse - J1 & J2 DOWN direction.
5. Check working of CTFs i.e. keep MP on Traction side - CTF
1,2,3 UP direction,
6. Keep MP on braking side, CTF 1, 2 & 3 DOWN and BP drops
through IP valve (LSB remains glowing).
7. Place MP on ‘N’ position and watch for the closing/opening
of line contactors according to HMCS position. Normalise
HMCS-1 & 2 and ensure all line contactors are closed.
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8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

Bring MP from N to + Watch for one traction notch
progression and LSGR to extinguish.
For testing QWC, press BPQWC when GR is on 0 or 1, one
shunting contactor will close in leading pair of traction
motors circuit. Take 11 traction notches and watch the
opening of shunting contactors.
While taking traction notches, watch for CGR-1, 2 & 3 to
close and open according to GR notches.
Watch the working of PHGR after taking 6 traction notches.
If MPS is in service, take 20 traction notches and operate
MPS to ‘1’,’2’,’3’, and ‘4’ positions, Watch the closing of
shunting contactors according to MPS position. Bring back
MPS to ‘0’.
Take 32 notches, keep MP on ‘0’ and ensure GR travelling
time is in between 11-13 seconds (GR efficiency test).
Take few traction notches and place A9 on emergency
position. GR should return to ‘0’ without any AFL
indications.
Again take few notches and check AFL working through
TSAFL and dropping BP by opening RS/BP angle cock.
Place MP on ‘N’ and ZSMS on ‘0’ and test EEC working also.
After LT Test, un-ground the loco and energise as per
procedure.
NOTE:
1. In Microprocessor locos no need to change ZSMS switch
position. In conventional Locos, ensure ZSMS switch is in
‘1’ position for EEC working.
2. Check for any air leakages in HT compartments during LT
test.
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Chapter

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

4

1.

Whenever any trouble is experienced on loco, try to clear
the section either by coasting or with minimum notches.
2. If it is not possible to clear the block section, stop the train
clear of bridges, cuttings, curves and preferably near a
manned level crossing gate or at a flag station where
communication facility is available.
3. In case of DJ tripping, do the general checking given in the
TSD, before reclosing DJ.
4. In case of error or doubt while troubleshooting, start the
trouble shooting from the beginning to the stage
concerned.
5. Make an entry of the trouble experienced, defect noticed
and action taken in the logbook.
6. If any smoke or fire is noticed on any equipment open DJ,
switch on FL, stop the train, switch off HBA and put out the
fire with approved type (DCP) of fire extinguisher available
in the loco.
7. Whenever any auxiliary motor is isolated ensure that its EM
contactor (if provided) is opened fully.
8. Inform the unusual occurrence to TLC through
the
available source of communication.
9. When stopped
in en-route by LP of train in opposite
direction either for issuing any message or for seeking
advice for trouble shooting, occupy minimum time, give
necessary instructions and should start train within 5
minutes.
10. Whenever the train is detained or likely to be detained in
section for more than 5 minutes, give information to
TPC/TLC through CUG Phone / emergency telephone tap,
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or from a flag station or through the adjacent line train
Driver and also arrange to protect the train as per GR 6.03.
11. Before removing the fuse trip DJ, keep IP coc close, put
HBA in ‘OFF’ position and before replacing a fuse it should
be checked that it is in good condition.
12. In case of manual operation of a relay, operate the relay
gently with the help of wooden stick.
On run if BP pressure drops suddenly or if any lurch/jerk
is experienced or DJ tripping with drop in BP pressure,
suspect some abnormality on the train. Immediately “switch
on” the flasher light, stop the train, check the formation and
appraise the Guard by giving two short and one long whistle
and protect the train if necessary.

4.01

Do’s for Loco Pilots :

1.

Do check the loco properly while taking over charge. Ensure
availability of safety equipments in their nominated /
respective places.
2. Do ensure that you go through logbook while taking charge
of a locomotive.
3. Do keep the C3W distributor valve (isolating handle towards
valve side) in service.
4. Do release the brakes and start the blowers before starting
a train.
5. Do observe the current restrictions as per the loco and
traction motor.
6. Do ensure the current restrictions while starting a train on
weak bridge (TE limit board provided bridges).
7. Do keep a watch on BP gauge, pressure gauge, airflow
indicator speedometer, ammeters and voltmeter.
8. Do keep a watch on Pilot lamps.
9. Do keep a watch on OHE and track ahead.
10. Do check battery voltage while taking over charge and
every hour thereafter.
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11. Do check the condition of all the spare fuses provided
before starting the train.
12. Do ensure that the line is wired while entering a turn out.
13. Do take the advantage of fall-in gradient by coasting.
14. Do check the MR pressure and BP before approaching 500
meter warning board.
15. Do create full BP before notching up after passing neutral
section.
16. Do keep the blowers running for 15 minutes even after
stopping the train after heavy-duty operation to ensure that
you start with cool traction motors.
17. Do drain out moisture from reservoirs and check the
temperature of suspension bearings and axle boxes at halt
stations if stopping time permits.
18. Do keep a full record of indication of OHE voltage, speed,
notch, current, kilometre etc, in case of a trouble in loco.
19. Do lock BL only after opening all BL switches.
20. Do book the current repairs to enable the shed staff to
attend the same.
21. Do ensure MP and NR on ‘O’ before applying brakes.
22. Do take out MPJ (reverser handle) handle every time while
leaving the cab.
23. Do ensure personally the pantograph is lowered before
operating HOM.
24. Do ensure the availability and proper position of arc chutes.

4.02
1.
2.
3.
4.

Don’ts for Loco pilots :
Do not exceed the current rating limit of traction motors.
Do not allow to blow the MR safety valve, when RGCP is
not in service.
Do not exceed the maximum permissible speed of the loco
under any circumstances.
Do not operate the reverser handle (MPJ) when the loco is
running.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Do not operate battery main switch (HBA) when the loco is
in energised condition, in normal position.
Do not stop the blowers, if the halt is for less than 15
minutes.
Do not enter into HT compartment unless the loco is
grounded.
Do not open the corridor doors without closing the cab
windows, when the blowers are working.
Do not climb on to the loco roof without obtaining Power
Block and without grounding loco.
Do not adopt short cut methods as it may lead to serious
consequences.
Do not perform shunting without coupling BP hoses.
Do not operate rotating switches when the DJ is in closed
condition.
Do not leave the loco in un-manned condition.
Do not switch on CUG phone while on duty. In case of
emergency stop the train and then switch on CUG phone.

4.03 Train stranded due to stall, loco failure or any
other such reason and the train cannot proceed
further:
a. When loco is alive:
1. Apply A9 to Full Service and ensure train brakes are
applied.
2. Apply SA9 and ensure BC gauge is showing 3.5 Kg/cm2
and physically ensure all loco brakes are applied.
3. Apply parking brakes if available.
4. Apply SA9 to maximum in Trailing loco/ banker loco if
provided.
5. Do not desert the locomotive.
b. When loco is not alive :
1. Apply A9 to Emergency and ensure train brakes are
applied.
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2. Apply SA9 and ensure BC gauge is showing 3.5 Kg/cm2
and physically ensure all loco brakes are applied.
3. Apply parking brakes if available.
4. Apply hand brake also.
5. Apply SA9 to maximum in Trailing loco/ banker loco if
provided.
6. Apply hand brake in Trailing loco/ banker loco if provided.
7. Keep the wooden wedges at wheels of loco against the
falling gradient.
8. Do not desert the locomotive.
In addition to above instructions pertaining to protection
and securing of trains as per GR 6.03 and 6.04 should
also be followed by crew. These instructions should follow
for coaching trains also.
Note:
Sensitivity of the brake system (Distributor valve) demands a
minimum brake pipe pressure reduction of 0.6 kg/cm2 in 6
seconds for brakes to apply. If a train is stalled or comes to a
halt for any reason with coach brake pipe fully charged, no
brakes will apply even if brake pipe pressure reduces to ‘0’ due to
normal leakage in the system. Loco Pilot must therefore ensure
that brakes are applied by a positive act of placing A9 at full
service / emergency, so as to avoid rolling down of the train on
its own on gradients.

4.04 Contacting TLC for advice :
1. Stop the train at a station or near a telephone tap or at a
flag station or at a manned level crossing gate where
telephone is available.
2. Find out the cause of failure or trouble and give
information to TLC within 5 minutes.
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3. After asking for relief or if train is detained for more than
15 minutes in mid section, protect the train as per GR
6.03.
4. Act as per the instructions given by TLC.
5. Enter in the loco logbook, the location and time at which
TLC is contacted.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING OF
WAG5, WAG7, WAP1,
WAP4 & WAM4
5.01

Chapter

5

General checking in case of DJ tripping on line:
If DJ trips on line with sudden dropping of BP
pressure, switch ON Flasher light immediately and act as per
G & SR and do the following preparation to pick up the
abnormal sign for DJ tripping as follows.
1. Bring MP to ‘0’.
2. Open all top row BL switches.
3. Ensure LSGR is glowing. If LSGR is not glowing and Panto
is also lowered, check CCPT.
4. Ensure air pressure in RS/MR is above 6.5 Kg/cm2.
5. Ensure battery voltage is above 90 volts (Ensures Addl
CCBA is in good condition).
6. Ensure that the all EM contactors are opened fully.
7. Check the safety relays for dropping of RED targets. (Red
colour stencil indication ‘LOCKED’ for QLM).
8. Check whether LSSIT lamp is glowing.(In SIV provided
locos)
9. Ensure physically panto is raised and touching to OHE
(confirms that CCBA, CCPT and CHBA ammeter shunt are
in good condition).



If any safety relay target is found dropped, trouble
shoot for DJ tripping through safety relays.
If everything is found normal, try to reclose DJ and pick
up the correct abnormal sign for the following tripping
failures and trouble shooting.

1. Impossibility to close DJ (ICDJ)
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2. No Tension
3. Operation ‘A’ Beginning
4. Operation ‘A’ Ending
5. Operation A Ending – Part-II (in VCB locos)
6. Operation ‘B’ - Part I
7. Operation ‘B’ - Part II
8. Operation ‘O’
9. Operation I
10. Operation II
11. DJ tripping without any apparent cause (TWAC)

Note:
a) Safety relays may act at any stage. So before confirming
the above tripping failures ensure that safety relays and its
targets are normal.
b) No tension may be experienced at any stage even during
trouble shooting for other failures. Do not become panic.
c) Before trouble shooting for tripping failures switch ‘ON’,
ZCPA.
d) Do not leave the train with only loco brake (SA-9) applied.
After stopping, both loco and train brake should be applied
by automatic brake valve (A-9).
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DJ TRIPPING THROUGH
SAFETY RELAYS

Chapter

6

6.01 QLM:
This is an over current relay provided in the feeding power
circuit to protect the main transformer from over current. If
it energises or acts, it indicates that there is a serious fault
either in the main transformer or in the equipments
connected to it such as GR, CGRs, RGR, transformer
bushings and terminals etc. It is set at 325 amps for WAM4,
WAP1 & WAG5A and 450Amps in WAG7 & WAP4 Locos.
Whenever QLM is acted, it’s N/C I/L opens on MTDJ branch
and VCB trips.

6.1.1 QLM alone acted with locked indication :
Action to be taken:
a) Check the HT-2 compartment for any smoke, burning
smell, fire, high temperature and oil splashes
from
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b)
c)

d)

e)
f)

Transformer explosion vent and underneath of the
locomotive through vent pipe or from GR safety valve.
Check the TFP and GR oil level for any abnormal increase.
Check CGR-1, CGR-2, CGR-3 arc chutes, RGR, RPGR for
red hot, TFR terminals, A33, A0 & A34 bushings, HT
cable, TFILM, TFSPM, oil leakage from Breathers,
Transformer drain plug and oil Trap box for any
abnormality like smell, smoke & fire. If any abnormality
use fire extinguisher and ask for Relief Engine.
If there is no abnormality, reset the QLM once and
resume traction duly checking Feeding power circuit items
for every 10 minutes.
Make a remark in loco log book and inform to TLC.
If there is any abnormality or QLM acts second time, DO
NOT reset the relay target. Make clear remarks in loco
log book inform to TLC and ask for relief loco.

6.1.2 QLM acted along with QOP-1/QOP-2/QRSI-1/QRSI-2:
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Action to be taken:
a) For QLM above said 6.1.1 procedure to be followed.
b) If everything is normal in the feeding power circuit, check
the concerned traction power
circuit equipment
completely, TFP terminals, RSI-1, RSI-2, line contactors,
shunting contactors and their resistances SJs, J1, J2, QD1,
QD-2, SL-1, SL-2, CTFs, Q20, RQ20, C145, ATFEX, RCC
panel, voltmeters, ammeters and their resistances and the
AM shunts, traction motors for any abnormality. If there
is any abnormality use fire extinguishers, try to isolate the
same. If successful, reset the relay targets and resume
traction. Otherwise contact TLC for further instructions.
c) If there is no abnormality, reset the QLM and other relay
targets and resume traction.
d) If QLM acts second time along with other relays or alone
DO NOT reset the relay targets, ask for relief loco even
though there is no abnormality.
Note:
Reset the Relay target in clock wise direction or as per the
arrow mark indicated on the resetting knob.

6.1.3 QLM acted along with QLA OR QOA :
Action to be taken:
Troubleshoot for both QLM and QLA/QOA.
a) For QLM above said procedure in 6.1.1 to be followed.
b) If everything is normal in the feeding power circuit, check
the auxiliary power circuit (ARNO, 11 auxiliary motors,
RCAPTFWA & CAPTFWA, CHBA, a0 a1, terminals, cab
heaters TFVT, C118, R118, Q30, RQ30 UA1, UA2, EM
contactors, HVSI-1, HVSI-2, HVSL-1, HVSL-2, HPH and
cab 2 switch board) for any smoke, burning smell, fire,
high temperature or any abnormality. If anything found
abnormal, try to isolate that equipment. If successful,
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reset the relay targets and resume traction. Otherwise
contact TLC.
c) If everything is normal, reset
the relay targets and
resume traction.
d) If QLM drops second time with other relays or alone, DO
NOT reset the relay target. Ask for relief loco.
6.02 QRSI-1 AND QRSI-2 :
These are the over current relays provided in the traction
power circuits to protect the equipments such as traction
motors, RSI blocks, SLs, line contactors, voltmeters
ammeters, reversers etc., from over current. These relays
are set at 3600 amps for WAG5/WAP1 and 4000A for
WAG7/WAP4 Locos.
When relay QRSI-1 or QRSI-2 or both energises, it’s
normally closed interlock will open on MTDJ branch and trips
DJ immediately and also a red target will drop on the relay.
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6.02.1

QRSI-1 target drops on run:

Action to be taken
a) Check for any smoke, burning smell, fire or any
abnormality in TFR terminals (a5, a6 for 3900 KVA
transformer locos, a3, a4 for 5400 KVA transformer locos)
, RSI-1, J1, CTF-1, 2, 3, SL-1, L1, L2, L3, traction motors
1, 2, 3, RU1, RU2 & AM3 shunt , Q20, RQ20, QD1, , SJ
1,2,3 . If everything is normal reset the relay target and
accelerate gradually, duly watching ammeters (if anything
is found abnormal use fire extinguishers, try to isolate the
same, otherwise contact TLC for further instructions).
b) If QRSI-1 is dropping after long interval, check the
equipment mentioned above, if everything is normal,
reset the target and resume traction.
c) If QRSI-1 dropping frequently check the equipments
mentioned above. If there is no abnormality, change
HMCS-1 to 2, 3 &4 positions one by one and try.
d) If QRSI-1 is dropping in a particular position of HMCS-1,
isolate that traction motor work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load.
e) If QRSI-1 is dropping in all position of HMCS-1, isolate
truck no.1 by placing HVSI-1 HVMT-1 and HVSL-1 on ‘0’.
Resume traction if road and load permits otherwise work
with 50% of the maximum permissible load.
f) If load and road does not permit, contact TLC.
6.02.2

QRSI-2 Target Drops on Run:
Action to be taken
a) Check for any smoke, burning smell or any abnormality in
TFR terminals (a3, a4 for 3900 KVA transformer locos, a5,
a6 for 5400 KVA transformer locos) , RSI-2 , J2 , CTF-1, 2,
3, SL 2, L4 , L5, L6, traction motors 4, 5, 6, AM4 shunt,
RU5, RU6 , QD-2 and SJs 4,5,6 .If everything is
normal, reset the relay target and accelerate gradually
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b)

c)

d)

e)

duly watching ammeters (If anything is found abnormal,
use fire extinguishers, try to isolate the same. Otherwise
contact TLC for further instructions).
If QRSI-2 is dropping after long interval, check the
equipments mentioned above, if everything is normal,
reset the target and resume traction.
If QRSI-2 dropping frequently, check the equipments
mentioned above. If there is no abnormality, change
HMCS-2 to 2, 3 & 4 positions one by one and try. If QRSI2 is dropping in a particular position of HMCS-2, isolate
that traction motor and work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load.
If QRSI-2 is dropping in all positions of HMCS-2, isolate
truck no.2 by placing HVSI-2, HVMT-2, and HVSL-2 on ‘0’.
Resume traction if road and load permits otherwise work
with 50% of the maximum permissible load.
If load and road does not permit, contact TLC.

6.03 QOP-1 AND QOP-2
These are the earth fault relays provided in the traction
power circuit 1 & 2 to protect the equipments from earth
fault. Acting of these relays indicate there is an earth fault in
the equipments such as RSI blocks, traction motors, line
contactors, reversers, ATFEX, CTFs etc., or in the
interconnected cables.
When QOP-1 or QOP-2 relay acts, its normally closed
interlock will open in the MTDJ branch and trips DJ
immediately and also a red target will drop in the relay.
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6.03.1

QOP-1 drops, target can be reset
Action to be taken
a) Check for any abnormality in a5, a6 (in WAG5A & WAM4)
a3, a4 (in WAG7 & WAP4), RSI-1, SL-1, L1, L2, L3,
traction motors 1, 2,3, J1, Q20, RQ20 QD-1, RC damping
panel, CTF-1, 2, 3, ATFEX, C145, shunting contactors and
their resistances, RU1, RU2 & AM3 shunt , SJ 1,2,3 , RB
equipment & MVRF.
b) If anything is found abnormal use fire extinguishers,
isolate the concerned equipment or circuit and resume
traction if possible.
c) If everything is normal, try to reset the relay target and
resume traction.
d) If QOP-1 drops further after a long interval, every time
check the equipment mentioned above. If no abnormality,
reset the target and resume traction.
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e) If QOP-1 drops frequently, isolate TMs one by one +ve
side, -ve side and try. If QOP-1 not dropping after
isolating particular TM, work if the load is less than 5/6th
of maximum permissible load.
f) If QOP-1 drops in all the positions of HMCS-1, check the
equipments mentioned above thoroughly and if no
abnormality is noticed, after confirming that there is no
BANDING FAILURE, place HQOP-1 in OFF position. Reset
the relay target and clear section duly watching the
traction power circuit-1 equipments for any abnormality
and contact TLC.
6.03.2

QOP-2 drops, target can be reset:
Action to be taken
a) Check for any abnormality in a3, a4 (in WAG5A &
WAM4) a5, a6 (in WAG7 & WAP4), RSI-2, SL-2, L4,
L5, L6, traction motors 4, 5, 6, J2, QD-2, RC
damping panel, CTF-1, 2, 3, shunting contactors
and their resistances, AM 4 shunt, RU5, RU6 and SJ
4, 5, 6, RB equipment and MVRF.
b) If anything is found abnormal use fire extinguishers,
isolate the concerned equipment if possible resume
traction.
c) If everything is normal, try to reset the relay target
and resume traction.
d) If QOP-2 drops further after a long interval, every
time check the equipments mentioned above. If no
abnormality, reset the target and resume traction.
e) If QOP-2 drops frequently, isolate TMs one by one
+ve side, -ve side and try. If QOP-2 not dropping
after isolating particular TM, work if the load is less
than 5/6th of maximum permissible load.
f) If QOP-2 drops in all the positions of HMCS-2, check
the equipments mentioned above thoroughly and if
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no abnormality is noticed, after confirming that there
is no BANDING FAILURE, place HQOP-2 in OFF
position. Reset the relay target and clear section
duly watching the power circuit equipment for any
abnormality and contact TLC.
Note:
1. If relay QOP-1 or QOP-2 dropping even after keeping
HQOP-1 or HQOP-2 in OFF. Place HOBA in OFF position
along with HQOP-1 or HQOP-2.
2. Do not use RB if QOP-1/QOP-2 acting during RB.
3. In some WAP-4 locos and WAP-1 locos RB equipments
are not provided.

BANDING FAILURE
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For isolating a traction motor in negative side, an insulating sheet
to be inserted between the corresponding reverser bit and drum
as shown by keeping the reverser in appropriate direction.
6.03.3

QOP-1 drops, target cannot be reset:
Action to be taken
a) Stop the train at the convenient place and check the
traction power circuit no.1 for any smoke, burning smell,
fire or any abnormality and check for any poly glass
material projecting out through traction motor vent mesh
(i.e. banding failure).
b) If any poly glass material projecting out through TM vent
mesh, isolate that traction motor, both positive and
negative side. Then clear the block section with speed not
exceeding 15 Kmph and contact TLC for advice.
c) If there is any abnormality in the traction power circuit,
isolate the defective equipment and try to reset the relay.
If target is reset, close DJ and resume traction.
d) If the relay target does not reset, keep HQOP-1 in OFF
position and clear section with precautions.
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e) After clearing section trip DJ, keep MPJ in Neutral. Take
safety measures, and enter into the HT compartment.
f) Normalize HQOP-1 to ON and keep reverser J1 in neutral
position.
g) Try to reset the relay target.
h) If the target does not reset (the fault is not with the
traction motor), contact TLC for advice.
i) If the target is reset, conclude the fault is with the
traction motors (1, 2, and 3).
j) Keep the reverser J1 in the appropriate direction. Find out
the defective traction motor by packing the reverser bit as
follows.
For WAG5, WAG7, WAP4 with RB & WAM4 Locos
1. Pack J1 - 8th Bit. Try to reset QOP-1. If QOP-1 resets,
place HMCS-1 in ‘2’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP-1 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
2. Pack J1 - 10th Bit. Try to reset QOP-1. If QOP-1 resets,
place HMCS-1 in ‘3’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP-1 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
3. Pack J1 - 12th Bit. Try to reset QOP-1. If QOP-1 resets,
place HMCS-1 in ‘4’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load.
For WAP4 locos without RB
1. Pack J1 - 8th Bit. Try to reset QOP-1. If QOP-1 resets,
place HMCS-1 in ‘2’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP-1 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
2. Pack J1 - 10th Bit. Try to reset QOP-1. If QOP-1 resets,
place HMCS-1 in ‘3’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP-1 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
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3. Pack J1 - 6th Bit. Try to reset QOP-1. If QOP-1 resets,
place HMCS-1 in ‘4’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load.
4. If unsuccessful, contact TLC for advice.
Note:
a) If relay QOP-1 not resetting even with HQOP-1 in OFF, place
HOBA OFF along with HQOP-1 in OFF and try.
b) Whenever manually operating the reverser or packing the
reverser bit, take precautions.
c) Ensure HBA in ON position before resetting the relays
QOP1, QOP2 and QOA.

In CAM type reverser, bit numbers to be packed for Traction
Motor isolation is same as Drum type reverser but the insulating
sheets/Packing cap to be provided between the prescribed bit
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and respective moving bit with which it comes in to contact,
according to the Cab direction (F or R).
6.03.4

QOP-2 drops, target cannot be reset:
Action to be taken
a) Stop the train at the convenient place and check the
traction power circuit no.2 for any smoke, burning smell,
fire or any abnormality and check for any poly glass
material projecting out through traction motor vent mesh
(i.e. banding failure).
b) If any poly glass material projecting out through TM vent
mesh, isolate that traction motor, both positive and
negative side. Then clear the block section with speed not
exceeding 15 Kmph and contact TLC for advice.
c) If there is any abnormality in the traction power circuit,
isolate the defective equipment and try to reset the relay
if target is reset, close DJ and resume traction.
d) If the relay target does not reset, keep HQOP-2 in OFF
position and clear section with precautions. After clearing
section trip DJ, keep MPJ in Neutral. Take safety
measures, and enter into the HT compartment.
e) Normalize HQOP-2 to ON and keep reverser J2 in neutral
position.
f) Try to reset the relay target.
g) If the target does not reset (the fault is not with the
traction motor), contact TLC for advice.
h) If the target is reset, conclude the fault is with the
traction motors (4, 5, and 6).
i) Keep the reverser J2 in the appropriate direction. Find out
the defective traction motor by packing the reverser bit as
follows.
For WAG5, WAG7, WAP4 WITH RB & WAM4 Locos
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1. Pack J2 - 8th Bit. Try to reset QOP-2. If QOP-2 resets,
place HMCS-2 in ‘2’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP2 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
2. Pack J2 - 10th Bit. Try to reset QOP-2. If QOP-2 resets,
place HMCS-2 in ‘3’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP2 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
3. Pack J2 - 12th Bit. Try to reset QOP-2. If QOP-2 resets,
place HMCS-2 in ‘4’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load.
For WAP4 Locos without RB
1. Pack J2 - 6th Bit. Try to reset QOP-2. If QOP-2 resets,
place HMCS-2 in ‘2’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP2 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
2. Pack J2 - 10th Bit. Try to reset QOP-2. If QOP-2 resets,
place HMCS-2 in ‘3’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load. If QOP-2 does not reset, remove the Bit
packing.
3. Pack J2 - 8th Bit. Try to reset QOP-2. If QOP-2 resets,
place HMCS-2 in ‘4’ position, work with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load.
4. If unsuccessful, contact TLC for advice.
Note:
1. If relay QOP-2 not resetting even with HQOP-2 in OFF,
place HOBA in OFF along with HQOP-2 in OFF and try.
2. Whenever manually operating the reverser or packing the
reverser bit, take precautions.
3. Ensure HBA in ON position before resetting the relays
QOP-1, QOP-2 & QOA.
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6.04 QOA:
It is an earth fault relay provided in the auxiliary power
circuit to protect the equipment from earth fault. If there is
earth fault in any of the equipment such as a0, a1
terminals, ARNO and its capacitor bank , RCC panel, QCVAR,
C118, R118,Q30,RQ30, UA1, UA2, CHBA, , cab heaters, cab
fans, TFVT, MVSI-1, MVSI-2, MVSL-1, MVSL-2, MPH , HVSI1, HVSI-2, HPH, HVSL-1, HVSL-2, MVMT-1, MVMT-2, MVRH,
MCP-1, MCP-2, MCP-3, AC MVRF, C101, C102, C103, C105,
C106, C107, C108 (AC MVRF), MCPs capacitor banks , the
relay will act. When relay QOA energises, its normally closed
interlock on MTDJ branch will open and trip DJ immediately
and also a red target will drop on the face of the relay.

6.04.1

QOA drops, target can be reset:
Action to be taken
a) Check the auxiliary power circuit equipment i.e., a0, a1
terminals, ARNO and its capacitor bank , RCC panel ,
QCVAR , C118, R118,Q30,RQ30, UA1, UA2, CHBA, , cab
heaters, cab fans, TFVT, MVSI-1, MVSI-2, MVSL-1,
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b)

c)
d)

e)

MVSL-2, MPH , HVSI-1, HVSI-2, HPH, HVSL-1, HVSL-2,
MVMT-1, MVMT-2, MVRH, MCP-1, MCP-2, MCP-3, AC
MVRF, C101, C102, C103, C105, C106, C107, C108 (AC
MVRF), MCPs capacitor bank for any smoke, burning
smell, fire, high temperature or any abnormality. If
anything found abnormal, use fire extinguishers try to
isolate that equipment and resume traction.
Ensure all EM contactors are open. If any one of EM
contactors welded, take safety precaution to remove the
welding and isolate the concerned equipment and work
accordingly.
If everything is normal, reset the relay target and resume
traction.
If QOA drops further after long interval, check the
auxiliary power circuit every time for any abnormality and
if everything is normal, reset the relay target and resume
traction.
If QOA drops very frequently, place HQOA on ‘0’ position
clear the section with precautions and contact TLC.
If QOA drops while closing DJ, check ARNO,
MVSI-1, MVSI-2, MVSL-1, MVSL-2, MPH, CHBA, a0, a1
terminals, cab heaters, cab fans, capacitor bank of
ARNO and MCP1,2&3, TFVT, C118, R118, Q30,RQ30,
UA1, UA2, HVSI-1, HVSI-2, HPH, HVSL-1, HVSL-2 for
any abnormality.
ii. If QOA drops while closing BLCP, check MCP1, 2&3
and C101, C102, C103 for any abnormality.
iii. If QOA drops while closing BLVMT, check MVRH,
MVMT-1, MVMT-2 and contactors C105, C106, C107
for any abnormality.
i.

Note:
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1.

2.

6.04.2

If any abnormality is noticed in the above equipment,
try to isolate the defective equipment and resume
traction. Otherwise contact TLC for advice.
During RB if QOA acts, Check AC MVRF & C108
contactor

QOA drops target cannot be reset:
Action to be taken
a) Check the auxiliary power circuit equipment for any
smoke, burning smell, fire or any abnormality. If there is
any abnormality, use fire extinguishers, try to isolate that
equipment and resume traction.
b) Check all EM contactors in EM contactor panel, if any
EM contactor is noticed in welded condition release it
and reset the relay. If QOA relay is reset, isolate
concerned auxiliary motor and work onwards accordingly.
c) If all the EM contactors are normal, keep HQOA on ‘0’,
clear section with precautions.
d) After clearing section, trip VCB, normalise HQOA, and
then QOA acts again. Place BLRA ‘OFF’, remove CCRA 1 &
2, CCVT & CCSPM and keep the isolating switches HPH,
HVSL-1, HVSL-2, HVSI-1, HVSI-2 and HCHBA in ‘0’ one by
one and try to reset the relay target.
e) If the target is reset after isolating the particular
equipment, work accordingly duly taking necessary
precautions.
f) If still the target does not reset, contact TLC for advice.
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i. If QOA relay target dropping or not resetting even
when HQOA on O, place HOBA also in OFF position
and try.
ii. If any independent starting auxiliary motor is
burnt, place concerned isolating switch on ‘0’ and
ensure its contactor is opened fully.
iii. After isolating any equipment, inform TLC.
iv. If MVMT1/2 or MVSI1/2 or MVSL1/2 isolated,
concerned truck to be isolated by keeping HVMT1/2,
HVSI1/2 & HVSL1/2 on ‘0’.
v. Work further if road and load permits otherwise work
with 50% of maximum permissible load.
vi. Inform to TLC for assisting locomotive.
6.05 QLA relay drops on run (if provided):

Action to be taken
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a) Check the auxiliary power circuit equipments for any
smoke, burning smell or fire in a0, a1 terminals, ARNO
and its capacitor bank, RCC panel, QCVAR, C118, R118,
Q30, RQ30, UA1, UA2, CHBA, cab heaters, cab fans,
TFVT, MVSI-1, MVSI-2, MVSL-1, MVSL-2, MPH , HVSI-1,
HVSI-2, HPH, HVSL-1, HVSL-2, MVMT-1, MVMT-2, MVRH,
MCP-1, MCP-2, MCP-3, AC MVRF, C101, C102, C103,
C105, C106, C107, C108 (AC MVRF), MCPs capacitor
bank.
b) If any abnormality is noticed in any equipment, use fire
extinguishers, isolate the same and try to resume traction.
c) If no abnormality is noticed in any equipment, reset QLA
and resume traction.
d) If QLA acts second time, check the auxiliary power circuit
equipment for any abnormality. If there is any
abnormality or not, do not reset the relay target, contact
TLC for further instructions.
Note:
1. QLA may also drop along with QOA or QLM.
2. QLA mechanical locking is provided in some locos.
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Chapter

TRIPPING FAILURES

7

Whenever DJ is tripped on line prepare the loco as following
to pick up correct abnormal sign.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.









Bring MP to ‘0’.
Ensure LSGR is glowing.
Open all top row BL switches.
Ensure air pressure in RS/MR is above 6.5 Kg/cm2.
Ensure battery voltage is above 90 volts (Ensures Addl
CCBA is in good condition).
Ensure that the all EM contactors (C105, C106 & C107)
are fully opened.
Check the safety relays for dropping of RED targets. (Red
coloured stencil ‘LOCKED’ indication for QLM).
Check whether LSSIT lamp is glowing.(In SIV provided
locos)
Ensure physically panto is raised and touching to OHE
(Ensures CCBA, CCPT and CHBA ammeter shunt are in
good condition).
If LSGR is not glowing and panto also lowered, check
CCPT fuse.
If any safety relay energized trouble shoot accordingly.
If BA voltage is ‘o’ check HBA on 1, Addl CCBA and the
batteries. If HBA is on 1 and Addl CCBA is in good
condition then identify the defective battery and isolate it.
After passing neutral section or when DJ tripped, If LP
notices that panto also lowered with normal Battery
voltage and good condition of CCBA; suspect that CHBA
Ammeter shunt is defective. In modified HCHBA provided
locos, place HCHBA in 3rd position.
If RS pressure is less trouble shoot accordingly.
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If LSSIT is glowing, then check the SIV panel and
troubleshoot for it. (In SIV locos).
If everything is normal, now pick up correct abnormal
sign as per given procedure.

 Close BLDJ, press BLRDJ and observe LSDJ, UA needle,
Auxiliaries sound & LSCHBA.
 After extinguishing of LSCHBA, release BLRDJ.
 If LSCHBA does not extinguish, release BLRDJ after re glowing
of LSDJ. Pick up the correct abnormal sign.
7.01 ICDJ (Impossible to Close DJ):
Abnormal sign:
While trying to re-close DJ, LSDJ does not extinguish
(DJ does not close)
Causes:
1. Less/No battery voltage.
2. Less air pressure.
3. Q118 not energised.
4. Q45 not energised.
5. Q44 not energised.
6. C118 not closed.
7. EFDJ not energised (for ABCB locos, VCB with 6
branches).
8. MTDJ coil not energised (VCB with 5 branches locos).
9. Less pressure in VCB unit.
10. A conk slack.
11. Defective Ammeter shunt.
Trouble Shooting:
Before trouble shooting, ensure train is stopped at convenient
place and secured properly.
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7.01.1

Less/No battery voltage:

a) If battery voltmeter (UBA) indicates ‘O’, defect is either with
Addl. CCBA or any one of the battery might have open
circuited. Replace Addl. CCBA (in battery box No.1) with a
good fuse and try (Reset MCB if provided).
b) If BA voltmeter (UBA) indicates “Less or zero voltage”, open
the battery covers of the battery boxes, check the terminals
and condition of batteries. If any battery is defective,
isolate the defective battery as per the procedure.
c) If unsuccessful trace and isolate the defective battery (as
explained in 12.5).
Note:
If signal lamps are glowing, defect may be with UBA, ZUBA.

7.01.2

Less air pressure:
a) Keep ZPT on ‘0’ and Start the auxiliary compressor and
build up air pressure to 6.5 kg/cm2. If MCPA is not
working, check the motor, CCBA, Battery voltage, terminal
of MCPA and ZCPA. (if CCBA melts even HOBA off check
MOV/LTBA)
b) if MCPA working and the pressure is not building up,
check the drain cocks of CPA, RS, RDJ, PANTO and DJ OIL
separator (in old locos) are fully closed.
c) If still not able to build up air pressure, troubleshoot for
MCPA is not building up air pressure in RS. (as explained
in 9.1)

7.01.3

Q118 Branch:
Q118 will energise as soon as HBA is placed on “1” position,
which can be identified through click sound, also to be
ensured personally. If HBA switch contact is bad or CCBA,
CCPT fuses melting or having bad contact or C118, C105,
C106, C107, contactor not opened fully or welded or welding
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of interlocks or any wire discontinuity of wire from battery,
relay Q118 will not get energised.
Q118 not energised:
a) Ensure battery voltage is above 90 volts.
b) Ensure the pantograph is in raised condition. If it is
lowered, check the fuses CCBA and CCPT.
c) If one or both fuses are melted, renew the same. If it
melts again, place HOBA in OFF position, renew the fuse
and resume traction with precautions.
d) Check C118, C105, C106 and C107 are fully opened. If
anyone is welded, release the same; operate 2or 3 times
with precautions.
e) Check and ensure the relays Q44 and Q46 are in deenergised condition tap and clean I/Ls of Q44/Q46.
f) Check GR is on ‘0’ (LSGR is glowing), operate GR 0-5-0
manually.
g) If everything is normal, manually operate the relay Q118.
Manual energisation of relay Q118:
a) Close BLDJ and BLVMT, press Q118 manually and press
BP2DJ.
b) Release BP2DJ after LSDJ, LSCHBA extinguished and
release Q118 after 30 seconds or after all the blowers are
started.
c) If DJ is closed and maintained, resume traction. For
closing DJ every time energise Q118 manually.
d) While manually operating Q118, if any abnormal sign is
noticed, release Q118 and trouble shoot for the same.
e) If DJ does not close, check Q45, Q44, C118 and
EFDJ/MTDJ branches for any abnormality.
f) If DJ is closed but tripped after releasing Q118, wedge
Q118 in energised condition and work with precautions.
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Precautions for wedging Q118:
a) Before wedging ensures all EM contactors are opened.
b) After closing DJ ensure C118 is fully opened.
c) Check the working of MVMT1, MVMT2, MVRH, MVSL1,
MVSL2 auxiliaries frequently.
d) Check TFR oil level for any colour change or any abnormal
increase of oil level.
e) Avoid quick regression of GR.
Note:
Method of wedging for different make of relays is shown in
the photographs (in 9.3)
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7.01.4

Q45 Branch:
If BLDJ is not closed or ZPT is not on 1 or 2 position or
SMGR drum is not on‘0’ or BP1 DJ struck up in pressed
position or BLRDJ is not making proper contact or BP2DJ
not making proper contact or CCDJ fuse melted or Q45 coil
open circuited or disconnection of wires, relay Q45 will
not get energised.
Q45 not energised:
a) Ensure BLDJ is closed. ZPT is in ‘1’ position, LSGR is
glowing, and GR drum is in ‘0’.
b) Check CCDJ. If it is melted renew the fuse. If it melts
second time, put HOBA in ‘OFF’ position, renew the fuse
and operate Q45 manually.
c) If once again the fuse is melted, try from rear cab. If
unsuccessful, contact TLC.
d) If CCDJ is in good condition, operate GR manually from ‘0’
to 5 notches and back to ‘0’. Then try to close DJ and
resume traction.
e) Press BP2DJ instead of BLRDJ for closing DJ and press
BP1DJ couple of times to make proper contact.
f) Change ZPT to other position and try.
g) Try from rear cab.
h) If unsuccessful, energise Q45 manually.
Manual energisation Of
Q45:
a)
Keep
ZPT
‘1’
position, Close BLDJ and
Press Q45 and release
after 4 seconds after
extinguishing of LSDJ.
b)
If DJ closes, resume
traction. Every time for
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closing DJ, operate Q45 manually.
c) If DJ closes but trips before or after releasing Q45, pick up
the correct abnormal sign and trouble shoot.
d) If still is not closing, check Q44, C118, and EFDJ/MTDJ
branches.
7.01.5

Q44 branch:
After energising of relays Q118 and Q45, if normally opened
interlocks of Q118 and Q45 are having bad contacts or GR is
not on full notch or Q44 coil open or disconnection of wires
in Q44 coil, relay Q44 will not get energised.
Q44 not energised:
a) Ensure Q118, Q45 are energised, and LSGR is glowing,
clean the interlocks of Q118, Q45.
b) Operate GR manually ‘0 ’to 5 and back to ’0’ and try to
close DJ and resume traction.
c) If unsuccessful, manually energise Q44.
Manual energisation Of Q44:
a) Close BLDJ, keep ZPT in ‘1’ position and depute Asst Loco
Pilot to watch RGR.
b) Press BP2DJ and press Q44 manually.
c) Release Q44 as soon as DJ is closed and BP2DJ after
extinguishing of LSCHBA.
d) If DJ holds, resume traction. Every time for closing DJ
operate Q44 manually.
e) While operating Q44 manually, if any abnormality is
noticed, release Q44 and trouble shoot for the same.
f) While manually operating Q44, if DJ does not close,
wedge Q44 and work further with precautions.
Note:
Q44 should not be pressed for more than one second.
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Precautions before wedging Q44:
a) Take the permission from TLC for wedging Q44.
b) Conduct GR efficiency test. (GR travelling time from 1-32
or 32-1 is 11-13 sec, to be conducted in LT.)
c) Wedge with suitable wooden wedge.
Precautions after wedging Q44:
a) Check the working of all auxiliary motors MVSI-1, MVSI-2,
while on run.
b) Check the OHE voltage frequently and trip DJ when OHE
voltage drops below 17.5KV.
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c) Take all the precautions which have to be taken after
wedging Q118 ( in 4.1.3)
d) Manual operation of GR should not be done.
7.01.6

C118 BRANCH:
After energising of relays Q44 and Q45, if normally opened
interlocks of relays Q44 and Q45 and normally closed
interlock of QCVAR are not making proper contact, C118 coil
will not get energised.
C118 not closed:

a)
Check wire connections
(740-B315) of C118 are normal,
check the flexibility of the
contactor. If it is not moving
freely, operate 2 OR 3 times
and try if failed, contact TLC.
b)
Ensure RS pressure if
C118 is of EP type Contactor;
ensure C 118 coc is opened
condition if available.
c)
Clean the interlocks of
Q44, Q45and QCVAR (DC coil) and try to close DJ.
d) Try in LT, if successful, defective Q 44 I/L, inform to TLC
and follow the instructions of TLC.
e) If unsuccessful, contact TLC for further instructions.
Note:
1. C118 should not be operated manually for closing DJ.
2. Quick trouble shooting of ICDJ, first ensure C118 closing or
not and then check one by one branch. If C118 is closing no
need to check Q118, Q45, Q44 &C118 branches.
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7.01.7

EFDJ Branch: (In ABCB locos and 6-branches
VCB locos)
EFDJ branch is taken from MTDJ branch below QPDJ
normally opened interlock. If QOA or QOP1 or QOP2 are
permanently energised or if air pressure is less than 6.5
Kg/cm2 or QPDJ is defective or C118 N/O I/L is defective or
EFDJ coil is open circuited or disconnection of wires, EFDJ
will not get energised and cause ICDJ.

7.01.8

MTDJ branch (5-branches VCB locos):
If QOA or QOP1 or QOP2 are permanently energised or if air
pressure is less than 6.5 Kg/cm2 or QPDJ is defective or
C118 N/O I/L is defective or MTDJ coil is open circuited or
disconnection of wires, MTDJ will not get energised and
cause ICDJ.
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Note:
In VCB locos minimum 5kg/cm2 of pressure is required in VCB
unit for closing of VCB.

EFDJ not energised in 6 branches loco
(OR)
MTDJ not energised in 5 branches loco:
a) Ensure MR/RS pressure is above 6.5 kg/cm2.
b) C118 wire connections (739 & 733) are intact, operate
C118, 2 or 3 times with precautions and try.
c) Gently tap the safety relays, if any relay target drop, act
accordingly.
d) Buildup air pressure in RS up to 8 Kg/cm2 or until SS1
blows and try to close DJ.
e) If DJ does not close, gently tap QPDJ and try to close DJ.
If successful work the train.
f) If DJ does not close, place HQOA on ‘0’ and try to close
DJ. If successful, work the train duly observing
precautions for HQOA on ‘0’.
g) If DJ does not close, place HQOP1 & HQOP2 one by one
on’ OFF’ position and try to close DJ. If successful, work
the train duly observing precautions for HQOP1/2 on ‘OFF’
and clear section and contact TLC.
h) If not successful place HQOA ‘0’, HQOP1 and HQOP2- OFF
Position and try.
i) If not successful place HOBA also in OFF position and try.
j) Ensure pressure in VCB is more than 5 kg/cm2, if gauge
available. ( If pressure less ,we can clean fine filter by
operating nipple and can adjust pressure with check nut
of PRV with precautions in VCB unit)
k) If unsuccessful, contact TLC.
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7.02

No tension on line:
Abnormal sign:
Close BLDJ, press BLRDJ, LSDJ extinguishes (DJ closes), UA
meter needle does not deviate, no sound from auxiliaries,
LSCHBA does not extinguish and LSDJ glows again after
5.6sec (DJ trips) before BLRDJ is released.
Causes:
1. Train formation derailed and infringing with the OHE.
2. OHE supply is earthed through roof equipment or through
foreign body/Panto entanglement.
3. Panto not touching the OHE properly
4. NO supply in OHE.
5. Roof bar cut.
6. Open circuit in Aux. /main winding.
Trouble shooting:
a) If BP drops along with DJ tripping, switch ON flasher light,
stop the train and check the formation. If any
infringement is noticed with adjacent track protect the
train as per GR and SR.
b) If there is no sudden drop of BP, and NO TENSION
observed, check for any abnormality in the track ahead
(Adjacent train formation may be infringing the track). If
so, stop the train immediately and act as per GR and SR.
c) Check loco roof for any foreign body or loco roof
equipment or cut in roof bar or panto whether touching to
contact wire.
d) If any foreign body is noticed or loco roof equipment is
touching to roof or cut in OHE is noticed immediately stop
the train, lower panto, secure the loco and contact TLC &
TPC for TRD staff assistance.
e) If panto is not touching to contact wire, try with other
panto or trouble shoot for panto not rising.
f) If everything is normal, try to close DJ.
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g) If power is not restored lower the working panto and raise
the other panto. Close DJ, if power is restored work with
other panto.
h) If still unsuccessful, check for any heavy flash when other
panto is touching to contact wire.
i) If heavy flash is noticed, while raising other panto or
closing DJ, lower the panto. Contact TPC. If no abnormality
is noticed when rear panto touches the contact wire and
power is restored, resume traction.
j) If still power is not restored, stop at convenient place.
Then lower both the pantographs and contact TPC.
k) If power is restored after 5 minutes and no information
regarding OHE failure, clear the section with a speed
restriction of 60/30 Kmph when view ahead is clear or
view ahead is not clear duly observing the adjacent line
OHE also. If any abnormality is noticed in OHE, protect
and inform to TPC, TLC.
7.03 Operation ‘A’ beginning:
Abnormal sign:
Close BLDJ and press BLRDJ,
LSDJ
extinguishes
and
immediately glows again. (DJ
closes and trips immediately,
i.e. LSDJ flickers.)
While closing DJ, if there is any
earth fault or over current in
auxiliary power circuit or
dropping of pressure below
QPDJ set value or cut in MTDJ
coil, MTDJ coil will de energise
and DJ will trip immediately
after closing of DJ.
Causes:
a) QOA/ QLA may be energised.
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b) Cut in MTDJ branch or defective MTDJ coil in 6-branches DJ
locos.
c)

QPDJ defective.

Trouble shooting:
a) Check the safety relays QLA and QOA. If any safety relay
target is dropped, troubleshoot for the concerned safety
relay.
b) If no relay target is dropped, tap safety relays gently and
operate target resetting buttons physically even though
any relay target is not dropped. Close DJ and resume
traction
c) If unsuccessful, place HQOA on '0' and close DJ. If
successful resume traction duly observing for any
abnormality in auxiliary power circuit equipments for
every 10 minutes.
d) If unsuccessful normalize HQOA, place HQOP-1 in "OFF"
position as per procedure and close DJ. If successful
resume traction duly observing for any abnormality in the
traction power circuit equipments for every 10 minutes.
e) If unsuccessful normalize HQOP1, place HQOP-2 in "OFF"
position as per procedure and close DJ. If successful
resume traction duly observing for any abnormality in the
traction power circuit for every 10 minutes.
f) If still unsuccessful place HOBA in OFF position and try.
g) Try by building maximum pressure, tap QPDJ and try.
h) If unsuccessful contact TLC.
7.04 Operation ‘A’ ending :
Abnormal sign:
Close BLDJ, press BLRDJ, LSDJ extinguishes, (DJ closes) UA
needle deviates, auxiliary sound may or may not heard
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LSCHBA does not extinguish and LSDJ glows again after 5.6
sec (DJ trips) before BLRDJ is released.
Causes:
1. Defective ARNO or
2.

QCVAR.

If there is any fault in ARNO or QCVAR relay, C118 coil will be
in energised condition which keeps C118 normally closed
interlock on Q118 branch in open position resulting in tripping
of DJ through Q118.

Trouble shooting:
a) While closing DJ, ensure auxiliary sound, no smoke from
ARNO and no abnormality from ARNO.
b) If any abnormality in ARNO ask for relief engine.
c) If ARNO is working properly, QCVAR is defective, place
HQCVAR in '0' and close DJ duly releasing BLRDJ promptly
after 4 seconds after deviation of UA needle. Since
LSCHBA will not extinguish.
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d) If BLRDJ not released within 4 sec DJ will trip through
CII8.
e) Check the CHBA ammeter and ARNO frequently on run for
proper working and ensure working of CHBA.
Note:
Relay Q-45 should not be wedged if the loco is having Operation
‘A’ Ending trouble.

7.05 Operation ‘B’ part - 1:
Abnormal sign:
Close BLDJ and
press BLRDJ. LSDJ
extinguished,
UA
needle
deviated,
Auxiliary
sound
heard, LSCHBA also
extinguished, after
releasing
BLRDJ,
while
counting
15seconds LSDJ reglows (after 5.6 sec
of extinguishing of
LSCHBA).
If there is any fault
in MPH, MVSL-1,
MVSL-2, QPH, QVSL1,
QVSL-2
and
QCVAR
normally
opened interlock in
Q118 branch, DJ will
trip within 15 seconds after releasing BLRDJ.
Causes:
1. MVSL-1 not working or defective QVSL-1
2. MVSL-2 not working or defective QVSL-2
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3. Defective QCVAR N/O interlock
4. MPH not working or defective QPH
Trouble shooting:
1.
Check for any smell, smoke, fire from MVSL1 & 2, MPH; if any
use fire extinguishers, work with precautions.
2.
If no abnormality, Place HVSL-1 & HVSL-2 on `3' position and
HQCVAR & HPH on ‘0’ position and close DJ.
3.
Check the working of MVSL-1 and MVSL-2. If any one of them
is not working, isolate concerned MVSL (also isolate MVMT & MVSI)
and work onwards with 50% of the maximum load permitted.
4. If MVSL 1 and 2 are working normal, clear section duly
observing transformer oil.
5. After clearing section, trip DJ, and place HVSL-1 on position
'1', close DJ and wait for 15 seconds. If DJ trips conclude
QVSL-1 is defective place HVSL-1 on '3', normalize the
other switches (i.e.HVSL2, HQCVAR & HPH) and work
onwards duly watching the working of VSL-1 blower.
6. If DJ holds after keeping HVSL1 on 1 position, trip DJ, place
HVSL-2 on position '1', close DJ and wait for 15 seconds. If
DJ trips, conclude QVSL-2 is defective, place HVSL-2 on '3',
normalize the other switches (i.e. HQCVAR & HPH) and
work onwards duly watching the working of VSL-2 blower.
7. If DJ holds after keeping HVSL1&HVSL2 on 1 position, trip
DJ, place HPH on position '1', close DJ and wait for 15
seconds. If DJ trips, MPH or QPH defective, then place HPH
on ‘0’ normalise other switch (i.e. HQCVAR) and clear
section duly observing 920 for first five min and 500amps
for continuous current restriction (duly ensuring TFP oil
level is above +150c, MVRH is working and observing TFP
oil level frequently for any abnormality) and inform TLC for
advice.
8. If DJ holds after keeping HVSL1, HVSL2 & HPH on 1
position, conclude defect is with QCVAR N/O I/L, keep
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HQCVAR on 0 position work on wards duly watching of
ARNO and necessary precautions.

Note: Whenever HPH is kept on ‘0’, inform the same to TLC and
make a remark on loco log book.

MPH EQUALISING PIPE IS RUNNING BETWEEN
TRANSFORMER OIL CONSERVATOR TANK AND MPH.
Note:
1. If both MVSL-1 and MVSL-2 are not working, contact TLC.
2. If MPH equalizing pipe line is leaking. Stop the train, open
DJ, take safety measures and try to arrest the leakage with
insulation tape or by some other means. If the leakage is
stopped, energise the loco and resume traction. Otherwise
trip DJ place HPH on ‘0’ ensure the TFR oil level above 150 C,
clear the block section with the restricted current (920A
for first 5min and then 500A for continuous) and contact
TLC for advice.
3. If MPH equalizing pipe line is broken, stop the train, open DJ
take safety measures and crush the copper pipe at both ends
with help of cutting-pliers and ensure that there is no oil
leakage. Place HPH on ‘0’ ensure the TFR oil level above 150
C, clear the block section with restricted current (920A for
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first 5min and then 500A for continuous) and contact TLC
for advice.

7.06 Operation ‘B’ - part ‘II’ :
Abnormal Sign
Close BLDJ and press BLRDJ. LSDJ extinguished, UA needle
deviated, auxiliary sound heard, LSCHBA also extinguished,
on releasing BLRDJ, LSDJ re glows immediately.
Causes:
1. Defective Q30.
2. Less OHE voltage. (i.e., below 17.5kv)

4.

5.
6.
7.

Trouble shooting:
Wedge relay Q45 in energise
condition and work onwards, duly
observing the following
precautions.
Precautions:
1.
Ensure GR is on ‘0’ before
closing DJ.
2.
DJ closes as soon as BLDJ
is closed. So whenever DJ trips
immediately open BLDJ.
3.
At neutral section open
BLDJ at DJ opening board and
close BLDJ only at DJ closing
board.
After closing DJ and on run ensures OHE voltage is above
17.5 KV. If it
drops below 17.5KV, open DJ
Immediately.
Check the working of MVSI-1 & MVSI-2 frequently on run.
Should not wedge Q45 if operation A ending problem
exists.
In DJ tripped, remove Q45 wedge, before energisation
only wedge Q45, to avoid chattering of Q118 & Q44.
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Note:
Do not use RB if loco is having B-II trouble.

7.07 Operation ‘O’:
Abnormal sign:
After closing DJ, wait for 15sec, close BLVMT, while counting
30sec, LSDJ re glows (DJ trips).
Causes:
1. MVRH not working or defective QVRH.
2. MVMT-1 not working or defective QVMT-1.
3. MVMT-2 not working or defective QVMT-2.
After switching on BLVMT, if there is any defect with MVRH or
QVRH or MVMT-1 or QVMT-1 or MVMT-2 or QVMT-2, DJ will
trip within 30 seconds.
Trouble shooting:
1. Check for any smell, smoke, fire from MVMT 1 & 2,
MVRH; if any use fire
extinguishers,
work
with precautions.
2. If no abnormality, Place
HVRH, HVMT-1 and
HVMT-2 on 3 positions.
Close DJ, close BLVMT
and wait for
30
seconds. If DJ holds,
Check the working of
MVRH, MVMT-1 and
MVMT-2.
3. If any blower is not
working, trip DJ isolate
the concerned Motor
and work further.
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If MVRH is not working, Place HVRH on '0', ensure C-107 is
fully open and work up to next station with 920A for first 5min and
then 500A for continuous current rating. Switch “ON” BLVMT and
check C105 & C106 are closed. If they are closed, clear the block
section with in 5 notches or wedge Q118 in energised condition and
clear block section.
If MVMT-1 is not working, Place HVMT-1, HVSI-1 and HVSL-1
on '0', ensure C-105 is fully open and work onwards with 50% of
maximum load permitted.
If MVMT-2 is not working, place HVMT-2, HVSI-2 & HVSL-2
on ‘0’, ensure C106 is fully open and work onwards with 50% of
maximum permissible load. Inform TLC.
1.
2.

3.

4.

If all the 3 blowers are working normally with HVRH, HVMT-1
and HVMT-2 on 3, clear the block Section.
Trip DJ, place HVRH on '1' close DJ, close BLVMT and wait for
30 seconds. If DJ trips, QVRH is defective, place HVRH on '3'
and other two switches on '1', work further duly watching MVRH
blower working frequently.
If DJ holds with HVRH on '1', trip DJ, place HVMT-1 on '1', close
DJ, close BLVMT and wait for 30 seconds. If DJ trips, QVMT-1 is
defective, place HVMT-1 on '3' and HVMT-2 on '1' and work
further duly watching working of MVMT1 frequently.
If DJ holds with HVMT-1 on '1', it indicates QVMT-2 is defective,
so keep HVMT-2 on '3' and work further duly watching MVMT-2
blower working frequently.

7.08 Operation-I:
Abnormal sign:
After closing DJ, wait for 15sec, close BLVMT, wait for 30sec,
take one notch, LSDJ re glows (DJ trips).
Causes:
1. CCPT melting on first notch (if VE-1 or Q52 earth fault)
2. MVSI-1 not working or defective QVSI-1
3. MVSI-2 not working or defective QVSI-2
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4. Sluggish operation of SMGR
If there is any defect with MVSI-1 or QVSI-1 or MVSI-2 or
QVSI-2, normally open interlock of QVSI-1 and QVSI-2 will not close
in parallel path of GR ‘0’ interlock in Q44 branch. Hence when GR is
moved to first notch, Q44 will de-energise and DJ will trip. Due to
sluggish operation of SMGR also DJ will trip after taking first notch.
Trouble shooting:
a)
Ensure
LSGR
is
glowing and panto is raised. If LSGR
is not glowing and panto also
lowered condition, check the fuse
CCPT. If it is melted, renew the fuse
and try to resume traction. If CCPT
melts again, place HOBA in OFF
position and renew the fuse and try.
If once again CCPT melts, renew the
fuse, clear the block section with
manual control of GR.
b)
If panto is in raised
condition, Place HVSI-1 and HVSI-2
on 3 position, close DJ. Check the
working of MVSI-1 and MVSI-2.
c) If MVSI-1 is not working, isolate RSI-1 block, by keeping
HVSI-1, HVMT-1 & HVSL-1 on ‘0’ and resume traction
with 50% of maximum permissible load.
d) If MVSI-2 is not working, isolate RSI-2 block, by keeping
HVSI-2, HVSL-1 and HVMT-2 on ‘0’ and resume traction
with 50% of maximum Permissible load.
e) If MVSI-1 and MVSI-2 working, take one traction notch. If
DJ trips, it indicates sluggish operation of SMGR.
Normalize HVSI-1 and HVSI-2, keep MP on ‘N’ and try to
clear block section with manual control of GR with speed
restriction of 30 Kmph. After clearing the block section,
stop the train and drain out the moisture from main
reservoirs, GR board pipeline, try to resume traction
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through MP. Slightly improve SMGR pressure 0.5 kg/cm2
and try. (SMGR pressure should be in the range of 2.5
kg/cm2 to 3.5 kg/cm2) if unsuccessful, contact TLC and act
as per instructions.
f) After keeping HVSI-1 & HVSI-2 on 3 position and taking
one notch, if DJ does not trip, clear the block Section.
Open DJ, place HVSI-1 on 1 position, close DJ, and take
one Notch and wait for 15 seconds. If DJ trips, QVSI-1 is
defective. Place HVSI-1 on 3 and normalize HVSI-2, work
further duly watching the working of MVSI-1. If DJ holds,
QVSI-2 is defective, let HVSI-2 be as it is on 3, work
further duly watching the working of MVSI-2.
7.09 Operation-II:
Abnormal sign:
After closing DJ, wait for 15
sec, close BLVMT, wait for
30sec, take sixth notch,
while counting 15sec, LSDJ
re glows (DJ trips).
Causes:
1. All contactors C105,C106
& C107 not closed.
2. Any
one
of
the
contactors of C107/
C105/ C106 not closed.
3. C107, C105 & C106
closed but their I/Ls
defective parallel to GR
0-5.
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Trouble shooting:
7.09.1

C107, C105 and C106 are not closed:
a) Ensure HVRH, HVMT-1, and HVMT-2 on 1 position.
b) Ensure CPs working by BLCPD, if CPs also not working.
Check CCA fuse If melts replace, if again melt HOBA off
and replace.
c) If CCA good, check Q100 relay for energisation, if not
energized, wedge Q100, close BLVMT/BLCP with 5 sec
time gap after loco energisation.
Note:
a)

If CCA melts even HOBA off, clear section with
minimum contactors wedging.(follow 7.9.4)
b) After wedging Q100, if ICDJ experienced, remove
wedge, energise loco and then wedge Q100.
c) If CPs are working, take one notch and try.
d) Clean Q100 I/Ls and try.
e) If still all C105/C106/C107 not closing, in case of
light load wedge C107 and one of C105/C106 work
further if heavy load wedge C105 and C106 work with
restricted current ratings.
f) If any C105/C106/C107 contactor is wedged, concern
switch to be kept in 3 position.

7.09.2

If any one of the Contactors of C107 / C105 /
C106 is not Closed:
a) Keep concerned switch in ‘3’ and try.
b) Check QTD 105 and QTD 106 for energisation.
c) If still not closing, check the condition of contactor coil
wire connections and flexibility of contactor.
d) If still unsuccessful, wedge contactor and work with
precautions.
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Note:
1. When C107/ C105/ C106 wedged, keep concerned switch on
‘3’ position to give initial path to Q 118.
2. In AC MVRF locos, if C107 not closed, ensure CTFs in
traction side, gently tap CTFs with Precautions.

7.09.3

If any I/L is not Closed :
(When BLVMT switch is closed, C107, C105 & C106
closed)
Keep HVMT 1 & HVMT 2 switches in ‘3’ and close DJ. If still
trouble is existing, conclude C107 N/O I/L is defective, work
by wedging Q118 in energise position with precautions.
After keeping HVMT 1 & HVMT 2 switches in ‘3, if DJ not
tripped, clear the section, normalize one by one Switches and
find out where the trouble is, keep concerned switch in ‘3’ &
work further with precautions.

7.09.4

Instructions to work after wedging minimum
contactors:
1. Wedge any two-compressor contactors.
2. Ensure working of SS2 safety valve ( blowing after
building up pressure more than 10.5 kg/cm2) .
3. Slightly create leakage in CDC to maintain MR pressure 8
to 9.5 kg/cm2.
4. Clear the block section within 5 notches if load permits.
5. If load does not permit, wedge Q118 in energised
condition, clear the block section as far as possible with
lower notches duly observing 500 amps current restriction
(since MVMT1, MVMT2 and MVRH not working).
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7.10 DJ tripping without apparent cause (TWAC) :
Abnormal sign:
DJ trips in various occasions other than above indications.
Causes:
1. Poor contact of fuses (CCPT, CCDJ & CCA).
2. Sluggish operation of SMGR.
3. Panto not making contact with OHE at times.(Bouncing of
panto)
4. Chattering of relay Q118.
5. Acting of safety relays without dropping red target.
6. Poor contact of BL switch interlocks.
7. Momentary defect of any I/L in the DJ control circuit.
Trouble shooting:
1. Check the fuses CCPT, CCDJ & CCA for any slackness or
rise in temperature. If any fuse is found slack or having
high temperature, change the fuse, tighten the fuse cap
properly and resume traction.
2. If unsuccessful, place ZPT on 2 and try to work with front
panto.
3. If unsuccessful, wedge Q118 in energised condition and
resume traction with precautions.
4. Put HVSI-1 and HVSI-2 in 3 position and try.
5. Wedge Q44 in energised condition after obtaining
permissiOn from TLC and try.
6. If unsuccessful, check the fixations of safety relays are
intact. Gently tap the safety relays cover and see any
dropping of red targets. If any relay target is dropped,
trouble shoots for the same.
7. If no relay target is dropped, place HQOA on '0' HQOP1 &
HQOP2 on OFF position. If successful, work on words duly
taking necessary precautions.
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8. If unsuccessful place HOBA in OFF along with HQOA on
“0” HQOP1 and HQOP2 on “off” position and try.
9. Change the cab and try to work from the rear cab.
10. Ensure SMGR pressure gauge is showing 2.5-3.5
Kg/cm2and try to work with notch by notch progression or
regression.
11. Drain out the moisture from main reservoirs, control
reservoir and GR board and try.
12. If unsuccessful, try to work with manual control of GR and
clear the block section with 30 Kmph, contact TLC .
13. If unsuccessful, contact TLC and act as per his
instructions.
7.11 Operation 'A' ending – part II
(In VCB type 5- branches DJ provided locos only)
Abnormal sign:
Close BLDJ and press BLRDJ, LSDJ
extinguishes, UA meter needle deviates,
sound comes from the auxiliaries and
LSCHBA also extinguishes and while
releasing BLRDJ, LSDJ re -glows.
Cause: Defective DJ N/O I/L on MTDJ
branch

Trouble shooting:
Problem with DJ N/O I/L on MTDJ branch,
contact TLC for advice.
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Chapter

TRACTION FAILURES
8.01

8

Total loss of Tractive effort with LSB glowing:
Abnormal sign:
When MPJ moved to F or R, the LSB lamp will not
extinguish (remains in glowing condition). In this condition, if
MP is moved from ‘O’ to ‘N’ then to ‘+’ LSB remains in
glowing, LSGR not extinguished, NR not deviated, Ammeters
not deviated and loco not moving.
Reason: Q50 not energizing.
Trouble shooting:
1. Operate BL 2 or 3 times and try.
2. Operate MPJ handle for 2 to 3 times. Forward and
Reverse finally keep it in required direction.
3. Tap/operate Q50 mannually and try.
4. Ensure EP1,EP2 and EP3 cocs are opened.
5. Take necessary precautions and check the proper setting
of J1 & J2 according to the cab leading i.e., both J1 & J2
manual operating handles should be in upwards for cab1
leading and downwards for cab 2. Gently tap the handles.
6. Ensure CTF1,2,3 manual operating handles are in upwards
(traction side) and tap the handles.
7. Ensure C145 is fully opened.
8. Ensure LS-C145 is in extinguished condition which is
provided near Q-50 Relay indicates that C-145 is in open
position.
9. Clean the interlocks of Q50 and try.
10. If still un-successful, wedge Q50 in energised position.
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1. Reversers provided with DRUM type:

TAPPING OF REVERSOR
IN CAB-2 DIRECTION
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2. Reversers provided with BKT:
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3. Reversers provided with CAM type:

Precautions to be followed after wedging Q50
a) MPJ should not be operated up to destination.
b) Shunting is prohibited. If required in emergency
personally ensure proper setting of reversers for every
operation of MPJ.
c) RB should not be used.
d) When DJ is tripped on notches, keep MP on ‘O’ to bring
GR to ‘O’.
e) Write remarks in loco log-book & Inform to TLC at first
opportunity.
8.02

Total loss of Tractive effort without LSB glowing:
Abnormal sign:
When MP is moved from ‘O’ to ‘N’ then to ‘+’ LSGR not
extinguished, Ammeters & NR not deviated, loco not moving
and LSB extinguished.
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Reason: VE1 Progression coil is not energized.
Trouble shooting:

Check the following.
1. Try by EEC operation.
2. Ensure ZSMGR handle in 6o clock position and Pacco
switch is in lifted condition.
3. Ensure SMGR pressure is between 2.5 to 3.5 Kg/cm2and
no leakage in the SMGR pipe line.
4. Operate ZSMS for 2 or 3 times and try.
5. Operate GR 0-5 and back to ‘0’.
6. If not successful clear the section with manual operation
of GR.
7. Check Q52. It should be in de-energised position. If Q52
is in energised position,tap and try. If unsuccessful
wedge in de-energised position. Don’t keep MP in ‘+’ for
longer period, otherwise quick progression of GR will take
place.
8. Check Q51. It should be in de-energise position. If it is
energised,
a. Check QRS. If it is de-energised, Check CCLS fuse. If it
is fused renew the same Observe BP level rectify the
same if reduced. If BP pressure is found normal,
ensure RGEB COC in open position. If still QRS is not
energised, wedge QRS in energised position and work
the train with precautions. If QRS is already energised,
clean the I/Ls. In some locos, CCQRS is provided for
QRS, the same should be ensured for good condition.
b. Clean the I/Ls of Q48.
c. Check PR2. If energized check AFL action if any.
d. If still Q51 is not de-energised, work the train with
manual operation of GR, Contact TLC at next station.
9. Clean the I/Ls of Q50, Q51 & Q52.
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10. Write remarks in loco log-book and contact TLC.
8.03 Total loss of tractive effort with GR progression
Abnormal sign:
When MP is moved from ‘O’ to ‘N’ then to ‘+’ LSGR
extinguished, NR deviated but ammeters not deviated and
loco also not moving.
Reasons:
1. All LINE CONTACTORS are not closing.
2. Cut in TFP primary winding.
3. Cut in A-34 terminal.
Trouble shooting:
1. Operate BL 2 / 3 times.
2. Clean the interlocks of Q50 and try.
3. Ensure CTF 1, 2 & 3 are in traction side, tap the handles
gently duly taking necessary precautions.
4. Ensure HVSI-1 & 2 HVMT-1 & 2 switches are in ‘1’. If
unsuccessful change them to ‘3’ position and try.
5. Ensure CR pressure is above 5 Kg/cm2.
6. Ensure EP 1&2 COC(s) are open and no leakage. And also
ensure EP drain cock is in closed position.
7. If any air leakage is found in the BA pipe line, arrest the
same.
8. Change the cab and try.
9. If still unsuccessful, contact TLC for advice.
8.04 Auto Regression with LSP Glowing:
At various notches auto regression with LSP:
Reasons:
1. Train brakes not released or wet rail / oil substance on
the rails.
2. Slipped pinion or locked axle,
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3.

Any one of the line contactor is opened or any cut in the
pair of QD connected TMS.
4. Whenever any shunting contactor is welded in which QD
is connected or any shunting contactor may not be
closed.
5. Brake binding, heavy load, up gradient/track defect.
Trouble shooting:
A.




Check for
BP pressure is 5.0 kg/cm2 in the gauge.
Any brake binding or any abnormality on train.
If everything is normal apply sand and try to resume
traction.
 Press ZQWC while starting the train.
B. If unsuccessful, take one or two notches and
observe both ammeters and voltmeters:
1. If A3 is not deviating place HMCS-1 on 4 and resume
traction.
2. If A4 is not deviating place HMCS-2 on 2 and resume
traction.
3. If both ammeters are deviating but U2 is not deviating,
place HMCS 1 on 3 and try.
4. If U5 is not deviating place HMCS2 on 3 position.
C. If auto regression takes place while operating MPS
Avoid MPS operation.
D.
1.
2.
3.

If auto regression takes place due to slipped pinion
Stop the train and apply brakes.
Depute ALP to stand near the truck and take one notch.
Observe for any spinning noise or rotation of traction
motor pinion.
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4. If any one of the TM pinion rotates or spinning noise is
heard, isolate the corresponding TM and clear the block
section with permissible load, other wise contact TLC.
E. If Auto regression takes place due to ‘Locked Axle’
1. Detach the loco from the formation after taking necessary
permissions and precautions.
2. Depute Assistant Loco Pilot by the side of the loco, to
observe moving of wheels.
3. Move the loco and observe whether all loco wheels are
rotating freely.
4. If any wheel is not rotating, dragging, request for
assistance from TLC.
Note:
1. Lower notches auto regression with LSP indicates QD action
due to defective track, bad weather, defective formation,
welded shunting contactors, slipped pinion and locked axle.
2. Higher notches auto regression with LSP (after operating
MPS) indicates QD action due to shunting contactors not
closing.

8.04.1

LOCKED AXLE

PROBABLE REASONS FOR LOCKED AXLE:
1. Banding failure in TM.
2. Commutator End (CE) side (or) Pinion End
(PE)
side bearing seizure in TM.
3. Jamming of pinion and bull gear in gear case.
4. Journal bearing seizure inside axle casing.
5. Axle box bearing seizure.
a) BANDING FAILURE:
Symptoms: Projection of Poly glass material
from Traction Motor vent mesh is called as
BANDING FAILURE.
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During feel round check up, crew should have keen
observation on Traction Motor vent mesh for any traces of
poly glass material (If crew can identify it at feel round
check, then break down of loco in section can be avoided).

In case of any BANDING FAILURE, isolate the particular
Traction Motor both on positive and negative sides, clear the
section with speed restriction of 15 Kmph and contact TLC.
Note: Ignoring of banding failure leads to locked axle.
b) COMMUTATOR END SIDE (OR) PINION SIDE END
BEARING SEIZE in TM :
Symptoms:
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PINION END

PINION END BEARING
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During feel round and on run, check for any Smoke,
smell or fire in traction motors, leakage of grease
from bearing covers.
c) JAMMING OF PINION AND BULL GEAR IN GEAR
CASE
Symptoms: Smoke from gear case, flashing of gear
case compound/oil or less.

Whenever loco taken over charge at shed ensure
gear case oil, securing bolts. In en route, during feel
round test check for any oil flashes, securing bolts
missing.
d) Journal bearing seize inside AXLE casing:
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Symptoms: Smoke from suspension bearing or oil leakage,
white metal dropped in case of TAO TMs or flashing of inbuilt
grease, over temperature of axle in case of HITACHI TMs.

HITACHI-TM
AXLE CAP
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Whenever loco taken over charge at shed ensure
suspension lower sump and upper sump oil in case of
TAO TM and check TM fixing bolts and flashing of
grease on axle casing.
e) AXLE BOX BEARING SIEZE:
Symptoms: High temperature of axle box, flashing
of grease, de-colorization of axle box, smoke or fire
from axle box.
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During feel round test, check temperature of all axle
box for any over temperature, flashing of grease,
decolonization of axle box, smoke or fire from axle
box.
8.05 1ST Notch auto regression without LSP glowing:
Abnormal Sign:
When MP is moved from ‘0’ to ‘N’ then to ‘+’ LSGR
extinguished, NR deviated to ‘1’, GR come to ‘O’, without
glowing of LSP.
Reasons:
1. Due to rear cab BL not locked properly.
2. Due to defective QVCD or QVCD N/OI/L on VE2 coil
branch.
3. Due to defective Q50 N/C I/L on VE2 branch.
4. Due to defective Q51 N/O I/L on VE2 branch.
5. Defective BPR push button switch.
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Trouble shooting:
1. Press BPT, ensure LSP glowing the rear cab.
2. Ensure QVCD in de enegise condition, clear section with
manual operation if station is near by.
3. Try from rear cab, if notches are coming.
4. Operate rear cab BL for 2 or 3 times and try.
5. If still unsuccessful, wedge Q46 in de-energise position
and work with EEC operation in non modified ZSMS locos.
6. If ZSMS is modified, work from rear cab or by manual
operation of GR.
7. If notches are not getting from rear cab,
8. Clean the I/Ls of Q50 & Q51 and try.
9. If QVCD is energized condition reset, still QVCD is not de
enegise wedge in de- energized condition and try.
10. Keep HVCD on 0 position and try.
11. If not success keep HBA OFF & ON and try, if still not
successful remove the cables connected to VCD main unit.
12. Operate BPR 2 or 3 times and try, If unsuccesfful change
ZSMS switch to ‘1’ position and try.
13. Write remarks in loco log-book.
14. Inform to TLC at first opportunity
8.06 Partial loss of tractive effort :
Abnormal Sign:
Hauling power of loco reduces.
Causes:
One of the line contactor not closed on traction motor branch
or defective TM in which QD coil is not provided.
Trouble Shooting:
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1. Bring MP to ‘0’ and check the position of HMCS-1 and
HMCS-2. If anyone is other than ‘1’ position, find out the
cause. If normal, place HMCS-1 and HMCS-2 on ‘1’
position and resume traction.
2. If HMCS-1 and HMCS-2 are on ‘1’ position, check for any
air leakage from line contactor electro valves and in the
pipe lines. If there is any air leakage, try to arrest the
same and resume traction.
3. If there is no air leakage or it cannot be arrested, trouble
shoot as follows.
a) If U1 does not deviate, isolate TM-1 by placing HMCS1 on ‘2’ and work onwards with 5/6th of maximum
permissible load.
b) If U6 does not deviate, isolate TM-6 by placing place
HMCS-2 on ‘4’ and work onwards with 5/6th of
maximum permissible load.
c) Ensure HVSI-1/HVSI-2 positions in case of Traction
voltmeters, traction Ammeters not deviating in rear
cab and poor engine hauling.
8.07 CCPT melting :
Abnormal Sign:
DJ tripping with panto lowering (If running on notches, GR
will not come to zero)
Occasions:
1. While keeping ‘HBA’ON.
2. While raising pantograph.
3. While closing DJ.
4. While operating MPJ to Forward or Reverse.
5. While moving MP from O to N.
6. While moving MP from ‘N’ to ‘+’
7. While taking 6th notch
8. While operating MPS.
9. While moving MP from ‘N’ to ‘-’
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10. While doing quick regression (moving MP from ‘N’ to ‘0’)
11. While operating MP from O to P
12. While operating ZQWC
13. While pressing BPSW.
14. While pressing PVEF
15. During auto regression.
Trouble Shooting:
Stop the train at a convenient place, put ZPT-0, MPJ-0 &
HBA-off and renew the same. If again melts put HOBA in
'OFF' and renew the fuse. Even after HOBA in 'OFF', CCPT
melts, troubleshoot as follows.
A. While keeping ‘HBA’ ON
Causes:
1. Q118 coil is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
For Q118
a. Try to Disconnect ‘+’ve cable (No.788) of Q118 / wedge
Q46 in energised condition.
b. Wedge Q118 in energised condition and work with
precautions
c. If Q46 is wedged do not keep MP on ‘+’ for longer time
(Quick progression comes).
B. While raising pantograph
Causes:
1. VEPT is having earth fault (or)
2. ZPT socket is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
For VEPT
 Change the ZPT position
For ZPT socket
 Change the cab
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C.

While closing DJ
Causes:
Q44 is having earth fault (or) QCVAR DC coil is having earth
fault
Trouble Shooting
For Q44
i.
Try to Disconnect ‘+’ve cable(No.721) of
Q44/contact TLC
ii.
Wedge Q44 in energised condition and work with
precautions.
For QCVAR DC coil
i.
Try to Disconnect ‘+’ve cable (No.700) of QCVAR DC
coil.
ii.
Keep HQCVAR on ‘O’ and work with precautions.
(LSCHBA shall not extinguish)

D. While operating MPJ
Causes:
1.
J1/J2 F/R coils having earth fault(or)
2.
CTF1/2/3 Traction coils having earth fault(or)
3.
Q50 is having earth fault
Trouble Shooting
For J1/J2 F/R coils
 Remove ‘+’ve wire and set J1/J2 as per driving cab and
work with precautions
For CTF1/2/3
 Remove ‘+’ve wire and set CTF1/2/3 to traction side and
work with precautions
For Q50
 Remove ‘+’ ve wire(No.020) of Q50/Disconnect C145 N/C
I/L and wedge Q50 and work with precautions
E. While moving MP from ‘O’ to ‘N’
Causes: L1/L2/L3/L4/L5/L6 coil is having earth fault
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Trouble shooting:
Isolate concerned line contactor with HMCS and work with
5/6 load.
F. While keeping MP ‘N’ to ‘+’
Causes: VE1 coil/Q52 is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
For VE1/Q52 go for manual control of GR
G. While taking 6th Notch
Causes: EVPHGR coil is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
 Disconnect EVPHGR (wire No.143, GR pump will not work)
 Observe GR oil frequently
H. While operating MPS
Causes: Shunting contactor coil(s) having earth fault
Trouble shooting
Do not operate MPS
I.

While keeping MP ‘N’ to ‘-’
Causes: VE2 coil/Q52 is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
For VE2 coil/Q52 Go for manual control of GR

J.

While doing quick regression (moving MP from ‘N’ to
‘0’)
Causes: VE2 coil/Q46 is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
For VE2 coil
 Go for manual control of GR
For Q46
 Do not do quick regression
 Go for notch by notch regression till GR comes to ‘O’

K. While keeping MP ‘O’ to ‘P’
Causes:
1.
CTF1/2/3 Braking coils having earth fault(or)
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2.
C145 coil is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
 Do not use RB
L.

While pressing ZQWC
Causes: QWC/shunting contactors having earth fault
Trouble shooting
For QWC
 Do not operate ZQWC
 If Wedge QWC up to 10th notch and remove
For shunting contactors
 Use Sanders, Use proper driving techniques.

M. While pressing BPSW
Causes: MV4 is having earth fault
Trouble shooting: Do not press BPSW
N. While pressing PVEF
Causes: VEF ‘E’ is having earth fault
Trouble shooting
 Do not press PVEF while operating A9
 Do not keep MP on ‘P’ also
 Isolate C3W valve and work further
O. During auto regression
Causes:
 Q48 coil is having earth fault (during QD action) or
 Earth fault in Q-51 relay coil
Trouble shooting:
For Q48
 Avoid QD action/Remove ‘+’ve wire (No.221) of Q48
For Q51
 Avoid auto regression and handle loco carefully/ Remove
‘+’ve wire (No.115) and work cautiously.
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Chapter

PNEUMATIC FAILURES
9.01

9

CPA is unable to build up pressure in RS:
(CPA is unable to build up pressure at the rate of 1kg/cm2
per minute in RS reservoir.)
Causes:
1. RAL COC not opened.
2. Drain Cocks not closed properly.
3. R1 COC not closed (when NRV is defective).
4. Air leakage in panto and DJ pipe lines.
5. RS Gauge is defective.

Trouble shooting
1. Ensure MCPA is working.
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If MCPA is not working: Check CCBA, operate ZCPA 2 or
3 times, check MCPA & ZCPA terminals. In modified
HCHBA locos, place HCHBA on 3 and try.
2. Ensure RAL cock is open.
3. Ensure SS1 is not stuck up in open position (if mal
functioning, close SS1 cock if provided) tap SS1 safety
valve, if not success dummy it.
4. Ensure RS pressure gauge is working.
5. Ensure CPA drain coc, RS drain coc, RDJ drain coc, panto
pipe line drain coc and DJ oil separator drain cocs are in
closed position.
6. Check for any air leakages in pipeline leading to panto
and DJ and arrest if found.
7. Check CPA intake strainer for any blockage, clean if
blocked.
8. Tap NRV, run MCPA for 10 minutes and observe SS 1.
9. If still pressure is not creating, close RAL cock and create
pressure in panto and DJ pipelines until SS 1 blows. If
pressure is created, raise panto, close DJ and close BLCP.
After creating pressure in MR then switch off MCPA. If
pressure is not creating after closing RAL cock, open RAL
cock.
10. If still pressure is not created, close R 1 and try. If
pressure is created, raise panto, close DJ and close BLCP.
After creating pressure in MR then open R 1 cock.
11. If still pressure is not creating, place ZPT in HOM and turn
to 70 clock position and start MCPA. If successful raise
panto close DJ immediately start MCP. Stop MCPA only
after MR pressure is raised to 7 kg/cm2.
12. Close VEPT1 and VEPT2 COCs and try.
13. If still unsuccessful contact TLC.
9.02

MR pressure dropping gradually / not maintaining:
Causes:
1. MCPs not working
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2. Defective MCP
3. Drain cocks may be opened
4. Air leakage from safety valves, auto-drain valves,
Unloader valves, electro valves, feed valves, Air dryer and
from the pipe lines of BA panels.
Trouble Shooting:
Ensure MCPs are working. Close BLCPD and try.
a) Increase No. of CPs by HCP and try.
b) Close VEAD COC and try.
c) Close VEUL COCs and ADV cocs and try.
d) Ensure all drain cocks are closed.
e) Isolate air drier and try.
f) Tap safety valves gently and ensure no safety valve is
struck up in lifted position, if so, tap/close COC/dummy
concern safety valve and try.
g) Tap NRV and try.
h) Close air intake COC and try.
i) Ensure no leakage of air from sanders, wipers, horns. If
so, close concerned COCs.
j) Ensure MR equalising, BC equalising COCs on both sides
for single loco, are in closed position.
k) Ensure no leakage in the system/loco, if found try to
arrest them.
If loco is attached on formation (twin pipe):
l) Ensure no leakage of BP / FP on formation. If twin pipe
formation, isolate FP and work with single pipe and try.
m) After isolating FP, if still MR is not maintaining then isolate
BP and try. After isolating BP & FP, if MR is maintaining
then defect may be in Auxiliary Reservoir of any
coach/wagon. Close FP side coc of defective Auxiliary
Reservoir and then isolate DV and release brakes.
n) If still unsuccessful, de energizes the loco, drain out all
the pressure from the system, again energise the loco and
try.
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o) If still unsuccessful contact TLC.

Note:
1) In Air dryer provided locos, if air is leaking through air
drier; close air dryer Inlet and outlet COCs (GREEN) and
open bypass cut out COCs (RED) & try.
2) In Air spring provided Duranto rakes, if MR is not maintaing
check the FP pressure. If FP pressure is also not
maintaining, then check for the defect in Air Spring. If Air
spring is in bursted condition, isolate it as per procedure
and work with 60 kmph duly informing TLC/SCOR.

9.03 BP pressure (5 kg/cm2) not charging in loco:
Causes:
1. Less MR pressure.
2. A9 not in release in working cab & emergency position in
non working cab.
3. MU2B not in LEAD position and L & T COC (A8) closed.
4. Both end BP angle COCs not closed properly.
5. Air leak from IP valve, ALP emergency brake valve.
6. C2A relay valve (BP charging) defective.
Trouble shooting:
a) Check the MR pressure. If it is below 8.0kg/cm2, build up
MR pressure, it should be 8-9.5 Kg/cm2
b) A9 handle is in release in both cabs.
c) A9 inlet and out let Cocs are opened in working cab and
closed in non-working cab.
d) L & T cock (A8) is open.
e) Check and ensure MU2B in LEAD position.
f) Check BP angle COCs are closed properly on either side of
the loco.
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g) ALP emergency valves in closed condition in both cabs. If
anything is found abnormal, normalize the same, charge
the BP pressure and resume traction.
h) If everything is normal, check for any air leakage from BP
pipeline and IP valve. If any leakage is found, rectify and
resume traction.
i) If there is no air leakage, operate MU2B from 'LEAD' to
'TRAIL' and back to 'LEAD' 2 or 3 times and try.
j) If unsuccessful, tap the C2A relay valve (BP charging)
gently and try.
k) Ensure, additional BP COCs on both sides open condition.
l) If unsuccessful, build up MR pressure above 9.5 kg/cm2
and keep A9 handle in release position. Adjust the A9 feed
valve; raise the BP pressure to 5kg/cm2 and resume
traction.
m) If unsuccessful, try to work from rear cab, otherwise
contact TLC and act as per his instructions.
n) Still not success, de energise the loco, drain out complete
MR and energise the loco and try.
Note:
If BP pressure does not charge to 5 Kg/cm2AFTER
ATTACHING on to the FORMATION, try to charge BP by
keeping all compressors working. If successful, resume
traction. If failed, close BP and FP angle COCs between loco
and formation and check the BP pressure. If BP pressure rises
on the loco, it is due to formation trouble. Arrest the
formation leakage and charge BP on the formation and resume
traction.
a) In case of dead loco attached ensure the following in dead
loco:
IP COC closed.
MU2B lead (If BC equalising pipe not connected)
A8 closed.
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If C2N valve is provided for FP close inlet and outlet COCs
of C2N valve.
If BP is not creating after attaching the dead loco, close
the C3W Distributor valve-isolating handle and treat as
piped vehicle.
b) If BP not charging on formation ensure no leakages in
palm ends, angle COCs, DVs, pipe lines, AR DRAIN COCs, in
Guard emergency handles in BV/SLR and ensure no ACP action
in coaching train.
c) In Air Spring provided LHB/Double Decker coaches
check for FIBA.

9.04 Sudden drop of BP on run (Air Brake train):
Causes:
1. Train parting
2. IP valve de energise
3. Cattle run over
4. Alarm chain Pulling
5. Air leaking through A9 exhaust port
6. Air leaking from C2A relay valve (BP charging).
7. FIBA action in DD/LHB coaches.
Trouble Shooting
9.04.1 Train Parting:
Switch ON flasher light immediately and check the formation
for derailment or infringing with adjacent line, if it is there,
follow G&SR.
9.04.2 IP valve de-energise :
a) If there is no derailment or infringements, stop the train
and check the leakages in the locomotive
b) Check IP valve, loco BP angle cocs.
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c) Close the IP valve COC, if IP valve is having air leaking.
9.04.3 Cattle Run Over:
In case of a cattle run over, Note down the KM No. and
switch on flasher light, the following action should be taken.
a) Do not trip DJ in section. Apply brake through A9 brake
valve to stop the train.
b) Check leading angle cocs of brake pipe and feed pipe to
ensure that they are in proper condition.
c) In case of leading brake pipe angle cock is damaged then
i. If additional angle cock is provided on the loco then
close the additional angle cock on leading side of the
loco.
ii. If additional angle cock has not been provided try to
arrest by dummying, if not possible ask for relief
engine in rear side.
d) In case feed pipe leading cock is damaged close the
additional cock, if provided or close the cut out cock
before feed valve and rear feed pipe angle cocks and
work train as single pipe.
e) Check for any disconnection of hoses on formation side.
f) Ensure that cattle guard is intact and there is no
infringement with the track or with any part of locomotive.
g) Check loco under gear items like cattle guard, rail guard,
sand pipes, battery boxes and their covers, SL’s, leakage
of air from any pipeline, TM inspection covers and rectify
if any abnormality is found.
h) In case the run over cattle has also passed below the
train, check the under gear of the effected train
coach/wagon. Any hanging parts shall be secured or
removed and there should not be any infringement to
track.
i) LP of the train has to ascertain whether there is any
obstruction to subsequent trains. If so, follow the G&SR
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6.07, Report conditions likely to affect running of trains to
controller.
Note:
1. Do not move the train if any part of locomotive and trailing
stock connected with brake application is damaged. Contact
TLC for further instructions.
2. Do not leave the train with only loco brake (SA9) applied.
After stopping, both loco and train brake should be applied
by automatic brake valve (A9).
3. Do not move the train without continuity test.
4. After clearing block section trip DJ and check battery
voltage.

9.04.4 Alarm Chain Pulling (ACP) :
a) Bring MP to 0. Apply brakes by moving automatic brake
valve A9 handle uniformly to stop the train.
a. When alarm chain is pulled, Loco Pilot will get indications
of auto flasher light, AFI deviates, BP drops, in the
concerned coach hooter will sound and red indication
lamp will glow, provided outside of coach. Now find out
the coach in which ACP occurred. Reset the clappet valve
manually or with the help of key (ACP resetting of LHB
coaches is dealt in Ch. 19.09). If resetting is not possible,
close ACP isolation cock and inform to the passengers of
coach regarding the same and advice them to pull the
chain from adjacent coach/coaches if required.
b) Now release the coach brakes by releasing of QRV of DV.
c) Make an entry in BPC.
d) Mention remarks in RS-5 register at destination, if
required.
9.04.5 Air leaking through A9 exhaust port :
a) Apply A9 to emergency and try.
b) If unsuccessful, clear the section from rear cab.
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c) After clearing the section, try from leading cab.
d) If unsuccessful, contact TLC and act as per his
instructions.
9.04.6 Air leaking through C2A relay valve (BP
charging):
a) Apply A9 to emergency and try.
b) If unsuccessful, gently tap the C2A relay valve (BP) and
try.
c) If unsuccessful, contact TLC and act as per his
instructions.
9.04.7 Air flow indicator overshoots on run :
Causes:
1. Alarm chain pulling.
2. Excess leakage in BP pipe line.
3. Defective AFI.
If AFI overshoots, switch on flasher light immediately and
ensure for any abnormality such as derailment.
Trouble Shooting:
1. Alarm Chain Pulling :
a) In case of chain pulling, procedure to be followed for
chain pulling as stated above.
2. Excess leakage in BP pipe line :
a) Stop the train and check any leakage in the locomotive
and in the formation BP pipeline.
b) If any leakage arrest the same and try.
3. Defective AFI :
a) If there is no leakage in Brake pipe pressure, ensure
no brake binding in the formation.
b) If there is no brake binding, ignore the AFI and work
the train, duly watching the BP gauge and free
movement of train.
c) After Brake application, ensure BP pressure has
recharged fully, resume traction after complete
releasing of the brakes only.
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9.05 FP pressure (6 Kg/cm2) not charging in loco :
Causes
1. FP feed valve (6 Kg/cm2) COC / two COCs (in C2N type
feed valve provided locos) is not opened.
2. FP angle Cocks on both ends of the loco not closed
properly.
3. Air leakage in FP line.
Trouble Shooting:
a) Ensure MR pressure is 9.5 Kg/cm2 and FP feed valve
COC/COCs are opened. If FP feed valve COC is closed,
open the same and charge FP pressure.
b) If FP COC is open, check the angle COCs of FP line on
either side of the loco. If anyone is opened, close it and
charge FP pressure.
c) If both end angle COCs are closed, check for any air
leakage. If there is any leakage arrest the same.
d) If no air leakage is traced in FP line, close the FP feed
valve COC and work onwards with single pipe air brake
system.
Note:
1. If FP pressure does not charge AFTER ATTACHING on to
the FORMATION, check for any leakage on the FP line
on the formation and arrest the same, ensure all AR drain
cocks are closed. If FP charges work with twin pipe brake,
otherwise close FP angle COC of loco and work onwards with
single pipe air brake system.
2. The speed of air suspension bogie formation is to be
restricted to 60 kmph when working with single pipe.
3. In twin pipe provided rakes, normally entire formation should
work with twin pipe. Due to any trouble, if FP is isolated then
entire formation should work with single pipe only.
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9.06 Loco brake is not applying through SA9:
a) In case of Light engine stop the train immediately by
applying A9 to emergency.
b) Ensure SA9 inlet and outlet COCs are opened in working
cab and closed in non-working cab.
c) If they are normal, ensure MU2B is in ‘LEAD’ position.
Operate the MU2B to ‘TRAIL’ and back to ‘LEAD’ one or
two times and try.
d) Ensure BC equalising pipes (MU) COCs are normal.
e) If they are normal, tap C2B relay valve (loco brake) gently
and try.
f) Ensure BC-1 and BC-2 COCs are in open condition.
g) If they are open, apply A9 and check whether loco brakes
are getting applied or not.
h) If successful, resume traction duly applying loco brakes
with the help of A9 with cautious speed, after clearing
section contact TLC.
9.07 Loco brake is not applying through A9:
a) Operate PVEF 1 or 2 times and try. (Ensure PVEF should
not be in pressed condition).
b) Even, if loco brake is not applied by A9, check C3W valve
isolating COC. If it is isolated, normalise the same and try.
c) Ensure BC1 and BC2 cocs are in open condition.
9.08 Loco brakes not releasing after placing A9 and SA9
handle in release position :
Causes:
1. A9/SA9 handle not placed properly in release position.
2. BP pressure not re-charged to 5kg/cm2.
3. C3W distributor valve stuck up.
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Trouble Shooting:
a) Ensure the A9/SA9 handles are in release position, tap
C2B and try.
b) If it is normal, check the BP pressure. If it is less than 5
Kg/cm2, trouble shoots for the same.
c) If BP pressure in 5 Kg/cm2, press PVEF and observe the
loco brakes are released. If released resume traction.
d) If brakes are releasing on pressing PVEF and again
applied after releasing PVEF, operate C3W distributor
valve release handle. If loco brake is released, resume
traction.
e) If unsuccessful, place C3W distributor valve isolation cock
on isolation
side and operate QRV. If loco brake is
released, resume traction. But further loco brake will not
apply along with A9 application. So apply loco brake
through SA9 when required.
f) If brakes are not released, operate SA9 one or two times
and try.
g) Operate MU2B from LEAD to TRAIL position and back to
LEAD and observe the loco brake. If released, resume
traction.
h) If unsuccessful close leading cab SA9 inlet / outlet COCs
and open trailing cab SA9 inlet / outlet COCs & try.
i) If unsuccessful, close loco brake cylinder COCs on both
trucks and check the brakes are released, if so normalise
COCs.
j) If unsuccessful, de-energise the loco and drain out the air
completely to ‘0’ and ensure the loco brake is released. If
successful resume traction.
k) Puncture the flexible pipe and try.
l) If unsuccessful, contact TLC.
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9.09 BP pressure raises beyond 5 kg/cm2 after A9
operation:
Causes:
1. Defective A9
2. C2A stuck up
Trouble Shooting:
a) Try to stop the train with single application.
b) Apply A9 to emergency and release.
c) Drain out the moisture and try.
d) Gently tap C2A relay valve and try.
e) If unsuccessful, clear the section from rear cab.
f) After clearing the section, try from leading cab.
g) With several applications and release of A9, if satisfied
inform TLC act accordingly.
h) If unsuccessful, contact TLC.
9.10 BP not dropping through A9 operation :
Trouble shooting:
a) Stop the train by bringing A9 to emergency
b) Check rear cab A9 inlet / outlet COC are open, if it is open
close the same and try.
c) In Banker loco ensure A8 COC is closed, if it is in open
condition, close and release the brake binding in the
formation and try.
d) If everything is normal, but BP is not dropping, clear the
section with rear cab operation.
e) After clearing the section drain out the moisture from
accessories drain cock, MR, CDC, after cooler drain cocks.
f) Try from the leading cab, if BP is still not dropping contact
TLC.
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Chapter

MISCELLANEOUS FAILURES
10.01

10

MCPA not working:
Causes:
1. Less battery voltage.
2. Addl. CCBA/CCBA fuse is blown.
3. ZCPA and MCPA terminals disconnected.
Trouble Shooting:
a) After HBA is ‘ON’, unlock BL if battery voltage reads ‘0’,
and all pilot lamps not glowing renew the Addl. CCBA fuse
and try.
b) Switch on HBA, ZCPA and check the Battery voltage. If it
is too low, there may be a partial dead cell. Isolate the
same as per the instructions 11.6 and resume traction.
c) If the battery voltage is above 90 volts, check the fuse
CCBA. If it is melted, check LTBA / MOV. (Remove and
insulate wire connection if any abnormality as per
instructions of TLC), renew the fuse and resume traction.
If it melts second time, place HOBA in OFF, renew the
fuse and resume traction.
d) If CCBA is in good condition operate ZCPA, 2 or 3 times
(in some crew friendly cab locos ZCPA is provided in both
cab LP desk) and check MCPA. If MCPA works, resume
traction.
e) If MCPA does not work, check the terminals of ZCPA and
MCPA. If anyone is disconnected, connect the same and
resume traction.
f) If unsuccessful, gently tap MCPA on the commutator end
and try.
g) If unsuccessful, contact TLC.
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Note:
Addl. CCBA is provided in battery box No.1 (Some locos provided
with MCB)

10.02

Pantograph not raising :
Causes:
1. Less air pressure, less battery voltage.
2. Pantograph isolating COCs not opened.
3. CCBA, Addl CCBA, CCPT fuses blown out.
4. BPEMS in pressed condition.
Trouble Shooting:
a) Check the RS/MR pressure. If the pressure is less than
6.5 kg/cm2, start MCPA and raise RS pressure. Then raise
the pantograph and resume traction.
b) If the pressure is more than 6.5 kg/cm2, try with other
pantograph.
c) If both pantos are not rising, check the position of both
panto isolating COCs (PT1& PT2 COCs). If they are closed,
open them and resume traction.
d) Operate HOM 2 or 3 times and try
e) If unsuccessful raise the other pantograph by moving ZPT
to 2 position and resume traction. If other pantograph is
also not rising, check the fuses CCBA/CCPT.
f) If battery voltage is less/showing ‘0’ V trouble shoots as
per 11.6.
Addl. CCBA, CCBA, CCPT fuses blown out
a) If BA voltage is ‘0’ in case, if pilot lamps not glowing and
UBA reads ‘0’ volts when ZUBA pressed, change Addl.
CCBA & ensure ‘A’ conk. If BA voltage is above 90V and
CCBA & CCPT melts, check LTBA/MOV for any
abnormality.
b) Replace the fuse and try. If failed, check the fuse, if it is
melted second time, place HOBA in OFF position and
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renew the fuse. If once again melts, even in HOBA OFF
position, first place ZPT on 2, replace the fuse, try to raise
the pantograph. If successful, resume traction.
c) If unsuccessful, check the fuses once again, if it is melted,
lock BL of leading cab, place ZPT on ‘0’, HOBA in ON
position, replace the fuse again and try to raise the
pantograph from rear cab. If successful, resume traction
from rear cab.
If both CCBA and CCPT are good
a) Check the Electro valve VEPT. If it is not energised, place
ZPT on ‘0’; place ZPT on 1 or 2 position and see, whether
the pantograph rises. If it rises, resume traction.
b) Check BPEMS, if it is in pressed condition, put ZPT -on ‘0’.
Rotate BPEMS knob to clock wise direction to release.
c) Ensure QEMS relay in de energised condition. If it is
energised, wedge the same in de energised condition.
d) Energise Loco as per regular procedure.
e) If pantograph does not rise, try to rise from rear cab. If
successful, resume traction.
f) If unsuccessful, contact TLC.
10.03

Pantograph damaged
Causes:
1. Sag in OHE / Cut in OHE / Foreign body on OHE.
2. Defective pantograph.
Trouble Shooting:
a) Lower the pantograph immediately by placing ZPT on ‘0’
position or press BPEMS if provided. If the pantograph is
not lowered, stop the train immediately and protect as per
GR & SR, contact TLC. If panto is lowered and not
entangled with OHE, no damage to OHE, clear the spot in
coasting.
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b) If BP is dropped to ‘0’ or less, suspect some abnormality
on the train. Immediately switch on the flasher light and
send the Asst. Loco Pilot to protect the adjacent line as
per GR & SR. If no abnormality on the train, isolate the
damaged pantograph with coordination of OHE staff and
after taking necessary precautions.

If Pantograph is damaged, lower the pantograph immediately

Ground the damaged pantograph by placing concerned HPT link in
earthing clip.
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Obtaining emergency power block
a) Contact TPC through emergency telephone.
b) Give the particulars of defects/damages to OHE / Panto,
with loco number, train number, kilometre, between
stations, up/down line, time of occurrence and duration of
emergency power block required.
c) After power block is obtained by OHE staff and grounding
of the contact wire on either sides of loco, operate HOM
and ground the loco. Climb on to the roof of the loco and
secure the damaged pantograph with a rope or insulated
wire.
d) Ground the damaged pantograph by placing concerned
HPT link in the earthing clip.
e) After completion of work, ensure all the tools and
damaged parts are removed from the roof.
f) After the earthing poles are removed from contact wire
and power block is cancelled by OHE staff, un-ground the
loco. Close the isolating COC of damaged pantograph
and raise the good pantograph.
g) When the power is restored, close DJ and resume
traction.
h) If both pantographs are damaged, contact TLC.
10.04

All pilot lamps not glowing :
Causes:
1. CCLS blown out
2. ZLS OFF (if provided)
3. Poor contact of BL interlock
4. ‘A’ Conk slackened. (If DJ trips and Panto lowers)
Trouble Shooting:
a) Ensure HBA is closed, battery voltage is above 90 volts
and BL is unlocked. Lock and unlock BL for 2 or 3 times
and check the pilot lamps. If they are glowing, resume
traction.
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b) If not glowing, ensure ZLS is ‘ON’ position (provide in
switch panel).
c) Check the fuse CCLS. If it is melted, renew the same and
resume traction. If the fuse is repeatedly melting even
after placing HOBA in OFF position, work without pilot
lamps, observing other audible signs, use sand by pouring
manually if required. Wedge QRS in energise condition to
get notches. In modified locos (where 10amp CCLS
provided) Close IP coc and isolate VCD, clear section and
contact TLC for advice.
d) If CCLS is in good condition with DJ tripping, check the ‘A’
conk connection below the switch panel for any slackness
or disconnection. If any abnormality is noticed, attend it
and resume traction. Otherwise work without pilot lamps,
observing other visible and audible signs.
Note:
If LSAF alone not glows and AFL not functioning, check the fuse
CCLSA.
In modified CCLS (10A) provided with CCMUBA provision MU
locos, ensure rear loco Battery Voltage regularly, if BLSN is in
ON position

10.05

LSDJ does not glow when BLDJ is opened :
Causes:
1. DJ not opened due to BLDJ switch trouble.
2. DJ not opened due to mechanical locking.
Trouble Shooting:
a) Lower the pantograph immediately, by placing ZPT on ‘0’
position and observe LSDJ. If LSDJ glows, resume traction
duly operating BP1DJ or operating ZPT key to ‘0’, for
opening DJ.(After opening BLDJ if UA meter needle
drops to “0” & still LSDJ is not glowing, it indicates LSDJ
is defective).
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b) If LSDJ does not re-glow, check other pilot lamps are
glowing or not. If other pilot lamps are also not glowing,
trouble shoot for all pilot lamps not glowing.
c) If DJ trips, work with other indications if normal.
Instructions:
In case of Mechanical locking of VCB
1. Continue hauling the train to clear block section by lower
the pantographs every time when it is necessary to deenergise the loco. For energising the loco, close BLDJ,
keep BLRDJ pressed and then place ZPT on position ‘1’
release BLRDJ after extinguishing of LSCHBA (To get
starting phase before closing of DJ, in ARNO provided
locos).
2. After clearing the block section, contact TLC for advice.
10.06

LSCHBA glows on run(Without DJ tripping) :
Causes:
1. CHBA failed
2. QV61 de-energised
Clear block section duly observing battery voltage and
after clearing section identify the defective one.
Trouble Shooting:
Keep HBA ‘0’ (after closing IP Coc), if DJ trips CHBA
defective, if not QV61 defective:
If CHBA defective:
b) Ensure HCHBA on 1 position.
c) Ensure Fuses/MCBs on CHBA are not in Fused/tripped
condition, if any, replace/reset them.
d) Keep HCHBA on ‘0’ position. Inform SCOR/TLC.
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e) Work further, day time 6 HRs, night time 4 HRs duly
observing battery voltage (if should be above 90v).
f) Duly using less usage of battery (avoid frequent operation
of MP, MPS, sanders, switch of corridor lights and cab
lights, if not required.)
If QV 61 defective:
a) Ignore LSCHBA.
b) While closing DJ, release BLRDJ after 4sec of UA meter
deviation.
c) Ensure CHBA working frequently.
Modified HCHBA (in some locos):
Position
0
1
2

3

Description
CHBA isolation
CHBA is in service
Spare
When DJ in closed condition: All equipments
will work normally but batteries will not charge.
When DJ is opened: ICDJ will come along with
cab lights not glowing, MCPA not working etc.,
but BA voltage shows normally (BA supply is
not coming out), it indicates CHBA ammeter
shunt open circuited. Then HCHBA to be kept
in “3” position.

Note:
CCBA melting, ammeter shunt cut indications are same. To know which
is defective, check CCBA fuse condition in ECC.

10.07 LSGR does not glow when MP is placed on ‘0’ :
Causes:
1. GR stuck-up on notches.
2. LSGR lamp fused.
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Trouble Shooting:
a) If GR is regressing, wait for 15 seconds and observe
LSGR is glowing. If LSGR is not glowing, after notch
repeater and ammeter needles regress to ‘0’, resume
traction.
b) If GR is not regressing and DJ is not tripped after 5.6
seconds through Q-46 relay, open DJ immediately and
apply the brake if necessary and find out the cause if GR
got struck-up, bring GR manually to ‘0’ and check LSGR.
If glows, resume traction.
c) If GR, ammeters and notch repeater on ‘0’, press BPT and
check whether LSP and LSRSI lamps are glowing or not. If
they are not glowing, trouble shoot for all pilot lamps not
glowing.
d) If they are glowing, check the lamp LSGR in rear cab. If it
is glowing, leading cab LSGR defect.
e) If LSGR is not glowing in rear cab also, take one traction
notch and observe notch repeater and ammeters. If they
are deviating resume traction.
10.08 LSRSI glows on run :
Causes:
1. Tell-tale fuse melted/LED glowing RSI block
2. QV63 N/O interlock welded
3. BPT contact stuck up
Trouble Shooting:
a) Note the reading of traction motor ammeters, voltmeter,
UA meter, traction notch and shunting notch if any.
b) Bring MP to ‘0’ and try to clear the block section by
coasting, check telltale fuses on both RSI blocks.
c) If one telltale fuse is melted in a RSI block, open DJ,
lower pantograph, switch off HBA duly closing IP(M) coc,
remove the melted fuse and work without reaching
previous current ratings.
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d) If two or more tell-tale fuses are melted in the same RSI
block, open DJ, lower pantograph, switch off HBA and
remove the melted fuse. Isolate concern truck by placing
concerned HVSI, HVMT and HVSL on ‘0’ and work with
50% of maximum permissible load.
e) If one telltale fuse on each RSI block is melted, open DJ,
lower pantograph, switch off HBA and remove the melted
fuses from both RSI blocks and work further without
exceeding previous voltage and current ratings.
f) If no telltale fuse is melted, check minutely the positions
of the telltale fuses and micro switches. If normal, check
QV63 N/O interlock and BPT contact for proper opening.
g) If everything is normal, ignore LSRSI, clear block section
duly checking the tell-tale fuses at frequent interval for
any abnormality. After clearing the block section, contact
TLC for advice.
Note:
In some locos LEDs/LEDs with switch are provided for indication
in place of tell tale projection.

When tell-tale fuse is blown, a red plunger will be projected
from the fuse & LSRSI will glow in the Driver’s desk as
indicated in the photograph. When the blown fuse is
removed, LSRSI lamp will extinguish in Driver’s desk
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10.09

UA meter is not deviating or its needle is returning
to ‘0’
When DJ is in closed condition with auxiliaries sound:
Causes:
1. Defective UA meter
Trouble Shooting:
a) Check the UA meter in rear cab. If it deviates, resume
traction and observe the UA reading from rear cab.
b) If both UA meters do not deviate, ignore UA meter and
work onwards.
c) In case of auxiliary’s sound decreases or LSCHBA glows
on run, DJ will trip through Q30 if DJ is not tripped,
immediately open DJ and trouble shoot for the particular
trouble.
d) After clearing the block section, contact TLC and act as
per his instructions.

10.10 Head light does not glow :
Causes:
1. Headlight bulb fused
2. DC-DC converter not working.
Trouble Shooting:
a) Check the position of ZPR/ZRT and BLPRF. If anyone is
not closed, close the same and resume traction.
b) If both are closed, check the position of BLPRR. If it is
closed, open the same. Close BLPRF, if successful resume
traction.
c) If BLPRR is open, open BLPRF, close BLPRR and check the
rear head light. If it is glowing, conclude that front head
light bulb is fused. Replace the same and resume traction.
d) If the rear head light also not glowing switch off ZPR/ZRT
change the DC-DC converter selector switch (DC-DC
converter having two mode operation Converter-1 and
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Converter-2. The converter switch may be toggle switch
or rotary switch) provided on the DC- DC Converter.
Switch on ZPR/ZRT & BLPRF and try.
e) If fuse of DC-DC convertor is melting, switch off BLLF and
try.
f) Keep the head light switches and ZPR/ZRT in open
position and ensure marker lights are glowing. Work
onwards as per G&SR. After clearing the block section,
inform TLC.
10.11 Flasher light is not glowing :
Causes:
1. Flasher light bulb fused
2. CCFL fuse blown
Trouble Shooting:
a) Ensure flasher light switch (ZFL & FL unit ON/OFF switch,
provided in the unit itself) is closed.
b) If it does not glow check the fuse CCFL. If it is melted,
replace the fuse (if provided) and resume traction.
c) If the fuse is in good condition, if main / stand by supply
switch is provided change the position and try.
d) Check the working of rear cab flasher light. If it glows
replace the bulb in leading cab and resume traction.
e) If rear cab flasher light also not working, contact TLC.
Note: In some locos LEDs are provided for FL

10.12 Sanders are not working :
Causes:
1. Sanders COCs closed
2. Defective VESA
3. CCLS fuse blown
Trouble Shooting:
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a) Ensure the left foot pedal (PSA) is pressed for sanding
and check the position of sanders COCs. If they are
closed, open them and resume traction.
b) If sanders COCs are open, press BPT and check the lamps
LSP and LSRSI. If both lamps are not glowing:
i. Check CCLS. If it is melted, renew the same and
resume traction, if melted again keep HOBA off and
replace.
ii. If both pilot lamps are glowing, check whether the
concerned VESAs are getting energised or not when
PSA is pressed.
c) If VESAs are not energised, manually operate VESAs 2 or
3 times and check the working of sanders.
d) If VESAs are energised, check the availability of sand in
sandboxes. If there is no sand try to fill from adjacent box
or provide manual sanding if necessary and resume
traction.
e) If there is sand in sandboxes, gently tap the sander nozzle
with a wooden handle and check the sanders. If it is
working, resume traction.
f) If the sanders are not working, try to work without
sanders.
g) Progress the notches gradually while starting. Provide
manual sanding if necessary. If load and road do not
permit, contact TLC for advice.
10.13 Horns are not sounding :
Causes:
1. Horn’s COCs closed
2. Leakage in horn’s pipe line
Trouble Shooting:
a) Check the air pressure and position of low tone (LT) and
high tone (HT) horn COCs. If the air pressure is less, build
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up the same. If the COCs are closed, open them and
resume traction.
b) Try to sound the horns from Assistant Loco Pilot side. If
they are sounding, instruct the Assistant Loco Pilot to
sound horns, wherever necessary and resume traction.
c) If they are not sounding, try to sound the horns from rear
cab by Assistant Loco Pilot. If successful depute the
Assistant Loco Pilot to sound the horns from rear cab
whenever necessary. After clearing the section, contact
TLC for advice.
d) If unsuccessful, reduce the speed and proceed very
cautiously. Be extra vigilant while approaching unmanned
level crossings. Ensure that headlight and marker lights
are glowing during night. On clearing the section contact
TLC for advice.
10.14 Auto regression with LSB during RB :
Causes:
1. Exceeding the current rating during RB
2. Defects in RB equipment
Trouble Shooting:
a) Check the ATFEX, C145, traction motors, RFs for any
smoke or burning smell.
b) If QF1/2, QE dropped and everything normal, reset the
relay target and resume traction without exceeding
current rating.
c) If the same relay target gets dropped again, check the
equipments mentioned above and reset the target and do
not use Rheostatic braking further.

Note:
In some locos if QE or QF1 or QF2 is acted, further progression
will be stopped in braking side.
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10.15 Wheel skidding :
Causes:
1. Defective C3W distributor valve.
2. Train poor brake power.
3. Poor engineman-ship.
Trouble Shooting:
a) Ensure C3W distributor valve, P/G selector COC in goods
side while working with goods trains and passenger side
while working with passenger / mail and express trains.
b) Ensures Loco brakes are releasing in time and there is no
brake binding in loco. If there is a brake binding and C3W
distributor valve defective, isolate the same.
c) Loco Pilot may press ‘PVEF’ for preventing application of
Loco brakes during proportionate brake application
through A9.
d) If the brakes are not applied by the Loco pilot judiciously,
then wheel skidding of the locomotive may take place.
e) SA9 should be applied only after stopping the train.
f) On detecting/getting information of wheel skidding, LP
must reduce the speed to 30 kmph to clear section.
10.16 Loco not moving on 1st notch :
Causes:
1. Hand brake may be applied condition
2. Skids may not be removed
Trouble Shooting:
a) Watch for traction ammeter to deviate. If it deviates,
ensure Brake cylinder gauge shows zero.
b) If B/C gauge shows zero, check Hand brake/skids.
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c) If Hand brake is in applied condition (WAP4 wheel no.2
both side, WAG5 / WAG7 & WAM4 - wheel no.2 both
sides and one side on wheel no 4), release the hand
brake and try.
d) If it is not releasing, through releasing handle, remove the
split pin provided for the chain connected to Hand brake
’D’ shackle pin.
e) If skids are provided remove the same.
f) If hand brake is in released condition, check for locked
axle in the locomotive.
g) If locked axle is noticed, do not move the loco and
contact TLC.
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ISOLATION OF
EQUIPMENT IN
CONVENTIONAL LOCOS
11.01

11.02

Chapter

11

Isolation of RSI block:
A. Procedure to isolate RSI block:
1. Stop the train at a convenient place.
2. Open DJ, place the concerned HVSI, HVSL and HVMT
switches on ‘0’ position.
3. In case of tell tale fuses melting, observe safety
precautions and remove the melted fuses from RSI block
and isolate that RSI block.
4. Work with 50% of maximum permissible load. If load and
road not permits, ask for assisting or banker loco.
Isolation of traction motors :

LOCO
WAM 4
WAG 5
WAG 7
WAP 4
(With RB)

WAP 4
(Without RB)
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TM
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

POSITIVE
HMCS 1 IN 2
HMCS 1 IN 3
HMCS 1 IN 4
HMCS 2 IN 2
HMCS 2 IN 3
HMCS 2 IN 4
HMCS 1 IN 2
HMCS 1 IN 3
HMCS 1 IN 4
HMCS 2 IN 2
HMCS 2 IN 3
HMCS 2 IN 4

NEGATIVE
J1–8
J 1 –10
J 1 –12
J2–8
J 2 –10
J 2 –12
J1–8
J 1 -10
J 1 –6
J2–6
J 2 –10
J 2 –8
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11.03 Isolation of MCP for locos provided with 2 or 3
compressors
Change the HCP position so that the defective MCP is isolated
and ensure that its electromagnetic contactor is fully opened
and resume traction with good MCP.
HCP on 1
- MCP-1 is in service (MCP-2 & 3 isolated)
HCP on 2
- MCP-2 is in service (MCP-1 & 3 isolated)
HCP on 3
- MCP-3 is in service (MCP-1 & 2 isolated)
HCP on 1&2 - MCP-1&2 in service (MCP-3 isolated)
HCP on 2&3 - MCP-2&3 in service (MCP-1 isolated)
HCP on 1&3 - MCP-1&3 in service (MCP-2 isolated)
HCP on ‘0’
- MCP-1, 2 & 3 are isolated
11.04

Isolation of damaged/defective pantograph:
1. Take safety measures and ensure earthing of OHE by the
TRD staff.
2. Ground the loco as per procedure.
3. Climb on the roof; ensure that the damaged/defective
pantograph is fully lowered. Secure it and see that the
damaged part is not touching the locomotive body.
4. Isolate the defective/damaged panto by placing the
concerned HPT in the earthing clip.
5. Concerned panto COC should be closed.
6. Work the train upto the next locomotive relief point with
the help of front/healthy panto.
7. Report to TLC; enter the defect in loco log book.
Note:
If both the pantographs were damaged, contact TLC for advice.

11.05

Isolating battery charger :
1. Stop the train at a station and open DJ.
2. Place HCHBA on position ‘0’.
3. Check that the battery voltage is above 90 V. If it is less
than 90 V, contact TLC.
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4. If battery voltage is above 90V, inform TLC and section
controller about CHBA failure to avoid detention en-route.
5. Close DJ and work onwards with Batteries, during day
time 6 hrs and night time 4 hrs without Notch Repeater
indication.
6. Use minimum lights on loco and try to avoid frequent
operation of MP, MPJ, MPS, PSA and PVEF.
7. Lamp LSCHBA will glow continuously. While closing DJ,
release BLRDJ promptly after 4 seconds or deviation of UA
meter needle.
8. Watch the battery voltage frequently and if it drops below
90V contact TLC.
11.06 Isolating defective battery :
UBA indicates ‘0’:
1. Ensure signal lamps are working.
2. If signalling lamps are working trouble with UBA or ZUBA,
check the working of MCPA. If MCPA working normal and
able to build up pressure in RS, ignore UBA and resume
traction.
3. If signalling lamps not working defect may be in HBA,
Addl CCBA or in battery.
a) Operate HBA 2 or 3 times and try, If UBA shows
battery voltage, resume traction.
b) Change/reset Addl.CCBA and try.
c) If still unsuccessful, indicates defect is in battery.
If battery is defective;
I. Open the covers of battery boxes, check the
battery terminals and conditions of batteries. If
any battery terminal is slack or any battery is
defective, isolate the defective battery as per
procedure given below and resume traction.
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II. If battery terminal and batteries are found
normal, keep HBA and ZCPA on position ‘1’,
connect ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ terminals of
each battery momentarily with a piece of insulated
wire and check the battery voltage each time. If
battery voltage reads normal, when the terminals
are touched and MCPA starts working, isolate that
particular battery as per procedure given below in
figure and build up pressure with MCPA.
4. If unsuccessful, contact TLC.
Note:
UBA indicates normal voltage when HBA is on ‘1’ but indicates ‘0’
or very less when ZCPA is switched ‘ON’ find out defective
battery as said above:

Procedure for isolating a defective battery:
1. After confirming that particular battery is defective, open
HBA and disconnect the ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ terminals
of defective battery.
2. Connect the disconnected ‘positive’ and ‘negative’
terminals together tightly with a bolt and nut as shown in
fig above.
3. Wrap the terminals with insulation tape and ensure that it
is not touching any part of the loco body or battery.
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4. Check the battery voltage. If normal or above 90V,
resume traction. If less than 90V, contact TLC.
11.07 Isolation of RGCP :
1. Close RGCP cut out cock.
2. Close BLCPD when MR pressure drops below 8.0
Kg/cm2and open when the pressure rises to 9.5 kg/cm2.
3. Check and ensure that SS-2 is in proper working order
and ensure its coc is open (if provided)
4. Avoid continuous blowing of SS-2 on run.
Note:
In Duranto fit locos maintain MR pressure up to 10.0 kg/cm2.

11.08 Isolation of blower motor relays QVRH, QVMT-1 & 2,
QVSI-1 & 2 and QVSL-1 & 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

Stop the train preferably at a station and open DJ.
Place the concerned isolating switch on ‘3’ position.
Close DJ and check the working of the concerned blower.
If the air flow is normal, resume traction and check the
blower’s working on run frequently.
For checking VSL working on run, check the rotation of
VSL fan in HT-2 compartment on corridor 2 sides and
check the flow of air from VSL exhaust whenever the train
stopped
For checking VRH working keep hand kerchief in front of
radiator from corridor -2, if kerchief is sucked towards
radiator indicates MVRH working.
For MVSI 1&2, keep palm underneath of the RSI block
from corridor-1 side and ensure expelling of air for
working of MVSI.
For MVMT1 & 2, we can observe air sucking for proper
working.
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WEDGING OF
CONTACTORS AND
RELAYS

Chapter

12

12.01 Manual operation of relays Q118, Q45 & Q44:
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

For manual closing of Q118 :
Stop the train at a convenient place.
Break the seal and open the relay cover.
Ensure BLDJ and BLVMT in closed condition.
Ensure contactor C-118 is fully opened.
Ensure air pressure and BA voltages are normal.
Keep ZPT on position ‘1’ and ensure the rear panto is raised
and touching the contact wire.
7. Press Q-118 relay first and then press BP2DJ.
8. Release BP2DJ after LSCHBA is extinguished.
9. Release Q-118 after 30 seconds of closing DJ.
10. If DJ does not close or trip while or after releasing Q-118,
pick up the correct abnormal sign and trouble shoot
accordingly.
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B. For manual energization of Q45:
1. Stop the train at a convenient place, break the seal and open
the relay cover.
2. Ensure BLDJ is closed, ZPT on ‘1’ or 2, LSGR is glowing,
SMGR drum is on ‘0’ and air pressure is above 6.5 kg/cm2.
3. Depute the Assistant Loco Pilot to watch the pilot lamps.
4. Press the relay Q-45 pallet,
5. If DJ closes, release relay Q-45 pallet after extinguishing of
LSCHBA.
6. If DJ does not close or if it trips while closing or after
releasing Q45 relay, pick up correct abnormal sign and
trouble shoot accordingly.
C. For manual energization of Q44:
1. Stop the train at a convenient place break the seal and open
the relay cover.
2. Ensure contactor C118 is fully opened, BLDJ is closed, ZPT is
on 1 LSGR is glowing. SMGR drum is on ‘0’ and air pressure
is above 6.5 Kg/cm2.
3. Check once again and ensure that relay Q-118 is energised.
4. Depute the Assistant Loco pilot in corridor No.1 to watch
RGR while closing DJ.
5. Press BP2DJ and then press Q44 actuating rod gently.
6. When LSDJ extinguishes and UA meter needle deviates
release Q44 immediately to avoid over heating of RGR (Q44
should not be pressed more than 1 sec.).
7. When LSCHBA is extinguished release BP2DJ.
8. If DJ does not close or UA needle does not deviate, release
relay Q44 pallet and BP2DJ. Try to pick up the correct
abnormal sign and trouble shoot.
9. If LSDJ flickers, or DJ trips on releasing Q44, pick up correct
abnormal sign and trouble shoot.
10. If any overheating is noticed in RGR, open DJ immediately
and contact TLC for advice.
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12.02 Wedging of electromagnetic contactors C101,
C102, C103, C105, C106, C107 :
A. General instructions:
1. Try to clear the block section by coasting or with lower
notches or stop the train at a convenient place.
2. Build up maximum pressure in MR and RS (if possible).
3. Open DJ, lower panto and switch ‘OFF’ HBA.
4. Check the flexibility of the contactor and ensure that the
flexible shunts are intact and fixed properly.
5. Remove the arc-chutes check the surface of fixed and
mobile contacts for any pit or burnt mark or globules or
welding mark.
6. If any such abnormality mentioned above is noticed, try to
clean the contacts with a cloth or smooth emery sheet.
7. Wedge the contactor with a suitable wedge (with safety
measures).
8. After wedging ensure that all the three contacts closed
fully and the concerned motor is working.
9. If C105, C106, & C107 contactors are wedged, keep the
concerned switches in 3 position to ensure initial path.
Work upto 5 notches only if C107 is wedged. If higher
notches are required, Q-118 relay also to be wedged.
10. Inform TLC and enter in loco logbook.
Note:
1. Do not wedge more than two electromagnetic
contactors at a time.
2. After wedging of EM contactor, while closing DJ,
Asst. loco pilot should ensure the concerned auxiliary
motor is working along with ARNO.

B. Precautions :
While wedging contactor C101 or C102 or C103.
1. Follow the general instructions mentioned above.
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2. Energise the loco. Check and ensure the proper working
of safety valve SS-2.
3. Create sufficient leakage through MR drain cock so as to
maintain air pressure between 8.0 and 9.5 kg/cm2.
While wedging contactor C105 or C106 or C107:
Follow the general instructions mentioned above.
1. Keep the concerned isolating switch (HVRH or HVMT-1 or
HVMT-2) on position 3 to maintain the path for relay Q118 for closing of DJ.
2. Check the working of concerned blower at regular
intervals.

With a suitable wedge the electromagnetic contactor can be wedged
as shown above.
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After wedging EM contactors remove their arc chutes and ensure
proper closing of its contacts
12.03 Wedging of relays Q100, Q50, Q45 , Q118 and
QRS:
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

General Instructions :
Stop the train at a station or at a convenient place.
Build-up maximum air pressure in RS and MR.
Trip DJ, lower panto and switch off HBA.
Break the seal and remove the relay cover.
Examine the relay for any abnormality and check its
flexibility.
6. If there is any abnormality try to rectify or contact TLC for
advice.
B. Procedure for wedging :
1. Press the actuating rod or pallet and ensure that the
interlocks are closing and opening properly.
2. Use thin tapered wooden wedge for wedging.

WEDGING OF ABB/BBC TYPE RELAY
For wedging BBC type relay in energised position, press the
actuating rod and insert the wedge at the front end from
top and release the actuating rod. Check and ensure that
the interlocks are closed or opened fully.
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Note:
1. In some locos WOAMA type relays are provided with screw for
wedging purpose. For wedging the relay in energised condition no
need to remove the cover. Break the seal and rotate the screw in
clockwise direction.
2. In some WOAMA type relays, toggle switch is provided for
wedging of relay.

Wedging OF ‘BBC / EEC’ type relay in energised
condition:

For wedging EEC type relay in energised position, press
the pallet and insert the wooden wedge between the
pallet and outer bracket. Check and ensure that relay
interlocks are closed or opened fully.
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PRECAUTIONS:
When 100/QTD100/QTDX
relay is wedged (if
provided):
1.
While closing DJ
every time ensure that BLCP and
BLVMT are kept opened.
2.
After closing DJ
and LSCHBA extinguishes, close
BLCP and BLVMT one after the
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other with 5 seconds interval to avoid over loading of
ARNO.
3. In WAG5/7, WAP4 locos, when ever DJ trips, before
reclosing DJ bring MPJ to ‘0’ position and bring back to
forward to enable the opening of contactors C107, C105,
C106 otherwise ICDJ experiences.
4. If C105, C106, C107 are not opened, remove Q100 wedge
and after opening of contactors, wedge Q100 again.
Wedging of relay Q50:
1. Inform to TLC immediately.
2. Ensure the correct setting of J1 and J2 as per the
direction of cab leading and CTF 1-2-3 on ‘UP’ position
and C145 open position, Ensure LSC145 is extinguished
before wedging Q50.
3. Do not operate MPJ till the train reaches the relief point.
4. When DJ is tripped on notches, bring MP to ‘0’ for GR to
regress to ‘0’.
5. Do not use RB.
6. Shunting restricted. If compulsory, ensure J1, J2 set
properly for movement. (Direction changing).
Wedging of relay Q118:
1. Before wedging Q118, ensure C118, C101, C102, C103,
C105, C106, C107 are opened fully.
2. After wedging Q118, while closing DJ, release BLRDJ
promptly after 4 seconds after extinguishing of LSDJ
irrespective of extinguishing of LSCHBA.
3. After closing DJ, check/ensure that C118 is fully opened.
4. Check and ensure that MVSL-1, MVSL-2 and ARNO are
working properly.
5. Close BLVMT and check that MVRH, MVMT-1 and MVMT-2
have started and working properly. On run, check the
working of ARNO, VSL-1, VSL-2, VMT-1, VMT-2 and VRH
and also transformer oil level at regular intervals.
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6. Avoid quick regression of GR.
7. If any blower is not working properly or if transformer oil
level is increased abnormally, open DJ immediately and
contact TLC for advice.
Wedging of relay Q45:
Q-45 relay should not be wedged if there is Operation ‘A’
ending trouble in the loco.
1. Before wedging,
2. Ensure that BLDJ is opened.
3. Ensure GR is on ‘0’ through SMGR drum.
4. Ensure that both HVSIs are on position ‘1’.
After wedging,
5. When HBA is closed, relays Q44 and Q118 will chatter till
such time DJ is closed. So close DJ without delay.
6. For closing DJ, close BLDJ only, BLRDJ need not be
pressed. Before starting the train, ensure VSI-1 and VSI-2
are working properly and also check their working at
regular intervals.
7. Keep watching OHE voltage, if it drops below 17.5 KV or
to ‘0’ open DJ and trouble shoot according to the
abnormal sign.
8. If DJ is to be kept opened for long time, remove the
wedge from Q45 or place HBA on ‘0’ to avoid chattering of
Q44 and Q118.
9. Whenever DJ is tripped on run, open BLDJ immediately.
Wedging of QRS relay:
1. Before wedging, ensure BP pressure is 5.0 Kg/cm2and the
train is running safely.
2. After wedging, while working train, whenever air flow
indicator reading shoots up, bring MP to ‘0’ and ensure GR
comes to ‘0’.
3. When RS is opened and A9 is brought to application, bring
MP to ‘0’ and ensure GR comes to ‘0’.
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13.01 Emergency Electrical Control Operation (EEC) :
When MP is failed, EEC operation to be carried out per the
following procedure:
1. Place MP on N and ZSMS switch on ‘0’ (EEC position).
2. Press and release BPP for one notch progression of GR.
3. Press and release BPR for one notch regression of GR.
4. Press BPR continuously for quick regression of GR.
5. Before resuming traction by EEC operation ensure that
progression and regression take place correctly.
6. When DJ is tripped, place MP on ‘0’ close DJ and then
move MP to N and resume traction.
7. If MP is moved to ‘0’ position when GR is struck up on
notches, DJ will trip through Q46 relay.
8. Work the train with normal speed and current rating upto
destination.
Note:
1. For EEC operation, in microprocessor, no need for changing
ZSMS position. During EEC operation while taking notches, if
MP placed on ‘0’, loco pilot will experience 1 notch auto
regression w/o LSP glowing.
2. In modified locos, irrespective of ZSMS position, notches
will come through MP.
3. For EEC operation, ensure ZSMS in ‘0’.

13.02

Manual operation of GR :
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Whenever GR cannot be operated electrically with MP or
EEC, it should be operated manually by ZSMGR handle to
clear the block section.
Conditions to be fulfilled for manual operation of GR
1. MP should be kept on ‘N’ position to close the line
contactors.
2. Q 44 should not be in wedged condition.
3. Rotate the ZSMGR handle from 6’O clock to 3’O clock
position in anticlockwise direction. Now the Pacco switch
will be pressed, electrical and pneumatic connections to
SMGR will be cut off and also the existing pressure in the
SMGR will be exhausted.
4. Extract the ZSMGR handle from 3’O clock position.
5. Insert the ZSMGR handle to SMGR shaft at 6’0 clock
position.
6. Communication to be established between the Loco Pilot
and Asst. Loco Pilot.
Procedure for doing the manual operation of GR
1. Rotate the ZSMGR handle from 6’O clock to 6’O clock
position in clockwise direction, within 0.5 second for one
notch progression.
2. Rotate the ZSMGR handle from 6’O clock to 6’O clock
position in anticlockwise direction, within 0.5 second for
one notch regression.
Precautions during the manual operation of GR
1. Rotate the ZSMGR handle within 0.5 second otherwise DJ
will trip.
2. Asst. Loco Pilot has to observe the RGR carefully from
corridor for any smell / smoke / fire.
3. Q44 relay should not be in packed condition.
4. During the manual operation of GR, speed should not
exceed 30 kmph.
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5. In emergency, Loco Pilot has to trip DJ for controlling /
stopping the train.
6. To reclose DJ, Asst. Loco Pilot has to bring GR to ‘0’
manually.
7. Asst. Loco Pilot is only the responsible for doing the
manual operation of GR.

Pacco switch should be in lifted condition during MP and EEC
operation.
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For one notch progression, the ZSMGR handle to be
moved in clockwise direction from 6’O clock to 6’O clock
position within 0.5 seconds. For one notch regression, the
ZSMGR handle to be moved in anti-clockwise direction
from 6’O clock to 6’O clock position within 0.5 seconds.
13.03 Working the train by energising the loco from
rear cab:

Follow the instructions given for the method of driving
the loco from rear cab:
I.
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.

LP in leading cab, ALP in trailing cab:
In rear cab:
Place ZPT on position ‘2’ and raise the panto.
Close DJ, switch on BLCP and BLVMT.
Keep A9 in release position.
Ensure SA9 supply and apply cut out cocs and A9 inlet
and outlet cocs are in closed position.

B. In leading cab:
1. Keep A9 handle in running position and do not change
supply and apply cut out cocks (open position).
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2. Do not change SA9 supply and apply cut out cocks to
apply loco brakes when required (open position).
3. The loco shall be operated by the Assistant Loco Pilot
from rear cab as per G&SR 17.09.12. The Loco Pilot
will remain in leading cab control the train as and
when required.
4. If necessary, the Loco Pilot can operate A9 to emergency
position to regress GR to ‘0’.
5. The loco shall be operated by exchange of signals
between the Loco Pilot and Assistant Loco Pilot.
6. At neutral section, the Assistant Loco Pilot shall open DJ
and lower panto if necessary.
7. The speed of the train shall not exceed 40 kmph as the
Loco Pilot is in leading cab.
II.

LP in trailing cab, ALP in leading cab :

1. If the Loco Pilot is in trailing cab and Assistant Loco Pilot
is in leading cab, the speed is restricted to 15 kmph.
2. LP will energise, drive and control the train from trailing
cab.
3. ALP will exchange signals with LP, proper using of horns,
in case of emergency operating of ALP emergency brake
valve to stop the train.
4. Inform TLC, Enter in the loco logbook stating the place
from where TLC has been informed.
13.04 Working without pilot lamps:
1. While closing DJ, release BLRDJ after 4 seconds when UA
needle deviates.
2. Keep a good watch on UA needle and the noise of the
auxiliaries to get correct indication of tripping.
3. The deflection of UA needle and the noise of auxiliaries
will only be the checking sign for closing DJ and trouble
shooting.
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4. Keep a watch on battery voltage, battery charger
Ammeter (on battery charger).
5. Frequently check the tell-tale fuses / LEDs on RSI blocks.
If any fuse projects out / LED glow follow the instructions.
6. Continue hauling the train up to next locomotive relief
point.
7. Watch NR for auto regression with QD.
8. Whenever MP is placed on ‘0’ observe notch repeater
needle to come to ‘0’ and both ammeter needles and
traction motor voltmeter needle should come to ‘0’.
9. Inform TLC at the first normal stop.
10. Enter in the loco logbook stating the place from where
TLC has been informed.
13.05 Grounding the loco for entering into HT
compartment:
1. Try to stop the train at a station or at a convenient place
near a gate lodge, or at a telephone tap or at flag station.
2. Apply train and loco brakes and secure as per instructions.
3. Protect the train as per GR & SR 6.03 duly informing TLC.
4. Build up maximum pressure in MR and RS, close RAL coc.
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5. Open DJ, lower panto, ensure both pantos are lowered
fully and LSDJ is glowing.
6. Remove ZPT key and insert the same in BV box (HOM) at
5’O’ clock position and turn it in clockwise direction to 7’O’
clock position.
7. Operate HOM handle upwards gently.
8. Remove two fitchet keys by turning them in anti-clockwise
direction.
9. Keep one key in personal custody and with the other open
the HT compartment door.
10. Attend the repairs in HT compartment.
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11. Ensure that no tool is left in HT compartment, lock the
door and remove the fitchet key.
12. Replace both the keys in the BV box and turn them in
clockwise direction.
13. Un-ground the loco as per procedure.
13.06 Instructions for earthing OHE, to climb on loco
roof :
1. Note the time, kilometre number of occurrence and nature
of damage to panto and OHE.
2. Protect the train as per GR & SR 6.03, informed to TLC.
3. Contact TPC through emergency telephone tap.
4. Give information to TPC i.e., date, train no, loco no,
between stations, direction (UP/DOWN), kilometre, nature
of damage and time required for attending the repairs.
5. Ask for OHE staff to obtain emergency power block.
6. After power block is obtained and OHE is grounded on
either side of the loco by OHE staff.
7. Mean while operate HOM and ground the loco, climb on
loco roof along with OHE staff.
8. If pantograph is damaged, remove the broken pieces; tie
up the projecting and hanging parts which cannot be
removed, with a coir rope. Remove the HPT from the roof
insulated clip and fix in the earthing clip.
9. After completion of work ensure that no tool is left over
on the loco roof.
10. After earthing poles are removed from contact wire and
power block is cancelled by OHE staff, un-ground the
loco.
11. Close the damaged pantograph cut out cock.
12. Raise the good pantograph and close DJ when the power
is restored.
13. Note down in log book and inform to TLC.
13.07 Precautions to prevent the fire on AC loco:
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The following precautions are to be taken by engine crew to
prevent the fire on AC loco.
1. Ensure archutes are properly secured for EM contactors,
EP (Line and shunting) contactors and CGR1, 2 & 3.
2. Ensure no oil leakage from compressors and pipe lines in
HT2 compartment.
3. Loco pilot has to use Rheostatic or regenerative braking if
provided in the loco on down gradient section.
(Preventing the heavy mechanical braking which may
cause the sparks from brake shoes).
4. Do not leave any cotton waste/paper in HT2
compartment.
5. Do not put HQOP in OFF position without proper trouble
shooting.
6. When HQOP is in OFF position, carefully watch the power
circuit equipments and SLs and Traction motors on
stoppages.
7. Do not put HQOA on ‘0’ position without proper trouble
shooting.
8. When HQOA is placed on ‘0’ carefully watch the
auxiliaries.
13.08

First aid in case of electrical shock:

1. Whenever a person comes in contact with live wire, switch
OFF the source of supply if known.
2. If the source of supply is not known, attempt should be
made to remove the person from contact of live wire by
using non-conducting materials i.e. dry wooden stick, dry
blanket, rubber rod or paper whichever is readily available
on the spot.
3. Never touch the body with bare hand when the person is
in touch with the live wire.
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4. After the removal of affected person from the contact of
live wire, send for the doctor at once and in mean time
give him artificial respiration, ‘Silver burd method’ and
‘Shepherds method’ whichever is convenient.
5. Before giving artificial respiration ensure that no bones
are broken, there are no fractures near the lungs.
6. Avoid violent operation during artificial respiration since it
may cause injury to the internal organs.
7. Also special care should be taken if there is a burnt injury.
8. Serious burns should be treated with proper oil dressing
and avoid exposing the patient to the cool atmosphere.
13.09 Emergency telephone :
The emergency telephone taps with sockets are provided at
every one km in the section. The location of the nearest
telephone tap is indicated on the OHE mast by an arrow.
How to use emergency telephone:
1. Open the emergency telephone tap by the key provided
for the purpose.
2. Insert the plug of the portable telephone in the
emergency telephone tap socket.
3. Press the switch provided on the portable handle and also
press the button on the side of portable telephone box.
Then call out TPC in the following manner a number of
times ‘Hello Emergency’ and after TPC’s response, give
your message.
13.10 How to take emergency power block:
1. In case of damage to panto or OHE, lower the panto
immediately and stop the train if possible near the
emergency telephone tap, put on FL.
2. Protect the train as per G & SR 6.03.
3. Contact TPC through emergency telephone.
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4. Inform TPC about the particulars of defect or damages
with km No. between stations, Loco No., Train No., up or
down line, time etc.
5. Ask for OHE staff to take emergency power block.
6. After emergency power block is taken and OHE contact
wire is earthed on either side of the loco by OHE staff,
ground the loco and do the roof work duly fixing the
ladder.
7. After completion of roof work, keep concern HPT in
earthing heel, remove all the materials from the roof and
remove the ladder.
8. After earthing poles are removed from contact wire and
power block is cancelled by OHE staff, un-ground the
loco.
9. Close PT COC of defective panto.
10. After power is restored, raise the good panto, close DJ
and resume traction.
13.11 Instructions to the loco pilot regarding
Speedo meter
1. Memory freeze operation for speedometers:
a) Memory freeze facility is provided to allow the Loco to be
moved after an accident without over writing of the data
on the latest data stored in the ‘Short memory’.
b) There will not be any further Recording of the data in the
‘short memory’.
c) The memory freeze switch and the indication are
provided inside a sealed glass cover on the recorder cum
indicator unit.
d) The glass has to be broken to operate the switch. Once
the switch is operated the LED will be on.
e) There will not be any more recording in the ‘short
memory’ as long as the memory freeze switch is on.
f) There is no effect in the ‘long memory’ even if the loco is
moved.
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2. Ready reckoner for speed
Time
in Sec

Speed
in Km/hr

Time
in Sec

Speed
in Km/hr

120
115
110
105
100

30
31
33
34
36

58
55
53
50
48

62
66
66
72
75

95
90
85
80
75
70
65

38
40
42
45
48
51
55

45
42
40
38
36
35
34

80
86
90
95
100
103
106

60

60

33

109

32
3. Speedo meter not working on run:

112

a) Ensure the Pulse Generator is intact and reset the
resetting knob provided in the panel & try.
b) If SPM is not working inform to TLC and work train with
10% less than the permissible speed by estimating the
speed with the help of watch, kilometre posts and inter
station running time given in the working time table.
13.12

Standard instructions for renewing fuse :

1. If CCLC, CCLF 1 & 2, CCRA 1&2 or CCVT blows, which
does not open DJ, work up to next normal stop and then
renew the fuse.
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2. If the fuse is CCPT or CCDJ or CCA try to coast, clear the
block section and then renew the fuse.
3. Stop the train, open DJ, lower the panto, and switch off
HBA, for removing or replacing the fuse in fuse socket.
4. For replacing, choose the correct fuse, which should be
equal in value and shape to that of melted one.
5. Check the fuse before replacing with the help of fuse
tester ECC and LECC lamp (ensure HBA in ON position).
6. Switch off HBA, Place the fuse in the fuse cap with tail
end upwards and then insert in the socket. Tighten the
cap properly.
7. Operate the switches one by one duly watching the
working of auxiliaries to detect any faulty circuit, so as to
isolate that particular circuit or to avoid using that control
circuit or for wedging that particular contactor (see NOTE
below).
8. If the fuse is melted second time, place HOBA in OFF
position and renew the fuse and try.
9. If again fuse is melting, observe the following.
a) If it is CCBA or CCPT or CCDJ, try from rear cab. If
unsuccessful, contact TLC.
b) If it is CCA, work with in 5 notches by wedging
minimum contactors (2 MCPs) and clear the block
section, if load does not permit wedge Q118 in
energised condition, try to clear section as far as
possible in lower notches duly observing a current
restriction of 500amps, contact TLC.
c) If it is CCLS, work onwards without pilot lamps, with
other indications and avoid wheel slipping, wedge
QRS2 in energised condition, close IP coc and isolate
VCD to clear section and contact TLC for advice.
d) If it is CCLC, CCVT and CCLF1&2, CCRA 1&2 work
onwards without energising the circuit.
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e) For CCRA 1&2 and CCVT no need to place HOBA in
OFF and work onwards by isolating the concerned
equipments.
Note:
If CCA melts while closing auxiliary BL switch (BLCP or BLVMT),
isolate the concerned contactor. If required, take safety
measures and wedge the concerned contactor, keeping the
contactor coil in isolated condition.

13.13 Instructions for cleaning relays Q50, Q51 &
QCVAR :
A.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

General
Stop the train at a station or at a convenient place.
Build up maximum air pressure in RS and MR.
Open DJ, lower the panto and open HBA.
Break the seal and remove the relay cover.
Examine the relay visually for any welding of contacts,
burnt marks, bent or breakage of contact fingers,
obstruction of any foreign body and connecting terminals.
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6. Operate the actuating rod or pallet gently and check the
flexibility of the relay.
7. If any abnormality is noticed, contact for advice.
B. To Clean Relay contacts:
For normally open interlock:
1. Insert a thin paper between the contacts.
2. Press the actuating rod gently so as to close the contacts.
3. Now move the paper to and fro few times.
4. Release the actuating rod and take out the paper.
5. Repeat the process 2 or 3 times on each interlock.
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For normally close interlock:
1. Press the actuating rod gently.
2. Insert a thin paper in between the relay contacts.
3. Release the actuating rod and move the paper to and fro
few times.
4. Press the actuating rod and remove the paper.
5. Repeat this process 2 or 3 times on each interlock.
13.14 Dummying of safety valve SS2 :
1. Stop the train at a convenient place.
2. If the safety valve is struck up in open position, gently tap
the safety valve and try.
3. In some locos COC is provided for SS2. Close the COC in
case of SS2 is stuck up in open condition.
4. If COC is not provided, and if the leakage from SS2 is not
stopped then make it dummy (remove the top cap of SS2
with suitable spanner and slacken the check nut and tight
the adjusting screw and tighten the check nut and replace
the cap).
5. If the leakage is not stopped or SS2 is worked out from
pipe, try to re-fix the safety valve.
6. If SS2 cannot be fixed up, remove the dummy nut
provided near SS2 and try to dummy the pipe line.
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7. If the dummy nut is also not suitable or not provided, try
to block it with a wooden plug.
8. If the leakage can be arrested, energise the loco and
resume traction.
9. Ensure RGCP is in proper working order. If it is defective,
work with BLCPD duly opening it at 9.5 kg/cm2 and closing
at 8 kg/cm2.
10. If the leakage could not be arrested and unable to
maintain the minimum working pressure, contact TLC.

13.15

BPEMS (Push Button switch for Emergency):
In case of Emergency Loco pilot/ALP has to press BPEMS.
If BPEMS is pressed the following indications will
takes place.
1. BP drops through IP valve (de energizes).
2. DJ trips and Panto graph lowers.
3. GR comes to '0'
4. AFL starts functioning.
For resetting BPEMS & to energize the Loco
1. Keep/ensure MP on '0'.
2. Keep A9 in emergency position to avoid MR dropping.
3. Rotate BPEMS knob to clock wise direction to release.
4. Energize Loco as per regular procedure.
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Note:
Ensure IP coc (A-15) in open position during running of Loco.

13.16

Vigilance control Device
Loco pilot/Asst Loco pilot have to do the following operations
for every 60 sec
1. Progression/Regression by MP or EEC.
2. Application of Sanders.
3. Operation of foot pedal switch.
4. Press Acknowledgement switch (LP side) in some locos.
5. Operation of MPS (Ist notch)

VCD in Suppression mode:
a.
b.
c.
d.

When SA9 applied.
When A9 applied.
During manual operation of GR
When speed is less than 2 kmph ( if speed sensor cable
connected to VCD unit)
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If VCD is not acknowledged within 60 sec, VCD warning
lamp flickers for next 8 sec, if still not acknowledge, VCD
warning lamp and buzzer will come for next 8 sec. If still not
acknowledge VCD action takes place. BP drops and GR comes
to ‘0’ (AFL actions will come due to dropping of BP)
Resetting of VCD:
1. Keep MP on ‘0’.
2. Keep A9 on emergency to avoid MR dropping.
3. Wait for 32 sec, then press VCD reset button, press ACK.
4. Keep A9 on release for charging of BP.
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If VCD mal function:
1. A bypass switch (HVCD) is provided in the switch panel or
near main unit, in case of any mal functioning of VCD,
Loco Pilot has to isolate the unit by keeping the bypass
switch in ‘0’ position duly entering in the log book and
informing TLC.
2. If still not success, HBA off and try.
3. If still not success, disconnect VCD main unit four cables
and try.
4. No loco to be taken over from main shed/trip shed with
VCD in isolated /defective condition.
5. While taking over charge if VCD is found isolated without
any remarks, LP should normalize and check its
healthiness.
6. If operator isolates the VCD, when VCD is in healthy
condition, then VCD will log the event as “VCD Bypass but
healthy”
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STATIC INVERTER
LOCOS

Chapter

14

SIV operating and troubleshooting instructions:
14.01

General Instructions :
1. Record the CHBA voltage and Current in the log book as
per instructions.
2. During SIV working on power, the HBA should not be
operated, unless necessary.
3. Switching 'ON' and immediately switching 'OFF' of any
auxiliaries Motors should be avoided.
4. Do not operate any Rotating switches, when SIV is in 'ON'
condition.
5. For resetting QSIT press reset push button until LSSIT
extinguish or close IP COC then switch off HBA for three
minutes and switch ON and then open IP COC.
6. On run, When GR on notches and if all auxiliaries are not
working and LSCHBA glows with DJ tripping, trouble shoot
for SIV.
7. Items removed from Loco are ARNO, C118, R118, QCVAR,
HQCVAR, HCHBA, QLA, QOA, HQOA, Q100, QTD 105 and
QTD 106.
8. HSIV-'1'- CAPTFWA centre point directly connected to
Earth in normal working conditions.
9. HSIV-'0'- Resistance connected in series with the
CAPTFWA centre point to earth to minimize leakage
currents during Earth fault. (Similar to HQOA in Arno
loco).
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10. Items provided in Loco CCINV (6Amps), QCON, QSIT,
LSSIT, QSVM, QTD101, HRAVT-(0,1,2&3 positions), SIV
unit , a7, a8 terminals, HSIV – (0, 1 positions) & C108 (for
3Ø MVRF induction motor).
HRAVT
0
1
2
3

CAB
Heaters/AC
Isolated
Service
Isolated
Isolated

CAB
Fans
Isolated
Service
Service
Isolated

Notch
Repeater
Isolated
Service
Service
Service

Charger for
Walkie talkie
Isolated
Service
Service
Isolated

11. Earth leakage (ELD) bypass pushbutton switch is provided
in SIV panel.
12. FAN MCB is provided on SIV unit in modified locos.

MU Operation:
1. If LSCHBA glows along with LSOL indicates that the rear
loco SIV /CHBA not started.
2. If SIV loco has to be made as dead while attached with
train, rear Loco HBA should be kept in 'OFF', in addition to
normal procedure.
3. In MU Light engine rear Loco HBA should be kept 'ON'
and CCINV to be slackened.
14.02

Static Inverter(180KVA) trouble shooting
procedure:
Generally all the faults in the SIV will be reset by the unit
itself and it makes the automatic restart attempt. (Except
fuse failure, fan failure, over temperature). After making all
the restart attempts, (2 to 5 times in 45 sec approximately)
static converter will shut down on its own and DJ trips
through QSIT with LSSIT indication in Loco Pilots Desk.
Procedure to be followed in case of DJ trips on run:
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1. If LSSIT not glowing, Check SIV panel also in addition to
normal checks and if everything is normal try to re close
the DJ and trouble shoot as per TSD as in Conventional
Loco.
2. If LSSIT glowing in driver's desk in addition to normal
checking, see the text display VFD (vacuum fluorescent
display) panel for fault message and any fault Lamp / LED
glowing on the front panel of SIV.

14.03

DJ trips through LSSIT, Internal fault lamp glows on
SIV:

Check for any smell, smoke or fire in SIV and Auxiliary power
circuit equipment, if any abnormality is noticed use fire
extinguishers. Isolate the effected load, work accordingly further
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with precautions. If no abnormality is noticed, see the message
displayed on SIV screen.
1. If fan fault is displayed, reset MCB if available on SIV unit,
reset SIV, try to close VCB & work further, if not
succeeded or MCB is not available outside, contact TLC
for assistance.
2. If over temperature fault is displayed, inform to TLC, wait
for 10 minutes, reset SIV, try to close VCB & work further,
if not succeeded, and contact TLC for assistance.
3. If other message is displayed, press SIV reset button till
LSSIT lamp extinguishes & try to close VCB, if not
succeeded, close IP COC, keep HBA in off position, wait
for three minutes & switch on HBA and try.
4. If still not succeeded, isolate loads one by one & try
5. If still not succeeded, contact TLC for assistance.
Resetting of SIV:
1. Press reset button on SIV unit, till LSSIT lamp
extinguishes.
2. If reset button is not available, close IP COC, keep HBA in
off position, wait for three minutes, switch on HBA
14.04

DJ trips through LSSIT, external fault Lamp glows
on SIV

Check for any smell, smoke or fire in SIV and Auxiliary
power circuit equipment, if any abnormality is noticed, use
fire extinguishers. Isolate the effected load, work
accordingly further with precautions. If no abnormality is
noticed, see the message displayed on SIV screen.
1. If earth fault message is displayed on screen,
a) Keep HSIV on ‘0’ (a resistance 1500Ω will be added).
b) Reset SIV.
c) Press earth fault bypass button on the SIV panel & clear
section within 45 minutes.
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d) After clearing section, contact TLC and find out defective
auxiliary load by isolating one by one. After isolating a
particular load, if trouble is overcome, work further
according to isolation. If trouble is not overcome or load
and road do not permit after isolating a load, contact TLC
for assistance.
2. If other than earth fault message is displayed on SIV
i. Keep HRAVT is on ‘0’
ii. Reset SIV, Close VCB
iii. If trouble is overcome, work the train further and when
time permits we can detect/isolate the defective static
load (Cab heaters/AC, Cab fan, NR and Walkie talkie
charger)
iv. If fault is not overcome, ensure/switch OFF BLCP &
BLVMT, reset SIV, close VCB.
I. If still trouble is not overcome, isolate the direct
motors one by one or all direct motors and try.
After isolating a particular load if trouble is
overcome, work further according to isolation, if
load and road do not permit, contact TLC for
assistance.
II. If still trouble is not overcome, permanent fault is
there to a non isolated item. Contact TLC for
assistance.
v. After closing VCB without closing BLCP & BLVMT, if
external fault lamp is not glowing, it is confirmed that
there no trouble with direct motors and static loads.
vi. Now close BLCP, if external fault lamp glows, trouble
with One of MCPs. Find out defective one, isolate and
work normal.
vii. After closing BLCP, if lamp is not glowing, close BLVMT,
if lamp glows, trouble with one of MVMT 1, MVMT2 and
MVRH. Find out defective one, isolate and work
accordingly. If load and road do not permit, contact
TLC.
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External Fault lamp glowing in ‘SIEMENS’ make SIV
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When LSSIT, external fault lamps are glowing with earth fault
message, crew has to keep HSIV on ‘0’ and to press this ELD
by pass switch as given at 14.4 & 14.4.1
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14.05

SIV is not picking up
1. Check CCINV fuse, if fused replace & try, if again fused,
keep HOBA in off position and replace the fuse.
2. Close BLVMT and try.
3. Clean QV 60 N/C I/Ls and try.
4. Tap/Clean QSVM I/Ls and try.
5. Keep HBA off, wait for three minutes switch on HBA & try.
6. Keep HOBA in off position and try.
7. Still not succeeded, isolate loads one by one (Direct
motors& Static loads) and try.
8. If still not succeeded, contact TLC.
Note:
1. If SIV is initially picked up and after closing BLVMT if SIV
is not picking up, check CCA & QSVM for energisation. If
CCA melts, replace & again melts, keep HOBA in off position
& replace.
2. If QSVM is not energised, wedge it in energised condition
(Time delay relay Precautions to be taken after wedging)
3. QSVM: Close BLVMT before closing of VCB.

14.06

OHE out of range lamp glowing: While closing VCB,
a) UA meter does not deviate and VCB trips on releasing
BLRDJ
b) UA meter deviates; if OHE is below 16.5 KV VCB will trip
through Q-30, if above 31 KV VCB will not trip on
releasing BLRDJ, SIV will not pick up with OHE out of
range message
Action to be taken by crew:
1. If UA meter does not read trouble shoot for no tension.
2. In case input voltage is below 16.5 KV, VCB will trip
through Q-30, contact TLC/TPC.
3. In case OHE is 31 KV and above, SIV will switch off, VCB
will not trip till pressure drops. Contact TLC/TPC.
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4. If OHE is in range i.e. VCB closes, OHE shows above
16.5KV and below 31KV, but OHE out of range lamp is
glowing, SIV is in off position, suspect trouble in input of
SIV, try to reset SIV, if not succeeded contact TLC.
14.07 LSCHBA glows on run (Without VCB tripping)
Action to be taken by crew:
1. Check the working of CHBA by keeping HBA in ‘0’ position.
If VCB trips it is confirmed that CHBA is not working.
2. SIV will continue to function even if battery charger is not
working due to any reason/fault.
3. Trip DJ, switch OFF & switch ON HBA and try. If
succeeded work normal.
4. If not succeeded, Check Battery Voltage between 90 to
110Volts.
5. If BA voltage is above 90V and CHBA not working, inform
TLC and work onwards as per the instructions of TLC.
6. Minimise the load on batteries by switching off
compartment lights and unnecessary loads by watching
BA voltage frequently.
7. After keeping HBA on ‘0’, if VCB is not tripped, it indicates
that CHBA is working.
Note: HCHBA switch not provided in SIV locos.

14.08 ICDJ (On closing BLDJ and pressing BLRDJ, LSDJ
remains glowing)
Action to be taken by crew:
1. For Q118 not energising, clean I/Ls of QCON, Q-46,
operate GR 0-5 and back.
2. Q45, Q44 are not energised, trouble shooting is same as
conventional loco.
3. If EFDJ/MTDJ is not energising, trouble shoot as
conventional loco and in addition clean the Q-45 N/O I/L,
If QSIT is energised, troubleshoot for SIV tripping.
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4. If unsuccessful, place HOBA in OFF and try,
5. Switch OFF & ON battery, and try.
14.09

A’ beginning: (Close BLDJ and press BLRDJ, LSDJ
Extinguishes and re-glows immediately)
Action to be taken by crew:
Troubleshoot as conventional loco. (QSIT is provided in
place of QOA and QLA).

14.10

Operation B part 1 (Close BLDJ, press BLRDJ, LSDJ
Extinguishes, UA meter deviates, Release BLRDJ,
SIV will pick up, LSCHBA extinguishes and while
counting 15 sec LSDJ reglows.
Action to be taken by crew:
Troubleshoot as conventional loco (except QVCAR N/O I/L).

14.11

OPERATION B – PART- II (Close BLDJ, press BLRDJ,
LSDJ extinguishes, UA meter deviates and Release
BLRDJ, immediately on releasing BLRDJ, LSDJ re
glows):
Action to be taken by crew:
Troubleshoot as conventional loco.

14.12

Operation ‘O’: (In VCB closed condition, after closing
BLVMT, SIV will be OFF and picks up and after
extinguishing of LSCHBA, while counting 15
seconds, LSDJ reglows)
Action to be taken by crew:
Troubleshoot as conventional loco.

Note:
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If BLVMT is closed first, then VCB is closed, abnormal sign for
operation B part 1, Operation O will be same.
To differentiate the both, open BLVMT and pick up abnormal sign.
If VCB trips, troubleshoot for Operation B part 1,
If VCB does not trip, close BLVMT, if VCB trips with same indication,
then trouble shoot for OPERATION ‘O’.

14.13

Operation ‘1’ (DJ trips immediately on taking 1 st
notch)
Action to be taken by crew:
Check CCINV, if fuse melts trouble shoot for SIV not
starting. Remaining trouble shoot as conventional loco.

14.14

Operation ‘2’ (DJ trips after taking 6th
5.6 seconds)

notch, after

Action to be taken by crew:
Troubleshoot as conventional loco.
Note: In addition to conventional loco trouble shooting, if
C107 alone is not closing, tap CTF 1.

14.15

Operation A ending part ‘2’ ( Close BLDJ, press
BLRDJ, LSDJ extinguishes, UA meter deviates and
release BLRDJ, Immediately on releasing BLRDJ,
LSDJ reglows):
Action to be taken by crew:
Trouble shooting as Conventional loco Op B part-II.

14.16

TWAC (DJ trips in various occasionsother than above
indications)
Action to be taken by crew:
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Troubleshoot as conventional loco.

14.17

If compressor contactors alone are not closing:
Action to be taken by crew:
1) Close BLCPD and try, if unsuccessful
2) Ensure HCP is in other than ‘0’ position.
3) If contactors are not closing tap the QTD101 and try.
4) If unsuccessful, wedge QTD101 and try.
5) If unsuccessful, try from rear cab.
6) If SIV working and QCON not energised wedge the
same & Try, If QCON is energised, clean its N/O I/Ls
and try.
7) If unsuccessful, contact TLC for assistance.
Precautions after wedging QTD 101 or QCON
1. BLCP/BLCPD should be switched 'ON' after 5 Sec of SIV
pick up or after LSCHBA extinguishes.
2. If QCON is to be wedged, wedge QCON after closing of
VCB only.
3. In MU locos provided with combination of ARNO and
SIV, for energisation release BLRDJ after 4 secs of
LSDJ lamp extinguishing.
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Chapter

MICROPROCESSOR LOCO

15

15.01 Messages displayed on display unit screen when DJ
trips:
When DJ is tripping on line, the reason for tripping will be
displayed on the screen of the display as fallows.
DJ tripping via QOA
DJ tripping via QRSI-1
DJ tripping via QRSI-2
DJ tripping via QOP-1
DJ tripping via QOP-2
DJ tripping via Q 30
DJ tripping via QLM
Auto regression with LSP

DJ tripping via QVRH
DJ tripping via QVMT-1
DJ tripping via QVMT-2
DJ tripping via QVSL-1
DJ tripping via QVSL-2
DJ tripping via QPH
DJ tripping via QVSI-1
DJ tripping via QVSI-2

DJ tripping via GR stuck
up in between notches
No
1
2.

3.

4.
5.
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DJ tripped via DJ
feedback fail.
Battery charger
output fails.
ICDJ through
C105/C106
feedback fails.
V965 channel fail
Auto regression via
ACP

Action to be taken
Check if DJ is getting closed, if
not inform to TLC.
Check CHBA, if not working,
clear block section, make entry
in log book and contact TLC.
Put HVMT1/2 in 3 and try

Make loco dead.
Troubleshoot for alarm chain
pulling.
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6.
7.

HPAR put in Bypass
OHE voltage out of
range

Change HRAR/HQ51 and try.
SIV unit will go in to off mode,
confirm OHE voltage, if OHE
available put OFF HBA for 10
sec and then ON try again.(in
siv locos)

Important instruction for Loco Pilots:
1. CCA, CCDJ, CCLS and CCLSA fuses are not provided in
microprocessor based locos CCPT is provided.
2. It is not necessary to change the position of ZSMS switch
for driving the train with MP or EEC.
3. Do not change the position of any switch while the loco is
in energized condition.
4. During progression driver can avoid auto regression due
to wheel slipping by pressing BPQD up to 10th notch.
5. A push button switch BPQD is provided in the LP's desk,
which may be pressed for isolating auto regression in case
of wheel slipping. If auto regression is not due to wheel
slip but may be due to any traction motor defect. Now
trouble shoot for auto regression according to TSD.
6. If any fault in the loco, the fault message will come on
display unit. Based on the fault message trouble shoot
according to TSD. After trouble shooting press ACK
provided on display unit. Message will clear from the fault
display screen and it will be recorded in memory. If
message not cleared, put HOBA in OFF and try.
7. If any fault occurs, based on fault message trouble shoot
as per TSD. If unsuccessful, first place HOBA on OFF
position and try. If not successful, switch OFF HBA and
wait for three minutes and try to energise the loco.
8. If any electromagnetic contactor is not closing even after
trouble shooting according to TSD then place HOBA in
OFF position and try.
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9. If loco is in energized condition and display unit in both
cabs does not work, keep HBA '0' for 10 sec and try. If
any fault occurs identify the same with the help of pilot
lamps and trouble shoot as per TSD, work up to
destination. Make entry in log book and inform TLC.
10. While attending trouble, before checking any equipment
ensure BLDJ is in open condition.
11. If DJ tripped for any reason it should be closed only after
4 Sec. If closed within 4 Sec display unit will indicate 'C
118 N/C I/L fail, ensure C 118 opening.
12. Some locos are provided with CCSPM fuse for
speedometers. If this fuse melts, Energy monitoring
system only will not function but SPM will work.
13. In case of TLTE without GR progression /AFL mal
functioning put HQ51/HPAR to 'O' and try (HQ51 bypass
message will be displayed).
14. If leading display unit is not working, during trouble
shooting follow rear cab display.
15. If both display units are not working, pick up abnormal
sign as per conventional loco during trouble shooting.
15.02 Main unit not working
Pilot lamp will not glow, no message on display unit and loco
will not energize. Take the following actions.
1. If BA is '0' and CPA not working replace Addl. CCBA with
HOBA in ' OFF ' position.
2. If battery voltage is above 90V, check CCBA, CCPT and
CCCPU (if provided), if blown out renew the fuse if again
melts put HOBA in OFF and renew the fuse.
3. If unsuccessful, keep HBA on '0' and wait for 3 minutes
and & then try.
4. Keep HOBA off and try.
5. If still not energised, contact TLC.
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15.03 Tripping failures:
i. Impossibility to close DJ
a. Ensure the battery voltage is above 90V.
b. Check the relay target, if any target is dropped trouble
shoot as per TSD.
c. Check CCBA, CCPT, CCCPU (If provided). Change the fuse
if melted. If again melted, put HOBA in OFF and renew
the fuse.
d. Check the air pressure in MR and RS and ensure it should
be above 6.5 kg/cm2.
e. Ensure C118, C105, C106, and C107 are fully opened
before closing DJ.
f. Operate GR 0-5-0, Ensure LSGR is glowing.
g. Operate BP1DJ, 2 or 3 times.
h. Change ZPT position and try.
i. Try to close DJ by pressing BP2DJ
j. Keep HQOA ’0’ and try.
k. Keep HQOP 1&2 in OFF position and try.
l. Try from rear cab.
m. Ensure C118 is closing, for ARNO base locos while closing
DJ.
n. Build up maximum pressure and try.
o. Tap QPDJ and try.
p. Switch off HBA, wait for three minutes and try to close DJ.
q. If not succeeded keep HOBA off and try.
r. Still not success, contact TLC, make a remark on log book.
Note:
For quick trouble shooting, select eliminated relay status; attend
for trouble shooting for detecting the fault.

ii. On releasing BLRDJ, DJ trips due to 'No TENSION' (UA
not deviating)
a. Trouble shoot for 'No TENSION' trouble
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iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

b. If OHE voltage is available signal conditioning unit or
its connection may be defective inform TLC
On releasing BLRDJ, DJ trips with in 15 sec (UA
deviates):
Trouble shoots as per message displayed in Display board.
If display board is not working (Trouble shoot for
Operation B part-1 as per TSD)
On closing BLVMT, if DJ trips with in 30 sec
Trouble shoots as per message displayed in Display board.
If display board not working (Trouble shoot for Operation
'0' as per TSD)
Tripping on 1 st notch (Operation-I)
Trouble shoots as per message displayed in Display board.
If display board not working (Trouble shoot for Operation
'1' as per TSD)
DJ tripping on 6 th notch (Operation-II)
a. Trouble shoots as per message displayed in Display
board. If display board not working
b. Check C105/C106/C107 wire connections (after taking
safety precautions) and flexibility and try
c. Put HVRH, HVMT1/2 in '3' position and try
d. If unsuccessful, keep HOBA-off and try

15.04 Traction failures:
Total Loss of Tractive Effort
When TLTE experienced LP has to check, whether TLTE is
through LSB or without LSB or with GR progression.
i. TLTE With LSB Experienced:
a. Operate BL, 2 or 3 times and try.
b. Operate MPJ, 2 or 3 times and try.
c. Check J-1 and J-2 are in proper direction or not, CTF s is
in proper direction or not, if not set properly, set them
in proper direction, even in proper direction tap them
gently in correct direction with precautions.
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d. Check C-145 in opened condition, if it is in closed
condition, manually open it with precautions.
e. Ensure LSC145 is in extinguished condition if provided.
f. If not succeeded try from rear cab.
ii. TLTE Without LSB Experienced:
a. Try with EEC operation.
b. Ensure ZSMGR position in 60 clock position.
c. Ensure pacco switch in lifted condition.
d. Ensure SMGR pressure 2.5kg/cm2 to 3.5 kg/cm2; if
necessary increase the pressure up to 0.5 kg/cm2 and
try.
e. Ensure RGEB2 coc is in open condition.
f. Change HPAR and try.
g. Try from rear cab (MP interlocks may be defective,
concern to VE-1 coil).
h. Still not success, try to clear with manual operation of
GR.
iii. TLTE with GR progression:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Tap CTF handles in proper direction gently.
Ensure HVSI-1, HVSI-2, HVMT-1, HVMT-2 in “1”
position, try by changing to 3.
Ensure EP-1 and EP-2 cocs are in open condition.
Ensure EP drain coc is in close position.
Ensure control reservoir/MR pressure is above
6.5kg/cm2.
If still not success, try from rear cab. (MP interlocks
may be defective, concern to line contactors.)

Note:
Still not success, keep HBA in off and on try, keep HOBA off
try, still not success contact TLC.
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15.05

MPCS Version.3

A. Main Features of MPCS Version.3
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)

8)
9)
10)
11)

12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

To provide TSD assistance to crew.
Number of digital inputs increased from 128 to 144.
Inbuilt VCD functionality.
Real Time monitoring of locomotives (REMAN_EL) using
GSM, CDMA and GPS.
With the above technology, provided three types of server
login;
(i) Admin login (ii) TLC login (iii) Shed login
10.4 inch LCD TFT driver display unit
Traction motor currents measurement using Hall Effect
based sensors instead of shunt based. So that accuracy and
reliability enhanced.
Measurement of brake cylinder (BC) and brake pipe (BP)
pressure.
Measurement of locomotive speed.
Inbuilt Energy metering.(SEC & GTKM Calculation)
Short term and long term event recording. Notch indication
using absolute notch encoder instead of incremental
method.
Communication provision for multiple unit and Hotel Load.
Redundancy (Fail- safe) in data management.
Push button to RESET the MPCS, when required.
To provide facility to enter Date & Time should be updated
through GPS.
Soft Relay by pass feature.

B. Fault diagnostics
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There are three types of diagnostic messages, which are
displayed from loco crew on the respective CAB display
unit.
1. Fault Messages
Faults are grouped as per sub system. Each fault
message is assigned to either priority 1 or priority 2
level.
Priority 1 messages are related to
a) DJ tripping,
b) total loss of tractive effort,
c) Vigilance control and system related.
Priority 2 messages are the remaining messages
which are not related to priority 1 level.
2. Isolation Messages
Isolation messages provide the information about the
sub system isolation status.
3. Information Messages
Information messages provide information to the loco
pilot about the status of the loco operation.

C.

Important instructions to LPs and ALPs:
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The following instructions are to be followed in addition
to the existing instructions of MPCS.
a) VCD is inbuilt in this version: VCD cycle, counter,
input and output data are updated. LP can set the
screen in test mode by selecting it in main Menu.
b) LP can enter his ID, Name etc., in MPCS.
d) Status of eliminated relays is displayed with ON /
OFF / W depending on relays status.
e) CCCPU (16Amps) fuse provided for FDCS unit and
will get the supply from Batteries when HBA is
kept on ‘1’ (From +002 wire). Even though
CCBA/CCPT melting FDCS and display will be
service
f) The relays Q50, QCON, QCVAR, and Q118 can be
wedged in case any fault occurs in MPCS.
g) Normally these keys will be in disabled condition, if
there is no fault regarding these relays in MPCS.
h) If allowing for wedging is set by MPCS, then a
blinking of yellow arrow is shown and the
corresponding soft key functions. When the relay
is wedged, then Red arrow is shown with a
message “(relay name) wedged”.
i) If wedging of any relay is allowed by MPCS, then
crew should follow the instructions as per TSD
before and after wedging of that relay.
j) In case of any malfunction of MPCS, loco pilot shall
not resume traction.
k) Any short circuit in the output such as C105 / C106
/ C107 / C101 / C102 etc., causes to trip MCB 1 / 2
(Provided in the main unit). Loco pilot has to reset
it once.
l) Reset button provided in the Main unit. In case, DJ
tripped due to internal fault in MPCS, press reset
button for 5 seconds to reset MPCS.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING OF
MU LOCOS
(WAG-5 & WAG-7)

Chapter

16

16.01 Tripping indication in MU operation:
DJ tripping in leading loco:
Leading loco
LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSB,
LSGR &LS GROUP glows

Trailing loco
LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSB,
LSOL & LSGRO glows

DJ tripping in trailing loco:
Leading loco
LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSB, LSOL
& LSGRO glows

Trailing loco
LSDJ, LSCHBA, LSB,
LSGR & LS GROUP
glows

16.02 Trouble shooting in case of DJ tripping in MU
operation
Whenever DJ trips bring MP to ‘0’. Let MPJ remain as it is and
check LS GROUP.
1. If LS GROUP is glowing – the leading loco is defective.
2. If LS GROUP is not glowing, the trailing loco is defective.
LSOL will glow in leading loco.
3. If LS GROUP is glowing in trailing loco also, then the
trailing loco also may be defective.
If leading loco is defective:
1. Check the relay targets, if any target is dropped, do the
trouble shooting as a single loco.
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2. If no relay target is dropped, pick up the abnormal sign
and take the remedial action as a single loco and proceed.
3. If unsuccessful, adopt the procedure of “work the train
from trailing loco when leading loco fails” as per 3.11
(from leading loco with the help of trailing loco).
4. During trouble shooting keep ZLS on ‘0’ in trailing loco.
If trailing loco is defective:
1. Put BLSN ‘DOWN’ and ensure that pantograph of trailing
loco is lowered.
2. Try, to clear section, if load is within permissible limit for
single loco.
3. If necessary, after clearing the section go to defective
loco and check the defects.
4. Ensure LSGR is glowing (along with LSGRO) and GR is on
‘0’. If not bring manually.
5. If any relay target is found dropped, do the trouble
shooting as a single loco.
6. If no relay target is found dropped, do the testing to find
out the abnormal sign and take remedial action as a single
loco.
7. If unsuccessful, make the trailing loco dead. If load and
gradient permits, work the train with leading loco.
Otherwise contact TLC.
8. Rear loco DJ can be closed by pressing BP2DJ in rear loco.
(Provided BLSN should be in normal position and BLDJ
closed in leading loco.)
9. During trouble shooting keep ZLS on ‘0’ in leading loco
i.e., healthy loco.
16.03 Auxiliaries failures:
1. Auxiliaries’ failure in leading loco can be attended as a
single loco.
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2. If the trouble is in trailing loco, the following trouble
shooting should be done in the trailing loco.
In trailing loco:
MPH does not work:
1. Put HPH on ‘0’.
2. Make trailing loco dead.
MVMT-1/MVMT-2/MVSI-1 / MVSI-2 / MVSL-1 /
MVSL-2 does not work:
Isolate the concerned RSI block and work with normal current
ratings, if load permits.
All Remote control auxiliaries do not work:
1. Check CCA, if melted replaces it, if again melts keep
HOBA on OFF on both the locos and replace the fuse.
After replacing fuse also keep HOBA in off position. If
unsuccessful remove electrical jumpers and clear section.
Do trouble shooting in defective loco as a single loco.
2. If CCA fuse is in good condition, check Q100 / QTD100 or
QTDX.
3. If Q100 / QTD100 or QTDX is not energized, wedge it and
do not energise loco separately. (NOTE: After closing DJ,
after 5 seconds close BLCP / BLVMT )
4. If unsuccessful, make the rear loco dead.
CP does not work:
Isolate concerned CP of rear loco.
MVRH does not work:
1. Put HVRH on ‘0’.
2. Make the trailing loco dead.
16.04 Traction failures
I. Total loss of tractive effort:
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Abnormal sign:
When MP moved from ‘N’ to ‘+’, LSGR does not extinguish
traction ammeters and notch repeater does not deviate in
both locos and MU loco does not move. (i.e. progression not
taking place in both locos)
Causes: For both locos, trouble shooting same as a single
loco.
Trouble shooting:
1. Try to trouble shoot the leading loco first.
2. If successful, work the train with single loco, if load
permits. Inform TLC.
3. If not successful, try to trouble shoot the trailing loco
as a single loco. If successful, work the train from
leading loco. Inform TLC.
4. If, not successful, clear the section with manual
operation of GR of lead loco.
II. Partial loss of tractive effort:
Abnormal sign: Poor hauling.
Causes:
1. Leading loco not responding or trailing loco not
responding.
2. One of the line contactor not closed on traction motor
branch in which QD coil is not provided in leading loco
/ trailing loco.
Trouble shooting:
Leading loco:
a) If the leading loco is defective, trouble shoot as per
TSD of a single loco.
b) If even after troubleshooting, GR of leading loco cannot
be progressed by MP / EEC, but GR of trailing loco is
progressing then work train with help of trailing loco.
c) For cause 2: Trouble shoot as per TSD of a single loco.
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Trailing loco:
a) If trailing loco is defective, then trouble shoot as per
TSD as a single loco.
b) If unsuccessful, work only with leading loco.
c) For cause 2: Trouble shoot as per TSD as a single loco.
III.

While progressing in MU, GR is neither progressing
nor regressing through MP OR EEC (GR beyond ‘0’
notch)
(Due to Q-49 relay energised):
Causes: Any loco GR struck up in Full notch beyond ‘0’
notch, hence Q-49 relay energized in defective loco and
prevents progression and regression in both locos.
Trouble shooting:
a. Try to clear section with available notches or
manual operation of GR if possible from leading loco.
b. After clearing section or stopping at convenient
place, Keep MP on ‘0’. If DJ tripping indication along
with LSOL glowing in leading loco, rear loco GR
struck up on notches, LSGRO will not glow in leading
loco.
c. If LSGRO in leading loco (If provided) or LSGR of
trailing loco is not glowing, bring GR to ‘0’ manually
in rear loco and try again after closing DJ.
d. If problem repeats again after bringing GR to ‘0’
manually in rear loco, de-energise rear loco and work
with leading loco.
e. If in rear loco, GR is not stuck up on notches, try
again by gently tapping Q-52 relay and check if it is
de-energised.
f. If still unsuccessful de-energise the rear loco, clear
the section with manual operation of GR from
leading loco or remove BCD jumpers in between
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locos after taking safety precautions and work with
single loco.
g. If VCB tripping indication along with LS GROUP
glowing in leading loco (leading loco GR struck up),
manually operate GR and bring to ‘0’. Work further
if succeeded, if not contact TLC.
IV.

LSB remains glowing when MP is brought to ‘0’
from Rheostatic braking:
a) Check LS GROUP. If it glows on a particular loco,
check CTF-1, CTF-2 & CTF-3 are on TRACTION SIDE
(upwards).
b) If any of CTF is on BRAKING side (downwards),
bring it to TRACTION side manually. If set properly
tap handles.
c) Check contactor C-145. Ensure C-145 is opened and
resume traction.
d) If C-145 is closed, open C-145 manually and resume
traction. If C-145 is open, check Q-50. If it is
energised, check QV-64 relay and tap it. Resume
traction.
e) If LS GROUP is in extinguished condition, check
LSOL, if it is glowing indicates trouble in trailing loco.
f) Try to clear the block section, then stop the train,
trip DJ and take safety precautions, check the CTF-1,
CTF-2 & CTF-3. If they are on TRACTION side
(upwards) in the trailing loco.
g) If any of CTF is on BRAKING side (downwards),
bring it to TRACTION side manually. If set properly,
tap handles.
h) Check the contactor C-145. Ensure C-145 is open
and resume traction.
i) If
C-145 is closed, open C-145 manually by
operating the electro-pneumatic valve and resume
traction. If C-145 is open, check Q-50 relay.
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j) If it is energized, check QV-64 relay and tap it and
resume traction.
k) If Q-50 is in de-energised condition, work with
leading loco, if load permits. Inform TLC.
l) Otherwise contact TLC.
V.

1st notch auto regression with LSP:
a) Put BLSN downwards, take notch and check for 1st
notch auto regression. If auto regression
experienced, trouble is in leading loco. Troubleshoot
as for single loco.
b) If auto regression is not experienced, trouble is in
trailing loco. Clear the section if possible and trouble
shoot the trailing loco as for single loco.

VI.

1st notch auto regression without LSP glowing:
Abnormal sign:
On taking notch GR progresses to 1st notch and
returns to ‘0’ without LSP glowing.
Causes:
a. Previous working cab BL is not locked properly.
b. Q-50 N/C I/L or Q-51 N/O I/L is defective on VE-2
branch.
c. QVCD relay is malfunctioning or QVCD may be acted.
d. Defective BPR push button switch.
Trouble shooting:
When 1st notch auto regression without LSP is
experienced, LP has to follow the procedure given below.
a. Ensure QVCD is in de energised condition; try to
clear section with manual operation from leading
loco.
b. Trip DJ, take the BL key, and go to the trailing cab /
trailing loco (previous working cab).
c. Try to take notches from that cab,
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d. If notches are coming, it is confirmed that rear cab
BL is defective.
e. Operate BL key 2 or 3 times.
f. Come to the leading cab, resume traction if
succeeded.
g. If not succeeded, try to clear section from trailing
cab/ trailing loco (previous working cab).
h. If notches are not coming from rear cab also, clean
Q 50 N/C I/L, Q51 N/O I/L in both locos and try.
i. If not succeeded, keep HVCD in ‘0’ and try.
j. If not succeeded, keep HBA in ‘OFF’ and ‘ON’ in both
locos and try.
k. Still not succeeded, disconnect VCD main unit four
cables and try.
l. Still not succeeded, contact TLC for assistance.
VII. LSB does not extinguish on keeping MPJ to ‘F’ OR ‘R’:
Check LS GROUP, if it is glowing, leading loco is defective.
If LS GROUP is not glowing and LSOL is glowing, trailing loco
is defective
Leading loco defective:
Troubles shoot as single loco
Trailing loco defective:
Troubles shoot as single loco. But wedging of Q-50 is not
allowed in trailing loco. If unsuccessful make the loco dead.
VIII.

LSCHBA glowing on run:
Check LS GROUP, If it is glowing, leading loco is defective. If
not glowing and LSOL glowing, trailing loco is defective.
Leading loco is defective:
Check CHBA ammeter, if it is showing on discharging side,
keep HCHBA on ‘0’. Check Battery voltage on load (CPA
working), if it shows above 90v, work the train as per
instructions given for single loco. Inform TLC at next station,
act accordingly.
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Trailing loco defective:
Check CHBA ammeter of trailing loco. If it shows on
discharging side, then keep HCHBA of trailing loco on ‘0’ and
check the BA voltage, if less than 90 v make the rear loco
dead. If BA voltage is more than 90 v, work the train as per
instructions given for single loco. Inform TLC.
CCMUBA: Few locos are provided with CCMUBA fuse with a
capacity of 10 A. When rear loco is in dead condition, rear
loco batteries will be charged thorough this fuse, provided
rear loco HBA should be on ‘1’ position. This new fuse is
provided to avoid rear loco batteries getting discharged when
rear loco is in dead condition.
Note: Notch repeater supply taken from CHBA. When CHBA
fails notch repeater does not function.

IX.

LSRSI glowing on run:
Check LS GROUP, if glowing along with LSRSI in leading
loco, then leading loco is defective. If LSOL is glowing along
with LSRSI in leading loco, then trailing loco is defective.
Leading loco:
Troubles shoot the loco as a
shooting if one truck is isolated,
permits or else contact TLC.
Trailing loco:
Troubles shoot the loco as a
shooting if one truck is isolated,
permits or else contact TLC.

single loco. After trouble
then work onwards if load

single loco. After trouble
then work onwards if load

16.05 Miscellaneous failures
Panto does not rise:
Leading loco: If panto of leading loco does not rise,
troubleshoot as per TSD of single loco.
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Trailing loco:
1. Ensure BLSN in UP position in leading loco (since it
controls the rear loco VEPT). Operate it 2 to 3 times.
2. Keep ZPT on ‘2’ on leading loco. Raise the front panto.
3. Ensure RS pressure is 6.5 kg/cm2 and RAL COC is in open
position in trailing loco.
4. Ensure VEPT COC of trailing loco is open, operate VEPT
manually 2 to 3 times and try, otherwise isolate trailing
loco.
5. BPEMS switch not in pressed condition & QEMS relay in
deenergized condition.
6.
CCBA / CCPT /CCA of leading loco melts:
1. Replace the fuse.
2. If again melts, keep HOBA in OFF on both locos.
3. If still fuse melts, remove the electrical jumpers (BCD)
between the locos and energise the locos separately to
locate the defective loco.
4. Make the defective loco DEAD and clear section with
healthy loco.
5. Try to trouble shoot the defective loco after clearing
section.
6. If successful, reconnect the electrical jumpers (BCD)
between the locos and work onwards.
7. If unsuccessful, make the defective loco DEAD and
contact TLC.
If CHBA ammeter not deviating in leading / trailing
loco:
1. Put HBA on ‘0’ and wait 15 seconds.
2. If DJ does not trip, resume traction. Put back HBA in
normal position.
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3. If DJ trips, put HCHBA on ‘0’ and follow instruction for
isolation of CHBA.
Note:
If CCMUBA is provided, even after keeping HBA on ‘0’, VCB will
not trip in rear loco.

16.06 Pneumatic failures:
Loco brake binding:
1. If loco brake binding takes place in both locos while
changing cab, trouble shoot the failure as like a single
loco.
2. Release C3W distributor valve of leading loco and try.
3. If loco brake binding takes place in trailing loco while
changing cab, trouble shoot as like a single loco.
4. If rear loco brakes alone not releasing operate MU2B one
or two times, release C3W distributor valve of rear loco
and try.
5. If trouble still persists, isolate C3W distributor valve,
release loco brakes and work onwards.
BP pressure not charging / less BP pressure:
1. If BP pressure does not build up or BP builds up less after
charging the driving loco.
2. Ensure that MU2B valve, A-8 COC, A-9 & SA-9 COCs are in
required position in leading and trailing locos. Ensure A-9
in released condition in both the locos as per instructions.
3. Ensure no IP action in both locos.
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DOUBLE HEAD OPERATION
OF WAG-5 &WAG-7
LOCOMOTIVES

Chapter

17

17.01

Condition of apparatus on the locomotive:
 Leading loco:
1. Keep A-9 handle on release position and keep A-9 inlet
and outlet COCs open in working cab and closed in nonworking cab.
2. Keep SA-9 handle on release position and SA-9 apply and
supply COCs open in working cab and closed in nonworking cab.
3. A-8 COC to be kept open.
4. MU2B should be on LEAD position.
 Trailing loco:
1. Keep A-9 handle on release position and keep A-9 inlet
and outlet COCs open in working cab and closed in nonworking cab.
2. Keep SA-9 handle on release position and SA-9 apply and
supply COCs open in working cab and closed in nonworking cab.
3. A-8 COC to be kept CLOSED & MU2B should be on LEAD
position for loco brake system working.

17.02

Conditions for coupling of locos:
1. In the front end of the leading loco:
a) Ensure the following self locking angle COCs are closed.
b) MR equalising pipe
c) BC equalising pipe
d) Brake Pipe (BP) & Addl BP COC is open.
e) Feed Pipe (FP).
2. In between locomotives:
Ensure the following
a) MR equalising pipe - self locking angle COCs are CLOSED
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b)
c)
d)
e)
3.
a)
b)
c)
17.03

BC equalising pipe - self locking angle COCs are CLOSED
Brake Pipe (BP) - self locking angle COCs are OPENED
Feed Pipe (FP) - self locking angle COCs are OPENED
Both locos additional BP COCs are OPENED
In the rear end of trailing loco:
MR equalising pipe - self locking angle COCs are CLOSED
BC equalising pipe - self locking angle COCs are CLOSED
Addl BP COCs are OPENED

Instruction to the leading and trailing loco pilots:
1. Except in an emergency, normally the leading loco pilot
only will apply the brakes for controlling/stopping of the
train.
2. In stopped condition, rear loco pilot also has to apply SA-9
for securing of train.
3. While starting, power may be applied by both locos as
required. The loco pilot of leading loco who is in charge of
the train will notch up until the train moves. The loco pilot
of rear loco will assist as required.
4. While running, power may be applied as often as
necessary by the rear loco pilot irrespective of the position
of GR of the leading loco. Power may however be applied
only gradually by the loco pilot of rear loco.
5. The loco pilot of rear loco may switch off the power using
his discretion and gradient condition etc. The loco pilot of
rear loco must frequently observe his BP gauge and be
prepared to reduce or regress notches if BP is dropping.
6. It is the duty of the loco pilot of rear loco to acquaint
himself with the contents of all caution orders and special
instruction etc. issued to the loco pilot of leading loco
before starting / working the train.
7. At neutral section, the loco pilot of leading loco will follow
the instructions given in TSD for single loco operation; the
loco pilot of rear loco will trip DJ and follow neutral
section instructions given in TSD for single loco.
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Chapter

BANKER OPERATION

18

On gradient sections, sometimes banking locos are used in the rear
of the train to assist the leading loco / locos to negotiate the
gradient. The banking loco must be coupled to the train.
1. The air brake pipes of the banking loco should be coupled
to the last vehicle.
2. Banker loco A-9 inlet and outlet cocs to be kept open in
the leading cab and closed in the trailing cab.
3. Banker loco SA-9 apply and supply cocs to be kept open
in the leading cab and closed in the trailing cab.
4. A-8 COC in close position and MU2B in LEAD position in
banking loco.
5. The loco pilot of the banking loco will keep a watch on the
BP gauge and take necessary action to assist the leading
loco pilot when brakes are applied.
6. All rules in regard to switching off power at neutral
section, lowering of pantograph in the event of
emergency feeding etc. shall be observed by both the loco
pilots.
5. While working a train in an up gradient with assistance
of an electric banking loco, the following procedure should
be followed.
a) When signal is taken off the leading loco pilot will give
prescribed whistle code. The banking loco pilot will
acknowledge the whistle and notch up as per
requirement.
b) The sanders should be used to avoid wheel slipping
as required.
c) The leading loco pilot should take 2 to 3 notches,
releasing the loco brakes. The leading and banking
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loco pilots should keep a watch on their respective
ammeters and maintain the current at the continuous
rating.
d) If a ‘STOP’ signal is encountered in the gradient
section by the leading loco pilot, he should regress the
notches by MP and bring the train to a stop applying
brakes to the extent required. He will also use whistle
code for banking loco pilot. The loco pilot of banking
loco should regress the notches by MP. On stopping
both the LPs of leading and banking locos should
apply independent air brakes to avoid rolling down.
6. When re-starting after a stop signal taken off, the same
procedure as in a), b) &c) should be followed.
7. At the point where the raising gradient ends, the banking
loco pilot regress the notches and bring GR to ‘0’ and stop
pushing.
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TROUBLES ON AIR BRAKE
TRAINS AND REMEDIAL
ACTIONS

Chapter

19

19.01 BP pressure is not building up on air brake train:
1. Close the BP angle cock of the loco between the loco and
first vehicle of the train. Ensure BP pressure is 5.0 kg/cm2
in loco, if the BP pressure is less in the loco, attend as per
instructions given in 9.3.
2. Ensure in front of the loco, BP angle cock is closed and
there is no air leakage. Similarly ensure BP angle cock in
rear of the brake van/SLR/LV is closed and there is no air
leakage.
3. Ensure both additional BP COCs are opened.
4. If the loco is in good condition, check the train for any
leakage of the pipe lines, BP hoses, BP palm ends and at
the angle cocks and arrest the same if necessary.
5. Check for any BP air hose washers are missing. If missing,
replace the same.
6. In case of air leakage is noticed on any distributor valve
try to arrest the leakage. If not possible to arrest the
leakage, isolate that particular distributor valve and
release the brakes of that vehicle.
7. Ensure all auxiliary reservoirs drain cocks are closed.
8. Check for any leakages in BP iron pipe, attend if any, if
not possible by pass the wagon/coach (In case of twin
pipe formation) as per procedure or detach the defective
wagon/coach.
9. Ensure emergency valve in BV/ all SLRs are in closed
position.
10. In coaching trains, check for ACP indications.
11. In case of Air Spring provided DD/LHB coaches, check for
FIBA indications.
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12. If loco air flow indicator pointer is shooting up above the
previous level maintained, arrest the leakage till it drops
to the previous level.
19.02 Brake pipe pressure dropping on run:
1. Ensure A9 and RS are in proper position in both cabs.
2. Check and ensure that all the angle cocks of the train are
opened fully and there is no leakage at the angle cocks
and palm ends (missing rubber washers).
3. Ensure BP angle cock in front of the loco and rear of the
brake van or last vehicle is closed properly.
4. Check and rectify the leakage of BP pipes if any.
5. In case of coaching train, check for any Alarm chain pull is
operated. If so, reset the same.
6. In case of Air Spring provided DD/LHB coaches, check for
FIBA indications due to bursting of air spring.
7. Ensure that there is no leakage at Guard’s brake valve.
8. In case of any leakage noticed at the distributor valve and
if it could not be arrested, close the isolation cock of the
distributor valve and release the brakes of that vehicle
19.03 FP pressure dropping on run:
1. Ensure that the FP feed valve COC is opened fully on the
loco.
2. Ensure that FP angle cock in front of the loco and in the
rear of the brake van or last vehicle of the train is closed.
3. Check and ensure all the FP angle cocks on the train are
opened fully
4. Check and rectify the leakage on the FP pipe line if any.
5. If the leakage on FP pipe line could not be arrested or
could not be traced or any FP hose is damaged, work
onwards with single pipe system duly closing FP angle
cocks between the loco and formation.
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Note:
1. In case of Air spring provided rake, if FP isolated, Maximum
speed of the train is restricted to 60kmph.
2. If loco is to be moved as dead with C2N type (FP) feed valve,
it’s inlet and out let cocs (2 cocs) to be closed to isolate FP.

19.04 Brakes binding:
For goods trains with conventional bogie:
Ensure BP pressure 5 kg/cm2, ensure no leakage in pipelines,
DV, palm ends and ensure load /empty handle in proper
position.
a)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Piston showing outside:
Ensure Hand brake is released.
Operate QRV of DV, if not success
Isolate DV and operate QRV.
If still not release slacken the vent plug of brake cylinder
carefully by sitting side of the piston.

b)
1.
2.
3.

Piston showing inside:
Slacken the SAB and try.
Disconnect the brake pull rod pin of brake rigging.
Ensure no part is hanging. If required secure the hanging
part with rope/wire.

1. For goods train with BMBC (bogie mounted brake
cylinder) bogies:
1. Identify the wagon on which brake binding occurred.
2. Release QRV by pulling if not success.
3. Isolate the DV by lifting the DV handle to horizontal
Position, Pull the manual release valve of DV.
4. Ensure that piston stroke indicator has fully gone in side
of cylinder and brake blocks are loose.
5. If still not success, Isolate the isolating cocks provided
between APM and both the brake cylinders and work the
train.
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For isolating C3W distributor valve, move the isolating handle
up wards as shown in the figure .Then pull the releasing
handle till the brakes are released.
Note:
If mechanically brakes not releasing (piston stroke indicator
inside) shake the brake rigging assembly slightly to get release
of mechanical brake binding.

2. FOR COACHING TRAINS WITH BMBC BOGIE:
Ensure BP pressure 5 kg/cm2; ensure no leakage at
Pipelines, DV, and palm ends etc.
1. Release QRV by pulling, if not success.
2. Isolate FP, BP branch pipe lines and drain out AR isolate
DV handle, again pull QRV.
3. In case of crimped flexible pipe, straighten the flexible
pipe to allow brake cylinder pressure to exhaust. If still
not success,
4. Close the bogie isolation cocks and work further.
5. If still not success (Mechanical brake binding), pull the
latch of BC of effected wheel and rotate resetting plate in
clockwise direction to release brakes. Ensure brakes are
released by shaking brake block.
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6. If still not success, remove the truss bar pin, secure truss
bar and work further.
3. FOR LHB COACHES /DOUBLE DECKER:
In case of brake binding/brake applied condition the brake
indicator of each bogie brake cylinders will show red colour.
ATTENTION ON BRAKE BINDING:
a) Pull quick release handle of distributor valve. If not
released,
b) Turn isolation cock/cocks of effected in anti clock wise
direction from horizontal position to vertical position
(900), which is provided on brake panel (in KNORR panel
normal position of cocks are vertical, change from
vertical to horizontal). If released, red indicators of each
Bogie brake cylinder will change from red colour to
green. Ensure brake release by shaking brake caliper.
c) If not released, open flexible pipe of effected trolley
having brake binding and ensure brakes are released.
d) If not released, loosen the hexagonal nut brake calliper
with suitable spanner 27x30. Check brake release by
Shaking brake caliper.

19.05 Isolation of LHB bogie: (In case DV is defective or
malfunctioning, both bogie COCs closed)
1. Isolate distributor valve by lifting handle up wards.
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2. Isolate FP connection to AR, by isolating cock fitted on
brake module panel by rotating 900 in anti clockwise
direction.
3. Drain out AR fully.
4. Pull QRV of DV.
5. Physically ensure the release of brake pads of all wheels
by shaking and brake indicator on green position.
19.06 BP iron pipe is broken of a vehicle ( in goods train):
1. Since MR pressure gets discharged through BP pipe line,
Keep A9 handle in ‘emergency position’
2. Secure the formation as per the gradient.
3. If formation is a twin pipe or FP Iron pipe is provided on
the defective wagon, then by pass that effected wagon
with the help BP-FP bypass couplers (as done in coaching
train) as given below.
4. If not successful, contact CHC/CTLC for advice.
In Coaching Train:
1. Collect BP-FP BYPASS Coupling kept in Pantry Car/AC II
tier/SLR.
2. Close the FP-BP cut off angle cock of adjacent to
affected coach at locomotive end.
3. Wait till both air hose pressure releases from rear-end.
4. Uncouple BP-FP air hoses.
5. Couple BP-FP BYPASS coupling as shown.
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6. Similarly uncouple BP-FP air hoses of rear end of affected
coach and couple FP-BP BY PASS coupling.
7. Close FP angle cock of adjacent to affected coach at rear
end.
8. Put spare hanging air hoses on hooks.
9. Open BP angle cock of adjacent to affected Coach at
locomotive end
10. Manually release and Isolate the affected coach.
11. Close rear FP angle cock of locomotive to work the train
with single pipe.
12. Conduct air pressure Continuity test and work further.
Breakage of main pipe line of BP in Duronto rakes:
1. Bring the flexible coupling pipe of coach length, kept in
guard compartment.
2. Lay across the flexible coupling pipe from one end to
other end through vestibule of the affected coach.
3. Couple palm ends of flexible pipe to the BP air hose of
adjacent to affected coach.
4. Manually release and isolate the affected coach.
5. Conduct air pressure continuity test and work the train
with prescribed speed.
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19.07 BP air hose is damaged:
1. Keep A9 in ‘emergency’ position.
2. Close the BP angle cock before the air hose damaged.
3. Renew the air hose, if spare hose is available or with
the hose in the rear of the last vehicle or with the
Hose in front of the loco and resume traction duly
Opening the closed angle cock.
4. If no spare hose is available or could not be replaced,
Close the BP angle cock of the vehicle before defective air
hose and act as per the procedure.
LHB coach BP or F P pipe / angle cock failure:
1. Angle cocks of one BP/FP air hose are kept in working
Position and spare BP/FP hoses are in closed position.
2. In case of BP or FP air hose failure, close the angle cock
of affected air hose and also close the angle cock opposite
to the affected hose coupled to it.
3. Open the angle cocks of spare air hose.
4. Conduct air pressure continuity test, work the train.
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19.08 BP angle cock towards loco end in between the
vehicles is closed by unknown person when train is
stopped due to any reason:
The BP pressure of the loco will not drop and air flow
indicator white needle will go below red needle.
1. When a Loco Pilot tries to start a train he will experience
hard pulling due to train brakes being applied in rear of
the vehicle where the angle cock is closed.
2. Check the train and open the angle cock, which is closed
and ensure continuity of BP pressure and last vehicle
before starting the train.
3. Attend brake binding if any.
19.09 ACP pulled on the air brake train:
(Air flow indicator shoots up suddenly. If ACP/AFL circuit is
available and is in service, buzzer sounds with LSPAR/LSAF
lamp glowing in the cab)
Whenever ACP is pulled, the train brakes also get applied.
Isolate the Buzzer & FL by pressing BIS /SW switch on the
loco. Stop the train, Apply SA9 and depute the Assistant Loco
Pilot to check the train. Simultaneously Guard of the train also
should come from the SLR. If phone facility is available on the
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train, Loco Pilot should inform the Guard and the train
Superintendent to check the ACP along with the C & W staff if
available on the train for this purpose. After identifying the
ACP pulled bogie, reason to be ascertained by the Guard or
train Superintendent for pulling of ACP. Later ACP clappet
valve to be reset with the help of pulling ACP resetting rope/
ACP resetting key which is available with C & W staff or
Guard of the train.
Once ACP is reset, the air flow indicator while needle drops
back to the red needle level and lamp LSPAR/LSAF gets
extinguished. The train should be restarted as per the rules.
Note:
Whenever Clappet valve could not be reset or clappet valve
leaking or any leakage on ACP pipe line, close the ACP COC duly
informing the Guard. Message should be given to arrange C & W
staff to attend at the next TXR point.

Air flow indicator’s red needle is to be kept over white needle
before starting a train.
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White needle deflection indicates leakage in
BP/ charging taking place.
PASSENGER EMERGENCY ALARM SIGNAL
DEVICE (PEASD): (in LHB coaches /Double Decker)
1. There is no mechanical linkage like chain.
2. To stop the train, the PEASD handle is pulled and this
directly operates the PEASD.
3. Valve for venting the brake pipe pressure through 19mm
choke.
4. During ACP, the red light provided outside at the end of
the coach and a red light provided near PEASD inside the
cabin will glow.
5. For re-setting the PEASD, the resetting key is to be
inserted on the projection available near the PEASD and
the key is to be rotated in the clock wise direction.
6. If the air leakage does not stop, then isolate the PEASD
isolation coc is provided under the coach.

For chair car – two PEASDs are provided, one each at both ends
For SL/ACC/2A/3A – for every coupe one PEASD provided
Hence for re-setting ensure all PEASD handles are normal.
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19.10 Air spring failure in hybrid coaches
1. In case of punctured / defect, air bellows levelling valve
lever will be in inclined position.
2. Close isolation cock of air supply pipe of air spring
provided for each bogie air spring.
3. In case of air pipe on main reservoir broken/air leaking,
close main isolation cock provided for it.
4. Work the train with restricted speed of 60 kmph up to
destination/attention.

Note: In case of DOUBLE DECKER rakes air bellows puncture
will be indicated through FIBA system, close concern COC for air
suspension, FIBA BP COC, reset FIBA indicator, build up
pressure work with 60kmph.
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21.01 Loco Preparation and Inspection
Before commissioning Journey, perform an inspection check
of the locomotive and through the machine room. In particular,
check the following items:
In front Of Cab:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Ensure that loco is standing on the rail and under the OHE.
Ensure that both side MRE, BCE, BP, FP hoses are
connected properly and their angle and additional COCs are
as per requirement. Also ensure that hoses are not
hanging.
Ensure no damages to rail guard and cattle guard.
Ensure that CBC having no abnormalities and locking pin is
available and provided with operating handle.
Ensure that UIC connector sockets are covered.
Ensure that flasher light, marker lights, headlights are
glowing properly and their glasses are clean.
Ensure that both look out glasses are clean and wipers are
wiping properly.
Ensure IV couplers & UIC couplers intact in HOTEL LOAD
provision locos.

Below Machine Room No. 1 (Cab 1 to Cab 2)
1.

2.
3.

Ensure that all sand boxes are filled with dry fine sand,
sanders are working properly and sand pipes are aligned
correctly.
Ensure that additional angle COCs of MRE & BCE is opened.
Ensure that Air dryer unit is in service that (D-in open, Dout open & D-off closed).
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

ø Locos

Ensure that all suspension dampers; helical springs having
no abnormalities like, crack etc.
Wheel set Guide rods are fitted properly and its bolts are
tightened.
All brake rigging; brake block, brake shoe, sleeve rod,
assembly hanger arrangement are OK.
Wheels are not skidded.
Return current bushes are connected properly (wheel no’s
1,6).
Parking brakes cylinders are provided with manual releaser
hook.
Traction link is fitted properly and their all 6+6 bolts are
tightened and its safety slings are intact.
Oil level in MCP-1 is above min mark; also ensure that CP
foundation bolts are tightened and safety sling is slack.
Bogie brake -1 COC is in open condition.
Battery box cover is fixed properly.
Safety slings, bolts, fixing link, gear case assembly are
intact for all Traction motors.
BP and FP additional COCs are in open condition.

Below Machine Room No. 2
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ensure that all sand boxes are filled with dry fine sand,
sanders are working properly and sand pipes are aligned
correctly.
Ensure that additional angle COCs of MRE & BCE is opened.
Ensure the all suspension dampers, helical springs having no
abnormalities like, crack etc.
Wheel set Guide rods are fitted properly and its bolts are
tightened.
All brake rigging; brake block, brake shoe, sleeve rod,
assembly hanger arrangement are OK.
Wheels are no skidded.
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

ø Locos

Return current bush are connected properly (wheel no’s
7,12).
Parking brakes cylinders are provided with manual releaser
hook.
Traction link is fitted properly and their all 6+6 bolts are
tightened and its safety slings are intact.
Oil level in MCP-2 is above min mark; also ensure that CP
foundation bolts are tightened and safety sling is slack.
Bogie brake -2 COC is in open condition.
Battery box cover is fixed properly.
Safety slings, bolts, fixing link, gear case assembly are intact
for all Traction motors.
BP and FP additional COC are in open condition.
UL cocs in open condition near battery box no-2.

In Cab
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cab and look out glasses are clean.
All switches are normal, ZBAN-OFF, ZTEL-OFF and BLCPAUTO position.
Emergency exhaust Cocks are normal.
Water is filled up in windshield washer unit.
Spare hoses, wooden wedges are provided in side locker.
Fixed and handy both fire extinguisher are in good
condition and filled with gas.
Ensure that emergency push button is released.

In Machine Room
1.
2.
3.
4.

Control and power Circuit breakers in cubicle SB-1 / SB-2,
HB-1 / HB-2 are normal in (up) position.
Switches provided in SB-1 are in normal (vertical) position.
Oil level of Conv-1/2 , transformer-1/2 and MCPA are above
min mark.
All fittings and connections are normal.
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5.

ø Locos

Outer cover of any power equipment is not opened.

Pneumatic Panel
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Panto selector switch is in “auto” position.
COCs 70, 74,136 are in open condition and COC 47 is in
close position.
COCs of panto 1, panto 2, VCB and sanders are in open
condition.
Distributor valve is in service.
IG 38 Key is inserted and kept ‘ON’.
CPA drain Cock is in closed position if available.
Parking brake apply/release plungers are not in locked
condition.

21.02 Energising of Loco:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Check the machine room and cubicle HB1/2,SB1/2 and
pneumatic panel and ensure that all Circuit breakers,
rotating switches and cut out cock at Pneumatic Panel are
at Normal position and ensure that key ‘IG-38’ is inserted
and kept ‘on’ in pneumatic panel. Also ensure that panto
selector switch is at auto position.
Switch ON red marker light, it ensures closing of main
circuit breaker 112 of battery.
Put battery additional circuit breaker No.112.1 to ‘ON’
position in cubicle SB-2. Also ensure that CHBA circuit
breaker No. 110 (SB-2) is at ON position.
Go in operating cab.
Insert A-9 handles at ‘Neutral’ position and keep it in ’RUN’
position by lifting lock.
Insert ‘BL’ key at ‘OFF’ position and turn it to ‘D’ position
a. Light of screen (panel-C) and Memotel will get ON.
b. MCPA will start (if pressure is less).
c. UBA will indicate (it should be above 92v).
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7.

8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

ø Locos

d. LSDJ will glow.
e. Cab will activate.
All above indications indicates that Control Electronics are
‘ON’.
The message “Loco is in configuration, please wait” will
appear on the screen and self testing is done for 10
seconds.
During self testing, all pilot lamps will glow and extinguish,
Bogies-1 & 2 meter needle will deviate both in TE/BE mode
and come to -0.
After completion of testing, Node No. FLG 504 will be
displayed on the screen. Now press ‘ZPT’ in ‘UP’ mode for
raising of pantograph and confirm the touching of panto
with contact wire by seeing physically and also U-meter will
deviate and indicate the OHE voltage.
Node No. FLG 550 will display on the screen, now press
BLDJ for closing VCB and check ‘LSDJ’ is extinguished.
Now DJ will close, loco will energise and all the auxiliary
motors will start automatically.
Ensure that BLCP is at AUTO position.
Node No. FLG 570 will appear on the screen.
After building of MR pressure to 6.4 kg/cm2, set Reverser to
F/R as per requirement. (FLG 590 will show on the screen.)
Note:
If the reverser is set without confirming the MR
pressure above 6.4 kg/cm2, P 1 message will be there on
screen- indicating wrong operation.

15. Conduct loco brake power test before moving.
a) Release the parking brakes, remove all wedges.
b) Ensure BP pressure is 5 kg/cm2
c) Ensure AFI is at Zero.
d) Set the screen in ‘Simulation Mode’.
e) Now operate throttle in TE direction.
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f)

g.

h.

ø Locos

TE /BE meter will deviate in TE side indicating that
traction is available. No. “596” will appear on the
screen.
Check the loco brake power (should not move
upto 150KN for WAG-9 and WAP-7 /100 KN for
WAP-5).
Now Loco is ready to work.

Note:
Priority -1 message will appear on the screen if: 1.
If Reverser is put on position F or R when MR pressure is
below 6.4 kg/cm2
2.
If throttle is operated without releasing parking brakes.
3.
If throttle is operated without recharging BP to 5 kg/cm2.
Information message will appear on the screen:1.
If throttle is operated before node information No. 590.

21.03 Operation Of BL Key
BL key is operated in the following modes:
1. DRIVING MODE
: Off - D
2. SELF HOLD MODE
: D - Off
3. Switching OFF control electronics : D - Off - C - Off
4. COOLING MODE
: D - Off - C - Off - C
Driving Mode:
This mode is used to drive the loco. To achieve this mode
Loco pilot has to:
1. Insert BL key in ‘OFF’ position.
2. Turn it clockwise from ‘OFF’ to ‘D’
3. By doing so, following indications will confirm the driving
mode:
a. LSDJ will glow
b. UBA will show battery voltage.
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c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

ø Locos

Display screen will activate.
Memotel screen will activate.
Control electronics will ON.
Cab will activate.
MCPA start if less pressure.

Self Hold Mode:
1. Open DJ , lower the pantograph
2. Rotate ‘BL-key’ from ’D’ to ‘OFF’: Now control electronics will
remain ‘ON’ for 10 minutes and then CE will become ‘OFF’
automatically. This mode is used while changing the cab.
a. Screen will display with information message as “Self
hold mode active. After 10mins MCE will switch OFF”.
Switching Off - Control Electronics:
Loco pilot has to switch off control electronics in many cases
like;
1. Making the loco dead.
2. During troubleshooting (In some troubles).
3. To bring back the isolated sub system into service.
4. Before resetting circuit breakers in SB-1/2 panel(
except 310.1/1 head light ,310.7/1 marker lights and
127.92 SPM, 310.4 machine room & 129.1 hotel load)
5. Before operating 237.1 rotating switch in SB-1 panel.
6. Before going to cooling mode.
7. Before asking Relief Loco as a final step after
troubleshooting,
To switch off the control electronics do the following:
1. Stop the train and secure the formation.
2. Open the VCB and lower the pantograph.
3. Operate BL-key from ‘D’ to ‘Off’ wait for 2 sec (parking
brakes will apply automatically)
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4.

5.

ø Locos

Operate BL-key from ‘Off’ to ‘C’ and wait for 5 to 12 sec to
attain FLG No.613 and until display screen, Memotel SPM
LEDs, goes off.
It indicates that CE is ’OFF’ and now rotate BL key from ‘C’
to ‘OFF’.

Note :
1.
CE gets automatically ‘off’ after 10 minutes if BL-key is rotate
from ’D’ to ‘OFF’ (as explained in self hold mode)
2. C.E. will get ‘off’ automatically after 10 minutes in driving mode
also, if panto is remained in lowered position for more than 10
minutes.
3. If the key switch is moved from “D” to “Off” without opening
VCB and lowering panto graph, results in automatic shutdown
of the loco ( VCB TRIP and PT lowers).

Cooling Mode:
Whenever temperature of control electronics is increases
above 700C then lamp LSCE glows on Panel ‘A’.
1.
Ensure MCBs 54.1/1, 54.1/2, 127.91/1 & 127.91/2 in
HB/SB panels are not in tripped condition. If any MCB
tripped, reset it and try.
2. If TE is available then clear the section by traction
otherwise try to clear block section by coasting or stop
the train at suitable place and secure the formation.
3. Press BPFA
4. Inform TLC/SCOR/Station regarding inability for 10-15
minutes.
5. Keep A 9 on emergency to save MR.
6. Open VCB and lower the pantograph.
7. Switch off CE as per procedure.
8. Again move ‘BL key’ from ‘Off’ to ‘C’ and ensure that
UBA shows battery voltage and LSDJ glows, Screen is
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

ø Locos

Off - no node information and Memotel SPM LEDs will
not glow (Note: CE is OFF).
Now raise the panto, close the VCB- LSDJ will
extinguish and loco will energise in cooling mode.
Machine room blowers & their scavenging blowers will
start automatically to cool the machine room.
Ensure working of machine room blowers.
When the machine room temperature goes below
70OC then LSCE will extinguish.
Now Open the VCB, lower the pantograph.
Put BL from ‘C’ to ‘Off’ and ‘off’ to ‘D’ and energise
loco & resume traction.

Note:
1. If LSCE lamp does not extinguish after 15/20 mins, keep BL
key in Driving Mode and try if TE/BE handle responds, ignore
LSCE and work further.
2. During Cooling Mode observe UBA meter frequently. If
battery voltage drops to 92V, stop cooling mode and energise
the loco in driving mode to charge the batteries (CHBA will not
work in cooling mode).
3. During cooling mode, if VCB trips ensure no OCR action.

21.04 Operation Of Reverser :
Reverser has following 3 positions.
Position ‘F’ : Forward
Position ‘O’ : Neutral
Position ‘R’ : Reverse
Throttle and reverser are interlocked mechanically.
Driving:
1. After creating MR pressure above 6.4 kg/cm2 and
ensure node No. 570.
2. Move the reverser into desired position.
3. Release the parking brake if applied.
4. Put A9 to ‘RUN’ position & ensure BP 5 kg/cm2
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ø Locos

Check AFI is not deviating.
Set the TE/BE throttle to desired position.
Put SA9 handle to ‘Release’ position.
In order to increase adhesion and to avoid wheel
slipping use sanders.
Bogies 1 & 2 meters will show in TE side and loco
starts moving.

Braking:
1. Set the TE/BE throttle to - ‘0’ or move towards braking side
as per requirement.
2. Move A9 from ‘RUN’ to ‘Initial Application’. If more brake
force is required move the A9 handle to desire position
between ‘Initial Application’ and ‘Full Service’ & vice versa
gradually.
3. Regenerative Braking is possible up to ‘0’ KMPH.
4. When train stops, apply SA9.
5. Maximum brake force is 260 KN in WAG-9/WAP-7 & 160 KN
in WAP-5.
Note:
1. Train brakes can be applied with Regenerating brakes but Loco
brake cannot be applied simultaneously with Regenerating brakes.
2. Before moving traction to braking or braking to traction, time
gap to be given, TE/BE handle to be kept in ‘0’ position and
ensure LSTO LAMP glowing if provided.

21.05 Operation Of Throttle:
TE/BE Throttle
The TE/BE throttle controls traction and the electric braking
effort of the locomotive with an angle transmitter and
auxiliary contacts.
The TE/BE throttle has the following three positions:
For Traction
Position 1/3
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Position 2/3
Position TE max
Position “0”

ø Locos

: 66% Tractive effort
: 100% Tractive effort
: no tractive / no braking effort

For Regenerative Braking effort
Position 1/3
: 33% braking effort
Position 2/3
: 66% braking effort
Position TE max
: 100% braking effort

Note:
1.

2.

If TE doesn’t increase beyond 300 KN in WAG 9, then
check ZTEL (Panel ‘A’), which should be in ‘OFF’
position.
The % of tractive/braking effort is indicated in the
two TE/BE meters on the panel A.

Failure Mode Operation
This mode allows the locomotive to operate even if the angle
transmitter of the throttle is failed. In this mode, driving and
electrical braking are controlled by the auxiliary contacts on the
throttle.
Driving in failure mode:
Driving in failure mode becomes necessary if the difference
between auxiliary contacts and the absolute value of the angle
transmitter is greater than 25% of the full range because of a
defective master controller.
The following steps are initiated with a time delay of 2 sec:
1. Traction is set to 0 by the MCE.
2. A priority 1-fault message (F1703P1/F1803P1) is displayed.
3. The Loco pilot must keep the TE/BE throttle into position
“0”.
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4.

5.
6.

ø Locos

The Loco pilot must now move the rotary switch “152Failure Mode Operation” in the (SB1) into position ‘1’. This
deactivates the angle transmitter.
Position ‘0’:
Fine control throughout the range by
angle transmitter.
Position ‘1’:
Fine control in steps through auxiliary
contacts.
The Loco pilot must acknowledge the fault message.
Now the TE/BE handle will respond in three position only
ie., 33%, 66% and 100%.

21.06 Loco Brake Testing:
1.
2.
3.

Apply loco brakes by SA-9.
Ensure that brake cylinders showing 3.5 kg /cm2.
Physically ensure the brake blocks are touching to the
wheels and no person/loco is in front.
4. Set the screen in simulation mode.
5. Release parking brakes, release A-9 and remove wooden
wedges if any.
6. Ensure no person, points, signals in front of loco.
7. Whistle freely.
8. Operate reverser to forward.
9. Keep throttle in TE side and loco should not move up to 150
KN in WAG-9 & WAP-7 locos and 100 KN in WAP-5 locos.
10. After conducting loco brake power test ensure TE/BE
handle in neutral position.
21.07 Procedure of Cab Changing:
Single Unit
1. Stop the train/loco.
2. Apply direct brake and ensure loco BC gauge is
showing 3.5 kg/cm2.
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Build up maximum MR pressure (BLCP in ‘MAN’
position).
Open ‘VCB’ and ensure LSDJ is glowing.
Lower the pantograph. Physically ensure it and ‘U’
meter should show ‘0’.
Move automatic brake (A-9) handle to Emergency and
ensure BP dropped.
Lift locking spindle, move automatic brake (A-9) handle
to ‘Neutral’ position.
Release locking spindle, remove the automatic brake
(A-9) handle form ‘Neutral’ position.
Operate BL key from ‘D’ to ‘OFF’ and remove it.
a. CE will remain ON for 10mins (Self hold mode).
b. Parking brakes will apply.
Release the direct brake handle.
Close the doors and window shutters.
Go to the other cab.
Apply direct brake.
Insert the automatic brake (A-9) handle and keep in
‘Run’ position.
Operate BL key from ‘OFF’ to ‘D’.
Raise pantograph and close VCB as per procedure.
Conduct loco brake power test.

Note:
After moving the key switch ‘BL’ to position ‘OFF’, the MCE
remains active for 10 minutes. The cab changing should be done
during this time.

21.08 Banking Mode
When it is required to use loco as a banker i.e use of TE /
BE without charging BP, at that time loco should be operate
in banking mode.
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Procedure:
Build up MR pressure up to 10.0 Kg/cm2 and BP up to
5.0Kg/cm2.
2. Couple the banking loco to the formation (CBC).
3. Couple the BP Hose Pipes (Do not open BP Angle
Cocks).
4. Open the DJ of the loco being coupled as Banker.
5. Put Switch “ZBAN” to ON position.
6. Observe and ensure BP pressure drops to ZERO and
message “LOCO IN BANKING OPERATION” appears on
DDS screen.
7. Put 70 Cock handle to vertical (close) position & close
136 coc (In knorr brake system, Mode switch – HLPR)
8. Now open BP angle cocks between banking loco and
formation. Ensure BP builds up to 5.0 kg/cm2 in
Banking Loco.
9. Close DJ in the Banking Loco and ensure that no
message appears on the DDS screen.
10. With loco brakes applied check in simulation screen
that TE demand is coming. Now the loco is fit for
Banking Operation.
1.

21.09 Constant Speed Controller:
This system enables the train to maintain a constant speed
automatically and can be activated at any speed above 5
KMPH by pressing illuminated push button ‘BPCS’.
The control electronics and GTO controls the constant speed
by giving tractive or braking effort to the TM as per
requirement irrespective of position of throttle (ATDC-Angle
transmission Loco pilot Controller) i.e. TE/BE .
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CSC is activated only when
1. Speed is more than 5 KMPH.
2. Throttle in either TE or BE side ie., not in ‘0’ position.
3. Train Br. and loco Br. are not applied.
4. BPCS is pressed once, green lamp will glow.
The actions of CSC are cancelled in following
conditions.
1. Pressing ‘BPCS’ while CSC is active, lamp will
extinguish.
2. Moving of throttle by 3%.
3. Drop in ‘BP’ by 0.25 kg/cm2and above.
4. BC pressure more that 0.6 kg/cm2.
Precautions for using of CSC:
1. To minimize oscillation, the CSC should be set during a
slow acceleration phase.
2. CSC will maintain the speed only up to max TE / BE.
Speed may vary if required TE / BE is more than loco
capacity. The speed may vary +/- 10 kmph to preset
value, depends up on the gradient.
3. If CSC is used in very frequent up / down graded region,
the loco will trigger for TE to BE and BE to TE very
frequently with heavy amplitude, which is not good as far
as driving technique is concerned.
4. In undulating area BPCS should not use.
5. Also in some areas where special driving technique is
required, CSC may stall the train. So, in such areas,
instead of using CSC, Loco pilot should use his best
driving technique by operation of throttle.
6. While nullifying CSC ensure that needle position of TE/BE
meter and throttle are not just opposite. If so, first bring
the throttle as per needle.
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7. While using CSC in yards, loop lines observe TE/BE meters
for any abnormal fluctuations.
8. BPCS should not be pressed for more than 5 sec.
21.10 Emergency Stop Push Button
One red coloured push button is provided on panel ‘A’ in such
a place that Loco pilot as well as Asst. Loco pilot can operate
it. In normal condition it remains projected out. In case of an
emergency if Loco pilots/Asst. Loco pilot presses this button,
button will go inside and remain pressed and following
actions initiated.
1. VCB will open.
2. TE/BE comes to ‘0’.
3. Pantograph will lower.
4. BP drops to 0 and Train/Loco brakes applied.
5. LSFI & BPFA glow with message (F1008P1).
6. “Emergency shutdown on the loco” appears on screen
and train will stop with emergency brakes.
Resetting:
1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’.
2. Press “emergency stop push button” slightly and rotate it
clockwise as per arrow indication on it, the button comes out
from pressed condition.
3. Press BPFA and acknowledge the fault and node information
will appear.
4. Energise the loco and work the train as per procedure.
21.11 Automatic Vigilance Control System:
VCD is meant for keeping the Loco crew alert. It is a safety
device. A foot switch of VCD is provided below Loco pilot’s
desk in each cab (a push button ‘BPVG’ is provided near Loco
Pilot’s seat in some locos).
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Loco pilot/Asst. Loco pilot is expected to activate VCD within
every 60 seconds interval by anyone of the following ways.
1. Press VCD “Vigilance Foot switch”.
2. Operate throttle in TE/BE with difference of
more than 3%.
3. Operate ‘Sanders’.
If anyone of the above exercises is done, the Loco crew is
considered alert and the 60 seconds cycle get reset.
If none of the above activities are done once within 60
seconds, then buzzer will sound and ‘LSVW’ will glow for next
8 seconds ie., from 61 to 68 secs.
Within these 8 seconds VCD should be acknowledged. (In
CCB-2 locos VCD acknowledgement is similar to conventional
locos).
If not acknowledged, VCD will apply penalty brakes i.e.,
TE/BE will come to ‘0’ & BP pressure drops by 2.5 to 3.0
kg/cm2 (records 2.0 to 2.5 kg/cm2 in the gauge) and P1
Message F1003P1 will be displayed on the screen.
Note:
VCD comes into service when the speed of train is more than 1.5
KMPH.

Dead Mans Mode:
If VCD ‘Foot switch’ remains pressed for more than 60
seconds, then the system will go automatically in “Dead
Mans” mode, buzzer will sound & LSVW will glow. If not
released within next 8 second, VCD penalty brakes will be
applied.
Resetting Of VCD Penalty Brakes:
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’.
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2.

Apply auto brakes to Full Service/Emergency (in case of E70/CCB-2 respectively) to avoid MR pressure dropping and
after stopping the train Apply Direct brake.
3. Wait for 160 seconds in WAG-9/WAP-7 and 120 seconds in
WAP 5 loco and 32 seconds in CCB-2 provided locos.
4. Press “BPVR” to reset VCD, LSVW will extinguish and buzzer
will stop.
5. Press and release VCD “Foot switch”.
6. Press ‘BPFA’ for acknowledging fault message.
7. Release auto brakes.
8. MR/BP pressure would come back to normal.
9. Resume normal traction.
10. Inform to TLC and write remarks in loco log book.
Isolation of VCD:
If Loco pilot is acknowledging VCD correctly as per procedure,
but till VCD penalty is applying, it is assumed that VCD is
malfunctioning. In such cases stop the train, take safety
measures. VCD can be bypassed by keeping switch No. 237.1
(SB 1) on ‘0’ position. Remark should be given in log book, TLC
is to be informed & proceed carefully.
21.12 PASSING NEUTRAL SECTION (SU)
Before approaching neutral section:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ensure that MR pressure is between 8.0 to 10 kg/cm2.
Bring TE / BE throttle to ‘0” gradually before 250M board.
At DJ open board, open DJ by BLDJ, LSDJ will glow, Aux.
sound will stop, but U meter will show OHE supply.
At actual neutral section location, OHE meter will comes down
to “0” and will shoot up when neutral section over.
In PTFE type neutral section, at higher speed, needle will just
fluctuate.
At DJ close board close VCB (DJ), and resume normal traction.

In case MU operation
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The command from the master locomotive to switch the
main circuit breaker “ON”, “OFF” also controls the main
circuit breaker on the slave loco.
The VCB of the slave loco is switched on after a delay of
0.5 seconds following the switch on of the master loco.
When switching off, there is no delay.
While passing neutral section follow the procedure
mentioned for SU, but DJ should be closed after passing
one mast after DJ close board.

21.13 LOCO GROUNDING:
Loco should be grounded only while climbing loco roof to
attend any trouble on loco body like removing foreign body,
securing damaged pantograph etc.
Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Stop the train at convenient place and secure the train.
Open VCB and lower pantograph.
Rotate IG-38 in anti clockwise direction and extract key.
Insert the key in empty socket of HOM box and rotate in clock
wise direction.
Operate HOM handle by 180 degrees by taking it out from latch.
Rotate yellow KABA key in clock wise direction and extract the
key and keep in personal custody.
Now attend the trouble.

21.14 Resetting of MCB:
Sometimes MCB trips momentarily without any equipment
failure. Loco pilots should try to reset MCB once.
There are various makes of MCBs are used in three phase
locos, as;
a) “ABB” make MCB
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For resetting ABB make MCB, handle should be lifted up.
(While lifting the 3 ph MCB handle, it should be ensured
that handle of all the three phases should be lifted at a
time).
b) “Merlin Gerin” (MG) make MCB:
For resetting MG make MCB, handle should be pulled first
downward towards offside and then in upward direction
towards on to reset the MCB, otherwise the MCB will not
hold.
c) “Schneider” & make MCB
i. Handle type
ii. Knob type
iii. Rotating Knob type
i. Handle type: Pull handle downward first towards
OFF side. Then pull handle in upward direction
towards ON side.
ii. Knob type: For resetting Schneider red and
green/black/blue knobs MCBs, if MCB trips
green/black/blue knob will project out, for resetting
press green/black/blue knob, then red knob will project
out, indicated MCB reset.

iii. Rotating knob type: Rotate the knob to 12o clock
position from 9o clock position to reset the MCB.
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Note: in some of the makes if MCB trips it will come to 11’O clock
position, to reset first turn to 9’O clock then to 12’O clock
position.

If it is needed to trip any MCB, trip it with proper procedure
i.e. by rotating screw or by pressing tripper knob provided on
MCB. Don’t trip any MCB directly and in VCB closed condition.
Note:
To reset MCBs in HB-1/HB-2 panel, VCB has to be tripped and in
SB-1/SB-2 Panel (except 310.1/1 head light, 310.7/1 marker
lights, 310.4 machine room lights, 129.1 hotel load and 127.92
SPM), CE has to be switched OFF.

21.15 Pantograph:
Two pantographs are provided on either end of loco. Design
of pantograph is same as other AC locos. For raising and
lowering of pantograph one switch ‘ZPT’ is provided on panel
‘A’ having 2 positions, UP and DOWN.
When we press switch down ward (i.e position UP) and
release - panto will raise.
When we press switch upward (i.e position DOWN) and
release - panto will lower.
Note: The rear panto will rise automatically.
Selection of Panto:ETTC/BZA
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Panto selector switch is provided on Pneumatic Panel in
machine Room-1
Position:
Auto : Normal position (only rear panto will raise)
I
: Panto of Cab 1 will raise (2 will isolate electrically)
II
: Panto of Cab 2 will raise (1 will isolate electrically)
For isolation of both pantos pneumatically, two COCS are
provided on Pneumatic Panel PAN-1 & PAN-2. Normally these
COC should be opened (Horizontal). For isolating particular
panto keep that COC on closed position (i.e Vertical)
One circuit breaker (127.12 Circuit breaker Pantograph, VCB
Control) is provided for panto circuit in SB-1 cubicle. Key IG38 is provided on pneumatic panel to control the air pressure
to Pantographs. For air passage to pantographs this key
should be kept ON.
21.16 Auxiliary Compressor (MCPA) :
The auxiliary compressor is used to raise the pantograph.
While the control circuit is switched ‘ON, the auxiliary
compressor controlled by Pneumatic switch start
automatically (independent of MCE) till the pressure reaches
to 6 kg/cm2 (MCPA will work in DRIVING and COOLING
mode. (Works between 5.2 kg/cm2 to 6 kg/cm2)
Auxiliary compressor has one drain COC on pneumatic panel.
Normally this COC should be horizontal to pipe line (i.e.
closed).
21.17 Main Reservoir:
For storage of compressed air pressure MRs are provided on
this loco. In WAP-7 & WAG-9 loco, two MRs and one AR is
provided in machine Room in vertical manner. Capacity of MR
is 450 liters. Drain COC is provided below each MR, which can
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be operated from machine room. In WAP-5 MRs are located
in under truck and each MR having capacity of 240 liters.
In dead loco AR is charged by BP pressure of Live loco
provided that COC 47 should be in open condition. This AR
pressure is utilised for conjunction loco braking and Parking
brakes.
21.18 Sanding:
Sanding is done on leading wheels when PSA is pressed or when
wheel slipping takes place.
Note: Don’t press PSA continuously, but press and release it.
Continuous sanding is not possible, If PSA is pressed continuously
for 1 minute, then dead mans penalty brakes will apply. 10-12 sec
pause is required between two operations of PSA.

21.19 Active functions with deactivated Loco pilot’s cab:
While the cab deactivated, the following functions remain
operative.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

MEMOTEL functions
Emergency brake Cock on assistant Loco pilot’s side
Cab and desk lighting
Windshield wipers
Fault display screen
Marker lights switches
Cab venting and heating
Crew fans
Hand lamp socket.
U- meter.
Gauges.

21.20 INCHING MODE
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For making engine on train, INCHING MODE feature is
available. By this, loco will move at a speed of 0.5 to 1.5
kmph.
Procedure for using inching mode:
1. Keep Throttle in ‘0’
2. Keep Automatic train brake, parking brake in release and
direct brake in applied position.
3. Press menu, opt for “3. Process information”
4. Opt for “3. Motor temp. / Soft ware / Inching”
5. Opt for “Inching mode” The following message will appear
on the screen
INCHING MODE ACTIVE : 0
ACTUAL SPEED : 0.0 KMPH
SET SPEED

: 0.8 KMPH

MODIFY SET SPEED BY UP AND DOWN KEYS
6.
7.
8.

Now use curser up and curser down keys to modify the set
speed. (Min: 0.5 kmph & Max: 1.5 kmph)
Now release direct brake, keep MPJ forward and close ZTEL.
Loco will start moving with set speed.
To stop the train open ZTEL and apply direct brake.
Note:
i. Throttle need not be operated for inching mode.
ii. After attaching the loco if ZTEL is not opened, train will
work only with 1.5 kmph.
iii. While moving the loco with 1.5 kmph, if ZTEL is opened due
to any reason, set speed will come back to preset i.e., 0.8
kmph.
iv. VCD need not acknowledge during inching mode.
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21.21 PROTECTIVE MEASURES
Protective measures by control electronics:
Control electronics initiates protective measures in case of
dangerous situations to safeguard the system. MCE monitors
a range of values such as voltage, current, temperature,
pressure and other signals.
Catenary voltage out of range:
When catenary voltage drops down below 17.5 KV and raise
above 30.5 KV, VCB will open automatically with a fault
message F0104P1.
Temperature protection: When temp of Transformer
exceeds beyond 840 C, for more than 10 sec, VCB will trip
with F0105P1 message.
21.22 Primary Over Current Protection (QLM):
Reasons for over current.
1. Disturbance in measurement of primary current.
2. Fault in converter.
3. Short circuit in transformer winding
4. Insufficient cooling of transformer oil due to
pump/blower failed.
If OCR-78 relay is acted (VCB will trip with fault message
F0108P1), before resetting the target, inspect the machine
room for any oil spillage. Check the oil level in both the
expansion tanks of transformer in machine room located near
Oil Cooling Unit and the expansion tanks of both the
converters. It should be in between the Max. & Min. marks.
Check any oil leaking in exhaust pipe line side of TFP tank in
under truck. If there is any abnormality like splashing of oil
inside the machine room or from the transformer/converter,
sign of overheating/sparking of connection, don’t reset the
relay target and ask for relief loco. If there is no abnormality,
then the target can be reset once.
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If OCR-78 relay is acted for second time, with or without any
abnormality, don’t reset the target and ask for relief loco (In
modified locos CE off automatically).
If VCB trips during ‘C’ mode then check oil level of
transformer and converter and check relay 78. If anything is
abnormal, fail the loco.
21.23 Train Parting:
Airflow measuring valve is provided in loco. Whenever train
gets parted, or air flow increases and AFMV gets activated,
resulting in glowing of LSAF and sounding of buzzer. Also
message of ALARM CHAIN PULLING will appear on screen.
As due to uncoupling / parting, the BP pressure start
expelling at very fast rate, resulting in sudden drop in MR
pressure which leads to Priority -1 message on screen “Low
Pressure Main reservoir”
So, after parting/uncoupling, the Loco pilot will get message
of low MR pressure.
So, when ever AFI shoot up with sudden drop in BP pressure,
your first duty is to act as in case load parting / accident (like
switching ON of flasher light, protection of adjacent track,
Securing of load / loco, etc.), After asserting that trailing load
is OK, then think about the loco / message.
21.24 Fire Alarm:
In loco fire detention unit is provided in SB2. There are two
smoke detectors provided to detect the smoke in FDU.
When one detector detects the smoke –
1. Buzzer will sound
2. Priority-2 message will appear on screen.
When both detectors detect the smoke –
1. Priority-1 message will appear on the screen - Inspect
Machine room
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2. Throttle T/E, B/E becomes ‘0’
3. Buzzer will sound.
Do the necessary arrangement to extinguish the fire by using
suitable fire extinguisher provided in Cab1/2 and Machine
Room 1/2 (Total 4 Nos.)
Action to be taken by Loco pilot
1.

Trip DJ, lower panto, stop and secure, switch off battery,
Inspect the Machine room and take necessary action. In case
of fire on loco, use big fire extinguisher provided in the rack
behind asst. Loco pilot in cab. To operate this fire
extinguisher, close machine room door, open the cut out COC
after releasing lock and release the gas by rotating adjusting
knob, gas will expel and extinguish the fire at appropriate
places in machine room behind it. In addition to this two
numbers of portable fire extinguishers are provided on the
loco which should be used accordingly as per requirement.

2.

To reset the FDU, press the white knob provided on it. To
acknowledge the fault press BPFA. Resume normal traction.

Note:
In case of defect in FDU, P-2 fault message will appear on the
screen. After inspecting the machine room, reset the white knob
on the FDU. Acknowledge the fault and keep watch on machine
room.

21.25 Alarm Chain Pulling:
When airflow increases without initiation of Loco pilot or CE
i.e. in case of ACP/Guards brake applied/leakage in train etc.
Following indications appear.
1.
Air Flow Indicator needle will deviate.
2.
LSAF will glow.
3.
Buzzer will sound.
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21.26 ACP Indication:
1.
2.

Reset the ACP or arrest the leakage.
Buzzer will sound continuously until the leakage/ACP is
arrested. To stop sounding, press BPFA. If ACP/leakage is not
arrested buzzer will start again.

3.

When ACP leakages are reset, all indications will disappear,
but for BPFA indication press it once.

21.27 Multiple Unit Operation
Pantograph
In multiple unit operation, both the most distant pantographs
are raised if “pantograph selector switch” in both the
locomotives are in position “AUTO”. The train bus connections
define the free end of each locomotive.
The command from the master locomotive to raise/lower the
pantographs also controls the pantographs on the slave
locomotive.
Note:
If it is required to work with rear pantos of both the locos (as
conventional locos), panto selector switch of the master loco to
be changed as per cab leading.

Main circuit breaker
The command from the master locomotive to switch the main
circuit breaker “ON/OFF” also control the main circuit breaker
on the slave locomotive. The VCB on the slave locomotives is
switched on after a delay of 0.5 seconds following the switch
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on of the VCB on the master locomotive. When switching off,
there is no delay.
Note:
If the VCB on the slave locomotive cannot be closed due to a
fault, an appropriate fault message appears on the master loco
screen.

Constant Speed Control (CSC)
During MU operation, the constant speed control of the slave
locomotive is inactive. The train bus transmits the selected
tractive/braking effort from the master locomotive to the slave
locomotive. The master loco performs speed controlling
function, demanding TE/BE on master and slave loco.
Compressor control
The compressors are able to operate in three different
operating modes.
These modes can be selected with the spring-loaded switch
“BLCP”, (Panel A).
Emergency Brake:
An emergency brake on the slave locomotive can only be
initiated in the following manner:
1.
2.

3.

By actuating the brake handle of the automatic train
brake to “Emergency” position.
By actuating the emergency brake Cock on the assistant
Loco pilot’s side. If the pressure switch 269.1 on the
master or slave locomotive registers actuation of the
emergency brake, the ensuing command for emergency
braking applies to both locomotives.
The master for all other emergency braking commands is
monitored by the master locomotive in the MU operation.
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Coupling
1. Both the locomotives must be deactivated. The BL key
switch must be in position “0”.
2. Couple both locomotives mechanically, pneumatically and
connect the UIC cable.
3. Close the isolating Cock on the brake supply line of the
slave locomotive.
4. Move the key switch on the slave locomotive into position
“D” and, ensure FLG 504, turn back to position “O”. The MCE
on the slave locomotive is now in self-hold mode.
5. During the self-hold mode of the slave locomotive, move
key switch into position “D” on the master locomotive. The
control electronics starts to configure the train bus.
6. After the configuration procedure, screen on the display
shows the serial numbers of the master and slave
locomotives.
Example :
Train configuration
Loco 31001
Loco 31002
Note :
1. If configuration proves impossible, (or if no locomotive is
available) locomotive number 00000 appears.

Uncoupling
Starting position:
Master and slave locos are available and both are ready.
1. Shut down both locomotives in accordance with
regulations (VCB switched off, pantograph lowered).
2. Switch off MCE individually in both locos.
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Remove the UIC cable and disconnect the locomotives
pneumatically and mechanically.
Both the locomotives are now ready for setting up as a
single locomotive.

Note:
If for any reason the train bus link is interrupted, the system
shuts down the slave locomotive.

Reaction: The pantograph of the slave locomotive is lowered
and a corresponding fault message appears on the screen of
the master locomotive.
Sanding:
Sanding on both locos can be initiated by the Loco pilot by
pressing the sanding foot switch on the master loco.
Fire alarm:
A fire detection on the slave locomotive initiates an audio
signal on the master locomotive.
In addition, the VCB on the slave locomotive is switched off
and a priority 1 fault message appears on the displays of both
locomotives.
Trailing mode
Trailing mode means that on the master locomotive in a
multiple unit no tractive effort is available, if both bogies are
electrically isolated (154 in I+II position). The Loco pilot’s cab
of the master locomotive still controls the slave locomotive.
The status of the master locomotive is as follows:
1. VCB switched off, Panto lowered.
2. Train bus is working correctly.
3. Pneumatic brake system is working correctly.
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4. Brakes are controlled from the master locomotive.
5. The TE/BE meters show the values for the slave loco.
6. Battery charger of master loco will not work.
Note: All equipments on the master locomotive are supplied by
the battery and are functional for a maximum of 5 hours, if
battery is fully charged.

COC’s Position in Pneumatic panel
COC
LIVE -SU
DEAD
( Towed)
As Banker
MU leading
loco
MU trailing
loco
MU
trail
dead

74
Open
Horizontal
Close
Vertical
Open
Horizontal
Open
Horizontal
Open
Horizontal
Close
Horizontal

70
Open
Horizontal
Close
Vertical
Close
Vertical
Open
Horizontal
Open
Horizontal
Close
Horizontal

136
Open
Close
Close
Open
Close
Close

47
Close
Horizontal
Open
Vertical
Close
Horizontal
Close
Horizontal
Close
Horizontal
Close
Horizontal

Procedure for working with leading loco in case of failure of
trailing loco of G9 MU:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

After stopping/securing the train switch off MCE in the leading
loco and then in the trailing loco.
Operate the COCs in the trailing loco as given above.
Release SA-9 of both cabs in the trailing loco and also release
Parking brakes manually.
Close the DB equalizing COC on both sides of both locos.
Energrize the leading loco and resume traction.
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21.28 KNORR BRAKE SYSTEM
In some WAG 9 locos KNORR type brake system is provided which is
different from conventional brake system of wag 9 locos. In E-70
provided three phase loco, loco gets failed in case of brake
electronics failure. But in this CCB loco, block section can be cleared
by 10 kmph in case of failure of brake electronics.

I. KNORR’S CCB-1.5 BRAKE SYSTEM ON 3-PHASE LOCO
Changes in Auto brakes & Direct Brakes:
In case of conventional system, automatic train brake and direct
brake handles has to be operated from left to right, but in this
system handle has to be operated forward and backward like
throttle. Both valves are provided on left side of loco pilot on control
stand.
A. Direct Brake:
It has two positions: Apply and Release. One spring loaded clip
called “bail ring” is provided below the handle. If this ring is pressed
and released, synchronized brakes get released very fast where as
brakes get released gradually if PVEF is pressed.
B. Auto brake:
Automatic train brake handle can be locked or unlocked in FS (full
service) position by a key provided in each cab. Non driving cab auto
train brake handle to be is kept on FS locked condition where as in
working cab to be kept in RUN position. While clearing loco as dead
both cab handles are to be kept on FS locked condition. This handle
has following 5 positions.
1. REL (Release):
In this position BP pressure is over charged to 5.5 kg/cm2
and drop down automatically after some time with
restricted flow to 5.0 kg/cm2. This position is used for quick
charging of BP.
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2. RUN:
This is the normal position on which BP is charged to 5.0
kg/cm2. At the time of recharging, BP is overcharged by 0.2
kg/cm2 at this position for short time.
3. Minimum Reduction: BP pressure remains 4.5 kg/cm2.
4. FS (Full Service): BP pressure drops to 3.0 kg/cm2. The
handle can be locked or unlocked in this position.
5. Emergency: BP drops to 0 kg/cm2on this position.
C. Mode switch:
One rotating switch called mode switch is provided in each
cab below direct brake valve. This spring loaded switch can
be operated by pressing downward. This switch has following
4 positions.
1. HLPR (HELP): While using loco as banker, this switch
should be kept at HLPR position on this mode in addition to
ZBAN at ON.
2. TRL (TRAIL): In non working cab (SU / MU), this switch
should be kept on TRL position.
3. LEAD: In working cab (SU / MU), this switch should be
kept on LEAD position and then BP will be charged 5.0
kg/cm2.
4. TEST: In this position BP leakage test is done. When this
switch is kept on TEST position, Loco brakes get applied.
This switch should be kept on lead position immediately
after testing.
D. PTDC (Pneumatic Time Dependent Control):
In this loco automatic train brake and direct brakes are
governed by Brake Electronics. In case of failure of brake
electronics train can be worked by maximum of 10 kmph by
PTDC. This is provided in each cab near brake handles and has
2 positions: release and apply. PTDC is having one coc, which
should be in open condition always.
CHANGES IN UNDER TRUCK:
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BC 1 & BC 2 COCs are provided in addition to under truck in
pneumatic panel. These cocs are black in color and provided at the
bottom of brake manifold in machine room. Normally these coc
should be vertical (open).
Changes in pneumatic panel:
Pneumatic panel is divided into two parts.
a. Air Brake Manifold.
b. Auxiliary manifold.
1.

Parts in Air Brake Manifold:
PB-BUS (Parking Brake Back Up Switch): This is a
black colored switch. Normally this switch should be in
horizontal condition. But in case of PTDC mode or clearing
loco as dead, this switch should be kept closed (Vertical) to
release the parking brakes.
b. PER-COS (Pneumatic Equalizing Reservoir Cut Off
Switch): This is a black colored switch. Normally this
switch should be in horizontal condition. But in case of
PTDC mode, this switch should be kept vertical.
c. PBR-COS (Parking Brake Reservoir Cut Off Switch):
This is a black colored switch. Normally this switch should
be in horizontal condition. Maintenance staff uses this
switch.
d. PB-PDS (Parking Brake Pneumatic Disable switch):
This is a black colored switch. Normally this switch should
be in horizontal condition. In case of parking brakes
malfunctioning maintenance staff uses this switch and to be
kept vertical along with PBR-COS.
e. SIFA-74 (Vigilance exhaust COC): This is yellow
colored COC. Normally this COC should be kept down ward
but while clearing loco as dead this COC should be kept
upward.
f. BC- & BC-2 COCs: These are bogie isolating COCs.
a.
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DV: Distributor valve

Auxiliary Manifold:
Following COCs are provided on this manifold.
a. WFL: Pressure switch for wheel flange lubrication.
b. TC1&TC2: Pressure switch for traction converter 1&2
c. KABA KEY: Loco grounding key.
d. FC: Harmonic filter contactor pressure switch.
e. PAN 1 & 2: Pressure switch for Panto 1 & panto 2.
f. VCB: Pressure switch for VCB.
g. VESA 1 & 2: Pressure switches for sanders(Vertical).
h. 136: Pressure COC for Feed Pipe.
i. 47: Cock for dead loco (Normally closed- parallel to the
pipe)
j. Panto selector switch: for selection of panto
PROCEDURE OF CAB CHANGING:
1. Keep Automatic train brake handle in FS and lock it and
remove the key out side,.
2. Keep the Direct brake handle in release.
3. Keep MODE switch in trail position.
4. Open the VCB, lower the panto and move BL key from ‘D’
to ‘OFF’. Remove the BL key and go in other cab.
5. In other cab, Unlock Automatic train brake handle and keep
it on RUN position. Operate Mode switch from TRAIL to
LEAD.
6. Energise the loco as per the procdure.
7. To charge BP, release parking brake and ensure charging of
BP pressure.
ENERGIZING OF LOCO:
Loco should be energised as conventional 3 phase loco, but
ensure following:
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Automatic train brake handle of working cab should be at
RUN and non working cab should be at FS in locked
condition.
Mode switch should be kept at LEAD in working cab and at
TRAIL in non working cab.
Energise the loco as per normal position.
For charging BP move Automatic train brake handle to FS
for 10 seconds and then keep it to RUN position. BP will be
charged by 3.0 kg/cm2.
Ensure that parking brakes are released.
Keep Automatic train brake handle from RUN to FS. Wait
for 10 seconds, then again keep it to RUN and ensure that
BP is charged to 5.0 kg/cm2and BC is ‘0’ kg/cm2.
Every time after recharging, BP will overcharge to 5.5
kg/cm2at RUN position and then after some time become
normal to 5.0 kg/cm2.
For overcharging BP to 5.4 kg/cm2, keep Automatic train
brake handle to REL position, if necessary.
For releasing synchronised loco brakes use Ball Ring for
quick release or use PVEF for normal release.

PARKING BRAKE:
Whenever parking brakes are applied by CE or manually,
every time penalty auto brakes will be applied along with parking
brakes in which BP will drop to 3 kg/cm2and loco brakes up to 2.5
kg/cm2with Priority 1 message on screen.
For recharging BP pressure, first release parking brakes and
keep Automatic train brake handle to FS position for 10 seconds,
again keep it in RUN position and ensure that BP is recharged to 5.0
kg/cm2. Acknowledge the fault and work further.
For applying parking brake manually, rotate switch PB-BUS
from horizontal to vertical and for releasing vertical to horizontal.
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VIGILANCE PENALTY BRAKES:
In this loco BP pressure is dropped by 3.0 kg/cm2(in gauge
2.0 kg/cm2) on application of vigilance parking brakes. Do the
following for resetting vigilance penalty brakes:
1. Keep throttle in ‘0’
2. Wait for at least 2-3 minutes.
3. Keep Automatic train brake handle to FS, press BPVR for
acknowledging fault message.
4. Keep Automatic train brake handle at RUN and ensure that
BP is charged to 5.0 kg/cm2and loco brakes are released.
5. Acknowledge the fault by BPFA and proceed further after
ensuring pressure.
EMERGENCY BRAKE – ACTIONS
Emergency penalty brakes applied when, emergency push
button is pressed or due to over speeding or due to emergency
application by / ALP Emergency valve, in which BP pressure drops to
‘0’. For releasing this penalty brake, keep Automatic train brake to
Emergency (EMER) for 10 seconds and again keep to RUN position,
BP will charge to 5.0 kg/cm2then acknowledge the fault message and
work further.
SERVICE PENALTY BRAKES:
Service penalty brakes apply automatically in following condition in
which, BP is dropped to 3.0 kg/cm2.
1. If BC 1 & BC 2 are isolated in locos ‘LEAD’ mode.
2. If any one COC of PB-PDS, PB-BUS, PB-R-COS is isolated
and BPPB is pressed then also penalty brakes will apply.
3. To release service penalty brakes, normalize the above
switches, keep Automatic train brake handle to FS for 10
seconds then again keep to RUN position and ensure BP to
charge at 5.0 kg/cm2.
PROCEDURE FOR CLEARING BLOCK SECTION USING PTDC:
1.

Bring throttle to ‘0’
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2.
3.

Open the DJ, Lower the panto and switch OFF CE.
Trip the MCB 127.7 (SB 2) and ensure that MCB 127.15 (SB
2) is in ON position.
4. On Pneumatic panel, Close PB-BUS COC & PER-COS from
horizontal to vertical position.
5. Keep automatic train brake handle of working cab on RUN.
6. Switch ON CE, raise Panto and close VCB as per procedure
7. Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA
8. Keep PTDC on release position and ensure that BP is 5.0
kg/cm2and BC is ‘0’ kg/cm2.
9. If BC pressure does not come to ‘0’ then release by
distributor valve.
10. To apply / release auto brakes keep PTDC handle to apply
or release as per requirement and clear the block section by
10 KMPH.
CLEARING LOCO AS DEAD
1. Keep the throttle at ‘0’, Open VCB, lower the panto, and
remove BL key by switching OFF of CE.
2. Keep the Automatic train brake handle of both cab in FS
and remove the key after locking it.
3. Keep both Direct brake handle at release and keep MODE
switch at TRAIL.
4. Open 47 COC (perpendicular to the pipe) and close 136
COC (FP) provided on auxiliary manifold.
5. Keep PAN 1 & 2 COCs (Auxiliary manifold) on vertical
position.
6. Close 74 SIFA COC (Vigilance) provided on pneumatic
manifold by keeping upward.
7. Switch OFF MCB 112.1 (in SB 2). Drain out MR & AR.
8. Couple the energised loco with dead loco and couple BP/FP
pipes and open their angle Cocks.
9. BC pressure should be ‘0’ and if not then release the
distributor valve.
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10. For application and releasing of parking brakes in dead
locomotive rotate PB-BUS (air brake manifold) from
horizontal to vertical. Ensure 5 kg/cm2pressure in parking
brake gauge.
11. After moving, stop the train at a distance of 500m, ensure
no brake binding.
12. At stopping, ensure there is no brake binding.
13. At destination, before detaching dead loco, apply parking
brakes and put wooden wedges.
Note:
No. 70 COC of BP and Solenoid valve No. 30 are not provided in this loco.
Before clearing loco as dead ensure that parking brakes are released
fully and gauge is showing 5 kg/cm2, ensure the same on run.

II.KNORR’S CCB-2 BRAKE SYSTEM ON 3-PHASE LOCO
In 3-phase Locos, some of locos 31393 onwards provided with
KNORR CCB-2 brake system, with minor modifications in equipment
and working system with existing knorr-brake system (CCB 1.5).

Equipment provided in CAB:
A-9

BAIL
RING

A-9
HANDLE
LOCK
WITH

MODE
SWITCH

SPINDLE
LCD
DISPLAY
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Auto brake (A-9): Automatic train brake handle can be
locked or unlocked in FS (full service) position by a locking
spindle provided in both cabs and coupled with a chain.
Non driving cab auto train brake handle is to be kept in FS
and locked condition where as in working cab to be kept in
run position. While clearing loco as dead both cab handles
are to be kept on FS and locked condition. This handle has
following 5 positions.
REL (Release): In this position BP pressure is over
charged to 5.5 kg/cm2for preset time, for quick charging of
BP.
RUN: This is the normal position on which BP is charged to
5.0 kg/cm2. In this position BP is overcharged by 0.2
kg/cm2for preset time.
Minimum Reduction: BP pressure drops to 4.5 kg/cm2.
FS (Full Service): BP pressure drops to 3.0 kg/cm2. The
handle can be locked or unlocked in this position.
Emergency: BP drops to 0 kg/cm2on this position.

DIRECT BRAKE (SA-9):
It has two positions, Apply and Release. One spring loaded clip
called “bail ring” is provided below the handle for quick release of
proportional brake in loco, either can be performed by lifting bail-ring
provided on direct brake/SA9 handle or by pressing PVEF foot pedal
switch.
Mode switch: One rotating switch called Mode switch is provided in
each cab below direct brake valve. This spring loaded switch can be
operated by pressing downward. This switch has following 4
positions.
1.

HLPR: While using loco as banker, this switch should be
kept at Help position on this mode in addition to ZBAN at
ON.
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TRL (TRAIL): In non working cab (SU/MU), this switch
should be kept on TRL position.
LEAD: In working cab (SU / MU), this switch should be
kept on LEAD position then only BP will charge.
TEST: In this position BP leakage / brake continuity tests to
be conducted. When this switch is kept on TEST position,
Loco brakes also get applied.

LCD DISPLAY: It will show messages like
1.
2.

3.

“Okay to Run”: Auto handle to RUN from FS position, BP
will charge to 5 kg/cm2and BC will reduce to zero.
“Safety Penalty – Keep Handle in FS” :To recover this
penalty brake, move Auto/A9 handle to FS and then back to
run.
“Train-line Emergency – Keep Handle in EMER”: To
recover Emergency penalty, Auto/A9 handle should be
moved to Emergency and then back to FS and then to RUN.

PTDC Switch:
It is having 3 positions (STABLED POSITIONS) Used when train
clearing in PTDC mode, when brake electrons failed.
1. Apply
2. Neutral
3. Release
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PARTS IN PNEMATIC PANEL:
1. Solenoid for parking brake: with application spindle (left
side) and Release spindle (right side) in red colour for
application & releasing of parking brakes.
2. COC NO 74: working position open (vertical), while moving
dead loco Close (horizontal).
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C3W/DV handle: Normal position vertical, Isolation
Position horizontal.
GOODS/PASSEGER MODE switch: As per the train
working (goods/chg) in addition the passenger/ goods
handle position.
Panto selector switch: with 3 positions AUTO, I, II
positions.
Auto
: Rear panto will raise.
I position : Panto I will raise.
II position : Panto II will raise.
COC-136 (Feed pipe coc): Normal position open
(horizontal), while moving dead loco close (vertical).
COC- 47: Normal position close, in dead loco open.
PER-COC: Normal position horizontal, while moving loco in
PTDC mode vertical.
20TP & 16 TP POINTS: If loco brakes not release,
remove the safety caps, press and release test points.
SANDER 1&2 COCs: Normal position working (vertical),
sanders to be isolated keep in horizontal position.
UNLOADER-COC: Normal position open( horizontal ) , in
case of air leaking from auto drain valve or un-loader
valves, we can close this COC (to vertical).
VCB COC: Normal position open (horizontal) for closing of
VCB , for VCB isolation close ( vertical).
IG-38 key: Normal position open (vertical) for raising of
pantos, for grounding keep it in horizontal.
PAN-1 COC: Normal position open (horizontal), in case of
panto-1 isolation close this coc (vertical).
PAN-2 COC: Normal position open (horizontal), in case of
panto-2 isolation close this coc (vertical).
SR-1, SR-2 COCs: Normal position is open, for closing
electro pneumatic contactor of SR-1 & SR-2 (in GTO locos).
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For IGBT locos normal position is close (for IGBT locos
electromagnetic contactors are used for SR-1 & SR-2).
17. Harmonic filter contact coc: Normal position open, for
closing electro pneumatic contactor of harmonic filter.
AUTO/A9 Operation:
To charge the BP, energize the Loco as normal 3 phase loco,
Keep Auto/A9 handle in FS, wait to see the massage on LCD
display of Controller as “Okay to Run”. Move the Auto handle
to RUN from FS position, BP will charge to 5 kg/cm2and BC
will reduce to zero.
To overcharge the BP to 5.50 Kg/cm2, Keep Auto/A9 handle
in REL (Release) position for 3 seconds. Once BP starts
overcharging, leave Auto/A9 handle. BP will charge to 5.50
+/- 0.1 Kg/cm2.
Quick release of proportional brake in loco either can be
performed by lifting Bail-ring provided on Direct Brake/SA9
handle or by pressing PVEF Foot Switch.
CAB CHANGING PROCEDURE:
In currently operating cab: Apply SA-9, Put A9 Handle in
Full Service position & Lock it using Locking Pin (fixed),
Change the position of Mode selection switch from LEAD to
TRAIL & Switch the BL Key to Self Hold Mode as usually done
with E-70 Brake system, release SA-9 handle.
Go to another cab: Apply SA-9, Change the position of
Mode selection switch from TRAIL to LEAD, Switch ON Loco
Electronics & Un-lock the A9 Handle, Bring A9 Handle from
FULL Service position to RUN position after LCD display OKTO RUN, Résumé traction after conducting loco brake power
test.
Recovery of penalty service brake:
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Penalty service brake would result into dropping of BP to 3
Kg/cm2 & crew message will appear as “Safety Penalty – Keep
Handle in FS”. To recover this penalty brake, move Auto/A9
handle to FS and then back to RUN (Follow message on LCD
of Brake Controller). BP would charge to 5.0 Kg/cm2.
Recovery of penalty emergency brake:
Emergency penalty brake can also get applied by over speed
relay or Emergency stop button and also at the time of
connection of Load with Locomotive & crew message will
appear as “Train-line Emergency – Keep Handle in EMER”. To
recover Emergency penalty, Auto/A9 handle should be moved
to EMER and then back to FS and then to RUN. (Follow crew
message on Display of Brake Controller).Then BP will charge
to 5.0 Kg/cm2.
Recovery of vigilance penalty brake:
Vigilance penalty would result into dropping BP to ‘0’
kg/cm2and application of full BC pressure & crew massage
will appear as “Train-line Emergency – Keep Handle in
EMER”.
To recover vigilance penalty, bring throttle handle (TE/BE) to
‘0’, wait for 32 seconds. After that, move Auto/A9 handle to
EMER and press BPVR on driver's desk. To charge “BP” move
Auto/A9 handle to RUN. BP will charge to 5.0 Kg/cm2.
Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA. Resume normal
operation.
Parking brakes:
1.
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Parking brakes can release in three ways by BPPB,
solenoid valve right spindle (red colour) and by
manual releasing.

PTDC (Pneumatic Time Dependent Controller) set up
& operation:
This feature has been provided in case of brake
electrons failure (CCB System), by keeping brake
system in this mode, locomotive / train can move at a
restricted speed of Max.10 Kmph to clear the block
section.
Procedure of clearing block section by using PTDC:
1.

Bring throttle to ‘0’

2.

Open the VCB, Lower the panto and switch off CE.

3.

Trip the MCB 127.7 (SB 2) and ensure that MCB 127.15 (SB
2) is in ON position.

4.

On Pneumatic panel, keep PER-COS (Pneumatic Equalizing
Reservoir Cut out Switch) in active position from horizontal
to vertical position.

5.

Keep automatic train brake handle of working cab on RUN,
non working cab FS and locked with pin.

6.

Switch ON CE, raise Panto and close VCB as per procedure
Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA (the message of
“Brake electronics failed” will not come).
Keep PTDC on release position and ensure that BP is 5.0
kg/cm2and BC is ‘0’ kg/cm2.

7.
8.

If BC is not reducing to zero then give brief pulls to quick
release lever provided at bottom of distributor valve. Ensure
BC reduces to zero. (Note: If Loco Brake remains applied,
press 20TP/16TP (Test Point nipple) of 20CP & 16CP on
Pneumatic Panel to Release BC to Zero.
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Release parking brake BPPB, take traction.

10. To apply / release auto brakes keep PTDC handle to apply
or release as per requirement for sufficient time by
observing the BP pressure gauge and clear the block
section by 10 KMPH.
Dead locomotive operation:
1.

Stop the train/loco, secure by applying SA9 and A9
emergency.

2.

Keep the throttle at ‘0’, Open VCB, lower the panto, and
remove BL key by switching OFF of CE.

3.

Keep the Automatic train brake handle of both cabs in FS,
Insert Pin to lock the A-9 Handles.
Keep both Direct brakes handle at release and keep both cabs
MODE switches in TRAIL.
Close 74(SIFA cock) on Auxiliary panel (keep in horizontal to
close).
Keep 47 COC in Dead loco position by rotating in anti clock
wise and close 136 COC (FP) to vertical position.
Keep PAN 1 & 2 COCs on vertical position.
Switch OFF MCBs 112.1, 110 & 310.4 (in SB 2).
Couple the energised loco with dead loco and couple BP/FP
pipes and open their angle Cocks, after charging of BP
pressure to normal level, ensure Brakes
are fully released
and BC pressure is zero in the gauge. If BC is not reducing to
zero then give brief pulls to quick release lever at bottom of
distributor valve.
Ensure BC reduces to zero. (Note: If loco
Brake remains applied, press 20TP (Test point) of 20CP on
Pneumatic Panel to Release BC to Zero.
Ensure parking brake released condition, (apply parking brake
by application spindle, it will latch automatically and Release
Parking Brake by Pulling Manual Release Pins of Parking Brake
Cylinders).

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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After moving, stop the train at a distance of 500m, ensure no
brake binding.
At stopping, ensure there is no brake binding.
At destination, before detaching dead loco, apply parking
brakes and put wooden wedges.

Trouble shooting for BP not charging in loco:
1.
Ensure MR pressure 8 to 10 kg/cm2.
2.
Ensure both side angle COCs in closed position.
3.
Ensure both side additional BP COCs open.
4.
Ensure lead cab A-9 in RUN position, rear cab A-9 in FS and
locked by pin.
5.
Ensure both side RS COCs closed position.
6.
Ensure MODE switch in leading cab LEAD position, in trailing
cab in TRAIL position.
7.
Ensure Z-BAN switches in off position in both cabs.
8.
Ensure both side PTDC handles in neutral position.
9.
Initially To charge the BP, energize the Loco as normal 3
phase loco, Keep Auto/A9 handle in FS, wait to see the
massage on LCD display of Controller as “Okay to Run”. Move
the Auto handle to RUN from FS position, BP would charge
to 5 kg/cm2and BC would reduce to zero.
10.
Ensure there is VCD action.
11. If message will appear as “Safety Penalty – Keep Handle in
FS” and BP not charging more than 3 kg/cm2, To recover this
penalty brake, move Auto/A9 handle to FS and then back to
RUN (Follow massage on LCD of Brake Controller), BP would
charge to 5.0 Kg/cm2.
12.
If message will appear as “Train-line Emergency – Keep
Handle in EMER. To recover Emergency penalty, Auto/A9
handle should be moved to EMER & then back to FS and then
to RUN (Follow crew message on Display of Brake Controller).
BP would charge to 5.0 Kg/cm2.
13. If still BP is not charging switch of CE and switch on CE and
try.
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Still BP is not changing contact TLC.
1. At the time of connection of Load with Locomotive, crew
message will appear as “Train-line Emergency – Keep Handle in
EMER”. To recover Emergency penalty, Auto/A9 handle should be
moved to EMER & then back to FS and then to RUN (Follow crew
message on Display of Brake Controller). BP would charge to 5.0
Kg/cm2.
2. At the time of connection of load, first keep mode switch in
test, open BP pipe and then keep test switch in lead for avoiding
train-line Emergency action.

21.29 DO’s and DON’Ts for Loco Pilots in 3 phase locos
DO’s
1. Acknowledge VCD always within every 60 sec.
2. Do maximum use of regenerative braking, it not only
control the train but participate in generating the power.
3. In case of any trouble, as a last step, switch OFF the CE
and switch ON.
4. In case of heavy airflow, instead of attending the screen,
do the protection of train and adjacent track.
5. In case of emergency use emergency stop push button.
6. While deactivating the CSC, check the position of throttle, it
should not be opposite to the force.
7. Use throttle gradually.
8. Before regenerative braking, bunch the load.
9. While working dead loco, ensure conjunction working of
brakes in dead loco.
10. While working dead loco ensure releasing of parking brakes
and pneumatic brakes in dead loco.
11. First note down the fault message and then acknowledge
the fault.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

During failure mode operation, use throttle carefully.
Keep the SA-9 handle of rear cab at release.
Apply parking brakes when stationary.
Instead of continuous operation of sanders, use frequently.
In case of fault message, acknowledge BPFA until
extinguish.
17. Before moving traction to braking or braking to traction
time gap to be given, TE/BE handle to be kept in ‘0’ position
and ensure LSTO LAMP glowing.
18. While using CSC, observe TE/BE meters for any
fluctuations, for any abnormality in the formation.
DON’Ts
1. Don’t operate BL when loco is in motion.
2. Don’t believe on U-meter, ensure the panto physically.
3. Don’t press PSA continuously.
4. Don’t allow any unauthorised person in rear cab, as some
functions are remains active in rear cab.
5. Don’t declare the loco FAIL, without switching OFF and ON
the control electronics.
6. Don’t lower the panto for more than 10 minutes otherwise
CE will switch off.
7. Don’t forget to acknowledge the fault message.
8. Don’t use CSC in undulating area.
9. Don’t isolate VCD unnecessarily.
10. Don’t switch off CE in running train.
11. Don’t smoke in the loco.
12. Don’t use quick release position of A-9 frequently and
unnecessarily.
13. Don’t operate MPJ, If MR pressure is less than 6.4 kg/cm2.
14. Don’t open rear cab corridor door.
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21.30 Instructions for Head On Generation (HOG)
For operation of Hotel load in HOG fitted Locos, the instructions
required to be followed by the crew are given below:
1) Ensure panto lowered and Hotel Load MCB (129.1 in SB-2
Panel) in OFF condition while detaching / attaching of
power / control couplers of HOG. After attaching couplers
switch on Hotel Load MCB in SB-2 panel and energize Loco.
2) Switch “ON” BLHO after every closing of VCB (including
neutral section) and ensure LSHO glowing in “A’ panel.
3) HOG cannot be switched “ON” in the following conditions:
a) MR pressure low (<6.4 Kg/cm²). If LP tried to switch
ON HOG, a fault “F1002P1” message will be displayed
even MPJ on “0”.
b) Transformer oil pressure not OK (F0102P2).
c) STB-1 fails: HOG cannot be switched on from both
cabs.
d) STB-2 fails: HOG cannot be switched on from Cab-2.
Note:
I.

II.

Loco detaching operation is not permitted without
uncoupling HOG couplers. Uncoupling / Coupling of
HOG couplers will be done by power car staff.
Train should not be delayed on account of troubleshooting of HOG. Train can be started without HOG.

Isolation: Open Hotel load MCB 129.1 in SB-2 panel to isolate HOG.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS01

F0101P1

Loco XXXXXX
SS01: Main
Power
VCB STUCK IN
ON POSITION
Loco will be shut
down F0101P1

LSDJ
will not
glow,
LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow
LSDJ
will not
glow,
LSFI
will
glow

SR
Contactor
will open
(Hotel &
Converter),
Panto will
lower

1. Bring Throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Coast to clear the block section.
3. Bringing the loco to dead stop.
4. Switch OFF and ON the MCE and check if
LSDJ is glowing. (Procedure for switching
ON/OFF MCE is given below at the end)
5. If so, raise panto and close VCB and
resume Traction.
6. If not successful, try from rear cab.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Try to resume traction , if not
successful, then2. Ask for relief loco within 20 minutes.

Loco XXXXXX
SS01 : Main
Power
MAIN POWER
ISOLATED
VCB Inhibited
Loco is dead

ETTC/BZA

VCB will
not close
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS01

F0102P1

Loco XXXXX SS01 : Main
Power
VCB STUCK IN OFF
POSITION
Try to close VCB again
F0102P1

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

VCB
control
changed
to
redundant
processor

1. Bring Throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Ensure VCB COC in open position.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
4. If VCB gets closed then resume traction.
5. Otherwise coast to clear the block
section, if possible, then bring the loco to
dead stop.
6. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again.
7. Raise panto and close VCB and resume
Traction.
8. If not successful, try from rear cab.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Try to resume traction, if not
successful, then2. Ask for relief loco within 20 mins.

Loco XXXXX SS01 : Main LSDJ &
Power, MAIN POWER
LSFI will
ISOLATED, VCB
glow
Inhibited Loco is dead

ETTC/BZA

VCB will
not close
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS01

F0103P1

Loco XXXXX SS01 :
Main Power
LOW PRESSURE
PANTO/FAULTY PANTO
Check Isolating cock
Check Aux. Reservoir
Pressure F0103P1

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow, LSFI
will start
blinking

Panto will
not raise

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Ensure that IG-38 (Blue key is
inserted and keep horizontal on
Pn.Panel. In case of KNORRCCB2
brake locomotives, ensure IG 38 key
in vertical position.
3. Check that aux. compressor is
working or not. Check MCB 48.1 (SB2) of MCPA.
4.
If not working, tap gently on
Pressure switch No. 26 on Pn.panel.
(5th from left on Pn. Panel in E70 and
“PANS-PS” in CCB2)
5. Check that pressure is available in
Aux. Reservoir and more than 5.2
Kg/cm2 on the gauge provided on
pneumatic panel. Ensure that drain
cock is closed (parallel to pipe).

ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

6. Check Panto isolating and VCB cocks on pneumatic panel.
Operate 2-3 times and ensures that these are in horizontal
position.
7. Try to raise pantograph. If not successful, try to raise
other pantograph by changing the position of panto selector
switch (85) on pneumatic panel.
8. Pressure in Pan circuit is monitored by a pressure switch
(130.4/1 & 130.4/2). After giving panto raising command, if
pressure switch not picked up within 35 sec, then VCB will be
disabled. In case VCB is closed then it will open with delay of
2 sec. Tap very gently above pressure switch (130.4/1&
130.4/2) i.e. 9/1 & 9/2 provided on top of the pneumatic
panel in E70 panel and “PAN1 PS & PAN2 PS” in CCB2 panel.
Raise panto and close VCB. 9. If not successful, try by
changing the cab/ changing panto selector switch no. 85 on
pneumatic panel.
10. If not, then Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again.

ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS01

F0104P1

Loco XXXXX SS01 :
Main Power
CATENARY VOLTAGE
OUT OF LIMIT
Watch Catenary
Voltmeter Close VCB
When Voltage is OK
F0104P1

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

VCB
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
remain trip
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
between
2. If U-meter showing ‘0’ then either no
Catenary
tension or fuse blown off. Confirm OHE
voltage 17.5 Tension through TLC/TPC. If there is no
kV to 29 kV tension in OHE, act accordingly.
2.1 Check 2 Amps. Fuse at SB-1, if it is
blown off change it with the spare fuse
after lowering of pantograph only. Check
for OHE voltage getting restore, then close
the VCB and resume traction.
2.2 If 2 Amps fuse is not blown, wait for
Catenary voltage to rise above 17.5 KV but
less than 29 KV. After OHE voltage get
restored, then re-close the VCB and resume
traction.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

3. If OHE voltmeter is showing voltage, then try by
isolating Traction converter 1 or Traction converter-2 as
per following message:
(i) If DDS shows background message having
SLG1:0020-LP has to isolate Traction Converter-1 by
MCB 127.1/1 (SB-1).
(ii) If DDS shows background message having
SLG2:0020-LP has to isolate Traction Converter-2 by
MCB 127.1/2(SB-2).
4. If not succeed try following:
4.1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again. Try
to resume traction, if not succeed, then
4.2. Try by changing panto.
4.3. Try by changing cab

ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS01

F0104P1

Loco XXXXX
SS01 :Main
Power
“CATENARY
VOLTAGE OUT
OF LIMIT”
(From Slave
loco only and
not from
master loco
during WAP-5
MU Operation
With Single
Panto)

LSDJ
will glow
LSIso-1:
LSIso-2
Will
Extinguish,
LSFI
will start
blinking

VCB
trip,
Both
isolator
will
open

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Check the HV
connecting cable between two locos. If HV cable
damaged isolate slave loco electrically by
opening both isolators (by pressing BPIso) and
operate the loco as single.
Warning: Mechanical coupling of multi not
to be opened as it will cause damage to
the HV cable.
If HV cable is OK
2. Check 2 Amps. Fuse of slave loco at SB-1, if
it is blown off change it with the spare fuse
after lowering of pantograph only. Check for
OHE voltage getting restore, then close the VCB
and resume traction.
3. If 2 Amps fuse is not blown, wait for
Catenary voltage to rise above 17.5 KV but less
than 29.5 KV. After OHE voltage get restored,
then re- close the VCB and resume traction.

ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

SS01

Fault No.

F0105P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX
SS01 :
Main Power
TRANSFORMER
OIL
TEMPERATURE
OR PRESSURE
NOT OK
TE/BE
reduction or
VCB trips
Try to close
VCB if open
F0105P1

Lamp

LSFI
will
start
blinkin
g&
BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Possibili
ty of
Reduce
d
TE/BE.
GTO
pulsing
will
stop.
Hotel
load will
off &
VCB will
trip.

4. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again.
Try to resume traction, if not succeed, then5. Try by changing panto.
6. Try by changing cab.
7. Try by isolating Slave loco electrically as in 1.
1. If TE is available then clear the block section by
Traction otherwise try to clear the block section by
coasting.
2. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
3. If VCB trips, then acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA. Close VCB & try to clear the block section by
coasting.
4. Check manually if Transformer oil pumps are working
by touching the pumps outlets and inlet pipes in the
under frame. Check if MCB 62.1/1 and HB1& 62.1/2 in
HB2 Cubicle. If found tripped open VCB and reset MCB
once. (Procedure for resetting MCB is given on page
No. 49)
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

If MPH not working then a) Switch OFF and ON MCE.
b) Keep loco in idle mode for 10 minutes.
5. Check the oil level in both the expansion tanks of
transformer in Machine room located near Oil Cooling
Unit. It should be in between the Max & Min Mark.
6. Driver should check the working of Oil cooler blower
unit located in machine room; If it is not working then
ensure that MCB 59.1/1 (in HB-1 Cubicle) & 59.1/2 (in
HB-2 Cubicle) should not be in tripped condition. If
found tripped, then open VCB & reset MCB only once. If
OCBs are not working, then
a). Switch OFF and ONMCE.
b). Keep loco in idle mode for 10 minutes.
If driver noticed that OCB impeller and its casing got
physically damaged, then driver should immediately
isolate
a). Concerned OCB by opening MCB 59.1/1 OR 59.1/
ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX
SS01 :
Main Power
MAIN POWER
ISOLATED
VCB Inhibited
Loco is dead

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

LSDJ
&
LSFI
Will
glow

Effect

VCB
will
not
close

Action to be taken by Driver

b). Concerned traction converter pump by opening oil
pumps MCB 63.1/1 OR 63.1/2 and
c) Concerned transformer oil pumps by opening MCB
62.1/1 OR 62.1/2.
Driver should operate above MCB after opening VCB and
switching OFF MCE.
Then driver should isolate concerned Bogie-by-Bogie
isolating switch (154) located in SB-1 cubicle.
Switch ON MCE raise panto & close VCB. Work the train
with one bogie in service after making conversation with
TLC.
7. Try to resume traction.
1. If the same message repeats and MCB’s are normal,
bring throttle to 0 position.
2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again. Raise
panto and close VCB and resume traction.
3.
If, not successful check DDS messages, if
SLG1:0019 Isolate SR1 & SLG2:0019 Isolate SR2.
4. If not successful within 20 mins, ask for relief loco.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS01

F0106P1

Loco XXXXX
SS01 :
Main Power
FILTER
ON/OFF
CONTACTOR
STUCK ON
VCB will not
close again
F0106P1
Loco XXXXX
SS01 :
Main Power
MAIN POWER
ISOLATED
VCB Inhibited
Loco is dead

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

Filter
discharging
contactor
will open.

1. If VCB opens, it will not close again.
2. Bring Throttle to 0 position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA. Switch OFF the
MCE and Switch it ON once again. Raise
panto and close VCB and resume Traction
if loco get normal.

LSDJ &
LSFI will
glow

VCB will not
close

1. If not successful, check DDS messages. If
a message is SLG1-0059 isolate SR-1 by
opening MCB 127.1/1 & 154-1 in SB1 &
try.
2. If not successful Ask relief Loco & Record
in Log book.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS01

F0107P1

Loco XXXXX
SS01 :
Main Power
PRECHARGE OR
MAIN
CONTACTOR
STUCK ON
Main converters
blocked
F0107P1

LSDJ
& BPFA
will glow,
LSFI
will start
blinki ng

ETTC/BZA

Effect

VCB
will
Trip

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position and try to clear
block section in coasting.
2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Switch
OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again.
Raise panto and close VCB and resume
traction.
3. If no succeed received, then clear block
section with one bogie in service by isolating a
traction converter per following message:
(i) If DDS shows background message having
SLG1 0037 or 0039 LP has to isolate Traction
Converter-1 by MCB 127.1/1 (SB-1).
(ii) If DDS shows background message having
SLG2 0037 or 0039 LP has to isolate Traction
Converter-2 by MCB 127.1/2(SB-2) and then
talk to TLC and act accordingly.
4. If not successful within 20 minutes ask for
relief loco.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

SS01

Fault No.

F0108P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco XXX SS01
: Main Power
MAIN POWER
ISOLATED
VCB inhibited
Loco is dead
Loco XXX
SS01 :
Main Power
PRIMARY OVER
CURRENT
Check over
current relay
flag Close VCB
after unlocking
relay
F0108P1

LSDJ &
LSFI will
glow

VCB will
trip

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise panto and close VCB and resume
traction
2. If VCB cannot be closed, shut down loco.
3. Ask for relief loco within 20 minutes.

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

Power
supply of
VCB
closing /
Holding
coil will
interrupt
through
Maximum
current
relay.

1. Don’t close DJ until you check the loco
specially OCR (Relay 78), fire and all oil points
in machine rooms. If find fire act according
message F1501P1 and ask for relief loco
without losing time.
2. If find no any fire, Coast to clear block
section. Bringing the loco to dead stop.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Check over current relay-78 flag in SB-1
panel.
4. Inspect the Machine Room for any oil spillage.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

5. Check the oil level in both the expansion tanks of
transformer in Machine room located near Oil Cooling Unit
and the expansion tanks of both converters. It should be in
between the Max. & Min. Mark. If there is any abnormality
like splashing of oil inside the machine room or from
Transformer /converter, sign of overheating/sparking of
connection; shut down the loco. Ask for relief loco within 20
minutes.
6. If flag found dropped in Primary Over Current relay provided
in SB-1 and there is no abnormality of oil splashing and oil
level is in between max & min in all the four gauges, then
unlock the relay by moving the screw clock wise provided on
the front side of the relay . The relay flag shall disappear.
7. Press BLDJ to close VCB after unlocking the relay. Inform
TLC and record in the logbook.
8. If not successful after making one attempt as given above
then VCB will be inhibited, ask for relief loco without losing
time
ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS01

F0108P1

LSDJ &
LSFI will
glow

VCB
will
not
close

If one attempt taken, Ask for relief loco
without losing time.

SS01

F0109P1

Loco XXXXX SS01 : Main
Power
MAIN POWER ISOLATED
VCB inhibited
Loco is dead
Loco XXXXX SS01 : Main
Power AUX. WINDING
OVER CURRENT
Try to close VCB again

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

VCB
will
trip

Loco XXXXX SS01 : Main
Power MAIN POWER
ISOLATED
VCB inhibited Loco is dead

LSDJ &
LSFI
will glow

VCB
will
not
close

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
Press BLDJ to close VCB.
2. If problem persists isolation message
will appear, acknowledge by pressing
enter button.
3. Coast to clear block section bringing
the loco to dead stop.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Raise panto and close VCB
and resume Traction.
2. If VCB cannot be closed, shut down
the loco.
3. Check the back ground message &

ETTC/BZA

Action to be taken by Driver
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Isolate BUR1 or 2 or 3 one by one by
opening MCB 127.22/1 or 127.22/2 or
127.22/3 and try.
4. If not successful ask for relief loco
within 20 mins.
SS01
F0110P1
Loco XXXXX SS01 : Main
LSDJ &
VCB
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Power FATAL ERROR IN
BPFA will will
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
MAIN CIRCUIT
glow,
Open 2. Check MCB’s in HB / SB, if found
Turn OFF the loco.
LSFI will
&
tripped, reset once.
start
panto 3. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
blinking
will
once again. Raise panto and close
lower
VCB and resume Traction.
4. More than one sub system isolated.
•This is only applicable after implementation of Modification no. RDSO/2013/EL/MS/0420, Rev.’0’ dated 23.01.13.
Loco XXXXX SS01 : Main
LSDJ, &
VCB
1. Trouble shoot as per Additional
Power MAIN POWER
LSFI will
will
instructions given at end of SS- 01 for
ISOLATED
glow
not
OCB, TMB, MPH-C and MCP. If not
VCB inhibited Loco is dead
close
successful then,
ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

SS01

Fault No.

F0101P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX
SS01 :
Main Power
OVER
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
ELECTRONICS
Turn off the
loco. Setup
cooling mode
F0101P2

Lamp

LSCE
&
BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Contactor
of
Control
electronic
s will not
close

Action to be taken by Driver

2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again,
raise panto and close VCB and resume Traction.
3. If VCB cannot be closed, shut down loco.
4. Ask for relief loco within 20 minutes.
1. Check MCB’s in HB / SB, if found tripped, reset
once (54.1/1 & 54.1/2 in both HB and MCBs
127.91/1 & 127.91/2 in SB panels.).
2. If TE is available then clear the block section by
Traction otherwise try to clear the block sectionby
coasting. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Advice station, regarding inability for 10-15
minutes. A-9 to be kept on Emergency (to save MR
pressure) before putting loco on cooling mode.
4. Switch OFF the MCE. Put BL Key in position ‘C’ raise
pantograph with ZPT, close VCB both Machine
Room Blowers will start working. The loco is now, in
cooling mode and Electronics is being cooled wait
till LSCE extinguished.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

SS01

Fault No.

F0102P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS01
: Main Power
TRANSFORMER
OIL PRESSURE
NOT OK
Any oil pump
circuit not
working TE/BE
will be reduced
F0102P2

Lamp

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Possibili
ty of
reduced
TE/BE.
Ventilati
on will
increase
. VCB
will trip

Action to be taken by Driver

5. If VCB trips during cooling mode before closing VCB,
check OCR (relay 78) and all oil points in machine
room and act accordingly.
6. After LSCE extinguished, open DJ, lower panto. Put
BL Key to ‘D’ position. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume traction.
1. If TE is available then clear the block section by
Traction otherwise try to clear the block section by
coasting.
2. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
3. If VCB trips then acknowledge fault by BPFA. Close
VCB & try to clear the block section by coasting.
4. Check manually that oil pumps are working or not
by touching the pumps outlets and inlet pipes in the
under frame. Check MCB 62.1/1 in HB1 & 62.1/2 in
HB2 panels. If found tripped, open VCB and reset
MCB once.
5. Close VCB. If successful, work the train
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS01

F0103P2

BPFA
will
glow

SS01

F0104P2

Loco XXXXX SS01
: Main Power
EARTH FAULT AUX.
WINDING CIRCUIT
Normal operation
can continue. To be
checked during
maintenance
F0103P2
Loco XXXXX SS01
: Main Power
F0104P2
LOW FREQUENCY
CATENARY
VOLTAGE
Wait for 1 minute
and set TE/BE
again.

ETTC/BZA

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Check visually machine room for burning /
burning smell of Auxiliaries. If found, trip
MCB of that Aux. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. If fault repeats, troubleshoot as per
additional instruction given at the end of
SS01.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
Traction
will
start
above
45 Hz.

1. Coast to clear block section. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Inform TLC at scheduled stop and record
in the logbook.
3. Keep trying for traction and resume
normal operation.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS01

F0105P2

BPFA
will
glow

Traction
will start till
the
frequency
is below 55
Hz.

1. Coast to clear block section. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. Inform TLC at scheduled stop and record in the
logbook.
3. Keep trying for traction and resume normal
operation.

SS01

F0106P2

Loco XXX SS01
: Main Power
CATENARY
FREQUENCY IS
HIGH
Bring throttle to
zero F0105P2
Loco XXX SS01
: Main Power
AUXILIARY
CAPACITOR
MACHINE ROOM
BLOWER NOT
OFF
Continue normal
traction
F0106P2

ETTC/BZA

BPFA
will
glow

1. If MRB 1 and 2 working, acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA and continue normal operation.
2. Inform TLC at scheduled stop and record in the
logbook.
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS01

F0107P2

Loco XXXXX
SS01 :
Main Power
DEMANDED
SPEED CAN
NOT BE
ACHIEVED

BPFA
will
glow

Speed not
increasing
more than
1 KMPH”
and Loco
moving
with heavy
jerk above
50
% of TE

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. If loco (WAG9, WAG9H, WAP7) has been
provided with toggle switches at the top of
traction converters, then bypass the speed sensor
as per message on DDS. Operate bottom, middle
or top Toggle switch provided on top of SR-1 for
background message no. 0052, 0053 and 0054
ASC1 ERROR TECHOGENERATOR respectively.
Similarly operate bottom, middle or top Toggle
switch provided on top of SR-2 for background
message no. 0052, 0053 and 0054 ASC2 ERROR
TECHOGENERATOR respectively.
3. If toggle switches are not provided then isolate
concern traction converter as DDS message
a) If message is ASC-1 Error Tacho Generator 1/2/3
then switch OFF MCE & isolate SR- 1 (Traction
converter-1) by MCB127.1/1. Work with one bogie
in service. Inform TLC.

ETTC/BZA
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SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

b) If message is ASC-2 Error Tacho Generator 1/2/3
then switch OFF MCE & isolate SR- 2(Traction
converter-2) by MCB 127.1/2 Work with one bogie
in service. Inform TLC.

ETTC/BZA
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Additional Instructions for SS01 (See DDS & act accordingly)
1.

Isolation of Auxiliary Converter-1and then Auxiliary Converter-2 (Fault in OCB)
SS01 Main Power

S.S. No

Fault No.

SS01

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

If there is earth fault in
OCB-1 or OCB-2, then
driver will encounter
following sequence of
messages.
a). F 0103 P2: Earth
fault Auxiliary winding
circuit in the front
display.
b). STB2:004: Earth
fault Auxiliary circuit in
the background DDS.
c). Auxiliary converter -

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

A) If there is no tripping of MCB No. 59.1/1 or
59.1/2, following instructions should be
followed by driver.
1. Switch off & on MCE. Isolate OCB-1 by
tripping MCB no. 59.1/1 located in HB-1.
2. Close VCB.
3. Check for following message.
a). F0601P1- Disturbance in processor BUR-1
b). F0602P1- Fault in Auxiliary converter -1
c). F 0103P2 Earth fault Auxiliary winding
circuit
If there is no message, then faulty OCB has
been isolated.
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1 isolated due to
inverter over current.
d). Auxiliary converter2 isolated due to
inverter over current.
e). Main power off. VCB
inhibited.

d). Isolate BG-1 by operating Bogie cut out
switch No. 154. Switch off & on MCE.
Half traction will be available. Continue
traction with one bogie to clear the section
and ask for relief after clearing the section.
If messages are repeated, then
i) Close 59.1/1 in HB-1 panel. Put BG-1 in
service.
ii) Isolate OCB-2 by tripping MCB 59.1/2
located in HB-2.
iii) Switch off MCE.
iv) Then isolate BG-2 by Bogie cut out switch
154. Switch on MCE.
Half traction will be available. Continue
traction with one bogie to clear the section
and ask for relief after clearing the section.
B) If MCB No. 59.1/1 or 59.1/2 trips due to
faulty motor of OCB,
a) Do not reset MCB.

ETTC/BZA
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b)
c)

2.

Isolate the concerned Bogie by Bogie cut
out switch No. 154.
Half traction will be available. Continue
traction with one bogie to clear the
section and ask for relief after clearing
the section.

Isolation of Auxiliary Converter-2 and then Auxiliary Converter-1 (Fault in TMB)
SS01 Main Power

S.S. No

Fault No.

SS01

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

If there is earth fault in
TMB-1 or TMB-2, then
driver will encounter
following sequence of
messages.
a). F 0103 P2: Earth fault
Auxiliary winding circuit
in the front display.
b) STB2:004: Earth fault

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

A) If there is no tripping of MCB No. 53.1/1
or 53.1/2, following instructions should
be followed by driver.
1. Switch off & on MCE. Isolate one by one
TMB-1 by tripping MCB no. 53.1/1 and
TMB-2 by tripping MCB 53.1/2 located in
HB-1 and HB-2 respectively.
2. Close VCB. If succeed with isolation of
TMB-1 or TMB- 2, Isolate concerned BG
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Auxiliary circuit in the
background DDS.
c) Auxiliary converter -2
isolated due to
inverter over current.
d) Auxiliary converter-1
isolated due to
inverter over current.
e) Main power off. VCB
inhibited.

by Bogie cut out switch No. 154. Half
traction will be available. Continue
traction with one bogie to clear the
section.
B) If MCB No. 53.1/1 or 53.1/2 trips due to
faulty motor of TMB,
a). Do not reset MCB.
b). Switch off & on MCE.
c). Isolate the concerned Bogie by Bogie
cut out switch No. 154.
d). Half traction will be available. Continue
traction with one bogie to clear the
section.

3. Isolation of Auxiliary Converter-2 and then Auxiliary Converter-3 (Fault in SR Oil Pump and/or T/F Oil Pump)
SS01 Main Power
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS01

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

If there is earth fault in
SR-1 Oil Pump, T/F oil

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

A) If there is no tripping of MCB No. 63.1/1
or 63.1/2, following instructions should be
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pump-1 or SR-2 Oil
Pump, T/F oil pump-2
then driver will encounter
following sequence of
messages.
a). F 0103 P2: Earth fault
Auxiliary winding circuit
in the front display.
b) STB2:004: Earth fault
Auxiliary circuit in the
background DDS.
c) Auxiliary converter -2
isolated due to inverter
over current.
d) Auxiliary converter-3
isolated due to inverter
over current.
e) Main power off. VCB
inhibited.

ETTC/BZA

followed by driver.
1.
Switch off & on MCE. Isolate one by
one SR -1 Oil Pump by tripping MCB no.
63.1/1and SR -2 Oil Pump by tripping MCB
63.1/2 located in HB-1 and HB-2
respectively.
2.
Close VCB.
If succeed with isolation of SR -1 Oil Pump
or SR -2 Oil Pump, concerned BG to be kept
isolated by Bogie cut out switch No. 154.
Half traction will be available. Continue
traction with one bogie to clear the section.
B) If MCB No. 63.1/1 or 63.1/2
trips due to faulty motor of MPH-C,
a)
Do not reset MCB.
b)
Switch off & on MCE. Concerned BG
will get isolated automatically.
c)
Half traction will be available.
Continue traction with one bogie to clear the
section.
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4.

Isolation of Auxiliary Converter-3 and then Auxiliary Converter-2 (Fault in MCP)
SS01 Main Power

S.S. No

Fault No.

SS01

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

If there is earth fault in MCP1 or MCP-2, then driver will
encounter
following
sequence of messages.
a)
F 0103 P2: Earth fault
Auxiliary winding circuit in
the front display.
b)
STB2:004: Earth fault
Auxiliary circuit in the
background DDS.
c)
Auxiliary converter -3
isolated due to inverter over
current.
d)
Auxiliary converter-2
isolated due to inverter over
current.

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

A) If there is no tripping of MCB No.
47.1/1 or 47.1/2, following instructions
should be followed by driver.
1.Switch off & on MCE. Isolate one by
one MCP-1 by tripping MCB no.
47.1/1and MCP-2 by tripping MCB
47.1/2 located in HB-1 and HB-2
respectively.
2.
Close VCB.
If succeed with isolation of MCP1 or
MCP-2, try to work with one MCP in
service.
B) If MCB No. 47.1/1 or 47.1/2
trips due to faulty motor of MCP,
a)
Do not reset MCB. Switch off &
on MCE.
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e)
Main power off. VCB
inhibited.

5.

b)
Work the train with one MCP in
service.

Isolation of Auxiliary Converter-3 and then Auxiliary Converter-1 (Fault in Scavenge Blower)
SS01 Main Power

S.S. No

Fault No.

SS01

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

If there is earth fault
in Scavenge
blower-1 or Scavenge
blower-2 then driver
will
encounter
following sequence of
messages.
a) F0103P2: Earth
fault Auxiliary winding
circuit in the front
display.
b) STB2:004: Earth
fault Auxiliary circuit

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

A)
If there is no tripping of MCB No.
55.1/1 or 55.1/2, following instructions
should be followed by driver.
1. Switch off & on MCE. Isolate one by one
Scavenge blower-1 by tripping MCB no.
55.1/1and Scavenge blower-2 by tripping
MCB 55.1/2 located in HB-1 and HB-2
respectively.
2. Close VCB.
If succeed with isolation of Scavenge
blower-1 or Scavenge blower-2, try to work
with one Scavenge blower in service.
B) If MCB No. 55.1/1 or 55.1/2 trips due to
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in the background
DDS.
c) Auxiliary converter
-3 isolated due to
inverter over current.
d)
Auxiliary
converter-1 isolated
due to inverter over
current.
e) Main power off.
VCB inhibited.

ETTC/BZA

faulty motor of Scavenge blower,
1.
Do not reset MCB. Switch off & on
MCE.
2.
Work the train with one Scavenge
blower in service.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S.
No

SS02

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

F0201P1

Loco XXXXX
SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
DISTURBANCE
IN
CONVERTER-1
Try to close
VCB again.
F0201P1

LSDJ
& BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI
will
start
blinking

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault
by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB 127.1/1(SB1). If found tripped then
reset once after switching MCE OFF.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
4. If the message repeats, switch OFF the MCE
and switch it ON once again after 5 mins. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume traction if loco
gets normal.
5. If the message repeats and bogie-1 is not
getting isolated automatically then isolate bogie
1 by MCB 127.1/1 Provided in SB-1 cubicle.
6. Inform TLC and record DDS message which
comes before isolation of bogie in the logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S.
No

SS02

Fault No.

Fault
Message

F0201P1

Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
BOGIE 1
ISOLATED :
Only half
traction and
electrical
braking
power
available
Press
<Enter>

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

LSFI
will
glow

Effect

Bogie 1
will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power
will
available.

Action to be taken by Driver

1.

If bogie-1 is isolated by Driver through (154)
switch then only acknowledge the isolation
message by pressing <ENTER> on display key
board otherwise2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again.
Raise the panto and close VCB and resume
traction.
3. If the same message repeats resume normal
operation with half traction/braking power.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
Note: Avoid switching off/on MCE for DDS messages
ASC1: Error PS hardware followed by either
a) ASC1: Error PS Fault storage CGP or ASC1: Error
PS Fault storage GBC.
b) NSC1: Error PS hardware followed NSC1: Error PS
Fault storage GBC and ASC2:0052/0053/0054
(Bogie2 Error Tacho generator).
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS02

F0202P1

Loco XXXXX
SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
CONVERTER
CONTACTOR
STUCK OFF
Try to close
VCB again
F0202P1

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinki ng

Loco XXXXX
SS02: Traction
Bogie 1

LSFI
will glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Bogie 1 will
isolate.

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. In CCB2 locos- check MR or FP pressure
gauges, if pressure drops attend the same
after moving MPJ-0.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
4. Check for air leakage from SR-1. If air is
leaking, then isolate air supply to concerned
SR by cock 125 on left inside (fourth from
top) of pneumatic panel then isolate Bogie-1
by switch 154 (SB-1).
5. Press BLDJ to close VCB. If VCB not closed
and same message repeated, then this will
lead to isolation of Bogie-1.
1. If bogie-1 is isolated by Driver through (154)
switch then only acknowledge the isolation
message by pressing <ENTER> on display
key board otherwisePage 385
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

BOGIE 1
ISOLATED: Only
half traction and
electrical braking
power available
Press <Enter>
SS02

F0203P1

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
GATE UNIT
SUPPLY STUCK
OFF
Try to close VCB
again
F0203P1

Effect

Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

Action to be taken by Driver

2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise the panto and close VCB and
resume traction.
3. If the same message repeats resume
normal operation with half traction/braking
power.
4.
Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB 127.11/1 in SB-1. If found
tripped, reset once after switching MCE
OFF.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS02

F0203P1

LSFI will
glow

Bogie 1
will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power
will
available.

SS02

F0205P1

Loco XXXXX
SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
BOGIE 1
ISOLATED:
Only half
traction and
electrical
braking power
available
Press <Enter>
Loco XXXXX
SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
CONVERTER -1
OIL
TEMPERATURE
TOO HIGH

1. Clear the block section or work with one
Bogie in service as per instruction of TLC.
2. Driver should check the MCB (127.11/1)
located in SB-1 cubicle. If found tripped, reset
it once after switching MCE OFF .
3. If not succeed, Switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise the panto and
close VCB and resume traction.
4. If the same message repeats, resume normal
operation with half traction / braking power.
5. Inform TLC and record in logbook.
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check oil level in converter expansion tank,
located above the converter cubicle.
3. Check MCB 59.1/1 & 63.1/2 in HB1 panel. If
found tripped, open VCB and reset MCB once.
Close VCB and ensure working of traction

ETTC/BZA

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking
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S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Try to close
VCB again
F0205P1

ETTC/BZA

SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
Effect
Action to be taken by Driver
converter-1 oil pump. Check manually that
oil-cooling blower unit-1 is working by
checking the air coming out of the radiator
in the under frame at station.
4. Driver should also inspect the oil cooler
blower motor-1 impeller and casing for any
sign of damage. If found damaged, then
driver should open VCB, lower panto. Open
MCB 59.1/1, open MCB 62.1/1 & MCB 63.1/1
(all located in HB1 cubicle). Then isolate
bogie-1 by bogie isolating switch 154
(located in SB-1) cubicle.
5. Energies the loco and work the train with
one bogie in service. Under
such
condition, LSFI will glow permanently.
Inform to TLC and record in Loco logbook.

Lamp
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S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX
SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
BOGIE 1
ISOLATED: Only
half traction and
electrical braking
power available.
Press <Enter>
SS02

F0206P1

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
CONVERTER 1
OIL PRESSURE
NOT OK
Check oil level

SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
Lamp
Effect Action to be taken by Driver
LSFI will
Bogie
1. Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON once
glow
1 will
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
isolate.
Traction.
Only
2. If the same message repeats resume normal
half
operation with half traction/braking power.
TE/BE
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
power
will
availab
le.
LSDJ &
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
BPFA will
fault by pressing BPFA.
glow,
2. Check oil level in converter expansion tank. If
LSFI will
more than max level/below min level, isolate
start
bogie no-1 by putting switch 154 on position
blinking
I. Work with half traction.
3. If oil level is OK, check MCB 63.1/1 in HB1
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S.
No

Fault
No.

Fault
Message

Try to
close the
VCB
again

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

panel. If found tripped, open VCB and reset MCB only once.
Check manually that SR-1 oil pump is working or not by touching
the pump outlet and inlet pipes in the machine room.
4. If MCB 63.1/1 getting trip again after resetting it once then do
not try to reset the MCB again. BG-I will get automatically
isolated. Work with half traction.
5. Driver should also inspect the traction converter No.1 oil pipeline
for any sign of damage causing oil leakage and inspect the oil
cooler blower-1 casing for any sign of damage due to failure of
its impeller. In this case it may lead to damage of converter
radiator causing oil leakage and lead to fault message “Converter
No.1 oil pressure low”. Then driver should open VCB, lower
panto . Open MCB 59.1/1, 63.1/1 (all located in HB-1 cubicle).
Isolate bogie-1 by putting rotating switch 154 at position-1.
Energise the loco and work the train with one bogie in service.
Under such condition LSFI will glow permanently if driver
isolated the bogie-1 as described in step 2 & 5 above.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
BOGIE 1 ISOLATED:
Only half traction and
electrical braking
power available.
Press <Enter>
ETTC/BZA

Lamp

LSFI
will
glow

Effect

Bogie 1 will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

Action to be taken by Driver

Inform TLC and record in loco logbook.
6. If SR-1 oil pump is normal then isolate
BUR II by tripping MCB 127.22/2 after
switching MCE OFF.
7. If problem disappear, work with BUR-II
isolated.
8. If not succeed then isolate bogie-1 by
putting switch 154 (SB1) on position I.
Inform TLC.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch if ON
once again. Raise panto, close VCB
and resume traction.
2. If the same message repeats, resume
normal operation with half traction /
braking power.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS02

F0207P1

Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
TRACTION
MOTOR
TEMPERATURE
TOO HIGH
Converter 1
blocked Bogie 1
may get isolated
F0207P1
Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
BOGIE 1
ISOLATED: Only
half traction and

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1.

2.

LSFI
will
glow

Bogie 1 will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

Clear block section. Bring throttle to ‘0’
position. Acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA.
Check manually whether traction motor
blower-1 is working or not, by checking air
suction at TM Louver. Check MCB 53.1/1
in HB1 panel. If found tripped, open VCB
and reset MCB once.

1. MCBs 53.1/1 & 53.1/2 alternatively tripping,
BUR-II to be kept isolated and try to close
VCB.
2. Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
traction if loco gets normal.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

electrical braking
power available
Press<Enter>

SS02

F0201P2

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
EARTH FAULT IN
CONVERTER1
Normal operation
can continue
To be checked
during
maintenance
F0201P2

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

3. If problem disappear, work with BUR-II
isolated.
4. If problem persist, BG-I will get automatically
isolated
5. If the same message repeats, resume normal
operation with half traction / braking power.
6. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS02

F0202P2

SS02

F0203P2

Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
TRACTION MOTOR
OVERSPEED
TE is being
reduced
F0202P2
Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
MUB RESISTANCE
TOO HOT IN
CONVERTER 1
Wait for 30
seconds
F0203P2

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

BPFA
will
glow

1. Reduce speed. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. Resume normal operation.
3. If TE is reduced to’0’ even speeds within
limits isolate Bogie 1 by placing 154 on I
after opening VCB.

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

1. Wait for 30 seconds before re closing VCB in
order to cool MUB resistance (15.1 located in
converter cubicle). Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS02

F0204P2

BPFA
will
glow

SS02

F0205P2

Loco XXX
SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
FAULTY MOTOR
TEMERATURE
SENSOR
Normal
operation can
continue
To be checked
during
maintenance
F0204P2
Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1

ETTC/BZA

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

TE/BE
will
continu
ously
reduce.

1. Clear block section. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Wait for 10 minutes or some time till transformer /
converter oil temperature normalizes.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

EQUIPMENT
TEMPERATURE
HIGH
TE/BE is being
reduced
F0205P2

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
SS02

F0206P2

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
DC LINK
CAPACITORS
PRESSURE NOT
OK

BPF
will
low

1.
2.
3.

Check MCBs in HB/SB, if tripped, reset it once.
Ensure working of all auxiliaries.
Resume normal traction.
If message persists, switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise panto, close VCB
and resume traction if loco get normal otherwise
isolate bogie-1 by switch (154) & work the train
on one bogie after making conversation with TLC.
If no success within 20 minutes, ask for relief
loco.
Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA & resume
normal operation.
Inform TLC and record in the logbook. Inform
maintenance staff at destination station.
DC link capacitors have to be checked during
maintenance. Capacitors may get open circuit or
defective.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

SS02

Fault No.

F0207P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Normal
operation can
continue
To be checked
during
maintenance
F0206P2
Loco XXXXX
SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
WHEEL
SKIDING IN
BOGIE 1
Reduce BE
F0207P2

Lamp

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Ensure free
running of wheels.
2. Ensure that there is no brake binding on loco.
3. Check all parking brakes are released properly.
4. If speed is more than 1 KMPH and there is
message in DDS” Error Tacho Generator”. Then
driver can work normally.
5. Reduce braking effort, physically experience the
wheel skidding sound in running condition. Inform
TLC & make entry in Logbook
6. Do not use BPCS and Re-generative braking.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS02

F0208P2

Fault Message

Doppler Radar
Failed

Lamp

Effect

BPFA
will
glow

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA.
2. If Back ground message recorded as SLG1
0083/SLG20083 Radar control disabled /
Faulty.
3. Resume normal operation

ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 1 OF M/S BOMBARDIER TRANSPORTATION FITTED IGBT
TRACTION CONVERTER
SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS02

F0207P2

Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
LINE CONVERTER
ISOLATED BOGIE 1
Reduced
Traction/Braking
effort F0207P2

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Bogie 1
will isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge the fault by pressing
BPFA & resume normal operation
with half traction/braking power.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS02

F0208P2

Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
MOTOR 1
ISOLATED BOGIE 1
Reduced
Traction/Braking
effort
F0208P2

LSFI
will
start
blinking
, BPFA
will
glow

SS02

F0209P2

Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
MOTOR 2
ISOLATED BOGIE 1
Reduced
Traction/Braking
effort
F0209P2

LSFI
will
start
blinking
, BPFA
will
glow

TM 1 of
Bogie 1
isolated
only 5/6th
of traction
/electrical
braking
power
available.
TM 2 of
Bogie 1
isolated
only 5/6th
of traction
/electrical
braking
power
available.

ETTC/BZA

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge the fault by pressing
BPFA & resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
Resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS02

F0210P2

Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
MOTOR 3
ISOLATED BOGIE 1
Reduced
Traction/Braking
effort
F0210P2

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

TM 3 of Bogie
1 isolated
only 5/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
available.

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA. Resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 1 OF M/S BHEL FITTED IGBT TRACTION CONVERTER
SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS02

F0211P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
MOTOR1- BOGIE 1 ISOLATED
TM 1 of bogie 1 isolated only
5/6th

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by
Driver

TM 1 of
Bogie 1
isolated 1/6th
of traction
/electrical

1. Acknowledge the fault
by pressing BPFA &
resume normal
operation.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS02

F0212P2

SS02

F0213P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

of traction /electrical braking
power available.
F0211P2
Loco XXXXX SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
MOTOR2- BOGIE 1 ISOLATED
TM 2 of bogie 1 isolated only
5/6th of traction /electrical
braking power available.
F0212P2
Loco XXXXX SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
MOTOR3- BOGIE 1 ISOLATED
TM 3 of bogie 1 isolated only
5/6th of traction /electrical
braking power available.
F0213P2

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

Effect

Action taken by Driver

braking power
reduction.

2. Inform TLC and
record in the logbook.

TM 2 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.
TM 3 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record
in the logbook.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record
in the logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS02

F0214P2

SS02

F0215P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
LINE CONVERTER1- BOGIE 1
ISOLATED
LC1 of bogie 1 isolated only
3/4th of traction /electrical
braking power available.
F0214P2
Loco XXXXX SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
LINE CONVERTER2 - BOGIE 1
ISOLATED
LC2 of bogie 1 isolated only
3/4th of traction /electrical
braking power available.
F0215P2

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

Effect

LC1 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.
LC2 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

Action to be taken by
Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record
in the logbook.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record
in the logbook.
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ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 1 OF M/S MEDHA FITTED IGBT TRACTION
CONVERTER
SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS02

F0208P2

SS02

F0209P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
TM1- BOGIE 1 ISOLATED
TM1 of Bogie 1 isolated
only 5/6th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
F0208P2
Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
TM2- BOGIE 1 ISOLATED
TM2 of Bogie 1 isolated
only 5/6th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
F0209P2

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

TM 1 of bogie
1 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.
TM 2 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge the fault by
pressing BPFA & resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS02

F0210P2

SS02

F0211P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction
Bogie 1
TM3- BOGIE 1 ISOLATED
TM3 of Bogie 1 isolated
only 5/6th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
F0210P2
Loco XXXXX SS02:
Traction Bogie 1
LINE CONVERTER 1BOGIE 1 ISOLATED
LC1 of Bogie 1 isolated
only 3/4th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
F0211P2

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 3 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
Pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LC1 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
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SS02: TRACTION BOGIE 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS02

F0212P2

Loco XXXXX SS02: Traction
Bogie 1
LINE CONVERTER 2 - BOGIE
1 ISOLATED
LC2 of Bogie 1 isolated only
3/4th of Traction /Electrical
braking power available.
F0212P2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LC2 of Bogie
1 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

Note: - Additional message for m/s ABB fitted IGBT Traction Converter related with Bogie 1 added in SS04
SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS03

F0301P1

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
DISTURBANCE IN
CONVERTER2
Try to close VCB
again F0301P1

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow, LSFI
will start
blinking

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1.
2.
3.
4.

Bring
throttle
to
‘0’
position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
Check MCB 127.1/2 (SB2) if found trip
then reset once after switching MCE OFF.
Press BLDJ to close VCB.
If the message repeats, switch OFF
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S.
No

Fault
No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

5.

6.
Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
BOGIE 2
ISOLATED : Only
half traction and
electrical braking
power available
Press <Enter>

ETTC/BZA

LSFI
will
glow

Bogie 2
will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power
will
available.

1.

2.
3.
4.

the MCE and switch it ON once again after 5
minutes. Raise panto, close VCB and resume traction
if loco gets normal.
If the message repeats and bogie-2 is not getting
isolated automatically then isolate bogie 2 by MCB
127.1/2 Provided in SB-2 cubicle.
Inform TLC and record DDS message which comes
before isolation of bogie in the logbook.
If bogie-2 is isolated by Driver through (154) switch
then only acknowledge the isolation message by
pressing <ENTER> on display key board otherwiseSwitch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again.
Raise the panto, close VCB and resume traction.
If the same message repeats resume normal
operation with half traction/braking power.
Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

SS03

Fault No.

F0302P1

Fault Message

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2
CONVERTER
CONTACTOR
STUCK OFF
Try to close
VCB again
F0302P1

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

LSDJ
&
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI
will
start
blinking

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Note: Avoid switching off/on MCE for DDS messages
a) ASC1: Error PS hardware followed by either ASC1: Error
PS Fault storage CGP or ASC1: Error PS Fault storage
GBC.
b) NSC1: Error PS hardware followed NSC1: Error PS Fault
storage GBC and ASC2:0052/0053/0054
(Bogie2 Error Tacho generator).
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. In CCB2 locos- check MR or FP pressure gauges, if
pressure drops attend the same after moving MPJ-0.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
4. Check for air leakage from SR-2. If air is leaking, then
isolate air supply to concerned SR by cock 88 on left inside
(second from top) of pneumatic panel then isolate Bogie-2
by switch 154 (SB-1).
5. Press BLDJ to close VCB. If VCB not closed and same
message repeated, then this leads to isolation of Bogie-2.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

SS03

Fault No.

F0303P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2 BOGIE 2
ISOLATED:
Only half
traction and
electrical
braking power
available
Press <Enter>
Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2 GATE UNIT
SUPPLY STUCK
OFF
Try to close
VCB again
F0303P1

Lamp

LSFI
will
glow

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI
will
start
blinking

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Bogie 2
will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power
will
available.

1. If bogie-2 is isolated by Driver through (154)
switch then only acknowledge the isolation
message by pressing <ENTER> on display
key board otherwise2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise the panto, close VCB and
resume traction.
3. If the same message repeats resume normal
operation with half traction/braking power.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB 127.11/2 in SB- 2, if any MCB is
found tripped, reset it once after switching
MCE OFF.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

SS03

Fault No.

F0305P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
BOGIE 2
ISOLATED: Only
half traction and
electrical braking
power available
Press <Enter>

LSFI
will
glow

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
CONVERTER 2
OIL
TEMPERATURE
TOO HIGH

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Bogie
2 will
isolate
. Only
half
TE/BE
power
will
available.

1. Clear the block section or work with one Bogie
in service provided as per instruction of TLC.
2. Driver should check the MCB (127.11/2)
located in SB-2 cubicle. If found tripped, reset
it once after switching MCE OFF.
3. If not succeed, Switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise the panto,
close VCB and resume traction.
4. If the same message repeats, resume normal
operation with half traction / braking power
5. Inform TLC and record in logbook.
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault
by pressing BPFA.
2. Check oil level in converter expansion tank,
located above the converter cubicle.
3. Check MCB 59.1/2 & 63.1/2 in HB2 panel. If
found tripped, open VCB and reset MCB once.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Try to close VCB
again F0305P1

LSFI will
start
blinking

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Close VCB and ensure working of traction
converter -2 oil pump. Check manually that
oil-cooling blower unit-2 is working by
checking the air coming out of the radiator
in the under frame at station section.
4. Driver should also inspect the oil cooler
blower motor-2 impeller and casing for any
sign of damage. If found damaged, then
driver should open VCB, lower panto. Open
MCB 59.1/2, open MCB 62.1/2 & MCB
63.1/2 (all located in HB-2 cubicle). Then
isolate bogie-2 by bogie isolating switch
154 (located in SB-1) cubicle.
5. Energise the loco and work the train with
one bogie in service. Under such condition,
LSFI will glow permanently. Inform TLC and
record in Loco logbook.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

SS03

Fault No.

F0306P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
BOGIE 2
ISOLATED: Only
half traction and
electrical braking
power available.
Press <Enter>
Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
CONVERTER 2
OIL PRESSURE
NOT OK
Check oil level
Try to close the
VCB again

LSFI will
glow

Bogie 2 will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume Traction.
2. If the same message repeats resume
normal operation with half traction/braking
power.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

1.
Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2.
Check oil level in converter expansion
tank. If more than max level/below min,
isolate bogie no-2 by putting switch 154 on
position II. Work with half traction.
3.
If oil level is OK. Check MCB 63.1/2 in
HB2 panel. If found tripped, open VCB and
reset MCB only once. Check manually that
traction converter-2 oil
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

pump is working or not by touching the pump outlet and
inlet pipes in the machine room.
4.
If MCB 63.1/2 getting tripped again after resetting
it once then do not try to reset the MCB again. BG-2 will
get automatically isolated. Work with half traction.
5.
Driver should also inspect the traction converter
No.2 oil pipeline for any sign of damage causing oil
leakage and inspect the oil cooler blower casing-2 for any
sign of damage due to failure of its impeller. In this case
it may lead to damage of converter radiator causing oil
leakage and lead to fault message “Converter No.2 oil
pressure low”. Then driver should open VCB, lower panto.
Open MCB 59.1/2, 63.1/2 (all located in HB-2 cubicle).
Isolate bogie-2 by putting rotating switch 154. Energise
the loco and work the train with one bogie in service.
Under such condition LSFI will permanently glow if driver
isolated the bogie-2 as described in step 2 & 5 above.
Inform TLC and record in loco logbook.
ETTC/BZA
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2 BOGIE 2
ISOLATED:
Only half
traction and
electrical
braking power
available.
Press <Enter>

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

LSFI
will
glow

Effect

Bogie 2 will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

Action to be taken by Driver

6. If SR-2 oil pump is normal then isolate BUR II
by tripping MCB 127.22/2 after switching MCE
OFF.
7. If problem disappear, work with BUR-II
isolated.
8. If not succeed then isolate bogie-II by putting
switch 154 (SB1) on position II. Inform TLC.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
traction.
2. If the same message repeats, resume normal
operation with half traction / braking power.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS03

F0307P1

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie2
TRACTION
MOTOR
TEMPERATURE
TOO HIGH
Converter 2
blocked Bogie 2
may get
isolated
F0307P1
Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2 BOGIE 2
ISOLATED:
Only half
traction and
electrical

LSFI will
start
blinki ng
& BPFA
will glow

ETTC/BZA

LSFI
will glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1.

2.

Bogie 2
will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

1.

2.

Clear block section. Bring throttle to ‘0’
position. Acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA.
Check manually whether traction motor
blower-2 is working or not, by checking
air suction at TM Louver. Check MCB
53.1/2 in HB-2 panel. If found tripped,
open VCB and reset MCB once.

MCBs 53.1/1 & 53.1/2 alternatively
tripping, BUR-II to be kept isolated and
try to close VCB.
Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON
once again. Raise panto and close VCB
and resume traction if loco gets normal.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

braking power
available
Press<Enter>

SS03

F0301P2

ETTC/BZA

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
EARTH FAULT IN
CONVERTER 2
Normal operation
can continue
To be checked
during
maintenance
F0301P2

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

3.

BPFA
will
glow

If problem disappear, work with BUR-II
isolated.
4. If problem persist, BG-II will get
automatically isolated
5. If the same message repeats, resume
normal operation with half traction /
braking power.
6.
Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
Resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the loco logbook.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS03

F0302P2

SS03

F0303P2

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2 TRACTION
MOTOR
OVERSPEED
TE is being
reduced
Reduce Loco
speed F0302P2
Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2 MUB
RESISTANCE
TOO HOT IN
CONVERTER 2
Wait for 30
seconds
F0303P2

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Reduce speed. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. Resume normal operation.
3. If TE is reduced to’0’ even speeds within
limits isolate Bogie 1 by placing 154 on I
after opening VCB.

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

1. Wait for 30 seconds before re closing VCB
in order to cool MUB resistance (15.1
located in converter cubicle). Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS03

F0304P2

SS03

F0305P2

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
FAULTY MOTOR
TEMERATURE
SENSOR
Normal operation
can continue
To be checked
during maintenance
F0304P2
Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
EQUIPMENT
TEMPERATURE HIGH

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

BPFA
will
glow

BPFA
will
glow

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
Resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

TE/BE
will
continuo
usly
reduced

1. Clear block section. Bring throttle to
‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. Wait for 10 minutes or some time till
transformer
/
converter
oil
temperature normalizes.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

TE/BE is being
reduced
F0305P2

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
SS03

F0306P2

ETTC/BZA

Loco SS03:
Traction Bogie
2 DC LINK
CAPACITORS
PRESSURE NOT
OK
Normal peration

BPFA
will
glow

1.
2.
3.

Check MCBs in HB/SB, if tripped, reset it once.
Ensure working of all auxiliaries and MRB.
Resume normal traction.
If message persists, switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise panto, close
VCB and resume traction if loco get normal
otherwise isolate bogie-2 by switch (154) &
work the train on one bogie after making
conversation with TLC.
If no success within 20 minutes, ask for relief
loco.
Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA &
resume normal operation.
Inform TLC and record in the logbook. Inform
maintenance staff at destination station.
DC link capacitors have to be checked during
maintenance. Capacitors may get open circuit
or defective.
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SSO3: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

SS03

Fault No.

F0307P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

can continue
To be checked
during
maintenance
F0306P2
Loco SS02:
Traction Bogie 2
WHEEL
SKIDDING IN
BOGIE 2
Reduce BE
F0307P2

Lamp

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Ensure
free running of wheels.
2. Ensure that there is no brake binding on loco.
3. Ensure that all parking brakes are released.
4. If speed is more than 1 KMPH and there is
message in DDS” Error Tacho Generator”. Then
driver can work normally.
5. Reduce braking effort; physically experience the
wheel skidding sound in running condition.
Inform TLC & make entry in Logbook
6. Do not use BPCS and Re-generative braking.
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ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 2 OF M/S BOMBARDIER TRANSPORTATION FITTED IGBT
TRACTION CONVERTER
SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS03

F0307P2

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinki ng

Bogie 2 will
isolate.
Only half
TE/BE
power will
available.

1. Acknowledge the fault by pressing
BPFA & resume normal operation
with half traction/braking power.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

SS03

F0308P2

Loco XXXXX
SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
LINE CONVERTER
ISOLATED BOGIE
2
Reduced
Traction/Braking
effort
F0307P2
Loco XXXXX
SS03:
Traction
Bogie 2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 1 of
Bogie 2
isolated
5/6th of
traction

1. Acknowledge the fault by pressing
BPFA & resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

ETTC/BZA

Action to be taken by Driver
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SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

SS03

Fault No.

F0309P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

MOTOR 1
ISOLATED
BOGIE 2
Reduced
Traction/Brakin
g effort
F0308P2
Loco XXXXX
SS03:
Traction Bogie
2
MOTOR 2
ISOLATED
BOGIE 2
Reduced
Traction/Brakin
g effort
F0309P2

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

/electrical
braking
power
available.

LSFI will
start
blinki ng,
BPFA will
glow

TM 2 of
Bogie 2
isolated
5/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
available.

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
Resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS03

F0310P2

Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
MOTOR 3 ISOLATED
BOGIE 2
Reduced Traction /
Braking F0310P2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 3 of Bogie 2
isolated 5/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking power
available.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 2 OF M/S BHEL FITTED IGBT TRACTION CONVERTER
SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS03

F0311P2

Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
MOTOR1- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM 1 of bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6th of traction
/electrical braking power
available. F0311P2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA
will
glow

TM 1 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge the fault by
pressing BPFA & resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS03

F0312P2

SS03

F0313P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
MOTOR2- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM 2 of bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6th of traction
/electrical braking power
available.
F0312P2
Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
MOTOR3- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM 3 of bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6th of traction
/electrical braking power
available.
F0313P2

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 2 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 3 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
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SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS03

F0314P2

LSFI will
start
blinking
BPFA
will
glow

SS03

F0315P2

Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
LINE CONVERTER-1- BOGIE
2 ISOLATED LC1 of bogie 2
isolated only 3/4th of
traction /electrical braking
power available.
F0314P2
Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
LINE CONVERTER2 - BOGIE
2 ISOLATED
LC2 of bogie 2 isolated only
3/4th of traction /electrical
braking power available.
F0315P2

LC1 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.
LC2 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

ETTC/BZA

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA
will
glow

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
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ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 2 OF M/S MEDHA FITTED IGBT TRACTION CONVERTER
SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS03

F0308P2

SS03

F0309P2

Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
TM1- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM1 of Bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
F0308P2
Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
TM2- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM2 of Bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available. F0309P2

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

Lamp

TM 1 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge the fault by
pressing BPFA & resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 2 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge
fault
by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
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SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS03

F0310P2

SS03

F0311P2

Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
TM3- BOGIE 2 ISOLATED
TM3 of Bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
F0310P2
Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
LINE CONVERTER 1BOGIE 2 ISOLATED
LC1 of Bogie 2 isolated
only 3/4th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
F0311P2

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LSFI
will start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

TM 3 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/6th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.
LC1 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge
fault
by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

1. Acknowledge
fault
by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
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SS03: TRACTION BOGIE 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS03

F0312P2

Loco XXXXX SS03:
Traction Bogie 2
LINE CONVERTER 2 BOGIE 2 ISOLATED
LC2 of Bogie 2 isolated only
3/4th of Traction /Electrical
braking power available.
F0312P2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA
will glow

LC2 of Bogie
2 isolated
1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking
power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge
fault
by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

Note: - Additional message for M/s ABB fitted IGBT Traction Converter related with Bogie 1 added in SS05
SSO4: HARMONIC FILTER
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS04

F0401P1

Loco XXX
SS01:
Harmonic filter
HARMONIC FILTER
CURRENT TOO HIGH
Try to close VCB
again F0401P1

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow, LSFI
will start
blinking

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle
to
‘0’
position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. If the message persists. Switch OFF the
MCE and Switch it ON once again. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume Traction.
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SSO4: HARMONIC FILTER
S.S. No

SS04

Fault No.

F0402P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Loco XXX
SS01:
Harmonic filter
HARMONIC
FILTER
ISOLATED
Speak to TLC
Max. permitted
speed is 40
Kmph Press
<Enter>

LSFI
will
glow

Loco XXX
SS01:
Harmonic filter

LSDJ
& BPFA
will
glow,

Effect

Harmonic
Filter will
isolate. Max
speed 40
Kmph

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Speed will be reduced to 40 KMPH.
2. Inform TLC and Resume normal Traction.
3. After passing 1-2 section, switch OFF the
MCE and switch it ON again.
4. If Harmonic filter comes in service, resume
normal traction with normal speed. Inform
TLC.
5. If not successful, work the train with 40
KMPH and both SR in service or isolate SR-1
by switch 154, switch OFF the MCE & switch
it ON ( to bring back the isolated Filter in to
service) and work with half TE / BE at
normal speed as per instruction of TLC.
6. Record in Log book.
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
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SSO4: HARMONIC FILTER
S.S. No

Fault No.

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

HARM. FILTER
CONTACTOR (S)
STUCK OFF/ON
Harmonic filter will
be isolated Speak to
TLC F0402P1
Loco XXX
SS01:
Harmonic filter
HARMONIC FILTER
ISOLATED
Speak to TLC
Max. permitted
speed is 40 Km/h
Press <Enter>

LSFI will
start
blinking

LSFI will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

3. If the message persists, switch OFF
the MCE and Switch it ON once again.
Raise panto, close VCB and resume
Traction.

Harmonic
Filter will
isolate.
Max
speed 40
Kmph

1. Speed will be reduced to 40 KMPH.
2. Inform TLC and Resume normal
Traction.
3. After passing 1-2 section, switch OFF
the CE and switch it ON again.
4. If Harmonic filter comes in service,
resume normal traction with normal
speed.
5. If not successful, work the train with
40 KMPH and both SR in service or
isolate SR-1 by switch 154, switch OFF
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SSO4: HARMONIC FILTER
S.S. No

SS04

Fault No.

F0404P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS01:
Harmonic filter
RESISTOR TOO
HOT
No. of filter
discharges
exceeded VCB
will remain
inhibited 15 min.
F0404P1

Lamp

LSDJ
& BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI
will start
blinking

Effect

Harmonic
Filter will
isolate.
Max
speed 40
Kmph

Action to be taken by Driver

6.
1.
2.
3.

4.

the MCE & switch it ON (to bring back
the isolated Filter in to service) and work
with half TE / BE at normal speed as per
instruction of TLC.
Record in Log book.
Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
Wait for 15 minutes and try to close VCB
again by pressing BLDJ.
If the message persists, switch OFF the
MCE and Switch it ON once again. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume traction.
Inform TLC and Record in Log book.
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SSO4: HARMONIC FILTER
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS04

F0401P2

Loco XXX SS01:
Harmonic filter
FILTER
CONTACTOR 8.1
STUCK ON
If VCB opens it will
not close again
F0401P2

BPFA
will
glow

SS04

F0402P2

Loco XXX
SS01:
Harmonic filter
EARTH FAULT
HARMONIC FILTER
CIRCUIT
Normal operation
can continue
To be checked
during maintenance

BPFA
will
glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. If VCB opened it will not be possible to close
VCB again by pressing BLDJ. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Do not open VCB and Clear section and stop
the train.
3. Switch OFF and ON MCE once again. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume Traction.
4. If VCB not closing ask for relief loco within 20
minutes.
1. Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA &
resume normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 1 OF M/S ABB FITTED IGBT TRACTION CONVERTER
SS04: HARMONIC FILTER
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS04

F0403P2

SS04

F0404P2

SS04

F0405P2

TM1- BOGIE1 ISOLATED
TM 1 of Bogie 1 isolated
only 5/6th of traction
/electrical braking power
available.
TM2- BOGIE1 ISOLATED
TM 2 of Bogie 1 isolated
only 5/6th of traction
/electrical braking power
available.
TM3- BOGIE1 ISOLATED
TM 3 of Bogie 1 isolated
only 5/6th of traction
/electrical braking power
available.

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow
LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow
LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 1 of Bogie 1
isolated 1/6th of
traction/electrical
braking power
reduction.
TM 2 of Bogie 1
isolated 1/6th of
traction/electrical
braking power
reduction.
TM 3 of Bogie 1
isolated 1/6th of
traction/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge the fault by
pressing BPFA & resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.
1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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SS04: HARMONIC FILTER
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS04

F0406P2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LC1 of Bogie 1
isolated 1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

SS04

F0407P2

LINE CONVERTER1BOGIE 1
ISOLATED
LC1 of bogie 1 isolated
only 3/4th of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.
LINE CONVERTER2 BOGIE 1
ISOLATED
LC2 of bogie 2 isolated
only 3/4th of traction
/electrical braking power
available.

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

LC2 of Bogie 1
isolated 1/4th of
traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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SS05: HOTEL LOAD
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS05

F0503P1

Earth Fault In
Hotel Load Circuit.
Hotel load will be
isolated

Hotel
Load
isolated

SS05

F0504P1

Over Current In
Hotel Load Circuit.
Try to close the VCB
again

LSDJ, &
BPFA will
glow, LSFI
will start
blinking
LSDJ, &
BPFA will
glow, LSFI
will start
blinking
LSFI will
glow

1. Lift switch BLHO to OFF position
to open Hotel load contactor.
Acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA.
2. Inform maintenance staff.
1. Acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.

Hotel
Load
isolated

Inform to maintenance staff.

1st

2nd

SS05

F0501P2

ETTC/BZA

Hotel Load
Contactor Stuck
OFF
Hotel load not
available.

BPFA will
glow

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA.
2. Inform maintenance staff.
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SS05: HOTEL LOAD
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS05

F0502P2

Hotel Load
Contactor Stuck
ON For un/coupling
hotel load trip VCB

BPFA
will
Glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Inform TLC and proceed as per instruction of
TLC as VCB will not close if open.

Note: Detailed troubleshooting of different makes of Hotel Load converter of WAP-7 locomotive will
be available on TC No.RDSO/2017/EL/TC/0141 (REV.’0’) Dated 30.10.17
ADDITIONAL MESSAGE FOR BOGIE 2 OF M/S ABB FITTED IGBT TRACTION CONVERTER
SS05: HOTEL LOAD
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS05

F0503P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

TM1- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM 1 of Bogie 2
isolated only 5/6th
of traction
/electrical braking
power available.

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 1 of Bogie
2 isolated 1/6
of traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge the fault by
pressing BPFA & resume normal
operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.
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SS05: HOTEL LOAD (M/s. ABB)
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS05

F0504P2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 2 of Bogie 2
isolated 1/6 of
traction /electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

SS05

F0505P2

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA will
glow

TM 3 of Bogie 2
isolated 1/6 of
traction /electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

SS05

F0506P2

TM2- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM 2 of Bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6 of traction
/electrical braking power
available.
TM3- BOGIE 2
ISOLATED
TM 3 of Bogie 2 isolated
only 5/6 of traction
/electrical braking power
available.
LINE CONVERTER1BOGIE 2 ISOLATED
LC1 of bogie 2 isolated
only 3/4 of Traction
/Electrical braking power
available.

LSFI
will start
blinki ng,
BPFA
will glow

LC1 of Bogie 2
isolated 1/4 of
traction
/electrical braking
power reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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SS05: HOTEL LOAD (M/s. ABB)
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS05

F0507P2

S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS06

F0601P1

Loco XXX
SS06:
Aux-converter1
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
BUR 1
Try to close
VCB again
F0601P1

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

LINE CONVERTER2 BOGIE 2 ISOLATED
LC2 of bogie 2 isolated
only 3/4 of traction
/electrical braking power
available.

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
start
blinking,
BPFA
will
glow

LC2 of Bogie 2
isolated 1/4 of
traction
/electrical
braking power
reduction.

1. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record in
the logbook.

SSO6: AUX-CONVERTER 1

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. BUR-I get automatically isolated. Press
<ENTER> key.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
4. Work the train with normal traction.
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SSO6: AUX-CONVERTER 1
S.S. No

SS06

Fault No.

F0602P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco XXX SS06:
Aux-converter1
AUX
CONVERTER1
ISOLATED
Driving still
Possible
Max. ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>
Loco XXX
SS06:
Aux-converter1
FAULT IN
AUXILIARY
CONVERTER 1

LSFI
will
glow

Aux.
Converter 1
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduced.

1. Check MCB No. 127.22/1 in SB-1. If found
tripped, reset it once after switching MCE OFF.
2. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and Switch
it ON once again. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume traction if loco gets normal.
3. If the same message repeated, resume normal
operation with BUR 1 isolated and don’t try to
bring BUR-1 in service by switching ON/OFF
MCE and work the train with BUR-1 isolated.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

LSDJ
&
BPFA
will
glow,

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault
by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. If message is repeated, BUR- I get
automatically isolated. Press <ENTER> key.
4. Check 54.1/1 in HB1 panel if found tripped
reset the same on VCB open condition.
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SSO6: AUX-CONVERTER 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Try to close
VCB again
F0602P1
Loco XXX
SS06: Auxconverter1
AUX
CONVERTER1
ISOLATED
Driving still
possible
Max.
ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>

LSFI will
start
blinking
LSFI
will glow

Effect

Aux.
Converter 1
will
isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation level
will
reduced
.

Action to be taken by Driver

5.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
ETTC/BZA

(IGBT based BUR1also will be isolated with
Inverter Fault due to MRB1 not working).
Work the train with normal traction
Check MCB No. 127.22/1 in SB-1. If found
tripped, reset it once after switching MCE OFF.
If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and switch
it ON once again. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume traction if loco gets normal.
If the same message repeated resume normal
operation with BUR-1 isolated. If BUR-1 is not
getting isolated, then isolate the BUR-1 by
opening MCB (127.22/1) located in SB-1
cubicle after opening VCB and switching
OFFMCE.
Energise the loco and work the train with BUR1 isolated. Under such condition LSFI will glow
permanently.
Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SSO6: AUX-CONVERTER 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS06

F0603P1

Loco XXX
SS06:
Aux-converter1
CONTACTOR FAULT
IN AUX- CONV 1/HB1
Contactor 52/4 or
52/5 stuck
F0603P1

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

Loco XXX
SS06:
Aux-converter1 AUX
CONVERTER1
ISOLATED
Driving still possible
Max. ventilation level
will be reduced
Press<Enter>

LSFI will
glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Aux.
Converter 1
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduced.

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing
BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. If fault still persist, then BUR-1 will
get isolated. Driver should
continue normal operation till next
schedule stop.
1. Work the train with BUR-1
isolated.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.
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SSO6: AUX-CONVERTER 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS06

F0604P1

Loco XXX SS06:
BOGIE1
VENTILATION
BUR1
DISTURBED
Press
acknowledge to
to reconfigure
to BUR2

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Aux.
Converter 1
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduced.

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
traction if loco gets normal.
3. If the same message repeated, resume
normal operation with BUR-1 isolated.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS07

F0701P1

Loco XXX
SS07:
Aux-converter2
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR BUR 2
Try to close VCB
again F0701P1

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow, LSFI
will start
blinking

SSO7: AUX-CONVERTER 2

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. BUR-II get automatically isolated. Press
<ENTER> key.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
4. Work the train with normal traction.
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SSO7: AUX-CONVERTER 2
S.S. No

SS07

Fault No.

F0702P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco XXX SS07:
Aux-converter2
AUX
CONVERTER2
ISOLATED
Driving still
Possible
Max. ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>

LSFI will
glow

Aux.
Converter 2
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduced.

Loco XXX SS07:
Aux-converter2
FAULT IN
AUXILIARY
CONVERTER 2

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI

1. Check MCB No. 127.22/2 in SB-2. If
found tripped, reset it once after
switching MCE OFF.
2. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise panto,
close VCB and resume traction if loco
gets normal.
3. If the same message repeated, resume
normal operation with BUR 2 isolated
and don’t try to bring BUR-2 in service
by switching ON/OFF MCE and work the
train with BUR-2 isolated.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Bring
throttle
to
‘0’
position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. If message is repeated, BUR- II get
automatically isolated. Press <ENTER>
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SSO7: AUX-CONVERTER 2
S.S.
No

Fault
No.

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Try to close VCB
again F0702P1

will
start
blinking

Loco XXX SS07:
Aux-converter2
AUX
CONVERTER2
ISOLATED
Driving still
possible
max. ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>

LSFI
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Aux.
Converter 2
will
isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduce.

4. Check 54.1/2 in HB2 panel if found tripped reset the
same. (IGBT based BUR2&3 also will be isolated with
Inverter Fault due to MRB2 not working. It leads to
F0110P1. Troubleshoot for the same).
5. Work the train with normal traction.
1. Check MCB No. 127.22/2 in SB-2. If found tripped, reset
it once after switching MCE OFF.
2. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume traction if loco
gets normal.
3. If the same message repeated, resume normal operation
with BUR-2 isolated. If BUR-2 is not getting isolated,
then isolate BUR-2 by opening MCB (127.22/2) located in
SB-2 cubicle after opening VCB and switching OFF MCE.
4. Energise the loco and work the train with BUR-2 isolated.
Under such condition LSFI will glow permanently.
5. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SSO7: AUX-CONVERTER 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS07

F0703P1

Loco XXX
SS07:
Aux-converter2
CONTACTOR FAULT
IN AUX- CONV
2/HB2
Contactor 52/1/2/4
stuck off or on
F0703P1
Loco XXX
SS07:
Aux-converter2 AUX
CONVERTER2
ISOLATED
Driving still possible
max. ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

LSDJ,
LSFI &
BPFA
will
glow

LSFI will
glow

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. If fault still persist, then BUR-2 will
get isolated. Driver should continue
normal operation till next schedule
stop.
Aux.
Converter 2
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduced.

1. Work the train with BUR-1 isolated.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SSO7: AUX-CONVERTER 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS07

F0704P1

Loco XXX SS07:
BOGIE2
VENTILATION
BUR2
DISTURBED
Press
acknowledge to
to reconfigure to
BUR1

LSFI &
BPFA
will
glow

Aux.
Converter 2
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduce.

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
traction if loco gets normal.
3. If the same message repeated, resume
normal operation with BUR-2 isolated.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS08

F0801P1

Loco XXX
SS08:
Aux-converter3
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR BUR 3
Try to close VCB
again F0801P1

LSDJ
& BPFA
will glow,
LSFI
will start
blinking

SSO8: AUX-CONVERTER 3

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. BUR-III get automatically isolated. Press
<ENTER> key.
3. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
4. Work the train with normal traction.
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SSO8: AUX-CONVERTER 3
S.S. No

SS08

Fault No.

F0802P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Loco XXX SS08:
Aux-converter3
AUX
CONVERTER3
ISOLATED
Driving still
Possible
Max. ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>

LSFI
will
glow

Loco XXX SS08:
Aux-converter3
FAULT IN
AUXILIARY
CONVERTER 3

LSDJ&
BPFA
will
glow,

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Aux.
Converter 3
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilation
level will
reduce.

1. Check MCB No. 127.22/3 in SB-2. If found
tripped, reset it once after switching MCE
OFF.
2. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise panto, close
VCB and resume traction if loco gets
normal.
3. If the same message repeated, resume
normal operation with BUR 3 isolated and
don’t try to bring BUR-3 in service by
switching ON/OFF MCE and work the train
with BUR-3 isolated.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. If message is repeated, BUR- III get
automatically isolated. Press <ENTER> key.
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SSO8: AUX-CONVERTER 3
S.S.
No

Fault
No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Try to close VCB
again F0802P1

LSFI
will
start
blinki
ng
LSFI
will
glow

Loco XXX SS08:
Aux-converter3
AUX
CONVERTER3
ISOLATED
Driving still
possible
Max. ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Aux.
Converter 3
will
isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilati
on level
will
reduced

4. Check 54.1/2 in HB2 panel if found tripped reset the
same. (IGBT based BUR2&3 also will be isolated with
Inverter Fault due to MRB2 not working. It leads to
F0110P1. Trouble shoot for the same).
5. Work the train with normal traction.
1. Check MCB No. 127.22/3 in SB-2. If found tripped, reset
it once after switching MCE OFF.
2. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume traction if loco
gets normal.
3. If the same message repeated, resume normal operation
with BUR-3 isolated. If BUR-3 is not getting isolated,
then isolate BUR-3 by opening MCB (127.22/3) located in
SB-2 cubicle after opening VCB and switching OFF MCE.
4. Energise the loco and work the train with BUR-3 isolated.
Under such condition LSFI will glow permanently.
5. Inform TLC and record in log book.
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SSO8: AUX-CONVERTER 3
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS08

F0803P1

Loco XXX
SS08:
Aux-converter3
CONTACTOR FAULT
IN AUX- CONV 3
Contactor 52/3
stuck off or on
F0803P1

LSDJ &
BPFA will
glow,
LSFI will
start
blinking

Loco XXX
SS08:
Aux-converter3 AUX
CONVERTER3
ISOLATED
Driving still possible
Max. ventilation
level will be
reduced
Press<Enter>

LSFI will
glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Aux.
Converter 3
will isolate.
Driving
possible
but Max
ventilatio n
level will
reduced.

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge
fault by pressing
BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. If fault still persist, then BUR-3 will
get isolated. Driver should continue
normal operation till next schedule
stop.
1. Work the train with BUR-1 isolated.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.
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Troubleshooting for Repeated Tripping of MCBs of Auxiliary Motors
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS 06,
SS07,
SS08

Fault Message

1) If driver experiences
repeated tripping of
MCB 59.1/1 or/and
59.1/2 of OCB-1 or/and
OCB-2.

2) If driver experiences
repeated tripping of
MCB 63.1/1 or/and
63.1/2 (of Converter Oil
Pump 1 or/and 2)
OR/AND
MCB 62.1/1 or/and
62.1/2 (of transformer
Oil Pump 1 or/and 2).

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Switch OFF MCE.
2. BUR- I to be isolated by tripping
MCB 127.22/1 located in SB-1.
3. Reset MCB.
4. Try to work with BUR-I isolated and
OCB 1/2 will work on BUR-II.
Note: This problem may arise due to
unbalance out put voltage of BUR-I.
1. Switch OFF MCE.
2. BUR- II to be isolated by tripping
MCB 127.22/2 located in SB-2.
3. Reset MCB.
4. Try to work with BUR-II isolated and
MPH-C 1/2 will work on BUR-III.
Note: This problem may arise due to
unbalance out put voltage of BUR-II.
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Troubleshooting for Repeated Tripping of MCBs of Auxiliary Motors
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

3) If driver
experiences
repeated tripping of
MCB 53.1/1 or/and
53.1/2 of TMB-1
or/and TMB-2.

4) If driver
experiences
repeated tripping of
MCB 47.1/1 or/and
47.1/2 (of MCP-1
or/and MCP-2)
OR/AND
MCB 55.1/1 or/and
55.1/2 (of SCTM-1
or/and SCTM-2).
ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Switch OFF MCE.
2. BUR- II to be isolated by tripping MCB
127.22/2 located in SB-2.
3. Reset MCB..
4. Try to work with BUR-II isolated and TMB
1/2 will work on BUR-I.
Note: This problem may arise due to
unbalance out put voltage of BUR-II.
1. Switch OFF MCE..
2. BUR- III to be isolated by tripping MCB
127.22/3 located in SB-2.
3. Reset MCB.
4. Try to work with BUR-III isolated and MCP
1/2 will work on BUR-II.
Note: This problem may arise due to
unbalance out put voltage of BUR-III.
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SSO9: BATTERY SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS09

F0901P1

Loco XXX
SS09:
Battery system
BATTERY VOLTAGE
TOO LOW
Electronics will
switch off F0901P1

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Loco XXX
SS09:
Battery system
MAIN POWER
ISOLATED
VCB cannot be
closed: VCB inhibited
Loco is dead

LSDJ,
LSFI
will
glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

VCB
will
not
close

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB 112.1 & 110 in SB-2. If tripped
then reset the MCB after switching MCE
OFF.
3. If actual voltage in UBA is above 82 volts,
then
isolate
BUR-III
by
tripping
MCB127.22/3 (SB2). Energise loco and
resume normal traction.
4. If UBA showing voltage less than 82 volts
then immediately ask for relief loco.
1. If the battery can’t be switched ON, ask for
relief loco.
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SSO9: BATTERY SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS09

F0902P1

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS09:
Battery system
BATTERY VOLTAGE LOW
Converters being switched
off Open VCB, lower Panto
F0902P1

Lamp

Effect

LSFI
will
start
blinki
ng &
BPFA
will
glow

Loco XXX SS09: Battery
LSDJ, VCB will
system - MAIN POWER
LSFI
not close
ISOLATED
will
VCB cannot be closed: VCB
glow
inhibited, Loco is dead
SSO9: BATTERY SYSTEM
ETTC/BZA

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB 112.1 & 110 in SB-2. If
tripped then reset the MCB after
switching MCE OFF. (Switch OFF MCE
and reset MCB 110 to avoid Electronics
card failure)
3. Switch ON MCE once.
4. Check battery voltage on UBA, if above
82 volts and MCB-100 trips, Reset MCB
after opening VCB. Loco to be kept
energized for battery charging.
1. If the battery can’t be switched ON, ask
for relief loco.
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S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS09

F0903P1

Loco XXX SS09:
Battery system
PAN LOWERED
LONGER THAN
10 MINUTES
Control
electronics will
switch off

LSDJ &
BPF
will
glow,
LSFI
will
start
blinkin
g

Control
electronic
s will OFF

SS09

F0901P2

Loco XXX SS09:
Battery system
WARNING:
LOW BATTERY
VOLTAGE
Driving
available

BPFA
will
glow

Loco may
be
energised
for 30
minutes.

1. If BL key is at D and panto is lowered longer
than 10 minutes, then this message is
expected.
2. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault
by pressing BPFA.
3. Switch ON MCE once again by BL Key if
required. Driver could avoid occurrence of such
fault message by raising one pantograph within
10 minutes after activating the particular cab
by putting BL Key in driving position.
4. If panto pan is not raising and message arise
then trouble shoot as per F0103P1.
1. Check battery charger output MCB 110 in SB-2.
If found tripped, reset battery charger out put
MCB. . (Switch OFF MCE and reset MCB 110 to
avoid Electronics card failure) and MCB100 in
HB2 panel if LP ignored in F0902P2, reset the
same on VCB open condition.

ETTC/BZA
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SSO9: BATTERY SYSTEM
S.S. No

SS09

Fault No.

F0902P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

for less than30
min Check
battery charger
MCB F0901P2
Loco XXX SS09:
Battery system
BATTERY
CHARGER MCB
OFF
Try to close the
MCB F0902P2

Lamp

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Guiding
available.

2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
3. If MCB s are normal and still message persist, clear
section and ask for relief loco.
1. Check MCB 100 in HB2. If tripped, reset it once
after opening VCB.
2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Work further with normal traction.
4. If MCB-100 is tripping repeatedly, then isolate
BUR- III and try to work with battery charger on
BUR-II.
5. If MCB is normal and UBA reads more Voltage on
VCB closed condition than the VCB open. It
indicates BA is charging, ignore the message and
resume normal operation.
6. If BA is not charging, clear section and Inform TLC
and proceed as per instruction of TLC.
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SSO9: BATTERY SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS09

F0903P2

Loco XXX
SS09:
Battery system
LOW BATTERY
CHARGER
CURRENT
Battery charger
MCB may have
tripped
Battery not
being charged
F0903P2

BPFA
will
glow

SS09

F0904P2

Loco XXX
SS09:
Battery system

BPFA
will
glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

No more
faults will
store in
DDS.

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Check battery charger output MCB 110 in SB2 and
MCB100 in HB2 panel if LP ignored in F0902P2. If
found tripped, reset the tripped MCB after
opening VCB.
2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Clear block
section.
3. If MCBs are normal and UBA reads more Voltage
on VCB closed condition than the VCB open. It
indicates BA is charging, ignore the message and
resume normal operation.
4. If BA is not charging, clear section and Inform
TLC and proceed as per instruction of TLC..
5. If everything is OK, work the train normal.
1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Resume
normal operation.
2. Inform TLC and record fault in the logbook.
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SSO9: BATTERY SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

DIAGNOSIS MEMORY
BATTERY EMPTY.
Inform TLC during next stop.
F0904P2

SS09

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco No. will not
appear on display
screen & Energy
consumption
reading will not
increase further.

F0905P2

Loco XXX
SS09: Battery
BPFA
1. Acknowledge fault by
system
will
pressing BPFA. Resume
EARTH FAULT BATTERY
glow
normal operation.
CIRCUIT
2. Inform TLC and record
Normal operation can continue
fault in the logbook.
To be checked during
maintenance
F0905P2
Note: a) If MCB 112, located besides battery Box No. 2 or 112.1 is tripped then all cab and machine room lights
are switched off. Display screen also becomes blank. Emergency brakes will apply automatically. In such case, LP
should check MCB 112or 112.1, if tripped, then reset the MCB, energise the loco and resume normal traction.
b) In energies condition, if driver feels battery discharging but all machine & cab lights are working then check
MCB112. If tripped, reset it.
ETTC/BZA
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS10

F1001P1

Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
FUALT IN
BRAKE
ELECTRONICS
Full service
brake applied
No traction
allowed

LSFI
will
start
blinki
ng &
BPFA
will
glow

Emerg
ency
brake
will
apply

1. Bring throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB No. 127.7. If found tripped, reset 127.7
once after switching MCE OFF. Release parking
Brake through SV30 release plunger and work on
wards. If unsuccessful try from rear cab.
3. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
Traction, if loco get normal.
4. If the message repeated bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’
position.
5. With CCB (Knorr Bremse) equipped locomotive, if
rear cab A9 in Emergency bring it to FS & lock it and
mode switch in trail position. If not successful use
the instructions* to make PTDC mode of CCB (Knorr
Bremse) active to clear the Block section.
6. If not successful within 20 minutes, ask for relief
loco.

F1001P1

ETTC/BZA
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS10

F1002P1

Loco XXX SS10:
Brake System
LOW PRESSURE
MAIN
RESERVOIR
No traction
allowed till
pressure
reaches 6.4
kg/cm2

LSFI
will
start
blinking &
BPFA
will
glow

TE/BE
will not
possible
till MR
pressure
reaches
to 6.4
Kg/cm2

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check whether compressor works or not. If MCPs
not working, Press BLCP to MAN position.
3. Wait until a MR pressure of 6.4 Kg/cm2 reached.
4. Check the MCB of compressors 47.1/1 in HB1 &
47.1/2 in HB2 panels. If found tripped, open VCB
and reset the MCB once.
5. If MCPs are working, check leakage from Air
dryer. If leakage persists, then isolate Air dryer by
isolating D in cock & D OFF cock and by putting D
out to normal position provided in under frame.
6. Check leakage from Auto drain valve, drain cocks
of main reservoir 1 & 2 or air leakage from CP
delivery pipe and unloader valve if any air leakage
concerned COC can be closed if available. If
unloader valve COC is not available cable of EP26
in pneumatic panel to be disconnected. In KNORR

F1002P1

ETTC/BZA
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CCB-2 locos, VEUL COC to be closed in pneumatic
panel.
7. FP pressure drops, close 136 coc.
8. Check train for heavy leakage in pneumatic
system. If BP pressure drops causes drop MR
pressure, isolate VCD/SPM / TPWS (close cocs
provided in both cabs below A9 If provided).
Ensure ALP Emergency valve closed on both
cabs/rear cab A9 in neutral.
9. If there is no leakage and MCBs of both the
Compressors are in closed condition, even then
compressor are not working and MR is not being
maintained, Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it
ON. Raise panto, close VCB and resume Traction if
loco get normal.
10.If not successful isolate BUR3 (open
MCB.127.22/3 in SB2 panel after opening VCB).
Close VCB and resume Traction if loco get normal.
11. If not successful within 20 minutes, ask for relief
loco.
ETTC/BZA
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS10

F1003P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
VIGILANCE
EMERGENCY
BRAKE
APPLICATION
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to 0
Press vigilance
reset push
button
F1003P1

LSVW
&
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI
will
start
blinki
ng

Emergen
cy brake
BP
pressure
will drop
to 3 kg
to 2.5
kg/cm2.
Buzzer
will
sound

A. If this message is due to not acknowledging VCD
by crew, then
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Apply A-9 to emergency to avoid depletion of MR
through BP.
3. Wait for 120 seconds as Penalty Brake applied due
to Vigilance can be reset only after 120 seconds.
So, don’t press BPVR during these 120 seconds.
4. Press yellow Vigilance Reset Pushbutton BPVR on
Panel A of Driving Desk after 120 seconds. Ensure
LSVW goes OFF and Buzzer stop blowing.
Note: If CCB of Knorr Bremse, Press BPVR after32
seconds (vigilance reset time is 32 seconds)
5. Press and Release ‘Vigilance’ Paddle Switch.
6. Press BPFA
7. Move A9 Handle to run. After resetting Penalty
Brake, BP will be charged to 5 Kg/cm2.
8. If the penalty brakes remains applied even after
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the above, Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
normal traction.
B. If vigilance penalty brakes are applied even when
driver is alert during running, there is a chance
that vigilance control device may be defective or
vigilance acknowledge switch of driver side not
working. In this condition check with Asst. Driver’s
side pushbutton. If still the same condition,
Vigilance control device may be defective. So
switch OFF MCE and put vigilance isolating switch
(Vigilance Cut-out Switch 237.1) provided on SB1
panel to ‘0’ position. This will make vigilance
control device isolated.
1. Switch ON MCE, close VCB and resume Normal
traction with VCD in isolated condition.
2. Inform TLC and be vigilant.
Note: In this case low MR pressure message is
expected. So ignore it.

ETTC/BZA
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS10

F1004P1

Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
WORKING WRONG
CONFIGURATION
BRAKE SYSTEM
Check isolating coc
brake control
Wrong coc position,
to reset open VCB
F1004P1

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

SS10

F1005P1

Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
TRACTION WITH
AUTO BRAKE NOT
ALLOWED

LSFI
will
start
blinking
&

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Auto brake
applied
TE/BE not
possible.

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check isolating (E70 Brake Pipe
isolating cock) provided on pneumatic
panel. If found close then open cock
No. 70. Close VCB. If Cock No. 70
alredy open and even though message
appears, then problem may be with
limiting switch provided on cock,
operate it manually 2-3 times.
3. Also check ZBAN switch. It should be
OFF, if not, put it at OFF position.
4. Resume Normal Traction.
1. Release Auto Air Brake. Check BP, it
should be 5 Kg/cm2.
2. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

SS10

Fault No.

F1006P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Release parking
brakes
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to 0
F1005P1
Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
TRACTION
WITH PARKING
BRAKES NOT
ALLOWED
Release parking
brakes
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to 0
F1006P1

Lamp

Effect

BPFA
will
glow

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Action to be taken by Driver

3. Resume normal traction.
4. If not successful, try from other cab.

Auto brake
applied
TE/BE not
possible.

1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Release parking brake with illuminated Red
Push Button BPPB. In case parking brakes
get released, then parking brake gauge will
show pressure of 6 Kg/cm2 and BPPB will
extinguish.
3. If parking brake is not getting released, then
inspect the Latch Solenoid valve (30) on
pneumatic panel. If it is found permanently
latched in applied condition, then release it.
4. Press releasing knob and lock in that
condition if necessary.
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

SS10

Fault No.

F1007P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
REGENERATIVE
BRAKE FAILURE
Pneumatic loco
brake applied
F1007P1

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking &
BPFA will
glow

Effect

Brake will
apply to
loco.

Action to be taken by Driver

5. If still parking brakes not released,
check for any sign of air leakage from
parking brake cylinder hosepipe. If
there is leakage, then arrest the
leakage.
6. After releasing parking brakes, resume
normal traction.
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position,
loco brakes will be released.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Control the train through A-9. Press
PVEF, till BC-1/BC- 2 gauge pressure
reaches ‘0’ Kg/cm2
3. No electrical Brake power available;
braking can be done with A9/SA9 only.
4. Resume Normal Traction
5. Inform TLC and record in the
Logbook.
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS10

F1008P1

LSDJ &
BPFA
will
glow,
LSFI
will
start
blinking

VCB open,
panto
lower,
TE/BE ‘0’,
Emergency
brake will
apply

SS10

F1009P1

Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
EMERGENCY STOP,
SHUTDOWN ON THE
LOCO
To release, reset
emergency stop
push button
Bring TE/BE Throttle
to 0 F1008P1
Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
TRACTION NOT
ALLOWED WITH
APPLIED BRAKE

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Loco brake
is applied

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Reset Emergency Stop push Button by
rotating it in the direction of Arrow marked
on it. It will come out a little bit.
3. Press BPFA.
4. Raise Pantograph.
5. Close VCB.
6. Resume normal traction after charging BP
and MR.
7. If not successful, try from other cab.
This fault messages is generated when BC
pressure is over 0.65 Kg/cm2, throttle is not
at zero position and speed is over 10 KMPH.
1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.

ETTC/BZA
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Release loco
brake
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to 0
F1009P1

SS10

F1010P1

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXX SS10:
Brake System
EMG. EXHAUST

LSFI
will
start
blinking

BP is
reduced
to ‘0’

Action to be taken by Driver

2. Release Loco Brakes with SA9. (Ensure rear cab
SA9 in release condition, Lift Bail ring of C3W
distributer valve in E70 brake system. Press
20TP and 16 TP nipples in pneumatic panel in
knorr brake locos)
3. If BC gauge show ‘0’ pressure and message
appears then Tap gently Pressure Switch
269.6/1 & 269.6/2 (provided between AR &
Pneumatic panel)
4. If not successful, switch OFF MCE and ON.
5. Inform TLC and Record in Log book.
Note: This message also will come during ACP in
passenger trains due to BP drop more than
0.6 kg/cm2.
1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Open the Emergency Exhaust Cock No. 74 on
the pneumatic panel.
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

SS10

Fault No.

F1001P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

COCK CLOSED,
NO TRACTION
For traction
open the cock
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to 0
Loco XXX SS10:
Brake System
LOCO IS IN
BANKING
MODE
Loco brake
controller
isolated
Emergency
brakes can be
applied
F1001P2

&
BPFA
will
glow

3. If cock 74 is already open and even though message
appears, then problem may be with limiting switch
provided on cock, operate it manually 2-3 times.
4. If loco becomes normal, then proceed otherwise,
switch off MCE and switch it ON again.

BPFA
will
glow

1. This message is expected when loco is in banking
mode (ZBAN is ON and Cock 70 is isolated). If not in
Banking mode follow the procedure given below:
2. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
3. Check position of ZBAN switch. If ON, switch it OFF.
4. It could be due to malfunctioning of ZBAN micro
switch. Operate ZBAN switch 2-3 times vigorously, it
will normalize if stuck up.
5. Close VCB and resume normal traction.
6. If not successful, try to work from rear cab after
switching ON/ OFF MCE.
7. Inform TLC and Record in Log book.
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SS10: BRAKE SYSTEM
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS10

F1002P2

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS10:
Brake System
ALARM CHAIN
PULLING Check
train F1002P2

Lamp

Effect

BPFA
will
glow

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position. Bring the
train to a halt at convenient place
immediately. Work as per operating Manual
and GR. 4.45/1.
2. Check the affected coach, find out the reason
of ACP, reset the ACP, acknowledge fault by
pressing BPFA and work the train accordingly.
Check MCB 128.1(SB-2), if found tripped, reset
the MCB once. If the MCB trips again, resume
normal operation with air drier in isolated
condition. Also record in the log book.

No Message, but if
driver experiences
that air drier is not
working

SS11: AUXILIARIES HB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS11

F1101P2

Loco XXX
SS11:
Auxiliaries HB1
MCB(S) TRIPPED IN
AUX. CUBICLE 1

BPFA
will
glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Check MCB’s in Auxiliary cubicle HB1. If any MCB
found tripped then reset it once after opening
VCB.
2. Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA and
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Traction power may
get reduced, if
temperature exceed.
F1101P2

ETTC/BZA

continue normal operation.
3. If any MCB is not tripped but still message is
coming and all auxiliaries are working, ignore it.
This may be due to defective control contact of
concerned MCB.
4. If MCB (59.1/1 or 62.1/1 or 63.1/1 or 53.1/1)
getting tripped after resetting it once as given in
step 1 above, then driver should not try to reset
these MCBs. Trouble shoot as per Trouble shooting
for Repeated Tripping of MCBs of Auxiliary Motors
given at the end of SS08 (page no. 32 & 33).
5. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook. Resume
traction with bogie 1 in isolated condition if
automatically isolated.
6. In case of any other MCB excluding MCB given in
step
4 above is getting tripped after resetting once, then
continue normal operation as long as possible and
inform TLC.
7. In case of 54.1/1 tripping repeatedly, Inform TLC
and act as per instruction of TLC
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SS11: AUXILIARIES HB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS11

F1102P2

BPFA
will
glow

1. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA. Resume
normal traction.
2. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook.

SS11

F1103P2

Loco XXX
SS11:
Auxiliaries HB1
EARTH FAULT
415/110V CIRCUIT
Normal operation
can continue
To be checked
during maintenance
F1102P2
Loco XXX
SS11:
Auxiliaries HB1 MCB
OFF MAIN
COMPRESSOR
OPEN
Compressor 1 not
available F1103P2

BPFA
will
glow

1. Check MCB No. 47.1/1 provided in Auxiliary
cubicle 1 (HB1). If found in tripped condition,
then open VCB and reset MCB once.
2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Resume normal traction. If the message repeats
then work the train with one compressor.
4. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook.
Note: If MCBs 47.1/1 & 47.1/2 alternatively
tripping, Open VCB, rest MCBs and isolate BUR3.

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver
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SS11: AUXILIARIES HB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS11

F1104P2

Loco XXX
SS11:
Auxiliaries HB1
OVERLOAD ON OCB-1
Isolate OCB F1104P2

BPFA
will
glow

SS11

F1105P2

BPFA
will
glow

SS11

F1106P2

Loco XXX
SS11: Auxiliaries HB1
Rotary switch Vigilance
off/on position
Normal operation
F1105P2
Loco XXX SS11:
Auxiliaries HB1 Loco in
shunting mode
Speed can not be more
than 15 kmph
F1106P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Trip MCB 59.1/1 (OCB) in HB-1.
3. Isolate Bogie-1 by switch 154 (SB-!)
4. Normal operation can be continued with
one bogie.
1. Acknowledge
by pressing BPFA.
2. Resume normal traction & be vigilant
3. Inform to TLC and record in log book
Note: Isolate VCD through 237.1(SB1) only
during failure / mal-functioning.
1. Check switch no. 160 (SB-1), if it is on ‘0’,
bring throttle to ‘0’, bring speed ‘0’ and
Reverser on ‘0’ then put switch 160 on ‘I’ to
achieve normal speed.
2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA and
work the train normal.
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SS12: AUXILIARIES HB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS12

F1201P2

Loco XXX SS12:
Auxiliaries HB2
MCB(S)
TRIPPED IN
AUX. CUBICLE
2
Traction power
may get
reduced, if
temperature
exceed.
F1201P2

BPFA
will
glow

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Check MCB’s in Auxiliary cubicle HB2. If any MCB
found tripped then reset it once after opening
VCB.
2. Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA and
continue normal operation.
3. If any MCB is not tripped but still message is
coming and all auxiliaries are working, ignore it.
This may be due to defective control contact of
concerned MCB.
4. If MCB (59.1/2 or 62.1/2 or 63.1/2 or 53.1/2)
getting tripped after resetting it once as given in
step 1 above, then driver should not try to reset
these MCBs. Trouble shoot as per Troubleshooting
for Repeated Tripping of MCBs of Auxiliary Motors
given at the end of SS08 (page no. 32 & 33).
5. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook. Resume
traction with bogie 2 in isolated condition if
automatically isolated.
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SS12: AUXILIARIES HB 2
S.S. No

SS12

Fault No.

F1202P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS12:
Auxiliaries HB2
MCB OF MAIN
COMPRESSOR
OPEN
Compressor 2
not available
F1202P2

Lamp

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

6. In case of any other MCB excluding MCB given
in step 4 above is getting tripped after resetting
once, then continue normal operation as long as
possible and inform TLC.
7. In case of 54.1/2 tripping repeatedly, inform
TLC and act as per instructions of TLC.
1. Check MCB No. 47.1/2 provided in Auxiliary
cubicle 2 (HB2). If found in tripped condition,
then open VCB and reset MCB once.
2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Resume normal traction. Even if the message
repeats, then work the train with one
compressor.
4. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook.
Note: If MCB 47.1/1 & 47.1/2 alternatively tripping,
Open VCB, rest MCBs and isolate BUR3.
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SS12: AUXILIARIES HB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS12

F1203P2

Loco XXX SS12:
Auxiliaries HB2
OVERLOAD ON
OCB-2
Isolate OCB
F1203P2

BPFA
will
glow

S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS13

F1301P1

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR HBB1
Cab 1 may get
isolated, drive from
cab 2 refer to
driver’s manual
F1301P1

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Cab 1
may get
isolated

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB in SB-1 if tripped, reset once
after switching MCE OFF.
3. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise panto, close
VCB and resume Traction.

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Trip MCB 59.1/2 (Oil Cooling Blower) in HB-2.
3. Isolate Bogie-2 by
switch 154(SB).
4. Normal operation can be continued with one
bogie.
SS13: CAB 1

ETTC/BZA
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SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

SS13

Fault No.

F1302P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 CAB 1
ISOLATED
Drive from cab
2 Press<Enter>
Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
STB1
Cab 1 may get
isolated, drive
from cab 2 refer
to driver’s
manual
F1302P1

LSFI will
glow

Cab 1
isolated

1. Change to Cab 2.
2. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook.

LSFI
will start
blinki ng
& BPFA
will glow

Cab 1 may
get
isolated,

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB in SB-1 if tripped, reset once
after switching MCE OFF.
3. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume traction.
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SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

SS13

Fault No.

F1303P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS13:
Cab 1 CAB 1
ISOLATED
Drive from cab 2
Press<Enter>
Loco XXX SS13:
Cab 1
REVERSER
DEFECTIVE
Drive from cab 2

Lamp

LSFI will
glow

LSFI will
start
blinking &
BPFA will
glow

Effect

Cab 1
isolated

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Change to Cab-2
2. Inform TLC and record in Loco
logbook.

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Operate Reverser 2-3 times. Switch
OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume traction.
3. If the same message repeats,
change to Cab-2. Inform TLC and
record in Loco logbook.
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SS13: CAB 1
(For WAP5 Locomotives provided with VCU redundancy features)
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS13

F1301P1

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR HBB1
CAB 1 WILL NOT
ISOLATED; DRIVE
FROM CAB 1
F1301P1

LSFI
will start
blinking &
BPFA
will glow

SS13

F1302P1

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR STB1
CAB 1 WILL NOT
ISOLATED; DRIVE
FROM CAB 1
F1302P1

LSFI will
start
blinking &
BPFA will
glow

Cab 1
will not
isolated,
normal
driving
from
Cab 1 or
Cab 2.
Cab 1
will not
isolated,
normal
driving
from
Cab 1 or
Cab 2.

ETTC/BZA

Action to be taken by Driver

5.

Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA
and proceed.
Note: All MCB in HB1 except 47.1/1
(Compressor 1) will not monitored.

1.

Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA
and proceed.

Note:
• Air dryer not working.
• Hotel load not working.
• Auto sanding not working.
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SS13: CAB 1
(For WAG9/WAG9H/WAP7 Locomotives provided with VCU redundancy features)
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS13

F1301P1

SS13

F1302P1

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
HBB1, CAB 1 WILL
NOT ISOLATED;
DRIVE FROM CAB 1
F1301P1
Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR STB1
CAB 1 WILL NOT
ISOLATED; DRIVE
FROM CAB 1
F1302P1

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow
LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Cab 1
will not
isolated,
normal
driving
from
Cab1 or2
Cab 1
will not
isolated,
normal
driving
from
Cab 1 or
Cab 2.

ETTC/BZA

Action to be taken by Driver

1.

Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA and
proceed.
Note:
• All MCBs in HB-1 not monitored,
• Earth Fault relays 415/110 not monitored,
• Fuse 415/110 not monitored.
1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. When Bogie isolation needed, Isolate Bogie-1
by MCB 127.1/1, Isolate Bogie-2 by MCB
127.1/2.
3. When MCE OFF required put BL key to OFF
position and switch OFF MCB 112.1.
Note:
 Air dryer not working, Hotel load not
working & Failure mode switch not working
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Fault Messages in TCN & IGBT SR fitted BHEL Locos , except SS13, SS14,SS17& SS18 other subsystem
faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based Locos

SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS13

F1301P1

F1302P1

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow
LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Driving
from
Cab 1
still
possible

SS13

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR RBU2,
Driving from Cab1 still
possible; Press BPFA
F1301P1
Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR RBU1
Driving from Cab1 still
possible;
Press BPFA
F1302P1

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON.
Raise panto, close VCB and resume
Traction.
2. If the Fault still persists acknowledge the
fault by pressing BPFA and Drive normally
from any CAB.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume traction.
2. If the Fault still persists acknowledge the
fault by pressing BPFA and Drive normally
from any CAB.
3. CAB-1 TE/BE meters will not be available.
4. Loco will be operated in failure Mode by
operating rotating switch 152 from ‘0’ to ‘1’
from CAB-1.
5. Normal loco operation from CAB-2.

ETTC/BZA

Driving
from
Cab 1
still
possible
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SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS13

F1303P1

SS13

F1304P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1
REVERSER
DEFECTIVE
Drive from cab 2
F1303P1

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Cab 1
may get
isolated,
drive
from
cab 2

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 CAB 1
ISOLATED, Drive from
cab 2 Press<Enter>
Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 RBU1 RIOM
EXTENSION FAULT
Driving still possible
F1304P1

LSFI will
glow

Cab 1
isolated

1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’position, acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Operate Reverser 2-3 times.
3. If not successful try to clear the block section by
coasting. Switch OFF and ON MCE.
4. If the same message repeats, change to Cab2
and work further with rear cab.
5. Inform TLC and record in Loco logbook.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON.
2. If the same message repeats and driving from
Cab1, change to Cab2. Inform TLC and record
in Loco logbook.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume traction.
2. If the same message repeats and driving from
Cab1, change to Cab2. Inform TLC and record
in Loco logbook.
3. Read out DDS messages and check which RIOM
extension to replace.

Driving
still
possible
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SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS13

F1305P1

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 RBU2 RIOM
EXTENSION FAULT
Driving still possible
F1305P1

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Driving still
possible

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume traction.
2. If the same message repeats and driving
from Cab1, change to Cab2. Inform TLC
and record in Loco log book.
3. Read out DDS messages and check which
RIOM extension to replace.
Note: If Cab-1 gets hanged and not getting activated after making MCE OFF and ON, then check all MCBs in SB-1
and SB-2 and reset it if found tripped

Addl./ Change in fault Messages of IGBT fitted MEDHA Locos, except SS13, SS14, SS17 & SS18 other
subsystem faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based Locos
SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS13

F1303P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS13:
Cab 1 REVERSER
DEFECTIVE

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Operate Reverser 2-3 times. Switch OFF the
MCE and Switch it ON once again. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume traction.
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SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Drive from cab 2
F1303P1

SS13

F1304P1

SS13

F1301P2

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXX
SS13:Cab 1
START RUN INTERLOCK
Simultaneous Motoring &
Braking command from
Throttle of CAB1
F1304P1
Loco XXX
SS13: Cab
1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR VCU1-DIP1
F1301P2

Lamp

&
BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

2. If the same message repeats and driving
from cab 1, change to Cab-2. Inform TLC
and record in Loco logbook.
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’position.
2. Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON, if
message is repeats, try from other CAB to
clear the section.

1. Record the fault in the log book and
continue Normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• Constant Speed control will not work from
CAB1,
• Simulation mode will not work,
• PVEF will not functions from CAB1,
• 47.1/1 MCB tripping can not be detected.
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SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS13

F1302P2

SS13

F1303P2

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR VCU1DIP2 F1302P2
Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
VCU1-DIP3
F1303P2

SS13

F1304P2

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXX
SS13:
Cab 1 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
VCU1-DIP4
F1304P2

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Record the fault in the log book and
continue Normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• MCBs (53.1/1, 54.1/1, 55.1/1,
56.1/1 & 59.1/1) tripping cannot be detected.
1. Record the fault in the log book and
continue Normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• Earth Faults(control, Filter & 415/110)
cannot be detected,
• MCBs (62.1/1 & 63.1/1) tripping cannot be
detected.
2. Record the fault in the log book and
continue normal operation.
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SS13: CAB 1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS13

F1305P2

SS13

F1306P2

SS13

F1307P2

Loco XXX SS13:
Cab 1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR
VCU1-DOP1
F1305P2
Loco XXX SS13:
Cab 1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR
VCU1-DOP2
F1306P2
Loco XXX SS13:
Cab 1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR
VCU1-DOP3
F1307P2

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Record the fault in the log book and continue
Normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• Lamp indications will not work, Lamp indications
can be seen on TFT display unit.
1. Record the fault in the log book and continue
normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• Air dryer will not work.

1. Record the fault in the log book and continue
normal operation.
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SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS14

F1401P1

Loco XXX SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
HBB2 Cab 2
may get
isolated, drive
from cab 1 refer
to driver’s
manual
F1401P1
Loco XXX SS14:
Cab 2
CAB 2
ISOLATED
Drive from cab
1 Press<Enter>

LSFI
will
start
blinki
ng &
BPFA
will
glow

Cab 2 may
get isolated

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB SB-2 if tripped, reset once after
switching MCE OFF.
3. If not tripped, Switch OFF the MCE and
Switch it ON once again. Raise panto, close
VCB and resume Traction.

LSFI
will
glow

Cab 2
isolated

1. Change to Cab 1.
2. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS14

F1402P1

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
STB2
Cab 2 may get
isolated, drive
from cab 1 refer
to driver’s
manual
F1402P1
Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2 CAB 2
ISOLATED
Drive from cab
1 Press<Enter>

LSFI
will
start
blinki
ng &
BPFA
will
glow

Cab 2 may
get
isolated,

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Check MCB in SB-2 if tripped, reset once after
switching MCE OFF.
3. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again. Raise panto, close VCB and resume
traction.

LSFI
will
glow

Cab 2
isolated

1. Change to Cab-1
2. Inform TLC and record in Loco logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS14

F1403P1

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2
REVERSER
DEFECTIVE
Drive from cab 1

LSFI
will start
blinking
& BPFA
will glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE
throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Operate Reverser 2-3 times. Switch OFF the
MCE and Switch it ON once again. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume traction.
3. If the same message repeats, change to
Cab-1. Inform TLC & record in logbook.
Note: If Cab-1 or Cab-2 get hanged and not getting activated after making MCE OFF and ON, then check all
MCBs in SB-1 and SB-2 and reset it if found tripped.
SS14: CAB 2
(For WAP5 Locomotives provided with VCU redundancy features)
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS14

F1401P1

Loco XXX SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
HBB2

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA

ETTC/BZA

Effect

Cab 2 will
not
isolated,
normal
driving

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA and
proceed.
2. If driving from cab 2 changing the
position of panto selector switch (85) on
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SS14

F1402P1

ETTC/BZA

CAB 2 WILL
NOT
ISOLATED;
DRIVE FROM
CAB 2 F1401P1
Loco XXX SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
STB2 CAB 2
WILL NOT
ISOLATED;
DRIVE FROM
CAB 2
F1402P1

will
glow

from Cab 1
or Cab
2.

‘II’ provided on pneumatic panel. Because
pan 1 is not available.

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Cab 2 will
not
isolated,
normal
driving
from Cab 1
or Cab 2.

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA and
proceed.
2. Over speed of speedometer 105% &
110% and speedometer alarm not
available hence driver should drive more
vigilant and watch the speedometer
regularly.
3. If driving from cab 1 changing the
position of panto selector switch (85) on
‘I’ provided on pneumatic panel. Because
pan 2 is not available.
Note: All MCB in HB2 exept 47.1/2
(Compressor 2) will not monitored.
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SS14: CAB 2
(For WAG9/WAG9H/WAP7 Locomotives provided with VCU redundancy features)
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS14

F1401P1

Loco XXX
SS14: Cab 2
DISTURBANC
E IN
PROCESSOR
HBB2
CAB 2 WILL
NOT
ISOLATED;
DRIVE FROM
CAB 2

LSFI
will
start
blinkin
g&
BPFA
will
glow

Cab 2
will not
isolated,
normal
driving
from
Cab 1 or
Cab 2.

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position. Stop the
Train and release parking brake manually.
2. Isolate vigilance control equipment by switch
237.1(SB-1) put on ‘0.
3. If driving from cab 2 changing the position of
panto selector switch (85) on ‘II’ provided on
pneumatic panel. Because pan 1 is not available.
4. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA and
proceed.
5. Don’t take throttle to BE position because
regenerative braking is not working.
6. Auto Flasher not working because pressure
switch flow indicator not monitored. Switch ON
BPFL manually if required.
Note:
• Pressure switch Direct Brake not monitored.
• Pressure switches Pan-1 & Pan-2 not monitored.

F1401P1

ETTC/BZA
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS14

F1402P1

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
STB2
CAB 2 WILL
NOT
ISOLATED;
DRIVE FROM
CAB 2
F1402P1

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Cab 2 will
not
isolated,
normal
driving
from Cab
1 or Cab
2.

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. When Bogie isolation needed, Isolate Bogie1 by MCB 127.1/1, Isolate Bogie-2 by MCB
127.1/2.
3. When MCE OFF required put BL key to OFF
position and switch OFF MCB 112.1.
Note:
• All MCBs in HB-2 not monitored.
• Over speed of speedometer not monitored,
• Vigilance warning buzzer not monitored,
• Erath fault auxiliary not monitored.

ETTC/BZA
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
Fault Messages in TCN & IGBT SR fitted BHEL Locos , except SS13, SS14,SS17& SS18 other
subsystem faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based Locos

SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS14

F1401P1

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR RBU4
Driving from Cab2 still
possible; Press BPFA
F1401P1

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Driving
from
Cab 2
still
possible.

SS14

F1402P1

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR RBU3
Driving from Cab2 still
possible; Press BPFA
F1401P1

LSFI
will start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Driving
from
Cab 2
still
possible.

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it
ON. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume Traction.
2. If
the
Fault
still
persists
acknowledge the fault by pressing
BPFA and Drive normally from any
CAB.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it
ON. Raise panto, close VCB and
resume traction.
2. If
the
Fault
still
persists
acknowledge the fault by pressing
BPFA and Drive normally from any
CAB.
3. CAB-2 TE/BE meters will not be
available.

ETTC/BZA
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

SS14

Fault No.

F1403P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS14:
Cab 2
REVERSER
DEFECTIVE
Drive from
cab 1
F1403P1

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blink ng
& BPFA
will glow

Effect

Cab 2 may
get
isolated,
drive from
cab 1

Action to be taken by Driver

4. Loco will be operated in failure Mode (by
operating Rotating Switch 152 from ‘0’ to
‘1’ position) from CAB-2.
5. No regenerative braking power is
available. So control the train/loco with
help of pneumatic brake (A9 or SA9).
6. Normal loco operation from CAB-1.
1. Bring Throttle to ‘0’position, Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Operate Reverser 2-3 times.
3. If not successful try to clear the block
section by coasting. Switch OFF and ON
MCE.
4. If the same message repeats, change to
Cab1 and work further with rear cab.
5. Inform TLC and record in Loco logbook.
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SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS14

F1404P1

SS14

F1405P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS14: Cab
2 CAB 2 ISOLATED
Drive from cab 1
Press<Enter>
Loco XXX SS14: Cab
2
RBU3 RIOM
EXTENSION FAULT
Driving still possible
F1404P1
Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2 RBU4 RIOM
EXTENSION FAULT
Driving still possible
F1405P1

Lamp

LSFI
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Cab 2
isolate
d

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON.
2. If the same message repeats and driving from
Cab2, change to Cab1. Inform TLC and record in
Loco logbook.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON. Raise
panto, close VCB and resume traction.
2. If the same message repeats and driving from
Cab2, change to Cab1. Inform TLC and record in
Loco logbook.
3. Read out DDS messages and check which RIOM
extension to replace.
1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once again.
Raise panto, close VCB and resume traction.
2. If the same message repeats and driving from
Cab2, change to Cab1. Inform TLC and record in
Loco log book.
3. Read out DDS messages and check which RIOM
extension to replace.

Driving
still
possibl
e

Driving
still
possibl
e
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Addl./ Change in fault Messages of IGBT fitted MEDHA Locos, except SS13, SS14,SS17& SS18
other subsystem faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based Locos

SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS14

F1403P1

Loco XXX
SS13: Cab
2 REVERSER
DEFECTIVE
Drive from cab 1
F1403P1

SS14

F1404P1

Loco XXX SS14:
Cab 2 START RUN
INTERLOCK
Simultaneous
Motoring &
Braking command
from Throttle of
CAB2
F1404P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Operate Reverser 2-3 times. Switch OFF
the MCE and Switch it ON once again.
Raise panto, close VCB and resume
traction.
2. If the same message repeats and driving
from cab 2, change to Cab-1. Inform TLC
and record in Loco logbook.
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’position.
2. Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON, if
message is repeats, try from other CAB to
clear the section.
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SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS14

F1401P2

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR VCU2DIP1
F1401P2

SS14

F1402P2

SS14

F1403P2

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2, DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
VCU2-DIP2
F1402P2
Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR VCU2DIP3
F1403P2

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Record the fault in the log book and continue
Normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• CSC will not work from CAB2,
• PVEF will not functions from CAB2,
• MCBs (47.1/2, 54.1/2 & 59.1/2) tripping
cannot be detected.
Record the fault in the log book and continue
normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• MCBs (53.1/2, 55.1/2 & 56.1/2) tripping
cannot be detected.
Record the fault in the log book and continue
normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• Smoke warning cannot be detected,
• MCBs (62.1/2&63.1/2) tripping cannot be
detected
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SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS14

F1404P2

SS14

F1405P2

Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
VCU2-DIP4
F1404P2
Loco XXX
SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
VCU2-DOP1
F1405P2

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Record the fault in the log book and continue
normal operation.

1. Record the fault in the log book.
2. If driving from Cab 2, ZPT switch moved to
Down position. Kept panto selection switch
(129.1) at 1 position and ZPT moved to Up
position and check the panto 1 is raised and
continue normal operation.
Following functions will not work:
• Lamp indications will not work, Lamp indications
can be seen on TFT display unit.
• Panto 2 cannot be raised.
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SS14: CAB 2
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS14

F1406P2

SS14

F1407P2

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS14: Cab
2 DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
VCU2-DOP2
F1406P2

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Record the fault in the log book.
2. If driving from Cab 1, ZPT switch moved to
Down position. Kept panto selection switch
(129.1) at 2 position and ZPT moved to Up
position and check the panto 2 is raised and
continue normal operation
Following functions will not work:
• Panto 1 can not be raised.
• Sanding valves will not work.
1. Record the fault in the log book and continue
Normal operation.

Loco XXX SS14:
Cab 2
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR
VCU2-DOP3
F1407P2
Note: If Cab-2 get hanged and not getting activated after making MCE OFF and ON, then check all MCBs in SB1 and SB-2 and reset it if found tripped.
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS15: FIRE DETECTION UNIT
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS15

F1501P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS15:
Fire detection
FIRE IN
MACHINE
ROOM
Extinguish the
fire
Reset the fire
detection unit
F1501P1

Lamp

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow,
Buzzer
will
sound

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE throttle
to ‘0’ and immediately
stop the train Open VCB, Lower Pantograph
and switch off the MCE.
2. Inspect the Machine Room. If there is any sign
of smoke emission, trip MCB 112.1(SB2) and
extinguish the fire by using portable fire
extinguisher.
3. In case of larger fire, especially in Traction
converter, then open the cock of CO2 Cylinder
provided in the locker on Asst. Driver side in
each cab. Keep the machine room door locked.
4. Subsequently, reset the fire detection unit by
pressing reset push button provided on fire
detection unit (located in SB-2 cubicle) then
acknowledges the fault by pressing BPFA.
5. If everything is found normal, resume normal
traction. Inform TLC and record in loco
logbook.
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SS15: FIRE DETECTION UNIT
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

SS15

F1501P2

BPFA
will
glow

SS15

F1502P2

Loco XXX
SS15: Fire
detection
FAULT IN FIRE
DETECTION UNIT
No fire detection, Possible
normal operation can
continue F1501P2
Loco XXX SS15: Fire
detection WARNING
SMOKE IN MACHINE
ROOM
Inspect machine room
F1502P2

ETTC/BZA

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Resume Normal Traction.
3. Keep on checking the Machine Room as
frequently as possible for the sign of
any smoke/fire.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Bring TE/BE throttle
to ‘0’ and
immediately stop the train. Open VCB,
lower pantograph and switch off the
MCE.
2. Inspect the Machine Room carefully. In
case of any fire/smoke, trip MCB
112.1(SB2) and extinguish the fire by
using portable fire extinguishers.
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SS15: FIRE DETECTION UNIT
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

3. In case of larger fire, especially in Traction
converter, then open the cock of CO2 and
operate regulator Cylinder provided in the locker
on Asst. Driver side in each cab. Keep the
machine room door locked.
4. If everything is found normal, resume normal
Traction.
5. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
SS16: SPEEDOMETER
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS16

F1601P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS16:
Speedometer
SPEED LIMIT
EXCEEDED

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will glow

Emergency
brakes/
Partial brake
will applied
till speed
comes down

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position to
reduce loco speed.
2. Acknowledge the fault by pressing BPFA.
3. When speed comes down the limit,
resume normal traction.
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS16: SPEEDOMETER
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Emergency
brakes
TE/BE
Throttle to 0
F1601P1

SS16

F1601P2

ETTC/BZA

Loco XXX
SS16:
Speedometer
FAULT IN
SPEEDOMETER

BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

4. If the speed shown in speedometer is not
coming within the limits, but actual speed
has come down this means that
speedometer is defective. The drivers advise
to open the speedometer MCB (127.92)
provided in SB2 cubicle.
5. Now the speedometer will be isolated. So
drive carefully and watch speed on display in
simulation mode screen.
6. Inform TLC and record in loco logbook and
act accordingly.
1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Inspect the speedometer MCB (127.92) in
SB2 cubicle. If found in tripped condition
then reset the MCB once, acknowledge fault
by pressing BPFA and resume normal
operation if loco gets normal.
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SS16: SPEEDOMETER
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

No display of
speed in the
cab Drive
carefully, use
diagn screen
F1601P2

Action to be taken by Driver

3. If fault still persist, then isolate the speedometer
by opening MCB (127.92) provided in SB2
cubicle.
4. Now the speedometer will be isolated. So drive
carefully and watch speed on display in
simulation mode screen.
5. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
6. As per instruction of TLC. Normal traction can
be resumed.
SS17: FLG1

S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS17

F1701P1

Loco XXX
SS17:
Processor FLG1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR FLG1
FLG1will be isolated
F1701P1

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will glow

FLG1
will be
isolated

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Switch OFF the MCE once & switch it
ON again.
3. Resume Normal Traction.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS17: FLG1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS17

F1702P1

SS17

F1703P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS17:
Processor FLG1
FLG1 ISOLATED
Refer to driver’s
manual
Press<Enter>
Loco XXX
SS17:
Processor FLG1
SOFTWARE
MISMATCH
WAP-5/WAG-9
Panto will not
raise F1702P1
Loco XXX
SS17:
Processor FLG1

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
glow

FLG1 is
isolated

LSFI will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Panto
will not
raise

1. Multiple Operations is not possible.
2. Resume normal traction.
3. If working from Cab-1, Angle transmitter in
Cab1 and Bogie meter in Cab-1 will not
work. TE/BE control changes automatically
to Auxiliary contacts mode.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
3. Ask for relief loco immediately.

LSFI will
start
blinking

1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Acknowledge the Fault by pressing button
BPFA.
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SS17: FLG1
S.S. No

SS17

Fault No.

F1704P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

FAULT IN ANGLE
TRANSMITTER OF
THROTTLE
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to zero
Operate switch
failure mode
F1703P1

& BPFA
will
glow

Loco XXX
SS17:
Processor FLG1
SIMULATION
SWITCH POSITION
NOT MATCHING
Check simulation
Key on
master/slave

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Effect

Panto
will not
rise.

Action to be taken by Driver

3. Drive loco in Failure Mode Operation (by
operating Rotating Switch 152 from ‘0’ to
‘1’ position) located in SB1 panel.
4. Resume normal traction with 152 switch in
failure mode position. If not success,
operate switch 152 (SB-1) 2- 3 times.
5. Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON once
again.
6. Try from rear cab. If not success, inform
TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Switch OFF the MCE.
3. Check if Simulation key 179 in SB1 panel is
on ‘0’ position. If not, operate it from ‘1’ to
‘0’ position.
4. Switch ON the MCE. Resume normal
traction.
5. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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SS17: FLG1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS17

F1701P2

Fault Message

Loco XXX
SS17:
Processor FLG1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR DIA 1
DIA 1 will be isolated
No fault data will be
stored Press<Enter>
F1701P2

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

BPFA
will
glow

DDS will
not
store.

1. Since no fault will be stored in DDS,
record all faults in the loco logbook.
2. Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
Resume Normal Traction.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

Fault Messages in TCN & IGBT SR fitted BHEL Locos , except SS13, SS14,SS17& SS18 other
subsystem faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based Locos

SS17: ICP1
S.S. No

Fault No.

SS17

F1701P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS17:
Processor ICP1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR ICP2. ICP1
will be isolated F1701P1

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

LSFI will
start
blinking &
BPFA will
glow

ICP1
will
be
isolat
ed

1. Resume Normal Traction.
2. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.
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SS17: ICP1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Loco XXX SS17:
Processor ICP1
ICP1 ISOLATED
Refer to driver’s
manual
Press<Enter>

Lamp

LSFI
will
glow

Effect

ICP1 is
isolated

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Multiple Operations is not possible.
2. Resume normal traction.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

Addl./ Change in fault Messages of IGBT fitted MEDHA Locos, except SS13, SS14,SS17& SS18
other subsystem faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based Locos

SS17: MCC1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS17

F1701P1

Loco XXX SS17:
Processor MCC1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR MCC1
MCC1will be
isolated
F1701P1

LSFI
will start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

MCC1
will be
isolated

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON
once again.
2. Resume Normal Traction.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

ETTC/BZA
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SS17: MCC1
S.S. No

SS17

Fault No.

F1703P1

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

Loco XXX SS17:
Processor MCC1
MCC1 ISOLATED
Refer to driver’s
manual
Press<Enter>

LSFI
will
glow

MCC1 is
isolated

1. If driving from Cab 1, drive loco in Failure Mode
Operation by operating Rotating Switch 152 from
‘0’ to ‘1’ position (located in SB1 panel).
2. Resume normal traction.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
Note: Only failure mode operation is possible from
CAB1, TE/BE meters will not work in CAB1, the
TE/BE % values can be seen through display.
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Acknowledge the Fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Drive loco in Failure Mode Operation (by
operating Rotating Switch 152 from ‘0’ to ‘1’
position) located in SB1 panel.
4. Resume normal traction with 152 switch in failure
mode position. If not success, operate switch 152
(SB-1) 2- 3 times.
5. Switch OFF the MCE.
6. Try from rear cab. If not success, inform TLC

Loco XXX S17:
Processor MCC1
FAULT IN ANGLE
TRANSMITTER
OF THROTTLE
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to zero
Operate switch
failure mode
F1703P1
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SS17: MCC1
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS17

F1704P1

SS17

F1701P2

Loco XXX SS17:
Processor MCC1
SIMULATION
SWITCH POSITION
NOT MATCHING
Check simulation
key on master/slave
F1704P1
Loco XXX SS17:
Processor MCC1
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR DMC 1
DMC 1 will be
isolated
No fault data will be
stored in DMC1
Press<Enter>

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

DDS will
not
stored in
DMC1,
DDS will
store in
DMC2

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Switch OFF the MCE.
3. Check if Simulation key 179 in SB1 panel is
on ‘0’ position. If not, operate it from ‘1’ to
‘0’ position.
4. Switch ON the MCE and Resume Normal
Traction.
5. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Resume Normal Traction.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS18: FLG2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS18

F1801P1

Loco XXX
SS18:
Processor FLG2
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR FLG2
FLG2will be isolated
F1801P1
Loco XXX
SS18:
Processor FLG2
FLG2 ISOLATED
Refer to driver’s
manual
Press<Enter>

LSFI
will
blink &
BPFA
will
glow
LSFI
will
glow

FLG2
will be
isolated

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again.
3. Resume Normal Traction.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. If the same message repeats resume normal
traction.
2. If working from Cab-2, Angle transmitter in
Cab2 and Bogie meter in Cab-2 will not work.
TE/BE control changes automatically to Auxiliary
contacts mode.
3. No regenerative braking power is available. So
control the train/loco with help of pneumatic
brake (A9 or SA9).When apply A9 insure TE/BE
Throttle to ‘0’ position.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS18: FLG2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS18

F1802P1

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
3. Ask for relief loco immediately.

F1803P1

LSFI
will
blink &
BPFA
will
glow
LSF
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Panto
will
not
raise

SS18

Loco XXX
SS18:
Processor FLG2
SOFTWARE
MISMATCHED
WAP-5/WAG-9
Panto will not raise
Loco XXX
SS18:
Processor FLG2
FAULT IN ANGLE
TRANSMITTER OF
THROTTLE
Bring TE/BE Throttle
to zero Operate
switch failure mode
F1803P1

ETTC/BZA

1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Acknowledge the Fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Drive loco in Failure Mode Operation by
operating Rotating Switch 152 (SB-1) from ‘0’
to ‘1’ position after opening VCB.
4. Resume normal traction with 152 switch in
failure mode position. If not success, operate
switch 152 (SB-1) 2- 3 times.
5. Switch OFF the MCE and switch it ON once
again.
6. Try from rear cab. If not success, inform TLC
and record in the logbook.
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SS18: FLG2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS18

F1804P1

Loco XXX SS18:
Processor FLG2
SIMULATION
SWITCH POSITION
NOT MATCHING
Check simulation
Key on master/slave
F1804P1

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

Panto
will not
rise.

SS18

F1801P2

Loco XXX
SS18:
Processor FLG2
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR DIA 1
DIA 1 will be isolated
No fault data will be
stored
F1801P2

BPFA
will
glow

DDS
will not
store.

1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
Acknowledge fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Switch OFF the MCE.
3. Check if Simulation key 179 in SB1 panel
is on ‘0’ position. If not, operate it from ‘1’
to ‘0’ position.
4. Switch ON the MCE. Resume Normal
Traction.
5. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
1. Since no fault will be stored in DDS,
record all faults in the loco logbook.
2. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
Resume Normal Traction.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
Fault Messages in TCN & IGBT SR fitted BHEL Locos , except SS13, SS14,SS17& SS18 other
subsystem faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based Locos

SS18: ICP2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

SS18

F1801P1

Loco XXX SS18:
Processor ICP2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
ICP1
ICP1 will be
isolated
F1801P1
Loco XXX SS18:
Processor ICP2
ICP1 ISOLATED
Refer to driver’s
manual
Press<Enter>

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow

ICP1
will be
isolated

1. Resume Normal Traction.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

LSFI
will
glow

ICP1 is
isolated

1. Multiple Operations is not possible.
2. Resume normal traction.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
Addl./ Change in fault Messages of IGBT fitted MEDHA Locos, except SS13, SS14,SS17& SS18 other
subsystem faults Trouble shooting procedure is same as MICAS GTO based

SS18: MCC2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

SS18

F1801P1

Loco XXX SS18:
Processor MCC2
DISTURBANCE IN
PROCESSOR
MCC2, MCC2will be
isolated F1801P1

LSFI
will
start
blinking
& BPFA
will
glow
LSFI
will
glow

MCC2
will be
isolated

1. Switch OFF the MCE and Switch it ON once
again.
2. Resume Normal Traction.
3. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

MCC2 is
isolated

1. If the same message repeats, If driving from
Cab 2, drive loco in Failure Mode Operation by
operating Rotating Switch 152 from ‘0’ to ‘1’
position (located in SB1 panel).
2. Resume normal traction.
3. No regenerative braking power is available. So
control the train/loco with help of pneumatic
brake (A9 or SA9).When apply A9 insure TE/BE
Throttle to ‘0’ position.

Loco XXX SS18:
Processor MCC2
MCC2 ISOLATED
Refer to driver’s
manual
Press<Enter>

ETTC/BZA
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS18: MCC2
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS18

F1803P1

Loco XXX SS18:
Processor MCC2
FAULT IN ANGLE
TRANSMITTER OF
THROTTLE
Bring TE/BE
Throttle to zero
Operate switch
failure mode
F1803P1

SS18

F1804P1

Loco XXX SS18:
Processor MCC2

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
Note: Only failure mode operation is possible from CAB2,
TE/BE meters will not work in CAB2, the TE/BE %
values can be seen through display.
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Acknowledge the Fault by pressing BPFA.
3. Drive loco in Failure Mode Operation (by operating
Rotating Switch 152 from ‘0’ to ‘1’ position) located in
SB1 panel.
4. Resume normal traction with 152 switch in failure
mode position. If not success, operate switch 152 (SB1) 2- 3 times.
5. If not success switch OFF the MCE.
6. Try from rear cab. If not success, inform TLC and
record in the logbook.
1. Bring TE/BE Throttle to ‘0’ position.
2. Switch OFF the MCE.
3. Check if Simulation key 179 in SB1 panel is on ‘0’
position. If not, operate it from ‘1’ to ‘0’ position.
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SS18: MCC2
S.S. No

SS18

Fault No.

F1801P2

ETTC/BZA

Fault Message

SIMULATION
SWITCH
POSITION NOT
MATCHING
Check
simulation key
on master/slave
F1804P1
Loco XXX SS18:
Processor MCC2
DISTURBANCE
IN PROCESSOR
DMC 2
DMC 2 will be
isolated
No fault data
will be stored in
DMC2 F1801P2

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

4. Switch ON the MCE and Resume Normal
Traction.
5. Inform TLC and record in the
logbook.

DDS will
not stored
in DMC2,
DDS will
store in
DMC1

1. Resume Normal Traction.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
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Troubleshooting Directory for 3ø Locos
SS19: TRAIN BUS
S.S. No

Fault No.

Fault Message

SS19

F1901P1

Loco XXX SS19:
Train Bus
COMMUNICATIO
N DISTURBANCE
Try to close the
VCB again
Multiple
operation not
possible
LocoXXX SS19:
Train Bus TRAIN
BUS ISOLATED
Multiple
operation not
possible

ETTC/BZA

Lamp

Effect

Action to be taken by Driver

1. Bring TE/BE throttle to ‘0’ position. Acknowledge
fault by pressing BPFA.
2. Press BLDJ to close VCB.
3. Check cable for multiple operations.
4. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.

1. No multiple operations possible.
2. Inform TLC and record in the logbook.
3. Continue normal operation. LSFI will glow
continuously.
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos

OTHER IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO LOCO
PILOTS FOR 3 PHASE LOCOS

Chapter

23

1. Procedure for switching OFF/ON of Electronics (MCE)
When driver desires to switch OFF electronics and switch ON once again to eliminate any transient fault,
following sequence should be followed.
1) Bring throttle to ‘0’. Stop the train. Open VCB. Lower the Panto.
2) Move the BL key from position ‘D’ to position ‘OFF’ and wait for 2 seconds (parking brakes will
apply).
3) Then move the BL key from position ‘OFF’ to position ‘C’.
4) Wait for 6-10 seconds for electronics to switch OFF completely.
5) Check the driver display and Memotel, they should become blank. Now electronics has been
switched OFF completely. Now move BL key to ‘OFF’.
6) Attempt switching ON once again by moving BL key from ‘OFF’ to position ‘D’.
2. Instructions to drivers for resetting of MCBs if machine room and corridor light also switch
off with switching off of electronics
ETTC/BZA
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos
RDSO have issued Modification Sheet no. RDSO/2011/EL/MS/0403 (Rev.0) dated 30.11.11. The corridor
light and cab light are directly connected to battery through MCB 310.4. Corridor light and cab lights
remain “ON” after the MCE “OFF” or the locomotive is shutdown. To avoid this circuit is modified, so that
the machine room light and cab lights get switched off automatically after a delay of 10 minutes even if
MCE is “ON” after the locomotive is shutdown. However this may pose problem in resetting of MCB or
doing some trouble shooting in machine room after switching off electronics as machine room light and
corridor light will also get switched off. In order to overcome this situation drivers are required to be
instructed that to examine machine room BL, key should be kept in driving mode or in cooling mode and
for resetting of MCB or for doing some trouble shooting in machine room the BL key should be put in
cooling mode again after switching off the electronics with following sequence so that contactor no.126
gets closed and contactor no.218 does not close in cooling mode.
Driving
Off
Cooling
Off
Cooling
3. Procedure for Bogie isolation by Switch 154:
 If the loco is running.
 Bring the throttle to ‘0’ position.
 Open the VCB. Loco will come in Node No. 550.
 Select the desired bogie to isolate by using configuration switch 154.
 Bogie will be isolated after 10 seconds.
 If the loco is stand still. Bring the throttle to ‘0’ position.
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos
 Loco will come in Node No.590.
 Select the desired bogie to isolate by using configuration switch 154.
 Bogie will be isolated after 10 sec.
4. Procedure for operation of Configuration Switch no. 160 (Shunting Mode):

Configuration switch No. 160 is provided in SB-1 panel.

It has two positions ‘0’ and ‘I’.

Normal position is ‘I’. When it is put on ‘0’,
the speed is limited to 15 Kmph.
For changing the position of this switch
ensure that

Throttle is at ‘0’,

Speed is ‘0’ and Reverser is on ‘0’.
5. Check Torque Arm, Mounting Pad fixing bolts and
safety slings for each TM, Traction Link and its bolts,
Safety slings for any abnormality.
6. To view the DDS message select HOME –
Choose 3-2-1 options & press enter on each.
7. To acknowledge any fault message;
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos
Read and note down the Fault message with time, keep Throttle on ‘0’ and then acknowledge the
fault message by BPFA till it is extinguished. Check and note down the DDS message and
troubleshoot as per the TSD.
8. If any sudden dropping of TE/BE on bridges experienced, open Doppler Radar MCB in SB-1 and try.
9. Whenever the MCB of Oil cooling Blower (OCB1/2) or Traction Motor Blower (TMB1/2) is reset, before
the closing of VCB assistant Loco Pilot must stand near the concern auxiliary. After closing VCB, If any
abnormality (Abnormal sound, bad smell etc.) felt, then isolate concerned auxiliary.
10. Try to clear block section in coasting whenever MCE OFF required and OFF the MCE after putting A-9
at emergency position to save the MR pressure.
11. Must check the machine room when Priority1or Priority2 faults display and take action according to
TSD.
12. Must check concern auxiliary/equipment before resetting the MCB. If concern auxiliary/equipment
found ok, then only reset the MCB.
Important Points for IGBT Locos:
1. TMs can be isolated by system individually. If one TM is isolated, 5/6th of Maximum TE/BE is available
and if Line converter 1 or 2 of a bogie is isolated, 3/4th of Maximum TE/BE is available.
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos
2.
3.
4.
5.

Loco pilot can isolate one SR by using 154 as like in GTO based SR provided Locos.
SR1 and SR2 COCs are in closed condition as its contractors are Electromagnetic type.
Water coolant is used as a cooling medium for SRs.
Water coolant level should be between Min-Max marks in coolant gauge provided in separate tank by
the side of the SR.
6. SR1&2 Pumps are in side in some locos (ABB & Bombardier makes).
7. 3 Way COC of SR provided and it should be in Open condition.
8. Due to space consistence the fault messages of isolation of TM will come in F04 & F05.
9. Ensure converter pump inlet and out let COCs are in open position.
10. IGBT (ABB make) Locos, Train configuration starts after 90 seconds (when BL key put OFF to D).
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos
Processors of MICAS, TCN (BHEL and MEDHA):
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos

QUICK TROUBLE SHOOTING TIPS AND
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 3-PHASE LOCOS
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Chapter

24

Manual isolation of bogie can be done using switch no 154 without switching of CE. However, to bring
back isolated bogie in to service, CE off & CE on duly normalizing the switch no 154 position.
The modified procedure of bogie isolation:
If the loco is running: Bring the throttle to ‘0’ position, Open the VCB.
a. Ensure Node No. 550, Keep switch No. 154 in required position,Required
b. bogie will be isolated after 10 seconds.
If the loco is stand still: Bring the throttle to ‘0’ position, Ensure Node
No.590, Keep switch No. 154 in required position, required bogie will
be isolated after 10 seconds.
To change the position off switch: 160, ensure Throttle on 0, loco/train is Dead stopped and Reverser
on 0.
To change the position off switch: 152, before operating this switch, TE/BE handle should keep in ‘0’
position.
For resetting of MCBs in HB-1& HB-2, trip VCB, reset MCB and close VCB.
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Quick Troubleshooting tips & instructions for 3ø Locos
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

For resetting of MCBs in SB-1& SB-2 (Except 127.92 for Speedo Meter, 310.1/1 & 310.1/2 for head
lights, 310.7/1 for marker lights, 310.4 machine room lights and 129.1 Hotel load) switch off CE reset
MCB and switch on CE.
For MCBs 127.92 for Speedo Meter, 310.1/1 & 310.1/2 for head lights, 310.7/1 for marker lights , trip
VCB reset MCB and close VCB (for resetting MCB 129.1, trip VCB and lower panto).
In case of angle transmitter going defective, immediately switch over to failure mode using switch 152
in running condition, there is no need to stop.
In case of Harmonic filter isolation, speed restricted to 40kmph, in case of light load, isolate bogie -1 by
154, to bring harmonic filter in to service CE off and CE on required. If harmonic filter came in to service
can work with normal speed.
While on run, if bogie meter suddenly not respond, LP should trip VCB and reclose VCB.
While on run, if reduction in traction effort with LSP without any proper reason, isolate bogie-2, work up
to convent place, switch off CE and switch on CE ,to bring isolated bogie in to service.
While on run, if bogie isolated without any message, at convenient place, switch off CE and switch on
CE, to bring isolated bogie in to service.
While on run, after two or three attempts of reclosing of VCB while attending any fault, bogie may get
isolated, at convent place, switch off CE and switch on CE, to bring isolated bogie in to service.
While working with MU, if leading loco fails ,with TRAILING MODE operation we can clear section with
leading loco only.( by keeping 154 switch of leading loco in I+II position , VCB of rear loco can be
closed from front loco itself to clear section but leading loco CHBA will not work)
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15. In IGBT locos, TM can isolate individually by the system, in case of Short circuit in TM, Single phasing in
TM etc instead of truck Isolation.
16. In ABB make IGBT locos, due to space constrain the messages for isolation of TM will be displayed in
F04 & F05 subsystem fault messages and in other makes F02 & F03 subsystem fault messages.
17. In IGBT locos, for traction converters (SRs) Electromagnetic Contactors are provided in place of electro
pneumatic contactors (EP contactors are available only in GTO locos). Pneumatic COCs for SR1and SR2
will be closed position in Pneumatic panel.
18. In IGBT locos, SRs are cooled by water coolant Instead of oil, Water level Sensors are provided in
some locos, if water level decrease below Sensor level concern SR will isolate with message
numbers as F0206P1/ F0306P1.
19. In IGBT locos, ensure 3 way coc in proper position if provided for SR.
20. In some of the IGBT locos, water coolant pump provided in side SR.
21. In TPWS loco, ensure Battery control switch should in OFF position (Horizontal) , TPWS Isolation
switch should be in ON position in on TPWS unit (Horizontal), Pneumatic isolation cocs in closed
condition in both Cabs, provided under the driver brake controller (A-9) on the FITL interface unit (one
window is provided for opening and closing of this coc).
22. In Doppler radar provided locos, if any sudden dropping of TE/BE, on bridges experienced, isolate
concern Doppler radar breaker.
23. In case of any transformer pump not working, work with 70% of maximum TE/BE.
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24. Automatic switching of corridor lights after 10Min of loco shut down to avoid battery discharge , if
corridor light are required ,BL key to be kept in “C” mode.
25. In case of “OHE failure” for short time, in loco un manned condition leads to battery discharge through
continuous working of MCPA.
26. Any fault message should not be acknowledge without read and note down.
27. MCB 127.7 in SB2, to be checked first during brake electrons failure.
28. Timely action to P2 message, avoid failure of loco with P1 message.
29. Continuous using of sanders leads to MR pressure dropping.
30. Pressure drop in MR, May due to VCD activation, ensure no VCD action.
31. Pressure drop in MR, May due to AIR DRIER defective, isolate AIR DRIER and try.
32. Pressure drop In MR, may due to ULs or ADVs air leaking, in such case:
Close partially with slight leakage VEUL and ADV cocs near battery box-2 if provided.
Disconnect cable no 26 near C3W valve in pneumatic panel.
In case KNORR ccb-2, close VEUL coc in pneumatic panel.
33. Pressure drop In MR, ensure there is no leakage in AFI indicator glass.
34. Ensure “ZBAN” switch is in normal position while changing CAB. Whenever BP drops with fault message
”F1004 P1”, check the ZBAN switch also.
35. Check “ZTEL” if TE is not getting more than 300KN( WAG-9)
36. For switching of CE, Keep A-9 to emergency, to avoid MR dropping.
37. For resetting of VCD, keep A-9 to full service, to avoid MR dropping.
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38. In case of speed not increasing, more than 1kmph/creeping, isolate bogie-1 or bogie -2 as per DDS
message. (In IGBT locos the system can isolate defective TM).
39. In case of speed not increasing, more than 10kmph, tap 269.6/1& 269.6/2 pressure switches near
pneumatic panel.
40. In case of speed not increasing, more than 15 kmph, ensure 160 switch in proper position.
41. If loco brakes not releasing, close 94 coc, release loco brakes and open 94 coc and try, in knorr-ccb2
brake locos press and release test switches 16 and 20 in pneumatic panel.
42. In case of VCB not close, try to trouble shoot by isolating bogie one by one.
43. In case of voltage out of limit message, check PT fuse or by isolating one bogie as per DDS message.
44. For changing of PT fuse, lower panto and change the PT fuse.
45. In case BL key giving trouble, try by pulling key up slightly.
46. BPCS switch should not be pressed for more than 5Sec. It shall give switch struck up message and
became non functional.
47. VCUs modified locos, in case of messages like F1301P1, F1302P1, F1401P1, F1402P1, cab will not
isolate, and with RDSO/MS/435 precautions can work from same cab.
48. Isolate SR-1 and SR-2, by 127.1/1 or 127.1/2, in case of faults like F0104P1, F0107P1, and F0107P2.
49. If regenerative brake fail on run, press PVEF and apply A-9 .FOR application of brakes and to avoid
wheel skidding.
50. In cooling mode if VCB trip, check OCR and TFP OIL flashes.
51. If OCR acts second time CE OFF automatically.
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52. OCR is provided with Mechanical Locking Type.
53. In case fault message with F020101 P1, F0301P2, if need CE off, switch on CE after 5 minutes only.
54. For resetting VCD, keep throttle-0, press BPVR after 160 sec for WAG-9/WAP-7, 120sec for WAP-5,
120sec for KNORR locos, 32sec for KNORR CCB-2 locos.
55. If any repeated tripping of MCB in HB-1 or HB-2, like both OCB breaker trip, try by isolating concern
auxiliary converter.
56. Before moving the loco (Dead/Working) ensure loco brakes and parking brakes are fully released.
57. If CE not getting on, CE can on by pressing 126 and 218 contactors knobs in SB1 panel.
58. If MCPA not getting on, MCPA can start by pressing 48.2 contactor knob in SB2 panel.
59. If PANTO not gets raised, PANTO can raise by pressing 130.1contactor in SB2 panel.
60. If VCB not getting close, VCB can close by pressing 136.4 contactor in SB1 panel.
61. If HEAD LIGHT not working, ensure 310.1/1 or 310.1/2, not in tripped condition.
62. If HEAD LIGHT not getting on , H/L can on by pressing 338.1 or 338.2 contactors knob in SB1or SB2
panel respectively.
63. If CE not getting OFF, open 112.1 breaker.
64. If any trouble un able to rectified, before asking relief loco, try from rear cab, try by changing panto, try
by isolating one bogie, try by switching off CE and switch on CE if not success then ask for relief
engine.
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65. In case of F1002P1(Low Pressure in MR), and actual MR in gauge is above 6.4kg/cm2 then gently tap
the pressure switch no.269.4 and try.
a. If unsuccessful, then short both the cables of Pressure switch 269.4
b. If unsuccessful, trip MCB 127.9/4 in SB2 duly isolating VCD, working of CPs in manual mode
and parking brakes to be isolated manually and change to cab – 1, if driving from cab-2.
c. If ECPSW (Emergency compressor switch) provided locos, keep this switch from ‘0’ to ‘1’
available in SB-1 to start CPs in case of 127.9/4 tripped or HBB-2 processor problems.
66. In case of CPs working continuously, trip DJ and isolate CPs one by one using MCBs 47.1/1 and 47.1/2
and try. At convenient place, MCB shall be reset duly tripping DJ.
67. In WAP-7 Locos, Bogie-II isolated on run and further DJ not holding with F0104P1 (OHE voltage out of
range), then trip MCB 127.1/2 in SB-2 to close DJ.
68. In the event of locking of SRs in M/s BHEL IGBT locos, system will generate repeated fault message
with BPFA glowing, keep on acknowledging the same up to isolation of bogie and till node 504 is
reached or alternatively in case of problem F0201P1 with bogie 1, isolate Bogie-1 duly tripping MCBs
127.1/1 and 127.11/1 respectively and acknowledge BPFA. In case of problem F0301P1 with bogie 2,
isolate Bogie2 duly tripping MCBs 127.1/2 and 127.11/2 respectively and acknowledge BPFA.
69. In case of FLG1 detecting all processors life sign missing and main power is getting OFF, then trip
MCB127.9/1 (Central Electronics 1) in SB-1 panel. If driving from CAB-1, change to CAB-2 for clearing
the section and if driving from CAB-2 section cab be cleared without changing the CAB.
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70. In case of “Equipment temperature high” message, there is no need to isolate bogie. Ensure OCB-1&2
MCBs are not tripped, do not use BPCS and regenerative braking. Drive cautiously with reduced traction
to enable system to restore TE/BE.
71. In case of LSCE lamp glowing, CE should not switch OFF, in case of emergency to carry out CE OFF and
ON, contactor 218 to be packed in SB-1 panel.
72. In case of disturbance in converter – 1/2 (ASC/NSC Error MVB), followed by isolation of other converter
and main power OFF, isolate the converter (through 127.1/1 or 127.1/2) based on back ground
message from which error MVB appeared first.
73. In modified locos MCE reset button provided in SB-1 panel, to bring back isolated Sub-system into
service, trip VCB, Lower PANTO, press push button in running condition also.
74. In ECPSW Emergency compressor switch provided locos, keep this switch from ‘0’ to ‘1’, available in SB1 to start CPs in case of 127.9/4 tripped or HBB-2 processor problems.
75. In case of any auxiliary converter isolation, ensure machine room blower MCBs are not in tripped
condition.
76. The switch BPVR can be used for acknowledging VCD and for resetting (BPVR/BPVG).
77. If battery voltage less in 3 phase locos, one spare battery with switch provision in machine room to
bring in service (to add to the existing batteries and to get required Battery voltage.

ETTC/BZA
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QUICK TROUBLE SHOOTING TIPS FOR
CONVENTIONAL LOCOS
S.No

Name of the Trouble

Chapter

25

Troubleshooting procedure.

ICDJ
(DJ not closing)

a) Close BLDJ, press BP2DJ, observe C118 closing or not, if C118 closing
problem in EFDJ/MTDJ check VCB unit pressure gauge, RS/PR pressure
should be above 5 Kg/cm2. Keep HQOA ‘0’, HQOP1, HQOP2 & HOBA ‘OFF’
position and try.
b) If C118 not closing check Q118/Q45/Q44/C118 as per procedure.

2

ICDJ due to Q118
not energised

3

ICDJ due to Q45
not energised

Check Addl CCBA, CCBA & CCPT, ensure C105, C106, C107 fully opened, ensure
Q44/Q46 in de energised condition, operate GR manually, operate Q118
Manually If unsuccessful wedge Q118 and try.
Press BP2DJ and try, if unsuccessful check CCDJ, ensure LSGR glowing, Operate
GR manually, Change ZPT position, Operate Q45 manually and try from rear
cab.

1

ETTC/BZA
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4

ICDJ due to Q44
not energised

5

ICDJ due to C118
not energised
QLM alone acted

6
7

QLM acted along
with other relays
QRSI-1 energised

8

ETTC/BZA

Ensure Q118, Q45 are energised and clean the I/Ls of Q118, Q45, ensure LSGR
glowing/GR drum on ‘’0”. If unsuccessful, Operate Q44 manually, if DJ not
holding wedge Q44 duly obtaining permission from TLC.
Check the flexibility of C118, check wire nos 740, B315 near C118, clean I/Ls of
Q45, Q44 & QCVAR and try from rear cab. If unsuccessful, conduct LT test, in LT
test if DJ is closing but not closing in HT, then contact TLC for advice.
Check the HT-2 compartment for any smell, smoke, fire and oil splashes, if any
abnormality found, DO NOT RESET relay target and ask for relief loco, If no
abnormality, reset once, close DJ duly taking neccary precautions.
Check the concerned circuits along with feeding power circuit equipment. If any
abnormality, isolate the same and reset the target once duly informing to TLC.
Check traction power Circuit-1: RSI-1, SL1, TM1, TM2, TM3, L1, L2, L3, J1
etc., for any abnormality. If abnormality found, try to isolate. If no abnormality,
reset and close DJ. If repeatedly QRSI-1 acts isolate TM1, 2 & 3 one by one and
try, if unsuccessful,isolate truck No.1 and work with necessary precautions.
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QRSI-2 energised
9

10

QOP-1 acted
(target able to
reset)
QOP-1 acted
(target unable to
reset)

11

12

QOP-2 acted
(target able to
reset)

ETTC/BZA

Check traction power Circuit-2: RSI-2, SL2, TM4, TM5, TM6, L4, L5, L6, J2 etc.,
for any abnormality. If abnormality found, try to isolate. If no abnormality, reset and
close DJ. If repeatedly QRSI-2 acts isolate TM 4, 5 & 6 one by one and try, if
unsuccessful, isolate truck No. 2 and work with necessary precautions.
Check traction power Circuit-1, RSI-1, SL1, TM1, TM2, TM3, L1, L2, L3, J1 etc.,
Ensure no banding failure in TMs. if any abnormality, isolate the concern equipment
and clear the section.
a) Check traction power Circuit -1 RSI-1, SL1, TM1-2-3, L1-2-3, J1 etc., if any
abnormality try to isolate the concern equipment. If no abnormality is noticed, if
there is No BANDING FAILURE, place HQOP-1, in OFF position clear block
section. After clearing section identify the defective TM and isolate the defective
TM +ve and –ve sides by HMCS and Bit packing respectively.
b) If there is banding failure, isolate concern TM +ve and –ve sides, clear the block
section with speed not exceeding 15Kmph.
Check traction power Circuit-2 RSI-2, SL2, TM4-5-6, L4-5-6, J2 etc., Ensure no
banding failure in TMs. If any abnormality, isolate the concern equipment and clear
the section.
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QOP-2 acted
(target unable to
reset)
13

14

15

QOA acted (target
able to reset)
QOA acted (target
unable to reset)

ETTC/BZA

a) Check traction power Circuit -2: RSI-2, SL2, TM4, TM5, TM6, L4, L5, L6, J2
etc., if any abnormality, try to isolate the concern equipment. If no abnormality is
noticed and if there is No BANDING FAILURE, place HQOP-2 in OFF
Position clear block section. After clearing section, identify the defective TM and
isolate the defective TM +ve and –ve sides by HMCS and Bit packing respectively.
b) If there is banding failure, isolate concern TM +ve and –ve sides, clear the block
section with speed not exceeding 15Kmph.
Check auxiliary power Circuit: ARNO, C118, R118 auxiliary motors and its
capacitor banks, contactor panel, heaters, fans, TFVT, CHBA, Q30, RQ30, QCVAR,
UA1 & UA2 etc., If any abnormality, try to isolate the concern equipment and work
the train.
Check auxiliary power Circuit: ARNO, C118, R118 auxiliary motors and
capacitor banks, contactor panel, heaters, fans, TFVT, CHBA, Q30, RQ30 QCVAR
,UA1 & UA2 etc., If any abnormality, try to isolate the concern equipment. If QOA
not resetting, and if there is no abnormality, keep HQOA “0”, and clear the
section. After clearing section, identify and isolate the defective auxiliary.
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16

17

18.

19

DJ closes UA meter not
deviates DJ trips before
releasing BLRDJ
(No Tension)
DJ closes but trips
immediately
(Operation A Beginning)
DJ closes, UA meter deviates
LSCHBA not extinguish
before releasing BLRDJ DJ
trips.
(Operation A Ending)
DJ closes LSCHBA also
extinguish while releasing
BLRDJ DJ trips
(Operation A Ending-Part2)

ETTC/BZA

Switch on FL if BP drops, Check OHE, Pantograph, roof equipment, train
formation and HT compartment try with other pantograph.
Check whether QOA/QLA targets dropped, tap the safety relays and QPDJ,
ensure RS pressure above 6.5kg/cm2, if unsuccessful keep HQOA “0”,
HQOP1, HQOP2, HOBA in “Off” position and try.
Check ARNO and QCVAR for any smell & smoke, if no abnormality, keep
HQCVAR on “0” and close DJ. Release BLRDJ after 4 seconds.

Problem with DJ N/O I/L on MTDJ branch, contact TLC for advice.
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20

21

22

23

After releasing
BLRDJ DJ trips after
5.6 seconds
(Operation B Part I)
After releasing
BLRDJ, DJ trips
immediately
(Operation B Part II)
After closing BLVMT
DJ trips within 30
seconds
(Operation O)
After taking 1st notch
DJ trips
immediately.
(Operation I)

ETTC/BZA

Check for any smell ,smoke, fire from MVSL 1&2, MPH if no abnormality place
HVSL-1 & HVSL-2 on “3” HQCVAR &HPH on “0’ close DJ and clear the
block section by observing motors working & TFP oil level. After clearing section,
identify and isolate the defective one.
Problem with Q30 relay /less OHE, Wedge Q45 work onwards with precautions.
Note: Do not wedge Q45, if loco having Operation A ending problem, for ARNO
locos.
Check for any smell, smoke, fire from MVRH, MVMT1 & MVMT2, if no abnormality,
place HVRH, HVMT1, HVMT2 on 3 and clear the block section duly observing
working of motors. After clearing section, identify and isolate the defective one.
Check for any smell, smoke, fire from MVSI-1, MVSI-2, if no abnormality, place
HVSI-1, HVSI-2 On 3 and try to clear section. if unsuccessful, clear the block
section with manual operation of GR with SR 30Kmph.
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24

25

26

27

28

After taking 6th notch
DJ trips after 5.6
seconds.
(Operation II)
DJ Tripping Without
Apparent Cause
(TWAC)
Total Loss of Tractive
Effort (TLTE) with
LSB lamp glowing.
Total Loss of Tractive
Effort (TLTE) without
LSB lamp glowing.
Total Loss of Tractive
Effort (TLTE) with
GR progression

ETTC/BZA

If C107, C105, C106 contactors closed place HVMT1, HVMT2 on 3 and try, if
unsuccessful Wedge Q118 clear the section. If all contactors not closing, check
CCA & Q100. If any one contactor not closes, wedge the contactor and place
concern switch in 3 position.
Tighten CCPT, CCDJ and CCA. Check SMGR pressure, Wedge Q118/Q44 and try.
Place HQOA on ‘0’, HQOP 1 & 2, HOBA OFF and try. Try from rear Cab, if
unsuccessful, clear section by manual operation GR.
Ensure MP on ‘0’ and MPJ in F or R. Operate MPJ 2 to 3 times. Ensure J1, J2, CTF1,
2, 3 are in proper direction, LSC145 lamp extinguished condition, Check Q50 branch,
Operate BL, If unsuccessful, wedge Q50 work the train by taking precautions.
Problem may be in VE1 (progression coil) branch, Try with EEC, if unsuccessful,
clear the block section with manual operation of GR. After clearing section,
troubleshoot (ensure ZSMGR in 6 ‘o’ clock position, pacco switch is in lifted Condition
SMGR pressure 2.5 to 3.5 kg/cm2 etc.,)
Problem in Line contactors circuit, keep HVMT 1&2, HVSI 1&2 on 3 and try.
Ensure EP1, EP2 COCs are in open condition, clean Q50 interlocks and EP drain cock
in closed condition.
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29

1 st notch auto
regression with
LSP glowing.
1 st notch auto
regression without
LSP glowing.

30

31

32

Partial Loss of
Tractive Effort
(PLTE)

Press PSA, ZQWC and start, Check for brake binding, Slipped pinion, Locked axle,
Ammeters A3/A4 not deviating, isolate TM3/TM4, if volt meters U2/U5 not deviating, isolate
TM2/TM5 and try.
Ensure QVCD in de enegise condition, clear section with manual operation, if station is
near by or Try from rear cab if notches are coming. Operate rear cab BL for 2 or 3 times
and try. Wedge Q46 in de-energise position and work with EEC operation in non modified
ZSMS locos. If ZSMS is modified, work from rear cab or by manual operation of GR. Clean
the I/Ls of Q50 & Q51, Keep HVCD on ‘0’ position and try, Operate BPR 2 or 3 times and
try, change ZSMS switch to ‘1’ position and try. keep HBA OFF & ON and try, remove the
cables connected to VCD main unit and try.
Ensure HMCS-1 & 2 are on 1. Check for any air leakage from line contactor electro valves
and try to arrest them. If U1 does not deviate, place HMCS-1 on ‘2’ or If U6 does not
deviate, place HMCS-2 on ‘4’ work onwards with 5/6th of maximum permissible load as one
TM is isolated.

MPH not working /

Place HPH on ‘0’ and clear section with 920/500A current.

MVRH not working

Place HVRH on ‘0’, clear the section with 920/500A current.

ETTC/BZA
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33

34

35

MVSI-1 or MVSL-1
or MVMT-1 Not
working

Isolate the RSI-1 block by keeping HVSI-1, HVSL-1 & HVMT-1 in ‘0’ position, if load and
road permits work further. If not, contact to TLC.

MVSI-2 or MVSL-2
or MVMT-2 Not
working
LSCHBA glowing
on run.

Isolate the RSI-2 block by keeping HVSI-2, HVSL-2 & HVMT-2 in ‘0’ position, if load and
road permits work further. If not, contact to TLC.

LSRSI glowing on
run
36

ETTC/BZA

Check CHBA ammeter and CHBA working or not. In DJ closed condition, keep HBA on ‘0’
if DJ trips, indicates CHBA is not working. If CHBA not working isolate CHBA and work
further day time 6hrs, Night time 4hrs duly observing battery voltage & informing TLC.
Dont keep MP on ‘0’, note down the TM readings. Check Tell-tale fuse/LEDs on RSI block.
One fuse melted, remove the same and work the train without exceeding previous TM
readings. If Two or More fuses melted in same RSI block, isolate concern truck by
placing concerned HVSI, HVSL and HVMT on 0 and work with 50% maximum permissible
load. If load and Road not permits contact TLC.
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37

38
39
40

41

42

Head light not
working

Battery voltage
showing ‘0’ volts
Flasher light not
working
Panto not raising
RS pressure not
building up

MR pressure not
maintaining

ETTC/BZA

Ensure ZRT/ZPR is in ON position. Check rear HL is glowing or not. If rear HL is glowing
then change leading HL bulb and try. If not, Change DC-DC Convertor bipolar switch, if
not check fuses on DC-Dc convertor. If unsuccessful, ensure marker lights are ON and
work the train not exceeding 40KmPH.
Ensure HBA is ‘ON’ position. Check Additional CCBA is good condition. If unsuccessful
check the defective battery.
Change switch to ‘standby mode’ from ‘Main mode’, if unsuccessful check the
glass fuses provided on FL unit and change with spare one. Check FL bulb, CCFL fuse.
Check RS pressure, Battery voltage, Addl CCBA, CCBA, CCPT, VEPT coil connections,
PT COCs, BPEMS not in pressed condition change ZPT and try with other panto.
Check MCPA working, Keep ZPT on '0, tap SS1, NRV, ensure RAL/COC open, ensure
Panto, RS, RDJ, CPA, DJ Oil separator drain cocks are closed. If unsuccessful, Close R1
coc and try, if successful open R1 coc, if unsuccessful Ground the loco, create pressure if
successful energise the loco.
Ensure MCPs working or not, close BLCPD, change HCP position, close VEAD, VEUL
cocs, isolate Air drier and try ensure all drain COCs closed if twin pipe formation work
with single pipe and try.
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43

44

45

46

47

BP pressure not
charging in loco

BP pressure not
charging on the
formation
Cattle run over in
section(CRO)

Alarm Chain
Pulling(ACP)
Loco brakes not
applying through
SA9

ETTC/BZA

Ensure MR pressure above 8kg/cm2, both cabs A9 in release position, A8 open
position, Working cab A9 I/C & O/L COCs in open position and rear cab closed, both
Addl BP COCS in open, RS in closed Position in both cabs, ensure MU2B in lead. If
unsuccessful try from rear Cab.
Ensure loco Addl BP COCs are in open condition, NO leakages Near BP hose
pipes, palm ends, angle cocs, C3W valves & AR drain cocs. In coaching trains ensure
no ACP indication, FIBA action and SLR/BV guards’ emergency brake valve handle
normal position (FIBA action in LHB coaches).
Put on FL stop the train, do not trip DJ in the section check under gear ,ensure
that cattle guard is intact, note Km No, If leading BP angle COC broken close Addl BP
COC after clearing section stop the train and check the battery voltage. If unsafe for
rear trains follow G&SR 6.07
Bring MP to ’0’ apply A9 to emergency, find ACP coach and reason, reset clappet
valve if not possible close ACP isolation coc, advise passengers pull the chain from
adjacent coach in case of emergency.
Stop the train by applying A9 to emergency Ensure in working cab SA9 supply and
apply cocs open, in non working cab Closed position, ensure BC1 & BC2 are in
open position tap C2B, DCV and try.
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48

Loco brakes not
releasing with A9
CCLS melting

49

Horns not working
50

51
52
53

Speedo meter not
working
Resetting of
BPEMS
Resetting of VCD

ETTC/BZA

Ensure BP 5kg/cm2, press PVEF, Release C3W valve QRV, operate MU2B 2 to 3 times
if unsuccessful isolate C3W and operate QRV, close BC1, BC2 cocs, tap DCV, C2B and
try.
Pilot lamps will not glow, notches will not come and sanders will not work. In CCLS
modified locos along with above BP drop to zero, VCD will not work. Replace new fuse
by keeping HOBA in OFF and try, if again melts work further w/o pilot lamps with
audio visual indications, wedge QRS-2 in energise condition to get notches, close IP
coc and inform TLC to clear section duly observing current while taking notches.
Ensure Horns COCs in open position if rear cab horns working depute ALP to
sound horn, if unsuccessful reduce speed and proceed very cautiously and clear the
section and inform TLC.
Ensure the pulse generator cable is intact and reset the resetting knob provided in
the panel. If SPM is not working during en-route work with 10% less than the
maximum permissible speed.
Keep ZPT on ’0’, MP 0’’, A9 emergency to avoid MR dropping, rotate BPEMS knob
clock wise direction and energise the loco as per procedure.
Keep A9 in Emergency to save MR, Keep MP on ‘0’’, Waite for 32sec then press VCD
reset button.
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54

55

DJ trips with
LSSIT and
External Fault
lamp glowing.
(SIV Locos)

DJ trips with
LSSIT and
Internal Fault
Lamp
glowing.
(SIV Locos)

ETTC/BZA

Check for any smell, smoke, and fire in aux power equipment if any abnormality noticed,
then isolate the same. If no abnormality, check Earth fault message on SIV’s VFD panel.
a) If earth fault message on screen, keep HSIV ‘0 Reset SIV, press ELD bypass button
clear section within 45 minutes.
b) Other than earth fault message, keep HRAVT on ‘0’, Reset SIV, close VCB and try. If not
successful ensure BLCP, BLVMT are open and isolate direct auxiliary loads one by one and
try.
Check for any smell, smoke, fire in auxiliary power equipment if there is any abnormality,
isolate the same and work with precautions.
a) If fan fault on display reset its MCB on SIV (If provided).
b) If over temp message, wait for 10minutes and reset SIV and try.
c) If other message, press SIV reset button and try.
d) If unsuccessful close IP coc keep, HBA ‘0’ wait 3 min & switch on and try.
e) If unsuccessful isolate auxiliary loads one by one and try.
f) If still unsuccessful contact TLC.
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56

57

58

59

60

SIV not picking
up
In SIV locos 1st
notch tripping
ICDJ in SIV
loco

In SIV loco
MCPs not
working
MPCS loco
main unit not
working & No
display

ETTC/BZA

Check CCINV, close BLVMT, ensure QSVM is energised, If not check for CCA. Clean
QV60/QSVM I/Ls, wedge QSVM and try, keep HBA on ‘0’ for 3min and on ‘1’ & try.
Keep HOBA in OFF and try. If unsuccessful isolate direct and static loads one by one
and try.
Troubleshoot for SIV not picking up remaining trouble shooting same as ARNO
loco (S.NO 23).
Check Q118, Q44, Q45 energised or not, Q118 not energised clean I/L of QCON,
Q46 and operate GR manually 0-5-0 and try. Q44, Q45 not energised trouble shoot as
conventional loco. If QSIT is energised troubleshoot for SIV tripping. If unsuccessful
keep HQOP-1&2 and HOBA in off position and try. If not, switch off HBA and try.
Close BLCPD, change HCP position and try, wedge QTD 101, if unsuccessful try
from rear Cab, if SIV working QCON not energised wedge QCON after closing VCB and
try.
Ensure battery voltage 90V, check CCBA, CCPT, CCCPU, keep HOBA in off and try, If
unsuccessful keep HBA on ‘0’ for 3 min and try .
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61

62

63

64

Microprocessor
loco ICDJ
(MPCS)
TLTE with LSB
glowing
(MPCS)
TLTE without
LSB glowing
(MPCS)
TLTE with GR
progression
(MPCS)

ETTC/BZA

Check RS pressure above 8kg/cm2, BA voltage above 90V, CCBA, CCPT, CCCPU fuses
are good. Change ZPT, Ensure C118, C105, C106, C107 open, GR on 0. Ensure closing
of C118, Place HQOA in 0, HQOP1&2 in OFF and try. Press BP1DJ 2 or 3 times, try to
close with BP2DJ and try from rear cab if unsuccessful Switch OFF battery for 3
minutes and try.
If LSB glowing ensure proper position of J-1, J-2 and CTF 123, operate MPJ 2 or 3
times, ensure C145 is in open condition and LSC145 extinguished. Switch OFF battery
for three minutes and try.
Try with EEC, Ensure ZSMGR handle in 60 clock position, pacco switch lifted condition,
ensure SMGR pressure 2.5 to 3.5 kg/cm2, RGEB2 COC open position, change
HPAR/HQ51, try from rear cab, if unsuccessful clear with manual operation of
GR.
Ensure HVSI-1&2, HVMT-1&2 are in ‘1’, try by changing to ‘3’. Ensure EP1, EP2 cocs in open condition, EP drain coc in closed position; ensure MR/CR is above
8kg/cm2. If un successful try from rear cab.
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65

Find out the
defective loco and
healthy loco in
MU
IN MU DJ trips in
Leading loco

66

67

In MU DJ trips in
Trailing loco

ETTC/BZA

a) In a defective loco, LS group lamp will glow, but LSOL is in extinguished
condition.
b) In a healthy loco, LSOL will glows, but LS GROUP lamp is in extinguished
condition.
a) In case leading loco (other than CCPT fuse melting) defective, clear the section
from leading loco If tractive force is available from trailing loco. If not, close both
panto cocs of leading loco, (ensure BA voltage should be above 90V) Close DJ,
Trailing loco DJ holds, take notches to clear section.
b) If not possible, work from the trailing loco and clear section without exceeding the
speed limit of 15 KMPH and contact TLC.
c) After clearing section, troubleshoot as a single loco.
d) If load and road does not permit, contact TLC.
Put BLSN ‘DOWN’ clear section if load permits.
If load and road does not permit, contact TLC. After clearing section, troubleshoot as
a single loco. (During trouble shooting keep ZLS on ‘0’ in leading loco/good loco).
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68

Train Brakes not
releasing in
conventional
bogies (coaches)
Train Brakes not
releasing in BMBC
bogies (Coaches)
Train Brakes not
releasing in BMBC
bogies (Goods)

Ensure BP 5kg/cm2 in loco Pull QRV, isolate DV and pull QRV, close BC1, BC2
cocs. if unsuccessful Puncture the flexible hose pipe and try, If BC piston is inside
slack SAB, disconnect brake pull rod cotter pin and secure it.

Pull QRV, close BP, FP cocs and drain out AR then isolate DV and pull QRV If
unsuccessful close BC1, BC2 cocs, On BC piston, remove the latch and slack SAB, if
still unsuccessful remove the truss bar pin and secure it.
Ensure Hand Brake is in release condition. Pull QRV, isolate DV and pull
QRV, ensure piston stroke indicator is inside, still unsuccessful close the COCs
70
between APM and both BCs. Finally shake the brake rigging assembly slightly. If still
unsuccessful remove the truss bar pin and secure it.
Train Brakes not
Indentify the coach if indicator shows red colour it indicates brake binding. Pull the
releasing in LHB
QRV of DV and try, close the BC1 & BC2 cocks and try, if unsuccessful remove
71
coaches
Flexible hose pipes (two) of the trolley and try. Loosen hexagonal nut of brake
cylinder by 27 or 46 no. spanner. Check the brakerelease by shaking the caliper and
work the train. If not released, remove the brake calliper by opening the bolts.
Note: Refer previous chapters of this TSD for detailed troubleshooting.
69

ETTC/BZA
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Disclaimer:
It is clarified that this TSD does not supersede any existinguishing provisions laid down by
RDSO, Railway Board, Zonal Railways and Divisions. This TSD is for guidance only and it is
not a statuatory document.

ETTC/BZA
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MODIFICATIONS AND
NEWLY PROVIDED
FEATURES

Chapter

26

26.01 STOP ALERT DEVICE (SAD)

To ensure SPAD free environment, SC Railway
introduced the STOP ALERT DEVICE. This device
will be very much useful in alerting the crew while
approaching the stop signal. It is provided in a couple of
locos based at ELS/BZA. It is easily accessible as it is
provided on the ALP Desk in both the Cabs.
RED PUSH
BUTTON

LIGHT
INDICATION

RESET PUSH
BUTTON (BLUE)

BUZZER

STOP ALERT DEVICE
ETTC/BZA
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The operating instructions are as follows:
6. On observing the danger aspect of the approaching signal,
ALP shall press the RED push button.
7. Pressing of RED push button will actuate a buzzer with
the light indication.
8. After pressing the RED push button, if approaching signal
aspect changes to YELLOW/GREEN, then ALP shall
press RESET push button (BLUE colour) which will stop
the buzzer sound.
9. Buzzer sound stops automatically when loco speed
reduces to 1 Kmph.
26.02 TRAIN COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM (TCAS)

Important reference and operating instructions
TCAS is a support system to the Loco pilot and the
system would intervene only when loco pilot is not able
to react to the unsafe situations. Even though the train is
fitted and running with TCAS, the Loco pilot is solely
responsible for running of the train. The Loco Pilot shall
contnue to follow the existing operational procedures
and General and Subsidiary Rules of South Central
Railway by obeying the line side signals and all
temporary and permanent speed restrictions during
running of trains.

ETTC/BZA
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1. SALIENT FEATURES OF TCAS SYSTEM IN
NORMAL MODE
Train Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) is a crew
friendly train protection system. Its features are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.

Signal Passing at Danger (SPAD) prevention.
Onboard or cab signaling.
Turn out or point speed monitoring.
Section speed and PSR monitoring.
Head on Collision.
Rear end Collision.
Side Collision.
TCAS prevents by triggering the application of
brakes to avoid collision when two trains are on the
same track either accidentally or deliberately due to
sabotage.
Additional Features provided in TCAS system
 Displaying on site Signal Aspect information in
Driver’s cab.
 Supervision of Train speed.
 Supervision of Shunting movements.
 Auto whistling on approach of Level Crossing
gate.
 Facility of SOS (Save our Souls) – Emergency
Distress Message.
 Monitoring of Permanent Speed Restrictions
(PSR) and Section Speed.
 Roll back protection

ETTC/BZA
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TCAS incorporates the features of Train
Protection Warning System (TPWS) & Anti
Collision Device (ACD).

2. DMI SCREEN
Typical DMI screen is shown below:

3.

PROCEDURE FOR SWITCHING ON TCAS

a. Switch ON TCAS MCB and BIU MCBs.
b. Wait till DMI booting completes.
c. Ensure that Emergency Brake (EB) bypass cock is
open.
ETTC/BZA
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d. Turn both MR and BP cocks from OFF position to
ON position. This should be done before switching
ON the BIU MCB.
e. Turn ON the BIU switch provided on the BIU unit
from Isolation Mode (2) to Service Mode (1).

f. TCAS will be in standby (SB) mode,
will appear on DMI.
g. Follow new train formation procedure.
4.

symbol

PROCEDURE FOR NEW TRAIN FORMATION or
CAB CHANGE

a. Ensure that Driving Cab is activated (Insert BL key).
b. When MR is above 6.8± 0.1 kg/cm2, BP is above
4.9±0.1 kg/cm2.
c. TCAS performs automatic brake test by applying
Normal service brake, Full service brake and
Emergency brake.
ETTC/BZA
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d. If Brake test fails, Loco pilot can retest the brakes by
pressing ACK button on DMI. Until brakes test
succeeds, Loco TCAS remains in Standby mode. If
Brake Test fails continually, Loco Pilot can isolate
TCAS unit (Refer TCAS isolating procedure).
e. On successful completion of brake test, Loco Pilot
shall select Train Configuration using following
procedure.
 Press CONFIG+CNFM buttons on DMI to select
train type.
 Select required train type (Passenger, Light
engine, freight)
 On selection of train type, the available train
configuration for this class will be displayed.
Select the appropriate train configuration and
confirm.
 Train configuration data will be loaded by TCAS
and will be displayed on the DMI screen.
f. TCAS will prompt Loco Pilot to select Staff
Responsible (SR) mode. On selection,
symbol is
displayed on the DMI screen.
g. After starting and passing first two tags, track data is
available to TCAS, the system will automatically
enter into Limited Supervision mode,
symbol is
displayed on DMI.
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h. When both signal and track data is available to
TCAS, the system will automatically enter in Full
Supervision mode and
5.

symbol displays on DMI.

PROCEDURE FOR SHUNTING OPERATION

During Shunting, TCAS monitors only maximum speed
limit allowed in shunting operations as per operating
rules.
a. Entry to Shunt mode is Manual. TCAS enters into
shunt
mode
when
Loco
Pilot
selects
‘SHNT+CNFM’ buttons on DMI and when Train is
b.

6.

at standstill
symbol displays on DMI.
In this mode, TCAS supervises
 Shunt mode speed limit (15 Kmph) withing
shunting limits.
 TCAS exists from SHNT mode to SB mode
once again selecting ‘SHNT’ button on DMI and
when train is at standstill.
EVENTS IF ACTUAL SPEED OF TRAIN IS
MORE THAN PERMITTED SPEED

a. If Train speed is above permitted speed limit by 2
kmph, over speed alarm will be issued.
b. If Train speed is above permitted speed limit by 5
kmph, Normal service brake will be applied.
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c. If Train speed is above permitted speed limit by 10
kmph, Full service brakes will be applied.
d. If Train speed is above permitted speed limit by 15
kmph, Emergency brake will be applied.
7.

PROCEDURE FOR PASSING THE SIGNAL AT
ON WITH AUTHORITY

After getting authorization, Loco Pilot to follow
below procedure:
a. Stop train within distance of maximum 200 m from
the signal foot.
b. Select 'OVRD' button on the DMI to override signal
at Danger. Override
symbol appears on DMI.
c. Cross the signal within 255 seconds after selecting
override mode with permitted speed as 15Kmph.
d. On passing the signal, TCAS enters ON SIGHT
mode and
symbol flashes on DMI.
e. ON SIGHT mode continues up to the next signal
crossed at OFF aspect. Speed supervision of 15kmph
is applied.
f. If Next signal aspect is ON at site, TCAS prompts
for repeated override acknowledgment. If Loco Pilot
fails to acknowledge in stipulated time, TCAS
applies Brake.
g. On getting information about next signal at OFF,
TCAS enters automatically into Full supervision
mode
.
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8.

EVENTS AFTER PASSING A SIGNAL AT “ON”
WITHOUT AUTHORITY

a. When permitted Movement Authority (MA) is
exceeded, TCAS enters into TRIP mode,
symbol
appears on DMI.
b. To release brake, Loco Pilot has to acknowledge
train trip by selecting 'P_TRP' button on DMI.
c. TCAS enters into Post Trip (PT) mode and
symbol appears.
d. Loco Pilot to select SR mode or Reverse (RV) Mode
to come out of Post Trip mode.
9.

PROCEDURE FOR BRAKE ISOLATION

a. To isolate TCAS system, keep the isolation switch
(provided near TCAS control unit) in isolation
position.
b. DMI will show isolation mode and TCAS will not
apply Brake.
c. If brake is applied even after TCAS Isolation, keep
EB bypass cock in close position.
d. To Exit from isolation, first ensure EB bypass cock is
opened and keep isolation switch in normal position.
TCAS goes to standby (SB) mode and
appears on DMI.

symbol

10. PROCEDURE FOR REVERSING
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Loco Pilot may select this mode to perform back
movements without changing the cab for small distances.
SHUNT MODE shall be used for long distances.
a. Press 'REV' button on DMI when Train is at
standstill.
b.
symbol appears on DMI.
c. If Loco Pilot selects SR/ LS mode or Reverser is kept
in Forward direction or 500 m crossed in Reverse
mode, TCAS exit from reverse mode.
d. In Reverse mode, if Loco Pilot moves Train in
forward direction, REV mode exits automatically.
11. SOS GENERATION AND RECEPTION

a. MANUAL SOS:
Whenever Loco Pilot detects an emergency situation
and wants to alert other trains, Loco Pilot to press
‘COMMON’ and ‘SOS’ button on DMI
simultaneously.
b. UNUSUAL STOPPAGE SOS:
i. If train stops in Block section, TCAS asks Loco
Pilot for acknowledgement.
ii. Loco Pilot to acknowledge by pressing 'Ack/
Cancel' button on DMIwithin 15 seconds.
iii. If not acknowledged, TCAS broadcast SOS
message.
c. SOS RECEPTION
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Whenever Loco TACS receives SOS from any
Loco/Station, trains approaching to the originating
source of SOS will be stopped and then a speed
supervision of 30kmph will apply till the train passes the
source of SOS generation.
12. STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF TCAS
SYSTEM FAILURE

c. In case of System Failure, TCAS will enter
automatically in SYSTEM FAILURE MODE and
symbol appears on DMI.
d. Emergency Brake is initiated automatically and train
will come to a stop.
e. Loco Pilot to isolate TCAS by following the
ISOLATION procedure.
f. TCAS exits from system failure mode, when critical
fault recovers.
13. TRAIN
FROM TCAS FITTED SECTION TO
SECTION WITHOUT TCAS

Loco pilot will be prompted to acknowledge exit from
TCAS territory in stipulated time. On acknowledgement,
TCAS will switch to Staff Responsible mode. If the loco
pilot fails to acknowledge, brakes will be applied by the
TCAS.
14. EVENTS IN CASE OF RFID TAG MISSING ON
TRACK OR LOSS OF RADIO COMMUNICATION
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If continuous tags are missed on the track or there is a
failure of radio communication, TCAS will prompt loco
pilot to acknowledge for entry into Limited Supervision
Mode. If loco pilot acknowledges within stipulated time,
TCAS will enter into Limited Supervision mode. If the
loco pilot fails to acknowledge, brakes will be applied by
the Loco TCAS.
26.03 MODIFIED PROCEDURE FOR CONTROL ELECTRONICS
RESETTING OF 3 PHASE LOCOMOTIVES

The procedure for switching OFF and ON the Control
electronics (CE) in three phase loco has been modified
(vide
PCEE/SCR’s
Lr.No.
E.221/SMI/MD/3Phase/Vol.VI, dated 13.12.2018). The modified
procedure is as follows:
1. Loco is equipped with CE RESET SWITCH which is
located in SB-1 panel.
2. In case of transient fault don’t reset the CE through
BL key else BP will drop.
3. To use the CE RESET SWITCH following condition
is to be followed:
a. VCB should be open through BLDJ switch which
is located on A-Panel.
b. Panto should be lowered through ZPT which is
located on A-Panel.
c. BL key should be in driving positon which is
located on A-Panel.
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4. By apply of this CE RESET switch BP will not get
exhausted and should be pressed for 3-4 seconds.
5. Once CE RESET SWITCH is pressed, ensure that
DDU gets rebooted. Nodes again start progressing
from 0 to 504.
6. The CE RESET SWITCH could also be applied
during coasting of Locomotive.
7. Normal Pneumatic Braking operation could be
carried out and it ensures safe working of the train
under all circumstances.
8. CE RESET SWITCH could be tried only for
transient fault. If the fault is permanent then first
isolate the subsystem through MCB or Cut-Out
Switch and then CE RESET SWITCH operation
should be performed.
NOTE: Locos fitted with BHEL and ABB make IGBT based SRs are
to be brought to standstill condition (speed should be zero) for VCU
reset.

26.04 DISTRIBUTED POWER WIRELESS CONTROL SYSTEM

Operating Instructions for MEDHA Make Wireless MU
DPWCS Configuration
Distrubuted Power operation advantages:
❑ Reduced Coupler force
❑ Train length can increase
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❑ High Tractive and Braking Effort.
Setting Up of Lead/Master Loco:
a. Turn ON DPWCS unit by Switching ON the
DPWCS CB provided.
b. Turn ON BIU unit by Switching ON the BIU CB
provided and Put Isolation switch in Normal Position
Loco Side
a. MU2B Valve present on IRAB Panel in LEAD
Position
b. A8 Cock/BP CUTOUT Cock No 52 in CUTIN
position
c. A9 Handle Cock in Active CAB CUTIN Position
d. SA9 Handle Cock in Active CAB CUTIN Position
e. A9 Handle Cock in InActive CAB CUTOUT
Position
f. SA9 Handle Cock in InActive CAB CUTOUT
Position
BIU Panel
a. MR CUTOUT Cock present on BIU Panel CUTIN
Position
b. EM Valve CUTOUT Cock present on BIU Panel
CUTIN Position
c. BPCO Valve CUTOUT Cock present on BIU Panel
CUTOUT Position
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Display Unit
a. On Display unit enter the LOGIN details with Driver
ID, password, Train Number and press Login. (Train
number must be same in Lead & Remote)
b. Password Is 0 (Zero)
c. After completion of login, select LEAD.
d. Select Cab Direction, CAB1 Front / CAB 2 Front
according to the direction of Loco Movement.
e. Enter Number of Remotes.
f. Enter number of wagons between Lead and Remote.
g. Enter Remote Locomotive Numbers.
h. Press Confirm.
i. Select required Frequency.
j. Press Confirm and follow instructions on the Display
screen for performing brake pipe test.
k. At any time to go back press Logout.
Setting Up of Remote/Trail Loco
a. Turn ON DPCS unit by Switching ON the DPCS
CB provided.
b. Turn ON BIU unit by Switching ON the BIU CB
provided and Put Isolation switch in Normal
Position
Loco Side
a. MU2B Valve present on IRAB Panel in LEAD
Position
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b. A8 Cock/BP CUTOUT Cock No 52 in CUTIN
position
c. A9 Handle Cock in Active CAB CUTIN Position &
A9 Handle in RELEASE position.
d. SA9 Handle Cock in Active CAB CUTIN Position
& SA9 Handle in RELEASE position.
e. A9 Handle Cock in INActive CAB CUTOUT
Position
f. SA9 Handle Cock in INActive CAB CUTOUT
Position
BIU Panel
a. MR CUTOUT Cock present on BIU Panel CUTIN
Position
b. EM Valve CUTOUT Cock present on BIU Panel
CUTIN Position
c. BPCO Valve CUTOUT Cock present on BIU Panel
CUTOUT Position
Display Unit
a. On Display unit enter the LOGIN details with Driver
ID, password, Train Number and press Login. (Train
number must be same in Lead & Remote)
b. Password Is 0 (Zero)
c. After completion of login Select REMOTE.
d. Select Cab Direction, CAB1 Front / CAB 2 Front
according to the direction of Loco Movement.
e. Enter Lead Locomotive Number.
f. Press Confirm.
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g. Select required Frequency.
h. Press Confirm.
i. Ensure pressure is available for panto raising.
At any time to go back press Logout.
Operating Instructions for MEDHA Make Wireless
MU
LEAD REMOTE
Power ON the DPWCS & BIU Unit and the Cocks &
Handles Position
a. DPWCS CB is in CAB2, BIU CB on BIU unit near
CP's. Ensure isolation switch on BIU unit is in
Normal position.
b. Ensure Emergency Cock in CUTIN position
c. MU2B in Lead postion
d. A8 cock in Loco is in OPEN Position
e. Keep A9, SA9 Cocks of active CAB are in OPEN
Position
f. Ensure all loco keys to be removed and A9 & SA9 of
active CAB brake handles are in RELEASE
position.
TO PAIRING
a. Click on Enter DriverID after entering DriverID
press OK
b. Click Password enter "0" and then press OK
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c. Click on Train No enter train no., Then press OK,
then Press Login
d. After Completion Of Login Select Lead Select CAB
Direction CAB1 Front/CAB2Front according to
Direction of Loco Movement
e. Enter Number of Remotes, Select type of wagan and
enter no of wagons between remote and lead loco's.
f. Enter Remote Locomotive Number, Press Confirm
g. Select required Frequency, Press Confirm and
follow instructions on the Displayscreen
After Completion Of Login
a. Select Remote
b. Select CAB Direction CAB1 Front/CAB2 Front
According to Direction of Loco Movement
c. Enter Lead Locomotive Number Press Confirm
d. Select required Frequency (i.e Same Frequency to
be selected in Lead & Remote), Press Confirm and
follow instructions on the Displayscreen
For Grouping
a. Lead & Remote Locos BP should be greater than
4.7kg/cm2.
b. MPJ in Neutral or Zero position then In screen
select test Option and select Brake pipe test.
c. Apply A9 handle in full service (3 to 3.5Kg).
d. Follow the display instructions, after pairing
acknowledge the success message and proceed.
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NOTE: To isolate "BIU" & "DPWCS" switch off the
respective CB and change "Emergency cock" to cutout
position on BIU unit.

26.05 REAL TIME TRAIN INFORMATION SYSTEM (RTIS)

Real time train information system is provided in
locomotives and is being implemented by CRIS for
tracking the real time location of locomotives/trains.
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It consists of indoor and outdoor units with a
power supply through MCB.
1. INDOOR UNIT
In the first phase, the indoor unit is mounted on the
desk in front of Assistant Loco Pilot in Cab-2 of loco.

screen

 Ensure 3 LEDs are glowing on the back side of
the unit.
 Ensure the cable connections are intact.
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In the second phase the unit will be mounted on cab
wall (Cab-1) behind ALP/LP with display unit facing the
cab and unit inside the machine room/back panel.
2.

OUTDOOR UNIT
The outdoor unit is mounted on loco roof top
 Out door unit
 Mounted on the loco
roof top (Cab-2 end)
on the ALP side
 Ensure LED is glowing

3.

MCB

 MCB rating 2 A
 Ensure MCB in ON
condition
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 MCB for RTIS device is installed in SB-1 in 3
Phase loco and in switch panel in Conventional
locos and marked as ‘RTIS’
 At present the MCB rating is 2 A.
 However in the second phase, MCB rating will be
reduced to 1 A and a fuse (HRC/Glass fuse) of
2A capacity shall be provided on the power
supply unit.
 A spare fuse of 2A capacity will also be provided.
4.

Steps to operate:
 Tap on RTIS Indian Rail Navigation (IRN) screen
to wake it up. If it doesn’t wake up, check the
RTIS MCB. It should be ON (A switch may also
be provided for switching on the screen in the
second phase
 Enter the User ID and Password to Login. For
loco pilot, user name and password are as
follows:
user name: rtis_locopilot or lp
password: rtis123
 After logging in, click Start Journey button to
start the Journey.
 In order to enter the train number, click on
keyboard icon in bar on top of the screen. When
keyboard appears, enter the required details.
Click on calendar to enter the start date.
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 Press Submit after entering these details. When
the journey finishes, click on END JOURNEY
 After completing any activity, click on LOGOUT
button.
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26.05 SCHUNK PANTOGRAPH DESCRIPTION

Important features of Schunk type/make Pantograph:
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 Auto drop device (ADD)
The pantograph is equipped with a pneumatic
carbon monitoring system to minimize damages of
catenary and pantograph through worn or damaged
carbon strips (e.g. broken carbon pieces). For this
purpose the pantograph is fitted with special suitable
carbon strips, a valve unit is fixed inside the
pneumatic control box, consisting of the main parts,
Quick exhaust valve, cut off cock and an air hose
leading from the base frame, lower frame and upper
frame to the carbon strips.
In case of malfunctioning/air leakage, the ADD cock
provided outside the control box (on the roof) is to
be closed.
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 Over Reach Detector (ORD)
The pantograph is equipped with an ORD system to
avoid damages to pantograph when pantograph
reaches unwired section. The overreach detector
drops the pantograph to its resting height in the
case that the pantograph reaches to the indicated
height (preferred by Cust.) If the pantograph raises
to the indicated height, the cam switches the 3/2way valve, Compressed air exhaust from the valve
and pantograph Lowered to its resting position, air
from the valve will be exhausting continuously. Since
this is push pull type valve, this process will be
continuously happening until panto down command
given by crew. For normal working of pantograph,
valve has to reset manually on roof top, Pantograph
will starts rising after resetting of the valve only.

Push the lever towards cam for resetting the valve.
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26.06 PUSH PULL OPERATION OF WAP7 LOCOMOTIVES

Operation of WAP-7 Locos in Push Pull mode
(Ref: RDSO Lr.No.EL/3.1.35/4 dated 11.12.18)
 In Push Pull mode one loco is in front of rake (called
Master loco) and another loco is in rear of rake
(called slave loco).
 The modification for push pull operation involves
provision of additional BL switch, additional BPFA
and additional LSDJ on ‘D’ panel in each cab of both
master and slave loco.
 ZTEL switch provided on ‘A’ panel is renamed as
ZNN switch and is used for negotiating of neutral
section.
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 The WAP-7 locos are provided with four couplers on
each cab side.
IVC coupler- 2 Nos: for power connection of Hotel
load.
a)
b)

LP side for Hotel load converter-2.
ALP side for Hotel load converter-1.

UIC couplers – 2 Nos.
a)
b)

LP side for Push Pull operation &
ALP side for Hotel load converter

UIC Coupler
for Hotel Load
Converter

UIC Coupler
for Pushpull

IVC Couplers
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UIC Couplers for HLC

UIC Couplers for Push Pull

IVC Couplers
Operation of the Locos in Push pull mode:
1. Cock and switch position of master and slave loco is
as below:
Sl
Name of the
Master Slave
No
cock/Switch
Loco
Loco
1 Panto Selector Switch Auto
Auto
85
2 FP charging cock 136 Open
Close
3 BP charging cock 70 Open
Open
4 Emergency exhaust
Open
Open
cock 74
5 Dead movement cock Close
Close
47
6 IG-38 key
Open
Open
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NOTE: If Panto selector switch 85 is in Auto mode for both Master
and Slave locos then front panto of master loco and rear panto of
slave loco will be in operation. However it is preferable to keep
PSS-85 of master loco at Position-II If Cab-1 is leading or at
Positon-1if Cab-2 is leading, so that rear panto of mastser loco
comes in operation.

2. Connect BP and FP pipe of both locos with BP & FP
pipe with train rake and open angle cocks.
3. In Slave loco ensure:
a) Keep SA-9 in released position in both cabs and
observe ‘0’ pressure in BC guage.
b) Move A-9/DBC to emergency position and brakes
will be applied in loco and rake.
c) Move A-9/DBC to neutral position and take out the
handle.
4. In Master loco:
a) Insert BL key in additional BL switch provided
on ‘D’ panel and move it from OFF to D
mode.This will result in glowing of additional
LSDJ (Slave loco is now activated).
b) After around 35 to 40 seconds slave loco will be
on 504 node and additional BPFA provided on D
panel in master loco will glow (VCU boots up in
Slave loco).
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c) Move additional BL key from D to OFF and take
it out. This will display 612 node for slave loco
in DDU of slave loco (Slave loco is in Self hold
mode).
d) Insert BL key in ‘A’ panel and move from OFF
to D and wait for 35 to 40 seconds. DDU will
display 504 node for both master and slave loco
in Node information screen.
e) Now energize the locomotive pair of push pull
combination from master loco as is done
normally for a single WAP-7 loco.Push pull
combination of locos can be checked from
configuration screen.
f) If ZNN switch is in OFF position then VCBs of
both master and slave loco will open or close
simultaneously by BLDJ switch.
g) Node information displayed on DDU of master
loco is for both Master and Slave Loco. Ths
status of slave loco is known from the node
information displayed on DDU of master loco in
column of slave loco.
5. Instructions for neutral section:
a) At 500 m board by following signal aspects and
section speed restrictions, attain maximum speed.
b) At 250 m board bring throttle to Zero and switch
ON ZNN switch.
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c) At DJ open board, switch OFF BLDJ and ensure
LSDJ is glowing.
d) At DJ close board, switch ON BLDJ and ensure
extinguishing of LSDJ.
e) Additional LSDJ provided on ‘D’ panel of master
loco will remain in extinguished position
continuously.
f) The logic used for negotiating of neutral section
in pushpull operation is as
 After DJ OFF of master loco, DJ of slave
loco opens after 330 meters (considering
minimum rake length)
 After DJ ON of master loco DJ of slave loco
closes after 750 meters (considering
maximum rake length)
Note:
1. In push pull operation no fault messages will be
popped up on DDU of slave loco. However fault
messages will be recorded in slave loco and can be
seen in DDS.
2. In Push Pull operation fault messages will be popped
up on DDU of master loco with LSFI glowing but
along with Loco No. /from Loco No. LP has to
understand whether fault is in master loco or slave
loco and take corrective action as per TSD.
3. In case of communication failure between Master
loco
and
slave
loco
message
of
‘COMMUNICATION
DISTURBANCE’
is
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displayed in DDU of master loco and following
action takes place automatically.
a) VCB tripping in Master loco
b) VCB tripping and lowering of Panto in slave
loco.
4. Master loco can be worked normally by closing
VCB.
5. After communication failure and tripping of VCB
and lowering of Pantograph in slave loco, it remains
in self hold mode for one hour only. During this one
hour period only reconfigure master and slave loco
combination at any convenient halt location etc.,
otherwise slave loco is to be made dead as per TSD
at convenient halt station or having unscheduled halt.
In any case either reconfiguration or making of slave
loco dead is to be done within self hold mode of one
hour. Otherwise emergency brakes will be applied in
train from slave loco.
6. In pushpull operation Hotel load converters of master
loco, if provided, will be in service. Therefore, IVC
coupler of Hotel load of master loco only to be
provided with jumpers from front power car. No IVC
& UIC jumper of hotel load converter to be
connected between slave loco and rear power car.
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